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Emergence in Physics1

J. Butterfield: jb56@cam.ac.uk: 20 February 2007

0. Introduction I expect my talk will cover the following topics.
(1) I will contrast emergence with the more general idea of “good” variables.
(2) I will contrast emergence with the failure of (i) reduction in the sense of definitional

extension; and of (ii) supervenience.
(3) I propose to think of emergence in terms of limiting relations between theories, or

more generally in terms of regimes of a theory.
(4) I will illustrate this with the N → ∞ of algebraic quantum statistical mechanics.
A few more detailed notes, and some references, follow.

1. Emergence vs. good variables Emergence as properties/behaviour that are both
novel and robust relative to some comparison class: especially one given by a theory of the
micro-details.

Novelty and robustness are liable to be ambiguous, even controversial or subjective: even
for a fixed comparison class. (E.g.: for novelty, the philosophical debate about identity of
properties; for robustness, the different definitions of stability.) But nevermind!

“Good” variables and-or approximation schemes:—
Here “good” is ambiguous between:
small in number2 and autonomous (uncoupled equations);
easily calculated with;
suited to given problem;
insightful, eg by suggestiveness for other theory, or suitability to alien procedure eg quanti-
zation.

Accordingly, good variables/schemes vary:
(i) in their scope (from a single problem, eg set by boundary conditions, to a whole theory);
and
(ii) in our ways to seek them, e.g. reduction by exploiting a symmetry, or neglecting the
negligible—itself various, e.g. coarse-graining (averaging) or dressing (re-factorization of
state-space).

Emergence is closest to the first meaning of “good”: robust ≈ autonomous. But emer-
gence is often taken to include:
(i) more about the idea of novelty; and-or
(ii) other general ideas such as non-linearity, heirarchy, scaling, complexity; and-or
(iii) proposed paradigms for theory-development, eg renormalization group or cellular au-

1Draft Summary of a talk for the Seven Pines Symposium, 2-6 May 2007.
2‘Small in number’ does not always involve reduction. Often we understand/model a finite-dimensional

system more successfully by idealizing it as infinite-dimensional: despite atomism, continuous models of
sound or fluid flow are successful. I think the idealization N → ∞ for large quantum systems is similar—and
similarly justified.
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tomata or self-organized criticality. (Frigg (2003) criticizes the claims that self-organized
criticality is a universal theory.)

2. Emergence vs. reduction; and vs. supervenience All the above ideas, about
both good variables/schemes and emergence, seem independent of philosophers’ proposals
that emergence is: either (i) failure of reduction (in logicians’ sense of definitional extension);
or (ii) failure of supervenience.

(Note: The idea of supervenience, also called ‘determination’, is a relation between fam-
ilies of properties: viz. that total matching of any two entities as regards one family of
properties (called the subvening family) implies their total matching as regards the other
family (the supervening family). Most ways of making this idea precise make it a weakening
of definitional extension: namely, a weakening that allows one or more of the definitions (of
a property in the supervening family in terms of the subvening family) to be infinitely long.
But I will not pause on the technicalities here.)

As to (i):— I think a theory could describe novel and robust properties/behaviour, while
being a definitional extension of another. In other words: the power of reduction is stronger
than commonly thought. The N → ∞ limit in quantum statistical mechanics (Paragraph
4) is an example: there is reduction (using a suitably strong mathematical language), with
novelty—viz. superselection sectors. (Other (nearly synonymous!) buzz-words are: classical
observables, inequivalent representations, symmetry breaking.)

That is compatible with saying that, since supervenience is weaker than definitional
extension, all cases of “supervenience-but-not-definitional-extension” are cases of emergence.
But I also deny this (as do other philosophers); (Butterfield and Isham (1999), Section 2,
pp. 114-126; Humphreys 1997, Section 2).

As to (ii):— It of course follows from what I just said—that there are cases of emergence
which are also definitional extensions—that (ii) is false. That is: emergence is not failure of
supervenience.

But there is a more interesting (i.e. controversial!) point here. Several philosophers
(some of them at 7 Pines!) have argued that

(a): quantum entanglement is an important clear-cut case of a failure of supervenience:
more precisely, failure of supervenience of the state of a whole on the states of its parts—also
known as mereological supervenience.

(b): quantum entanglement underpins striking cases of emergence, including the cases
under (i), i.e. superselection sectors. (And they emphasise that these cases are not just
striking, but also well-understood, and so a surer guide to philosophical understanding of
emergence than eg the mind-body relation.)

(References for (a) and (b) include: Howard (2003, pp. 6-17), Humphreys (1997a Section
6), Silberstein (2001, pp. 73-78; 2002, pp. 96-98 )), Silberstein & McGeever (1999, p.
187-189).)

I have a bone to pick here! In effect, I agree with the letter of (a) and (b), but not the
spirit. (Huttemann’s position (2005) is broadly similar to mine.) More precisely:

Though (a) is true:— Quantum theory, with its entangled states, conforms to close cousins
of mereological supervenience. For think in terms of the quantum state as a complex-valued
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function ψ on the configuration space, e.g. ψ : IR6 → |

C for two spinless particles. Quantum entanglement means that ψ cannot be represented
as an assignment of two complex numbers to each point of physical space IR3 ... but only as
an assignment of a single complex number to a point of IR3 × IR3. But these are, I submit,
close cousins! So I would not want broad, cherished, metaphysical theses of reduction, or of
anti-holistic supervenience, to be violated by the latter sort of state-space.

More generally, we should recall how quantum physics, no less than classical physics,
illustrates two triumphs of reductionism that are so endemic in the development of (and
successes of) both quantum and classical physics that we tend to forget them. Namely:

[1]; The uniform rules for defining a composite system’s state-space and its quantities;
(viz. Cartesian products in classical physics; tensor products in quantum theory); and

[2]: Pace the ‘British emergentism’ of Broad et al. in the inter-war period: the non-
existence of “configurational forces”, i.e. forces that only come into play when the number of
bodies/particles/degrees of freedom exceeds some number. Or to put it more positively: the
fact that both quantum and classical physics manage with only 2-body forces (potentials).

Though (b) is true:— In the cited cases of emergence (i.e. superselection sectors, super-
conductivity), quantum entanglement is not, I submit, the “main fuel”. Other features are
at least equally important: especially, the N → ∞ limit—cf. Paragraph 4.

(Humphreys (1997, Sections 3 and 4) makes essentially this point: but ties it, in my view
unnecessarily, to his advocacy (1997a, Section 5) of a physical operation of “fusion”.)

(I should admit, of course, that perhaps the most important “fuel” is not the fancy
mathematical physics of this limit!... but the creative, heuristic physics of writing down the
“right” interaction, e.g. the BCS Hamiltonian. This returns us to Paragraph 1 on good
variables, and to [2] just above.)

3. Emergence and limiting relations I now propose to steer a middle course between
generalities about emergence (Paragraph 1 and 2 above), and the proposed paradigms listed
at the end of Paragraph 1. I propose to consider limiting relations (in general: for some states,
some quantities, some parameter-values) between theories: or more generally, regimes of a
theory.

In this framework, emergence will especially concern regimes for composite, especially
“large”, systems. Accordingly, Paragraph 4 will look at the case of quantum systems with
an infinite number of particles/degrees of freedom, i.e. the N → ∞ limit of quantum
mechanics. (This will be a special case of the general idea of a classical limit of quantum
theory, given by � → 0.)

Theories T0 and Tκ postulate state-spaces Γ0 and Γκ, and sets (algebras) of quantities
A0 and Aκ. Think of κ as a real parameter labelling a “version” of a generic theory: in our
case, κ ≡ �, the generic theory is quantum mechanics, and T0 is classical mechanics.

So there are two main kinds of limiting relation: about states and quantities.

For all, or maybe just some, states s0 ∈ Γ0, there is a sequence of states sκ ∈ Γκ such
that sκ → s0.

For all, maybe some, quantities A0 ∈ A0, there is a sequence of quantities Aκ ∈ Aκ such
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that Aκ → A0.

Since the state-spaces/algebras can have different mathematical structures (evidently do
so, for the quantum-classical case!), both → s need to be clarified.

In Paragraph 4, we will follow Landsman (2006) in using deformation quantization: a
recently-developed framework which, Landsman argues, makes the limiting process “as clear
as it can be”.

For the moment, note just that in the philosophical literature, Batterman has stressed
the importance of such “singular limits” for understanding inter-theoretic relations. Indeed,
he considers the quantum-classical case, approaching it on analogy with the case of wave
optics/geometric optics, ie geometric optics as the short-wavelength limit of wave optics.
In the quantum-classical case, this amounts to the WKB or “semi-classical” approach to
understanding the � → 0 limit. Landsman (2006, Section 5.5) argues that this is a very
limited approach, and I will not go into it, except to report that:—

Batterman argues that in both these cases (mechanics, quantum or classical; and optics,
wave or geometric), there is emergence in the strong sense that the “deeper/later” theory, i.e.
quantum mechanics/wave optics, cannot explain all the phenomena that occur in the short-
wavelength limit: that explanations need to appeal to the concepts of the “shallower/earlier”
(“supervening”) theory. For references, and a critique of Batterman’s position (to my mind:
persuasive), cf. Belot (2003).

Anyway: in general: we expect the → s to mesh in that:
(i) at (appropriate) s0, A0, the values obey the corresponding relation:

Aκ(sκ) → A0(s0);
and maybe (ii) commutation with time-evolution.

I propose that we should not mind which regimes—combinations of states, quantities,
and parameter-values—to call ‘emergent’. This depends on which ideas from Paragraphs 1
and 2 above are emphasised, and so is in part ambiguous/subjective.

4. The N → ∞ limit of quantum mechanics I propose (if I have time after the fights
above!) to expound aspects of the N → ∞ limit of quantum mechanics: (a special case of
the general idea of � → 0). I will follow Landsman (2006, Section 6), and talk in terms of
deformation quantization.

Though this material is very restricted, it is enough to capture phenomena often called
‘emergent’: eg chirality and knot-type of molecules, temperature and other macroscopic
observables of substances.

It is also a preamble to other examples of emergence: eg KMS states, with their various
kinds of robustness (cf. Emch 2006).

This material will be in effect an ode to reductionism: even to philosophers’ definitional
extension—using amazingly short definitions! (... provided you help yourself to a sufficiently
powerful mathematical language...)

I therefore recommend reading Landsman (2006, Section 6). Since Landsman’s paper is
technically daunting, let me add some guidelines, based on limitations of my discussion.
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Within Section 6, I will only hope to treat Sections 6.1-6.4; i.e. I will ignore Section
6.5-6.6.

Within Landsman’s earlier Sections, the only essential preliminaries are some parts of (i)
Section 4.3 on deformation quantization, and (ii) Section 5.1. Namely, we need: from Section
4.3, the ideas of a continuous field of algebras, and (thereby) a deformation quantization;
and from Section 5.1, the idea of a continuous field of states.

(By the way: for the limitations of geometric quantization, and the WKB approach to the
classical limit, cf. also Landsman’s Sections 4.4 and 5.5, respectively. And for decoherence,
cf. Landsman’s Section 7.1.)
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Between classical and quantum∗

N.P. Landsman

Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen
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Abstract

The relationship between classical and quantum theory is of central importance to the philosophy
of physics, and any interpretation of quantum mechanics has to clarify it. Our discussion of this
relationship is partly historical and conceptual, but mostly technical and mathematically rigorous,
including over 500 references. For example, we sketch how certain intuitive ideas of the founders of
quantum theory have fared in the light of current mathematical knowledge. One such idea that has
certainly stood the test of time is Heisenberg’s ‘quantum-theoretical Umdeutung (reinterpretation) of
classical observables’, which lies at the basis of quantization theory. Similarly, Bohr’s correspondence
principle (in somewhat revised form) and Schrödinger’s wave packets (or coherent states) continue
to be of great importance in understanding classical behaviour from quantum mechanics. On the
other hand, no consensus has been reached on the Copenhagen Interpretation, but in view of the
parodies of it one typically finds in the literature we describe it in detail.

On the assumption that quantum mechanics is universal and complete, we discuss three ways in
which classical physics has so far been believed to emerge from quantum physics, namely in the limit
~ → 0 of small Planck’s constant (in a finite system), in the limit N → ∞ of a large system with N

degrees of freedom (at fixed ~), and through decoherence and consistent histories. The first limit is
closely related to modern quantization theory and microlocal analysis, whereas the second involves
methods of C

∗-algebras and the concepts of superselection sectors and macroscopic observables. In
these limits, the classical world does not emerge as a sharply defined objective reality, but rather
as an approximate appearance relative to certain “classical” states and observables. Decoherence
subsequently clarifies the role of such states, in that they are “einselected”, i.e. robust against
coupling to the environment. Furthermore, the nature of classical observables is elucidated by the
fact that they typically define (approximately) consistent sets of histories.

This combination of ideas and techniques does not quite resolve the measurement problem, but
it does make the point that classicality results from the elimination of certain states and observables
from quantum theory. Thus the classical world is not created by observation (as Heisenberg once
claimed), but rather by the lack of it.

∗To appear in Elsevier’s forthcoming Handbook of the Philosophy of Science, Vol. 2: Philosophy of Physics (eds. John
Earman & Jeremy Butterfield). The author is indebted to Stephan de Bièvre, Jeremy Butterfield, Dennis Dieks, Jim
Hartle, Gijs Tuynman, Steven Zelditch, and Wojciech Zurek for detailed comments on various drafts of this paper. The
final version has greatly benefited from the 7 Pines Meeting on ‘The Classical-Quantum Borderland’ (May, 2005); the
author wishes to express his gratitude to Lee Gohlike and the Board of the 7 Pines Meetings for the invitation, and to
the other speakers (M. Devoret, J. Hartle, E. Heller, G. ‘t Hooft, D. Howard, M. Gutzwiller, M. Janssen, A. Leggett, R.
Penrose, P. Stamp, and W. Zurek) for sharing their insights with him.
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6 THE LIMIT N →∞ 52

6 The limit N →∞
In this section we show to what extent classical physics may approximately emerge from quantum theory
when the size of a system becomes large. Strictly classical behaviour would be an idealization reserved
for the limit where this size is infinite, which we symbolically denote by “limN →∞”. As we shall see,
mathematically speaking this limit is a special case of the limit ~→ 0 discussed in the previous chapter.
What is more, we shall show that formally the limit N →∞ even falls under the heading of continuous
fields of C∗-algebras and deformation quantization (see Subsection 4.3.) Thus the ‘philosophical’ nature
of the idealization involved in assuming that a system is infinite is much the same as that of assuming
~→ 0 in a quantum system of given (finite) size; in particular, the introductory comments in Section 1
apply here as well.

An analogous discussion pertains to the derivation of thermodynamics from statistical mechanics
(Emch & Liu, 2002; Batterman, 2005). For example, in theory phase transitions only occur in infinite
systems, but in practice one sees them every day. Thus it appears to be valid to approximate a pot
of 1023 boiling water molecules by an infinite number of such molecules. The basic point is that the
distinction between microscopic and macroscopic regimes is unsharp unless one admits infinite systems
as an idealization, so that one can simply say that microscopic systems are finite, whereas macroscopic
systems are infinite. This procedure is eventually justified by the results it produces.

Similarly, in the context of quantum theory classical behaviour is simply not found in finite systems
(when ~ > 0 is fixed), whereas, as we shall see, it is found in infinite ones. Given the observed classical
nature of the macroscopic world,255 at the end of the day one concludes that the idealization in question
is apparently a valid one. One should not be confused by the fact that the error in the number of
particles this approximation involves (viz. ∞ − 1023 = ∞) is considerably larger than the number of
particles in the actual system. If all of the 1023 particles in question were individually tracked down,
the approximation is indeed a worthless ones, but the point is rather that the limit N → ∞ is valid
whenever averaging over N = 1023 particles is well approximated by averaging over an arbitrarily larger
number N (which, then, one might as well let go to infinity). Below we shall give a precise version of
this argument.

Despite our opening comments above, the quantum theory of infinite systems has features of its
own that deserve a separate section. Our treatment is complementary to texts such as Thirring (1983),
Strocchi (1985), Bratteli & Robinson (1987), Haag (1992), Araki (1999), and Sewell (1986, 2002), which
should be consulted for further information on infinite quantum systems. The theory in Subsections 6.1
and 6.5 is a reformulation in terms of continuous field of C∗-algebras and deformation quantization of
the more elementary parts of a remarkable series of papers on so-called quantum mean-field systems by
Raggio & Werner (1989, 1991), Duffield & Werner (1992a,b,c), and Duffield, Roos, & Werner (1992).
These models have their origin in the treatment of the BCS theory of superconductivity due to Bo-
goliubov (1958) and Haag (1962), with important further contributions by Thirring & Wehrl (1967),
Thirring (1968), Hepp (1972), Hepp & Lieb (1973), Rieckers (1984), Morchio & Strocchi (1987), Duffner
& Rieckers (1988), Bona (1988, 1989, 2000), Unnerstall (1990a, 1990b), Bagarello & Morchio (1992),
Sewell (2002), and others.

6.1 Macroscopic observables

The large quantum systems we are going to study consist of N copies of a single quantum system
with unital algebra of observables A1. Almost all features already emerge in the simplest example
A1 = M2(C) (i.e. the complex 2× 2 matrices), so there is nothing wrong with having this case in mind
as abstraction increases.256 The aim of what follows is to describe in what precise sense macroscopic

relating (in)complete classical motion in a potential to (lack of) essential selfadjointness of the corresponding Schrödinger
operator, it is usually the case that completeness implies essential selfadjointness, and vice versa. See Reed & Simon
(1975), Appendix to §X.1, where the reader may also find examples of classically incomplete but quantum-mechanically
complete motion, and vice versa. Now, here is the central point for the present discussion: as probably first noted by Hepp
(1974), different self-adjoint extensions have the same classical limit (in the sense of (5.20) or similar criteria), namely
the given incomplete classical dynamics. This proves that complete quantum dynamics can have incomplete motion as its
classical limit. However, much remains to be understood in this area. See also Earman (2005, 2006).
255With the well-known mesoscopic exceptions (Leggett, 2002; Brezger et al., 2002; Chiorescu et al., 2003; Marshall et

al., 2003; Devoret et al., 2004).
256In the opposite direction of greater generality, it is worth noting that the setting below actually incorporates quantum

systems defined on general lattices in Rn (such as Zn). For one could relabel things so as to make A1/N below the algebra
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observables (i.e. those obtained by averaging over an infinite number of sites) are “classical”.
From the single C∗-algebra A1, we construct a continuous field of C∗-algebras A(c) over

I = 0 ∪ 1/N = {0, . . . , 1/N, . . . , 1
3
, 1

2
, 1} ⊂ [0, 1], (6.1)

as follows. We put

A(c)
0 = C(S(A1));

A(c)
1/N = AN

1 , (6.2)

where S(A1) is the state space of A1 (equipped with the weak∗-topology)257 and AN
1 = ⊗̂NA1 is the

(spatial) tensor product of N copies of A1.
258 This explains the suffix c in A(c): it refers to the fact

that the limit algebra A(c)
0 is classical or commutative.

For example, take A1 = M2(C). Each state is given by a density matrix, which is of the form

ρ(x, y, z) = 1
2

(

1 + z x− iy
x+ iy 1− z

)

, (6.3)

for some (x, y, z) ∈ R
3 satisfying x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ 1. Hence S(M2(C)) is isomorphic (as a compact

convex set) to the three-ball B3 in R
3. The pure states are precisely the points on the boundary,259

i.e. the density matrices for which x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 (for these and these alone define one-dimensional
projections).260

In order to define the continuous sections of the field, we introduce the symmetrization maps jNM :
AM

1 → AN
1 , defined by

jNM (AM ) = SN (AM ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1), (6.4)

where one has N −M copies of the unit 1 ∈ A1 so as to obtain an element of AN
1 . The symmetrization

operator SN : AN
1 → AN

1 is given by (linear and continuous) extension of

SN (B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗BN ) =
1

N !

∑

σ∈SN

Bσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗Bσ(N), (6.5)

where SN is the permutation group (i.e. symmetric group) on N elements and Bi ∈ A1 for all i =
1, . . . , N . For example, jN1 : A1 → AN

1 is given by

jN1(B) = B
(N)

=
1

N

N
∑

k=1

1⊗ · · · ⊗B(k) ⊗ 1 · · · ⊗ 1, (6.6)

where B(k) is B seen as an element of the k’th copy of A1 in AN
1 . As our notation B

(N)
indicates,

this is just the ‘average’ of B over all copies of A1. More generally, in forming jNM (AM ) an operator
AM ∈ AM

1 that involves M sites is averaged over N ≥ M sites. When N → ∞ this means that one
forms a macroscopic average of an M -particle operator.

of observables of all lattice points Λ contained in, say, a sphere of radius N . The limit N → ∞ then corresponds to the
limit Λ→ Zn.
257In this topology one has ωλ → ω when ωλ(A)→ ω(A) for each A ∈ A1.
258When A1 is finite-dimensional the tensor product is unique. In general, one needs the projective tensor product at

this point. See footnote 90. The point is the same here: any tensor product state ω1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ωN on ⊗NA1 - defined on

elementary tensors by ω1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ωN (A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ AN ) = ω1(A1) · · ·ωN (AN ) - extends to a state on ⊗̂
N
A1 by continuity.

259 The extreme boundary ∂eK of a convex set K consists of all ω ∈ K for which ω = pρ+ (1 − p)σ for some p ∈ (0, 1)
and ρ, σ ∈ K implies ρ = σ = ω. If K = S(A) is the state space of a C∗-algebra A, the extreme boundary consists of
the pure states on A (the remainder of S(A) consisting of mixed states). If K is embedded in a vector space, the extreme
boundary ∂eK may or may not coincide with the geometric boundary ∂K of K. In the case K = B3 ⊂ R3 it does, but for
an equilateral triangle in R2 it does not, since ∂eK merely consists of the corners of the triangle whereas the geometric
boundary includes the sides as well.
260Eq. (6.3) has the form ρ(x, y, z) = 1

2
(xσx +yσy +zσz), where the σi are the Pauli matrices. This yields an isomorphism

between R3 and the Lie algebra of SO(3) in its spin- 1
2

representation D1/2 on C2. This isomorphism intertwines the defining

action of SO(3) on R3 with its adjoint action on M2(C). I.e., for any rotation R one has ρ(Rx) = D1/2(R)ρ(x)D1/2(R)−1.
This will be used later on (see Subsection 6.5).
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We say that a sequence A = (A1, A2, · · · ) with AN ∈ AN
1 is symmetric when

AN = jNM (AM ) (6.7)

for some fixed M and all N ≥ M . In other words, the tail of a symmetric sequence entirely consists of
‘averaged’ or ‘intensive’ observables, which become macroscopic in the limit N → ∞. Such sequences
have the important property that they commute in this limit; more precisely, if A and A′ are symmetric
sequences, then

lim
N→∞

‖ANA
′
N −A′

NAN‖ = 0. (6.8)

As an enlightening special case we take AN = jN1(B) and A′
N = jN1(C) with B,C ∈ A1. One

immediately obtains from the relation [B(k), C(l)] = 0 for k 6= l that

[

B
(N)

, C
(N)
]

=
1

N
[B,C]

(N)
. (6.9)

For example, if A1 = M2(C) and if for B and C one takes the spin- 1
2

operators Sj = ~

2σj for j = 1, 2, 3
(where σj are the Pauli matrices), then

[

S
(N)

j , S
(N)

k

]

= i
~

N
ǫjklS

(N)

l . (6.10)

This shows that averaging one-particle operators leads to commutation relations formally like those of
the one-particle operators in question, but with Planck’s constant ~ replaced by a variable ~/N . For
constant ~ = 1 this leads to the interval (6.1) over which our continuous field of C∗-algebras is defined;
for any other constant value of ~ the field would be defined over I = 0 ∪ ~/N, which of course merely
changes the labeling of the C∗-algebras in question.

We return to the general case, and denote a section of the field with fibers (6.2) by a sequence

A = (A0, A1, A2, · · · ), with A0 ∈ A(c)
0 and AN ∈ AN

1 as before (i.e. the corresponding section is 0 7→ A0

and 1/N 7→ AN ). We then complete the definition of our continuous field by declaring that a sequence
A defines a continuous section iff:

• (A1, A2, · · · ) is approximately symmetric, in the sense that for any ε > 0 there is an Nε and a
symmetric sequence A′ such that ‖AN −A′

N‖ < ε for all N ≥ Nε;
261

• A0(ω) = limN→∞ ωN (AN ), where ω ∈ S(A1) and ωN ∈ S(AN
1 ) is the tensor product of N copies

of ω, defined by (linear and continuous) extension of

ωN (B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗BN ) = ω(B1) · · ·ω(BN ). (6.11)

This limit exists by definition of an approximately symmetric sequence.262

It is not difficult to prove that this choice of continuous sections indeed defines a continuous field of
C∗-algebras over I = 0 ∪ 1/N with fibers (6.2). The main point is that

lim
N→∞

‖AN‖ = ‖A0‖ (6.12)

whenever (A0, A1, A2, · · · ) satisfies the two conditions above.263 This is easy to show for symmetric
sequences,264 and follows from this for approximately symmetric ones.

Consistent with (6.8), we conclude that in the limit N → ∞ the macroscopic observables organize
themselves in a commutative C∗-algebra isomorphic to C(S(A1)).
261A symmetric sequence is evidently approximately symmetric.
262If (A1, A2, · · · ) is symmetric with (6.7), one has ωN (AN ) = ωM (AM ) for N > M , so that the tail of the sequence

(ωN (AN )) is even independent of N . In the approximately symmetric case one easily proves that (ωN (AN )) is a Cauchy
sequence.
263Given (6.12), the claim follows from Prop. II.1.2.3 in Landsman (1998) and the fact that the set of functions A0

on S(A1) arising in the said way are dense in C(S(A1)) (equipped with the supremum-norm). This follows from the
Stone–Weierstrass theorem, from which one infers that the functions in question even exhaust S(A1).
264Assume (6.7), so that ‖AN‖ = ‖jNN (AN )‖ for N ≥M . By the C∗-axiom ‖A∗A‖ = ‖A2‖ it suffices to prove (6.12) for
A∗

0 = A0, which implies A∗
M = AM and hence A∗

N = AN for all N ≥M . One then has ‖AN‖ = sup{|ρ(AN )|, ρ ∈ S(AN
1 )}.

Because of the special form of AN one may replace the supremum over the set S(AN
1 ) of all states on AN

1 by the supremum
over the set Sp(AN

1 ) of all permutation invariant states, which in turn may be replaced by the supremum over the extreme
boundary ∂Sp(AN

1 ) of Sp(AN
1 ). It is well known (Størmer, 1969; see also Subsection 6.2) that the latter consists of all states

of the form ρ = ωN , so that ‖AN‖ = sup{|ωN (AN )|, ω ∈ S(A1)}. This is actually equal to ‖AM‖ = sup{|ωM (AM )|}.

Now the norm in A
(c)
0 is ‖A0‖ = sup{|A0(ω)|, ω ∈ S(A1)}, and by definition of A0 one has A0(ω) = ωM (AM ). Hence

(6.12) follows.
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6.2 Quasilocal observables

In the C∗-algebraic approach to quantum theory, infinite systems are usually described by means of
inductive limit C∗-algebras and the associated quasilocal observables (Thirring, 1983; Strocchi, 1985;
Bratteli & Robinson, 1981, 1987; Haag, 1992; Araki, 1999; Sewell, 1986, 2002). To arrive at these notions
in the case at hand, we proceed as follows (Duffield & Werner, 1992c).

A sequence A = (A1, A2, · · · ) (where AN ∈ AN
1 , as before) is called local when for some fixed M and

all N ≥M one has AN = AM ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 (where one has N −M copies of the unit 1 ∈ A1); cf. (6.4).
A sequence is said to be quasilocal when for any ε > 0 there is an Nε and a local sequence A′ such that
‖AN −A′

N‖ < ε for all N ≥ Nε. On this basis, we define the inductive limit C∗-algebra

∪N∈NAN
1 (6.13)

of the family of C∗-algebras (AN
1 ) with respect to the inclusion maps AN

1 →֒ AN+1
1 given by AN 7→

AN ⊗ 1. As a set, (6.13) consists of all equivalence classes [A] ≡ A0 of quasilocal sequences A under the

equivalence relation A ∼ B when limN→∞ ‖AN −BN‖ = 0. The norm on ∪N∈NAN
1 is

‖A0‖ = lim
N→∞

‖AN‖, (6.14)

and the rest of the C∗-algebraic structure is inherited from the quasilocal sequences in the obvious way
(e.g., A∗

0 = [A∗] with A∗ = (A∗
1, A

∗
2, · · · ), etc.). As the notation suggests, each AN

1 is contained in

∪N∈NAN
1 as a C∗-subalgebra by identifying AN ∈ AN

1 with the local (and hence quasilocal) sequence

A = (0, · · · , 0, AN ⊗ 1, AN ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1, · · · ), and forming its equivalence class A0 in ∪N∈NAN
1 as just

explained.265 The assumption underlying the common idea that (6.13) is “the” algebra of observables
of the infinite system under study is that by locality or some other human limitation the infinite tail of
the system is not accessible, so that the observables must be arbitrarily close (i.e. in norm) to operators
of the form AN ⊗ 1⊗ 1, · · · for some finite N .

This leads us to a second continuous field of C∗-algebras A(q) over 0 ∪ 1/N, with fibers

A(q)
0 = ∪N∈NAN

1 ;

A(q)
1/N = AN

1 . (6.15)

Thus the suffix q reminds one of that fact that the limit algebra A(q)
0 consists of quasilocal or quantum-

mechanical observables. We equip the collection of C∗-algebras (6.15) with the structure of a contin-
uous field of C∗-algebras A(q) over 0 ∪ 1/N by declaring that the continuous sections are of the form
(A0, A1, A2, · · · ) where (A1, A2, · · · ) is quasilocal and A0 is defined by this quasilocal sequence as just
explained.266 For N <∞ this field has the same fibers

A(q)
1/N = A(c)

1/N = AN
1 (6.16)

as the continuous field A of the previous subsection, but the fiber A(q)
0 is completely different from A(c)

0 .

In particular, if A1 is noncommutative then so is A(q)
0 , for it contains all AN

1 .
The relationship between the continuous fields of C∗-algebras A(q) and A(c) may be studied in two

different (but related) ways. First, we may construct concrete representations of all C∗-algebras AN
1 ,

N <∞, as well as of A(c)
0 and A(q)

0 on a single Hilbert space; this approach leads to superselections rules
in the traditional sense. This method will be taken up in the next subsection. Second, we may look at
those families of states (ω1, ω1/2, · · · , ω1/N , · · · ) (where ω1/N is a state on AN

1 ) that admit limit states

ω
(c)
0 and ω

(q)
0 on A(c)

0 and A(q)
0 , respectively, such that the ensuing families of states (ω

(c)
0 , ω1, ω1/2, · · · )

and (ω
(q)
0 , ω1, ω1/2, · · · ) are continuous fields of states on A(c) and on A(q), respectively (cf. the end of

Subsection 5.1).

Now, any state ω
(q)
0 onA(q)

0 defines a state ω
(q)
0|1/N on AN

1 by restriction, and the ensuing field of states

on A(q) is clearly continuous. Conversely, any continuous field (ω
(q)
0 , ω1, ω1/2, . . . , ω1/N , . . .) of states on

265Of course, the entries A1, · · ·AN−1, which have been put to zero, are arbitrary.
266The fact that this defines a continuous field follows from (6.14) and Prop. II.1.2.3 in Landsman (1998); cf. footnote

263.
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A(q) becomes arbitrarily close to a field of the above type for N large.267 However, the restrictions

ω
(q)
0|1/N of a given state ω

(q)
0 on A(q)

0 to AN
1 may not converge to a state ω

(c)
0 on A(c)

0 for N → ∞.268.

States ω
(q)
0 on ∪N∈NAN

1 that do have this property will here be called classical. In other words, ω
(q)
0|1/N

is classical when there exists a probability measure µ0 on S(A1) such that

lim
N→∞

∫

S(A1)

dµ0(ρ) (ρN (AN )− ω(q)
0|1/N (AN )) = 0 (6.17)

for each (approximately) symmetric sequence (A1, A2, . . .). To analyze this notion we need a brief
intermezzo on general C∗-algebras and their representations.

• A folium in the state space S(B) of a C∗-algebra B is a convex, norm-closed subspace F of S(B)
with the property that if ω ∈ F and B ∈ B such that ω(B∗B) > 0, then the “reduced” state
ωB : A 7→ ω(B∗AB)/ω(B∗B) must be in F (Haag, Kadison, & Kastler, 1970).269 For example, if
π is a representation of B on a Hilbert space H, then the set of all density matrices on H (i.e. the
π-normal states on B)270 comprises a folium Fπ. In particular, each state ω on B defines a folium
Fω ≡ Fπω

through its GNS-representation πω.

• Two representations π and π′ are called disjoint, written π⊥π′, if no subrepresentation of π is
(unitarily) equivalent to a subrepresentation of π′ and vice versa. They are said to be quasi-
equivalent, written π ∼ π′, when π has no subrepresentation disjoint from π′, and vice versa.271

Quasi-equivalence is an equivalence relation ∼ on the set of representations. See Kadison &
Ringrose (1986), Ch. 10.

• Similarly, two states ρ, σ are called either quasi-equivalent (ρ ∼ σ) or disjoint (ρ⊥σ) when the
corresponding GNS-representations have these properties.

• A state ω is called primary when the corresponding von Neumann algebra πω(B)′′ is a factor.272

Equivalently, ω is primary iff each subrepresentation of πω(B) is quasi-equivalent to πω(B), which
is the case iff πω(B) admits no (nontrivial) decomposition as the direct sum of two disjoint sub-
representations.

Now, there is a bijective correspondence between folia in S(B) and quasi-equivalence classes of
representations of B, in that Fπ = Fπ′ iff π ∼ π′. Furthermore (as one sees from the GNS-construction),
any folium F ⊂ S(B) is of the form F = Fπ for some representation π(B). Note that if π is injective
(i.e. faithful), then the corresponding folium is dense in S(B) in the weak∗-topology by Fell’s Theorem.
So in case that B is simple,273 any folium is weak∗-dense in the state space.

Two states need not be either disjoint or quasi-equivalent. This dichotomy does apply, however,
within the class of primary states. Hence two primary states are either disjoint or quasi-equivalent. If ω
is primary, then each state in the folium of πω is primary as well, and is quasi-equivalent to ω. If, on the
other hand, ρ and σ are primary and disjoint, then Fρ ∩Fσ = ∅. Pure states are, of course, primary.274

Furthermore, in thermodynamics pure phases are described by primary KMS states (Emch & Knops,
1970; Bratteli & Robinson, 1981; Haag, 1992; Sewell, 2002). This apparent relationship between primary
states and “purity” of some sort is confirmed by our description of macroscopic observables:275

267For any fixed quasilocal sequence (A1, A2, · · · ) and ε > 0, there is an Nε such that |ω1/N (AN )−ω
(q)
0|1/N

(AN )| < ε for

all N > Nε.
268See footnote 288 below for an example
269See also Haag (1992). The name ‘folium’ is very badly chosen, since S(B) is by no means foliated by its folia; for

example, a folium may contain subfolia.
270A state ω on B is called π-normal when it is of the form ω(B) = Tr ρπ(B) for some density matrix ρ. Hence the
π-normal states are the normal states on the von Neumann algebra π(B)′′.
271Equivalently, two representations π and π′ are disjoint iff no π-normal state is π′-normal and vice versa, and quasi-

equivalent iff each π-normal state is π′-normal and vice versa.
272A von Neumann algebraM acting on a Hilbert space is called a factor when its center M∩M′ is trivial, i.e. consists

of multiples of the identity.
273In the sense that it has no closed two-sided ideals. For example, the matrix algebra Mn(C) is simple for any n, as is its

infinite-dimensional analogue, the C∗-algebra of all compact operators on a Hilbert space. The C∗-algebra of quasilocal
observables of an infinite quantum systems is typically simple as well.
274Since the corresponding GNS-representation πω is irreducible, πω(B)′′ = B(Hω) is a factor.
275These claims easily follow from Sewell (2002), §2.6.5, which in turn relies on Hepp (1972).
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• If ω
(q)
0 is a classical primary state on A(q)

0 = ∪N∈NAN
1 , then the corresponding limit state ω

(c)
0 on

A(c)
0 = C(S(A1)) is pure (and hence given by a point in S(A1)).

• If ρ
(q)
0 and σ

(q)
0 are classical primary states on A(q)

0 , then

ρ
(c)
0 = σ

(c)
0 ⇔ ρ

(q)
0 ∼ σ(q)

0 ; (6.18)

ρ
(c)
0 6= σ

(c)
0 ⇔ ρ

(q)
0 ⊥ σ

(q)
0 . (6.19)

As in (6.17), a general classical state ω
(q)
0 with limit state ω

(c)
0 on C(S(A1)) defines a probability

measure µ0 on S(A1) by

ω
(c)
0 (f) =

∫

S(A1)

dµ0 f, (6.20)

which describes the probability distribution of the macroscopic observables in that state. As we have
seen, this distribution is a delta function for primary states. In any case, it is insensitive to the mi-

croscopic details of ω
(q)
0 in the sense that local modifications of ω

(q)
0 do not affect the limit state ω

(c)
0

(Sewell, 2002). Namely, it easily follows from (6.8) and the fact that the GNS-representation is cyclic
that one can strengthen the second claim above:

Each state in the folium F
ω

(q)
0

of a classical state ω
(q)
0 is automatically classical and has the

same limit state on A(c)
0 as ω

(q)
0 .

To make this discussion a bit more concrete, we now identify an important class of classical states on

∪N∈NAN
1 . We say that a state ω on this C∗-algebra is permutation-invariant when each of its restrictions

to AN
1 is invariant under the natural action of the symmetric group SN on AN

1 (i.e. σ ∈ SN maps an
elementary tensor AN = B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ BN ∈ AN

1 to Bσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Bσ(N), cf. (6.5)). The structure of the

set SS of all permutation-invariant states in S(A(q)
0 ) has been analyzed by Størmer (1969). Like any

compact convex set, it is the (weak∗-closed) convex hull of its extreme boundary ∂eSS. The latter

consists of all infinite product states ω = ρ∞, where ρ ∈ S(A1). I.e. if A0 ∈ A(q)
0 is an equivalence class

[A1, A2, · · · ], then
ρ∞(A0) = lim

N→∞
ρN (AN ); (6.21)

cf. (6.11). Equivalently, the restriction of ω to any AN
1 ⊂ A(q)

0 is given by ⊗Nρ. Hence ∂eSS is
isomorphic (as a compact convex set) to S(A1) in the obvious way, and the primary states in SS are
precisely the elements of ∂eSS.

A general state ω
(q)
0 in SS has a unique decomposition276

ω
(q)
0 (A0) =

∫

S(A1)

dµ(ρ) ρ∞(A0), (6.22)

where µ is a probability measure on S(A1) and A0 ∈ A(q)
0 .277 The following beautiful illustration of the

abstract theory (Unnerstall, 1990a,b) is then clear from (6.17) and (6.22):

If ω
(q)
0 is permutation-invariant, then it is classical. The associated limit state ω

(c)
0 on A(c)

0

is characterized by the fact that the measure µ0 in (6.20) coincides with the measure µ in
(6.22).278

276This follows because SS is a so-called Bauer simplex (Alfsen, 1970). This is a compact convex set K whose extreme
boundary ∂eK is closed and for which every ω ∈ K has a unique decomposition as a probability measure supported by
∂eK, in the sense that a(ω) =

∫

∂eK dµ(ρ) a(ρ) for any continuous affine function a on K. For a unital C∗-algebra A the

continuous affine functions on the state space K = S(A) are precisely the elements A of A, reinterpreted as functions Â

on S(A) by Â(ω) = ω(A). For example, the state space S(A) of a commutative unital C∗-algebra A is a Bauer simplex,
which consists of all (regular Borel) probability measures on the pre state space P(A).
277This is a quantum analogue of De Finetti’s representation theorem in classical probability theory (Heath & Sudderth,

1976; van Fraassen, 1991); see also Hudson & Moody (1975/76) and Caves et al. (2002).
278In fact, each state in the folium FS in S(A

(q)
0 ) corresponding to the (quasi-equivalence class of) the representation

⊕[ω∈SS]πω is classical.
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6.3 Superselection rules

Infinite quantum systems are often associated with the notion of a superselection rule (or sector), which
was originally introduced by Wick, Wightman, & Wigner (1952) in the setting of standard quantum
mechanics on a Hilbert space H. The basic idea may be illustrated in the example of the boson/fermion
(or “univalence”) superselection rule.279 Here one has a projective unitary representation D of the
rotation group SO(3) on H, for which D(R2π) = ±1 for any rotation R2π of 2π around some axis.
Specifically, on bosonic states ΨB one has D(R2π)ΨB = ΨB, whereas on fermionic states ΨF the rule is
D(R2π)ΨF = −ΨF . Now the argument is that a rotation of 2π accomplishes nothing, so that it cannot
change the physical state of the system. This requirement evidently holds on the subspace HB ⊂ H
of bosonic states in H, but it is equally well satisfied on the subspace HF ⊂ H of fermionic states,
since Ψ and zΨ with |z| = 1 describe the same physical state. However, if Ψ = cBΨB + cF ΨF (with
|cB|2 + |cF |2 = 1), then D(R2π)Ψ = cBΨB − cF ΨF , which is not proportional to Ψ and apparently
describes a genuinely different physical state from Ψ.

The way out is to deny this conclusion by declaring thatD(R2π)Ψ and Ψ do describe the same physical
state, and this is achieved by postulating that no physical observables A (in their usual mathematical
guise as operators on H) exist for which (ΨB, AΨF ) 6= 0. For in that case one has

(cBΨB ± cF ΨF , A(cBΨB ± cF ΨF )) = |cB|2(ΨB, AΨB) + |cF |2(ΨF , AΨF ) (6.23)

for any observable A, so that (D(R2π)Ψ, AD(R2π)Ψ) = (Ψ, AΨ) for any Ψ ∈ H. Since any quantum-
mechanical prediction ultimately rests on expectation values (Ψ, AΨ) for physical observables A, the
conclusion is that a rotation of 2π indeed does nothing to the system. This is codified by saying that
superpositions of the type cBΨB + cF ΨF are incoherent (whereas superpositions c1Ψ1 + c2Ψ2 with
Ψ1,Ψ2 both in either HB or in HF are coherent). Each of the subspaces HB and HF of H is said to be
a superselection sector, and the statement that (ΨB, AΨF ) = 0 for any observbale A and ΨB ∈ HB and
ΨF ∈ HF is called a superselection rule.280

The price one pays for this solution is that states of the form cBΨB + cF ΨF with cB 6= 0 and cF 6= 0
are mixed, as one sees from (6.23). More generally, if H = ⊕λ∈ΛHλ with (Ψ, AΦ) = 0 whenever A is an
observable, Ψ ∈ Hλ, Φ ∈ Hλ′ , and λ 6= λ′, and if in addition for each λ and each pair Ψ,Φ ∈ Hλ there
exists an observable A for which (Ψ, AΦ) 6= 0, then the subspaces Hλ are called superselection sectors in
H. Again a key consequence of the occurrence of superselection sectors is that unit vectors of the type
Ψ =

∑

λ cλΨλ with Ψ ∈ Hλ (and cλ 6= 0 for at least two λ’s) define mixed states

ψ(A) = (Ψ, AΨ) =
∑

λ

|cλ|2(Ψλ, AΨλ) =
∑

λ

|cλ|2ψλ(A).

This procedure is rather ad hoc. A much deeper approach to superselection theory was developed
by Haag and collaborators; see Roberts & Roepstorff (1969) for an introduction. Here the starting
point is the abstract C∗-algebra of observables A of a given quantum system, and superselection sectors
are reinterpreted as equivalence classes (under unitary isomorphism) of irreducible representations of A
(satisfying a certain selection criterion - see below). The connection between the concrete Hilbert space
approach to superselection sectors discussed above and the abstract C∗-algebraic approach is given by
the following lemma (Hepp, 1972):281

Two pure states ρ, σ on a C∗-algebra A define different sectors iff for each representation
π(A) on a Hilbert space H containing unit vectors Ψρ,Ψσ such that ρ(A) = (Ψρ, π(A)Ψρ)
and σ(A) = (Ψσ, π(A)Ψσ) for all A ∈ A, one has (Ψρ, π(A)Ψσ) = 0 for all A ∈ A.

In practice, however, most irreducible representations of a typical C∗-algebra A used in physics are
physically irrelevant mathematical artefacts. Such representations may be excluded from consideration
by some selection criterion. What this means depends on the context. For example, in quantum
field theory this notion is made precise in the so-called DHR theory (reviewed by Roberts (1990),
Haag (1992), Araki (1999), and Halvorson (2005)). In the class of theories discussed in the preceding

279See also Giulini (2003) for a modern mathematical treatment.
280In an ordinary selection rule between Ψ and Φ one merely has (Ψ, HΦ) = 0 for the Hamiltonian H.
281Hepp proved a more general version of this lemma, in which ‘Two pure states ρ, σ on a C∗-algebra B define different

sectors iff. . . ’ is replaced by ‘Two states ρ, σ on a C∗-algebra B are disjoint iff. . . ’
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two subsections, we take the algebra of observables A to be A(q)
0 - essentially for reasons of human

limitation - and for pedagogical reasons define (equivalence classes of) irreducible representations of

A(q)
0 as superselection sectors, henceforth often just called sectors, only when they are equivalent to the

GNS-representation given by a permutation-invariant pure state on A(q)
0 . In particular, such a state is

classical. On this selection criterion, the results in the preceding subsection trivially imply that there is a

bijective correspondence between pure states on A1 and sectors of A(q)
0 . The sectors of the commutative

C∗-algebra A(c)
0 are just the points of S(A1); note that a mixed state on A1 defines a pure state on A(c)

0 !

The role of the sectors of A1 in connection with those of A(c)
0 will be clarified in Subsection 6.5.

Whatever the model or the selection criterion, it is enlightening (and to some extent even in accor-
dance with experimental practice) to consider superselection sectors entirely from the perspective of the
pure states on the algebra of observables A, removing A itself and its representations from the scene.
To do so, we equip the space P(A) of pure states on A with the structure of a transition probability
space (von Neumann, 1981; Mielnik, 1968).282 A transition probability on a set P is a function

p : P × P → [0, 1] (6.24)

that satisfies
p(ρ, σ) = 1 ⇐⇒ ρ = σ (6.25)

and
p(ρ, σ) = 0 ⇐⇒ p(σ, ρ) = 0. (6.26)

A set with such a transition probability is called a transition probability space. Now, the pure state space
P(A) of a C∗-algebra A carries precisely this structure if we define283

p(ρ, σ) := inf{ρ(A) | A ∈ A, 0 ≤ A ≤ 1, σ(A) = 1}. (6.27)

To give a more palatable formula, note that since pure states are primary, two pure states ρ, σ are either
disjoint (ρ⊥σ) or else (quasi, hence unitarily) equivalent (ρ ∼ σ). In the first case, (6.27) yields

p(ρ, σ) = 0 (ρ⊥σ). (6.28)

Ine the second case it follows from Kadison’s transitivity theorem (cf. Thm. 10.2.6 in Kadison & Ringrose
(1986)) that the Hilbert spaceHρ from the GNS-representation πρ(A) defined by ρ contains a unit vector
Ωσ (unique up to a phase) such that

σ(A) = (Ωσ, πρ(A)Ωσ). (6.29)

Eq. (6.27) then leads to the well-known expression

p(ρ, σ) = |(Ωρ,Ωσ)|2 (ρ ∼ σ). (6.30)

In particular, if A is commutative, then

p(ρ, σ) = δρσ. (6.31)

For A = M2(C) one obtains
p(ρ, σ) = 1

2
(1 + cos θρσ), (6.32)

where θρσ is the angular distance between ρ and σ (seen as points on the two-sphere S2 = ∂eB
3, cf.

(6.3) etc.), measured along a great circle.
Superselection sectors may now be defined for any transition probability spaces P . A family of

subsets of P is called orthogonal if p(ρ, σ) = 0 whenever ρ and σ do not lie in the same subset. The
space P is called reducible if it is the union of two (nonempty) orthogonal subsets; if not, it is said
to be irreducible. A component of P is a subset C ⊂ P such that C and P\C are orthogonal. An
irreducible component of P is called a (superselection) sector. Thus P is the disjoint union of its sectors.
For P = P(A) this reproduces the algebraic definition of a superselection sector (modulo the selection
criterion) via the correspondence between states and representations given by the GNS-constructions.
For example, in the commutative case A ∼= C(X) each point in X ∼= P(A) is its own little sector.
282See also Beltrametti & Cassinelli (1984) or Landsman (1998) for concise reviews.
283This definition applies to the case that A is unital; see Landsman (1998) for the general case. An analogous formula

defines a transition probability on the extreme boundary of any compact convex set.
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6.4 A simple example: the infinite spin chain

Let us illustrate the occurrence of superselection sectors in a simple example, where the algebra of

observables is A(q)
0 with A1 = M2(C). Let H1 = C

2, so that HN
1 = ⊗N

C
2 is the tensor product of N

copies of C
2. It is clear that AN

1 acts on HN
1 in a natural way (i.e. componentwise). This defines an

irreducible representation πN of AN
1 , which is indeed its unique irreducible representation (up to unitary

equivalence). In particular, for N <∞ the quantum system whose algebra of observables is AN
1 (such as

a chain with N two-level systems) has no superselection rules. We define the N →∞ limit “(M2(C))∞”

of the C∗-algebras (M2(C))N as the inductive limit A(q)
0 for A1 = M2(C), as introduced in Subsection

6.2; see (6.13). The definition of “⊗∞
C

2” is slightly more involved, as follows (von Neumann, 1938).
For any Hilbert space H1, let Ψ be a sequence (Ψ1,Ψ2, . . .) with Ψn ∈ H1. The space H1 of such

sequences is a vector space in the obvious way. Now let Ψ and Φ be two such sequences, and write
(Ψn,Φn) = exp(iαn)|(Ψn,Φn)|. If

∑

n |αn| = ∞, we define the (pre-) inner product (Ψ,Φ) to be zero.
If
∑

n |αn| <∞, we put (Ψ,Φ) =
∏

n(Ψn,Φn) (which, of course, may still be zero!). The (vector space)
quotient of H1 by the space of sequences Ψ for which (Ψ,Ψ) = 0 can be completed to a Hilbert space
H∞

1 in the induced inner product, called the complete infinite tensor product of the Hilbert space H1

(over the index set N).284 We apply this construction with H1 = C
2. If (ei) is some basis of C

2,
an orthonormal basis of H∞

1 then consists of all different infinite strings ei1 ⊗ · · · ein
⊗ · · · , where ein

is ei regarded as a vector in C
2.285 We denote the multi-index (i1, . . . , in, . . .) simply by I, and the

corresponding basis vector by eI .

This Hilbert space H∞
1 carries a natural faithful representation π of A(q)

0 : if A0 ∈ A(q)
0 is an equiv-

alence class [A1, A2, · · · ], then π(A0)eI = limN→∞ ANei, where AN acts on the first N components of
eI and leaves the remainder unchanged.286 Now the point is that although each AN

1 acts irreducibly on

HN
1 , the representation π(A(q)

0 ) on H∞
1 thus constructed is highly reducible. The reason for this is that

by definition (quasi-) local elements of A(q)
0 leave the infinite tail of a vector in H∞

1 (almost) unaffected,
so that vectors with different tails lie in different superselection sectors. Without the quasi-locality con-

dition on the elements of A(q)
0 , no superselection rules would arise. For example, in terms of the usual

basis
{

↑=
(

1
0

)

, ↓=
(

0
1

)}

(6.33)

of C
2, the vectors Ψ↑ =↑ ⊗ ↑ · · · ↑ · · · (i.e. an infinite product of ‘up’ vectors) and Ψ↓ =↓ ⊗ ↓ · · · ↓ · · ·

(i.e. an infinite product of ‘down’ vectors) lie in different sectors. The reason why the inner product

(Ψ↑, π(A)Ψ↓) vanishes for any A ∈ A(q)
0 is that for local observables A one has π(A) = AM ⊗1⊗· · ·1 · · ·

for some AM ∈ B(HM ); the inner product in question therefore involves infinitely many factors (↑, 1 ↓
) = (↑, ↓) = 0. For quasilocal A the operator π(A) might have a small nontrivial tail, but the inner
product vanishes nonetheless by an approximation argument.

More generally, elementary analysis shows that (Ψu, π(A)Ψv) = 0 whenever Ψu = ⊗∞u and Ψv =

⊗∞v for unit vectors u, v ∈ C
2 with u 6= v. The corresponding vector states ψu and ψv on A(q)

0

(i.e. ψu(A) = (Ψu, π(A)Ψu) etc.) are obviously permutation-invariant and hence classical. Identifying

S(M2(C)) with B3, as in (6.3), the corresponding limit state (ψu)0 on A(c)
0 defined by ψu is given by

(evaluation at) the point ũ = (x, y, z) of ∂eB
3 = S2 (i.e. the two-sphere) for which the corresponding

density matrix ρ(ũ) is the projection operator onto u. It follows that ψu and ψv are disjoint; cf. (6.19).
We conclude that each unit vector u ∈ C

2 determines a superselection sector πu, namely the GNS-
representation of the corresponding state ψu, and that each such sector is realized as a subspace Hu

of H∞
1 (viz. Hu = π(A(q)

0 )Ψu). Moreover, since a permutation-invariant state on A(q)
0 is pure iff it is

of the form ψu, we have found all superselection sectors of our system. Thus in what follows we may

284Each fixed Ψ ∈ H1 defines an incomplete tensor product H∞
Ψ , defined as the closed subspace of H∞

1 consisting of all
Φ for which

∑

n |(Ψn,Φn)−1| <∞. If H1 is separable, then so is H∞
Ψ (in contrast to H∞

1 , which is an uncountable direct
sum of the H∞

Ψ ).
285The cardinality of the set of all such strings equals that of R, so that H∞

1 is non-separable, as claimed.
286Indeed, this yields an alternative way of defining ∪N∈NA

N
1 as the norm closure of the union of all AN

1 acting on H∞
1

in the stated way.
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concentrate our attention on the subspace (of H∞
1 ) and subrepresentation (of π)

HS = ⊕ũ∈S2Hu;

πS(A(q)
0 ) = ⊕ũ∈S2πu(A(q)

0 ), (6.34)

where πu is simply the restriction of π to Hu ⊂ H∞
1 .

In the presence of superselection sectors one may construct operators that distinguish different sectors
whilst being a multiple of the unit in each sector. In quantum field theory these are typically global
charges, and in our example the macroscopic observables play this role. To see this, we return to
Subsection 6.1. It is not difficult to show that for any approximately symmetric sequence (A1, A2, · · · )
the limit

A = lim
N→∞

πS(AN ) (6.35)

exists in the strong operator topology on B(HS) (Bona, 1988). Moreover, if A0 ∈ A(c)
0 = C(S(A1)) is

the function defined by the given sequence,287 then the map A0 7→ A defines a faithful representation

of A(c)
0 on HS, which we call πS as well (by abuse of notation). An easy calculation in fact shows that

πS(A0)Ψ = A0(ũ)Ψ for Ψ ∈ Hu, or, in other words,

πS(A0) = ⊕ũ∈S2A0(ũ)1Hu
. (6.36)

Thus the πS(A0) indeed serve as the operators in question.
To illustrate how delicate all this is, it may be interesting to note that even for symmetric sequences

the limit limN→∞ π(AN ) does not exist on H∞
1 , not even in the strong topology.288 On the positive

side, it can be shown that limN→∞ π(AN )Ψ exists as an element of the von Neumann algebra π(A(q)
0 )′′

whenever the vector state ψ defined by Ψ lies in the folium FS generated by all permutation-invariant
states (Bona, 1988; Unnerstall, 1990a).

This observation is part of a general theory of macroscopic observables in the setting of von Neumann
algebras (Primas, 1983; Rieckers, 1984; Amann, 1986, 1987; Morchio & Strocchi, 1987; Bona, 1988,
1989; Unnerstall, 1990a, 1990b; Breuer, 1994; Atmanspacher, Amann, & Müller-Herold, 1999), which
complements the purely C∗-algebraic approach of Raggio & Werner (1989, 1991), Duffield & Werner
(1992a,b,c), and Duffield, Roos, & Werner (1992) explained so far.289 In our opinion, the latter has the
advantage that conceptually the passage to the limit N → ∞ (and thereby the idealization of a large
system as an infinite one) is very satisfactory, especially in our reformulation in terms of continuous

fields of C∗-algebras. Here the commutative C∗-algebra A(c)
0 of macroscopic observables of the infinite

system is glued to the noncommutative algebras AN
1 of the corresponding finite systems in a continuous

way, and the continuous sections of the ensuing continuous field of C∗-algebras A(c) exactly describe how
macroscopic quantum observables of the finite systems converge to classical ones. Microscopic quantum
observables of the pertinent finite systems, on the other hand, converge to quantum observables of the
infinite quantum system, and this convergence is described by the continuous sections of the continuous
field of C∗-algebras A(q). This entirely avoids the language of superselection rules, which rather displays
a shocking discontinuity between finite and infinite systems: for superselection rules do not exist in finite
systems!290

6.5 Poisson structure and dynamics

We now pass to the discussion of time-evolution in infinite systems of the type considered so far. We
start with the observation that the state space S(B) of a finite-dimensional C∗-algebra B (for simplicity
287Recall that A0(ω) = limN→∞ ωN (AN ).
288 For example, let us take the sequence AN = jN1(diag(1,−1)) and the vector Ψ =↑↓↓↑↑↑↑↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑
· · · , where a sequence of 2N factors of ↑ is followed by 2N+1 factors of ↓, etc. Then the sequence {π(AN )Ψ}N∈N in H∞

1

diverges: the subsequence where N runs over all numbers 2n with n odd converges to 1
3
Ψ, whereas the subsequence where

N runs over all 2n with n even converges to − 1
3
Ψ.

289Realistic models have been studied in the context of both the C∗-algebraic and the von Neumann algebraic approach by
Rieckers and his associates. See, for example, Honegger & Rieckers (1994), Gerisch, Münzner, & Rieckers (1999), Gerisch,
Honegger, & Rieckers (2003), and many other papers. For altogether different approaches to macroscopic observables see
van Kampen (1954, 1988, 1993), Wan & Fountain (1998), Harrison & Wan (1997), Wan et al. (1998), Fröhlich, Tsai, &
Yau (2002), and Poulin (2004).
290We here refer to superselection rules in the traditional sense of inequivalent irreducible representations of simple C∗-

algebras. For topological reasons certain finite-dimensional systems are described by (non-simple) C∗-algebras that do
admit inequivalent irreducible representations (Landsman, 1990a,b).
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Abstract In this paper, I propose two theses, and then examine what the conse-
quences of those theses are for discussions of reduction and emergence. The first
thesis is that what have traditionally been seen as robust, reductions of one theory
or one branch of science by another more fundamental one are a largely a myth.
Although there are such reductions in the physical sciences, they are quite rare, and
depend on special requirements. In the biological sciences, these prima facie sweeping
reductions fade away, like the body of the famous Cheshire cat, leaving only a smile.
. . . The second thesis is that the “smiles” are fragmentary patchy explanations, and
though patchy and fragmentary, they are very important, potentially Nobel-prize win-
ning advances. To get the best grasp of these “smiles,” I want to argue that, we need to
return to the roots of discussions and analyses of scientific explanation more generally,
and not focus mainly on reduction models, though three conditions based on earlier
reduction models are retained in the present analysis. I briefly review the scientific
explanation literature as it relates to reduction, and then offer my account of expla-
nation. The account of scientific explanation I present is one I have discussed before,
but in this paper I try to simplify it, and characterize it as involving field elements
(FE) and a preferred causal model system (PCMS) abbreviated as FE and PCMS. In
an important sense, this FE and PCMS analysis locates an “explanation” in a typical
scientific research article. This FE and PCMS account is illustrated using a recent set
of neurogenetic papers on two kinds of worm foraging behaviors: solitary and social
feeding. One of the preferred model systems from a 2002 Nature article in this set is
used to exemplify the FE and PCMS analysis, which is shown to have both reductive
and nonreductive aspects. The paper closes with a brief discussion of how this FE and
PCMS approach differs from and is congruent with Bickle’s “ruthless reductionism”
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and the recently revived mechanistic philosophy of science of Machamer, Darden,
and Craver.

Keywords Emergence explanation · Field model system · Reduction

1 Introduction: two theses about reduction

In this paper, I want to propose two theses, and then examine what the consequences
of those theses might be for discussions of reduction and emergence. The first thesis
is that what have traditionally been seen as robust reductions of one theory or one
branch of science by another more fundamental one are largely a myth. Although
there are such reductions in the physical sciences, they are quite rare, and depend
on special requirements. In the biological sciences, these prima facie sweeping reduc-
tions tend to fade away, like the body of the famous Cheshire cat, leaving only a
smile.. . . The second thesis is that the “smiles” that remain are fragmentary patchy
explanations, and though patchy and fragmentary, they are very important, potentially
Nobel-prize winning advances. To get the best grasp of them, I want to argue that we
need to return to the roots of discussions and analyses of scientific explanation more
generally, and not focus mainly on reduction models.

I did not always think that the first thesis was true. Particularly in the physical sci-
ences, it appeared that, we had strong reductions that were constituent parts of actual
science—and not mere philosophical quests for unified science. When I studied phys-
ics in 1950 s and 1960 s, thermodynamics was taught as a separate course in physics
departments, but everyone knew that statistical mechanics was the science underlying
thermodynamics. Similarly there were courses offered in optics, but the nature of light
was known to be an electromagnetic wave (at least to a good first approximation),
and Maxwell’s equations could be mathematically manipulated to generate a wave
equation, which in turn could be used to explain various laws of optics, such as Snell’s
law of refraction.

Closer inspection of the explanatory process, however, revealed difficulties.1 Al-
though one can get Snell’s law by derivation from Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory,
one does not obtain the entire range of Fresnel’s theory of physical optics (actually
theories is more accurate, since there were several models employed by Fresnel to
cover all of optics — (see Schaffner, 1972). Furthermore, to get an explanation of
optical dispersion, one has to go beyond Maxwell’s theory per se to Lorentz’s elec-
tron theory. But even Lorentz’s theory was not enough to account for all of physical
optics, since to get an explanation of the photoelectric effect, one has to go beyond
it to Einsteinian elementary quantum mechanics, and an explanation of the optics of
moving bodies requires special relativity. The message from this prima facie strong
case of intertheoretic reduction is that we get fragmentary and partial explanations of
parts of a discipline, but not any type of overall sweeping reduction. The “reductions”
are creeping, not sweeping.2

1 These difficulties were systematically developed in the writings of Feyerabend and Kuhn about this
time, in 1960s and 1970s, and will be discussed later in this paper.
2 I first used these terms of “sweeping versus creeping” in my Schaffner (2002a). Neuroethics: reduc-
tionism, emergence, and decision-making capacities. In Neuroethics: Mapping the Field; Conference
Proceedings, May 13–14, 2002, San Francisco: CA. Steven Marcus. New York: Dana Press. vii, 367 but
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That said, it needs to be recognized that in what now seem to me to be rather
special cases, almost sweeping reductions can be found in the physical sciences. The
best example, with which I am familiar is the above mentioned reduction of physi-
cal optics by Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory. The reduction does, as noted, have
problems, and fails at the margins where electron theory, quantum mechanics, and
special relativity need to be invoked. But the extraordinarily powerful explication of
optics by electromagnetic theory needs to be acknowledged, as do the logical features
and explanatory strategies of that example that come quite close to fulfilling classi-
cal Nagelian reduction conditions (more about these later). A detailed account of
exactly how that reduction works, as well as where departures from classical theory
are needed, can be found in two, back-to-back books by the distinguished physicist
Sommerfeld. Sommerfeld published six advanced textbooks in 1940s covering all of
physics, which were based on his extensive lectures on the topics delivered in 1930s.
Volume III was entitled Electrodynamics, and volume IV, Optics (Sommerfeld, 1950a
b). The optics in volume IV is developed reductionistically from Maxwell’s theory as
delineated in volume III, and the two texts represent an in-depth extended exemplar
of a sweeping reduction. This is written in the Euclidean–Newtonian mode of entire
fields being mathematically derived from a small number of integrated universal phys-
ical laws supplemented with simple connections between the fundamental terms in
the reduced and reducing theories.

But such a comprehensive, sweeping, deductively elaboratable account seems to be
dependent on some rather stringent requirements. Both reduced and reducing fields
need to be representable in terms of a small number of principles or laws. Also, the
connections between the two fields need to be straightforward and relatively simple,
though far from obvious. (It is a simple and general statement that the electric vector
is the light vector but it is not obvious that light is an electromagnetic wave.) Both
of these stringent conditions, simple axiomatizablity and simple connectability, fail
in significant ways in more complex sciences such as molecular genetics and neuro-
science, though that they do fail, or would fail, was not necessarily obvious at the
beginning of the Watson–Crick era.

That one encounters creeping rather than sweeping reductions in biology can be
illustrated by Kandel’s classical explanations of learning in the sea snail Aplysia in
neuroscience. The standard accounts by Kandel provide explanations of some sim-
ple learning behaviors in Aplysia, but not all of Aplysia’s behaviors are explained.
(e.g., Aplysia californicum engages in a kind of California-style sex involving multiple
partners, but I have not seen any molecular cartoon describing and explaining this
complex behavior). Additionally, those Kandel models are only partial neural nets and
partial molecular cartoons that describe what happens to strengthen synapse connec-
tion (Kandel, James, Schwartz, & Thomas, 2000). And the Kandel cartoons (and text
explanations) use interlevel language (mixing organs, cells, receptors, second messen-
gers, and ions, among other types of entities at different levels of aggregation) — not a
language involving purely chemical entities interacting with other chemical signals. So
this is no robust unilevel explanation of learning—even just in Aplysia—based solely
on molecular mechanisms and chemical entities. The reasons for this have been sug-
gested above, lack of any broad scope simple theories, plus the aggregated complexity
of the parts of the mechanisms or models involved. Both of these reasons reflect the

Footnote 2 continued
the concepts are latent in my Schaffner (1993a). Discovery and explanation in biology and medicine.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
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manner, in which evolution has “designed” living organisms—by opportunistically
utilizing whatever bits and pieces of mechanisms may be available and pulling them
together in a Rube Goldberg assemblage—not pretty, but satisfactory if it wins in the
fitness sweepstakes.

However, though we do not get sweeping reductions in the biological sciences, we
do get extremely valuable potentially Nobel-prize winning progress, albeit of a creep-
ing sort. Thus, it is important to know at a general philosophical level what is occurring
when, we obtain these important results. The results are like reductions, but I think
they are better described as explanations, using that term as an alternative to reduction
because the e-word does not carry the conceptual freight of various reduction models
and is a more appropriate general context, within which to analyze what is actually
occurring in the biomedical sciences. Such explanatory reductions are in a sense com-
plementary to the sweeping theoretical reductions we can find in rare instances in
the physical sciences.3 Neither impugns the character of the other, and which type
of reduction one finds will depend on the structure of the disciplines and empirical
results. The present paper focuses primarily on these explanatory reductions, but does
so with the model of theoretical reduction as a backdrop.

2 A return to roots and a brief history of scientific explanation

In point of fact, a revisiting of the well-spring of the major reduction model—that of
Nagel—suggests it was a generalization or extension (but more accurately a specifi-
cation) of an ancient Aristotelian model of deductive-nomological explanation, now
what is often called the Popper-Hempel model (Hempel & Oppenheim, 1948; Popper,
1959), which in the Hempel variants spawned 40–50 years of argument and criticism
in the general explanation literature.4 It is not possible to find textual evidence that
Nagel was specifically generalizing Popper-Hempel, since the original publication of
the Nagel model in his 1949 contains no bibliographic references. But 1961 version
places reduction within the context of explanation, and explanation itself has four
patterns according to Nagel, the first and oldest (actually Aristotelian) of which is the
deductive model (Nagel, 1961, p. 21). And Nagel did write in 1961 that “reduction, in
the sense, in which the word is here employed, is the explanation of a theory or a set
of experimental laws established in one area of inquiry, by a theory usually though
not invariably formulated for some other domain” (p. 338); my italics.

(1) The deductive-nomological model. The deductive-nomological model can be
illustrated by some simple examples in physics and biomedicine. The model
assumes three elements: (1) A set of scientific laws (nomological statements),
such as Newton’s laws (e.g., F = ma) in mechanics, or Ohm’s law V = IR (or
V/R = I), relating voltage, current, and resistance, in the physics of electricity.
Additionally, we need (2) a set of initial conditions describing the particular
system of interest, e.g., in the physics of electricity, we might have a circuit in
which the applied voltage is 3 Volts, and the resistance is 2 �. A conclusion,
(3), which follows deductively from the laws (here Ohm’s law) and the initial

3 Compare Mayr on the distinction between explanatory and theory reduction in his Mayr (1982).
The growth of biological thought: diversity, evolution, and inheritance. Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press.
pp. 60–63.
4 Hempel and Oppenheim cite Mill as well as Popper and a number of other authors as sources of
their model.
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conditions, is that the current in the circuit is 1.5 A. The conclusion here is the
event to be explained (the explanandum), and the laws and initial conditions are
the explainers, or explanans.
In the usual order of seeking an explanation, we start with a “why question,”
e.g., “why is the current in the circuit of interest 1.5 A?”5 The laws and initial
conditions and the derivation are the answer or the explanation. A very similar
explanation can be found in biomedicine—more specifically in simple cardiology,
where the law of interest is:
Q (blood flow) = pressure gradient/vascular resistance.
In this domain, problems are solved, and explanations given, as in the Ohm’s
law example above, but now using information about the blood pressure and the
arterialvenous system’s resistance.

(2) D-N controversies. The Hempel–Oppenheim version of the deductive model
of explanation generated some 40–50 years of controversy about the adequacy
of this model. Hempel himself realized it was not universally applicable, and
developed the Inductive- Statistical and Deductive Statistical models to accom-
modate additional forms of explanation. (Some of this history is reviewed in my
(Schaffner, 1993a), but for a more encyclopedic account (see Kitcher & Salmon,
1989). A number of philosophers of science found the model wanting because
it seemed to require that an explanation had to involve laws and that it seemed
to identify explanation and prediction. More salient for our purposes, were phi-
losophers of science who felt a bigger picture or larger context was needed
within which explanations functioned. This larger context included Kuhn’s par-
adigms (Kuhn, 1962), Lakatos’ research programmes (Lakatos, 1970), Shapere’s
domains (Shapere, 1977), Laudan’s research traditions (Laudan, 1977), Kitcher’s
practices (Kitcher & Salmon, 1989), van Fraassen’s pragmatic question-oriented
analysis of explanation (Van Fraassen, 1980), as well as Railton’s notion of an
“ideal explanatory text.” (Railton, 1980). As I see it, Kuhn’s criticisms were in
the long-run the most influential against both the Popperan falsification enter-
prise and the Hempelian logical empiricist tradition. It should be added that
Quine, and the writings of a rediscovered Duhem, significantly assisted in this
critical effort. In 1960 s, Paul Feyerabend’s critiques of what we can construe
as Nagel’s generalization of the deductive-nomological model to inter-theory
reduction was probably most important in convincing philosophers of science
that some modifications were needed (Feyerabend, 1962).
As noted in connection with Nagel’s views, reduction, in one important sense,
is the explanation of a higher-level theory, or science, by a lower level more
fundamental one (e.g., the reduction of biology by chemistry). In the Nagelian
model of reduction, the explanandum—that which is to be explained—is a set of
laws (theories) fully describing the higher-level or more primitive science to be
reduced (e.g., biology, or Newton’s mechanics). The explanans or explainer is the
set of laws (theories) fully describing the more fundamental or more recent sci-
ence (e.g., molecular chemistry or Einsteinian relativity). And also needed in this
generalization are “connectability assumptions” (often called “bridge laws” and
sometimes reduction functions) that define (or relate) the higher-level entities

5 Sometimes the distinction between “why” and “how” questions is introduced into this kind of
discussion, but I do not think it is a productive distinction. For some discussion of the ambiguities
of “why” questions see P. Kitcher and W. C. Salmon (1989). Scientific explanation. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, pp. 141–142.
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(e.g., genes) and properties (e.g., dominance) in terms of lower-level entities and
properties (e.g., DNA and enzyme action).6

Feyerabend and Kuhn argued in their far-reaching analyses based on historical
examples that there were no such connections between either earlier and later
theories or between higher-level and more fundamental theories. Their argu-
ments were primarily from physics, e.g., citing the transition from Newton to
Einstein, and the relation between thermodynamics and statistical mechanics.
Both Feyerabend and Kuhn suggested the inter-theoretical relationships were
ones of replacement of the earlier or higher-level theory by the later or lower-
level theory, and that the theories were not only inconsistent—they were actually
“incommensurable.” Kuhn embedded his analysis in a philosophy of scientific
revolutions, with major irrational aspects controlling scientific “progress,” and
Feyerabend drew parallels with political anarchism and argued that methodo-
logically “anything goes.”

(3) Schaffner and Hull on Genetics. A late 1960 s–1970 s debate between myself and
David Hull mirrored the Nagel–Kuhn/Feyerabend division. In 1967, I had argued
(Schaffner, 1967) that molecular biology was in the process, in the wake of Wat-
son and Crick’s work, of reducing traditional genetics (e.g., gene1 = DNA1).
Hull counterargued (Hull, 1974) there was no way to systematically connect the
two forms of genetics, and that possibly molecular genetics was replacing tradi-
tional genetics. Others joined this debate (e.g., Wimsatt, Kitcher, Rosenberg, &
Waters, etc.) (see Schaffner, 2002b) for details and references)—a debate that
ran into the 1980s and 1990s. Curiously, given the major strides that molecu-
lar biology was making during this period, most philosophers sided with Hull
yielding the “Antireductionist Consensus,” but scientists typically did not (e.g.,
Stent), holding to a contrarian “Reductionist Anti-consensus” (Waters, 1990).
This debate continues in one form or another, and a recent set of discussions
on reduction and genetics (and other sciences) can be found in the recent book
edited by van Regenmortel and Hull (Van Regenmortel & Hull, 2002).

(4) Explanation and Emergence. One way to characterize emergence, the second
Janus-related topic of the Paris conference at which this essay was one paper, is
to define it as failure of any possible explanation of a whole in terms of its parts
and their relations (and expressed only in the parts’ language). In their criticisms
of Nagelian reduction or analogues of it, Feyerabend and Kuhn did not ever seem
to be concerned with this kind of an intertheoretic or inter-paradigm relation
failure, nor did Hull, though there had been a long line of analogous arguments
about the inability to explain or predict higher-level properties by lower-level
properties, e.g., in John Stuart Mill and in Claude Bernard (see Schaffner, 1993a,
pp. 415–416 for quotes and references). To situate a discussion of emergence and
its relations to reduction, I want to distinguish three types of emergence:

Innocuous—The parts, without a specification of the interrelations, do not tell
you what the whole will do. For example: the parts of an oscillator are a resis-
tance, a capacitor, and a coil, plus a power source, but the system will not oscillate

6 In actual reductions, this takes place at a considerably more specified level of detail. See
for example the discussion in Watson (1987). Molecular Biology of the Gene. Menlo Park, CA:
Benjamin/Cummings. of the lac operon (pp. 476–480), which specifies operator and promoter DNA
sequences.
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unless the connections are right, i.e., the connections must be specified for the
parts to be an oscillator. This is uncontroversial.
Strong— All the information about the parts and the connections will never allow
an explanation of the whole. This is very controversial; I think it is tantamount
to substance pluralism. (For examples of such claims by Mayr and Weiss (see
Schaffner, 1993a, pp. 415–417) though probably neither would have accepted
substance pluralism as the natural implication of this position.)7

Pragmatic—For the immediately foreseeable future, and maybe for many years,
we do not have the analytical tools that allow us to infer the behaviors of the
wholes (or sometimes even the next level up) from the parts and their connec-
tions. It is this pragmatic sense that runs through my present paper. (For related
views (see Wimsatt, 1976a; Simon, 1981)).

3 Further data-driven developments related to post-Nagelian reduction
models: a short personal history8

By the early 1970 s it had become clear to me—largely from a close analysis of the
development of the Jacob–Monod operon model that I had begun in 1969—that the
Nagel model, and the refinements of it allowing for some aspects of the views of
Popper, Feyerabend, & Kuhn (see Schaffner, 1967) had historical problems.9 More
specifically, the reduction models were neither directive of in-progress molecular bio-
logical research programs, nor were they fully accurate summaries of the results of
those programs. I published this view in a “peripherality of reduction” thesis paper in
(Schaffner, 1974a). Nevertheless, the fine-tuned reduction model did seem to present
a reasonable template for a completed successful reduction, and the most detailed
elaboration of that analysis was presented in my 1977 essay under the rubric of a gen-
eralized reduction-replacement model (GRR) (Schaffner, 1977). This variant added
“replacement” to accommodate the explanation of those domains, where the previous
theory had been discarded, but a cluster of experimental results remained, akin to
what had been suggested earlier by Kemeny and Oppenheim (1956). (Two examples
where this kind of replacement occurred where this kind of replacement occurred
were in the phlogiston and aether domains; for specific details concerning optics,
electricity, the aether, and special relativity (see Schaffner, 1972).

However, even as that 1977 paper was in press, it appeared to me that the nature
of theory in biology had initially been misconceived, both by myself and by most phi-
losophers of biology (compare Ruse, 1973), and that a different analysis of biological
theory as a collection of overlapping causal and interlevel models was a much more
accurate representation of what was found in real biology. The paper that developed

7 By substance pluralism, I mean the existence of two independent substances, such as mind and
matter were for Descartes, or matter and field seemed to be for Einstein—see his comments on
Maxwell in his Autobiographical Notes, pp. 1–95 in Schilpp, and Einstein (1949). Albert Einstein,
philosopher-scientist. Evanston, III: Library of Living Philosophers.
8 The expression “data-driven” to describe what is reviewed here is found in Sterelny and Griffith’s
reduction discussion (see p. 144 and also related comments on p. 147 in Sterelny, and P.E. Griffiths
(1999)). Sex and death: An introduction to philosophy of biology. Chicago, III: University of Chicago
Press.
9 For my historical account of the Jacob–Monod operon model see my Schaffner, (1974b). Logic
of discovery and justification in regulatory genetics. Studies in history and philosophy of science 4:
349–385.
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that thesis was submitted and accepted for publication in 1977, but its length, and the
policy of the journal to which it had been sent, led to a three year delay in publication
as (Schaffner 1980). In the ensuing years I re-thought the theses of this 1980 paper, and
eventually the themes from the 1980 theory structure paper were partially integrated
with the earlier reduction models and published in my (1993a) book.10

The gist of the overly long (115 pages) reduction chapter in my (1993a) was that
most purported reductions, in biology are at best partial reductions, in which corrected
or slightly modified fragments or parts of the reduced science are reduced (explained)
by parts of the reducing science, and that in partial reductions a causal/mechanical
approach (CM) is better at describing the results than is a formal reduction model
(e.g., the GRR). The GRR model, however, is a good executive summary and regula-
tive ideal for unilevel clarified—and essentially static—science; and it also pinpoints
where identities operate in reductions, and emphasizes the causal generalizations
inherent in and sometimes explicitly found in mechanisms. As noted earlier, some
such virtually complete reductions can in point of fact be found in the history of phys-
ics. The more common partial reductions, though usually termed “reduction,” are,
paradoxically typically multi-level in both the reduced and reducing sciences, mixing
relatively higher entities (and predicates); with relatively lower-level entities (and
predicates); it is extremely rare that there are only two levels. What happens is a kind
of “integration”—to use Sterelny and Griffith’s term — in the sense that there is a
mixing and intermingling of entities and strategies from higher level and more micro
domains in a consistent way (Sterelny & Griffiths, 1999). In some ways this integration
is reminiscent of what Kitcher and Culp (Culp, 1989) termed an “explanatory exten-
sion,” though I have disagreed with much of the unificatory and anti-causal baggage
that such a view seems to take (Schaffner, 1993a, pp. 499–500).

A table from my 1993a book is produced on the following page to illustrate these
conclusions. In the 1993 reduction chapter, I also elaborated — using some of the views
of Wesley Salmon, though not accepting some key features of his causal approach 11—
on the strengths of a causal mechanical approach and what value the more formal
GRR model might have as well. (See table 1, following page.)

In reviewing that reduction chapter, as well as my core explanation Chap. 6 in the
1993 book, for this 2003 conference on reduction and explanation, it became even
clearer to me that these views might be still further sharpened and better exempli-
fied. The example used in the present paper has as its backdrop the fact that for
the 10 years between 1993 book’s publication and the Paris reduction and emergence
conference, I had immersed myself in behavioral genetics. This initially began from
a “simple systems” approach that was an outgrowth of a 1993 workshop convened
by the NIH’s National Institute of Child Health on behavioral genetics work then
being done on Caenorhabdibs elegans and Drosophila. But that workshop also dealt
with then just-published and emerging human discoveries (Dean Hamer presented
his recent sexual orientation results at the conference, and Robert Plomin outlined
his major molecular program that was to develop in the rest of 1990s). Some details of

10 I say “partially” integrated because on rereading Chap. 3, 6, and 9 of Schaffner (1993a). Discovery
and explanation in biology and medicine. Chicago: University of Chicago Press., I think there are
aspects of the theory structure account that are only partly recognized in the reduction discussion; I
say more about this later in the present paper, where I hope to have accomplished a fuller integration.
11 I found Salmon’s discussion of marks, forks, and interactions not fully satisfactory. For a recent
summary of Salmon’s approach, and criticism, see Woodward, J. (2003). Making things happen: A
Theory of causal explanation. New York: Oxford University Press, Chap. 8.
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Table 1 CM and GRR Approaches in different states of completions of reductions

State of completion/approach CM GRR

Partial/patchy/fragmentary/interlevel Box 1—CM approach usu-
ally employed; interlevel
causal language is more nat-
ural than GRR connections.

Box 2—Complex GRR
Model: the connections are
bushy and complex when
presented formally, but
GRR does identify points
of identity, as well as the
generalizations operative in
mechanisms.

Clarified science/unilevel at both levels
of aggregation

Box 3—Either approach
could be used here, but
where theories are collec-
tion of prototypes, the bias
toward axiomatization or
explicit generalization built
into the GRR approach will
make it less simple than
CM.

Box 4—Simple GRR
Model: best match between
Nagelian reduction and
scientific practice.

this behavioral genetics work can be found in my Schaffner (1998a) and in Schaffner
(2000, 1999, 2001d). And further re-analysis of reduction models with these behav-
ioral genetics inquiries as a backdrop suggests the following conclusions presented in
the remainder of this paper.

4 A return to roots: a minimalist explanation-reduction model employing
a causal mechanical approach

(1) The conditions for a partial reduction. In attempting to return to the explanatory
roots of reductions, I will begin with what distinguishes a non-reductive explanation
for one that is (at least partially) reductive. One way to work toward a minimalist set
of distinguishing conditions is to look at strong candidates for reductive explanations
in a science of interest, for which a general reduction account is desired. The following
conditions were suggested by a review of the Kandel models for Alpysia learning that
were discussed in my 1993a book (Chap. 6), and are available in an updated and
accessible form in many standard neuroscience texts, including Kandel et al. (2000).
Thus, the scientific details of those examples will not be re-presented in the current
article. The general conclusion of my recent review is that successful (though par-
tial) reductions are causal mechanical explanations, if, in addition to whatever, we call
adequate causal mechanical explanations (this will come later), the following three
conditions hold. (I will state these in the material mode, though they can be rephrased
so that they refer to sentences which describe the referents.) The first two of these are
informal and the third is a formal condition that retains an important formal condition
of the Nagel (and GRR model)as follows:

(1) the explainers (or explanans) (more on what these are later) are a part (or parts)
of the organism/process, i.e., they are a (partially) decomposable microstruc-
ture(s) in the organism/process of interest.12

12 Partial decomposability has been discussed by Simon (1981). The sciences of the artificial.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.and by Wimsatt (1976a). Reductionism, levels of organization, and the
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(2) the explanandum or event to be explained is a grosser (macro) typically aggre-
gate property or end state.

(3) Connectability assumptions (CAs) need to be specified, (sometimes these CAs
are called bridge laws or reduction functions), which permit the relation of
macrodescriptions to microdescriptions. Sometimes these CAs are causal con-
sequences, but in critical cases they will be identities (such as gene ©l = DNA
sequence ©l , or aversive stimulus = bacterial odor).13

So far I have said little about what these three conditions are conditions of, or
to what account of causal mechanical explanation they need to be added, to reflect
what we find in partial and patchy reductions. Before, I sketch the explanation model,
however, it is important to underscore a prima facie somewhat paradoxical aspect of
partial reductions. This is their dual interlevel character.

2. It’s interlevel all over. Though possibly under appreciated, I think it fair to say
that it is reasonably broadly recognized that typical reducing/explaining models are
interlevel (mixing together ions, molecules, cells, and cell networks, and not infre-
quently, even organs and organisms). Less appreciated, I think, is that the reduced
theory/model is also interlevel, but not as fundamental or fine-structured as is the
reducing model. Earlier I referred to the debate I had with Hull and others about
Mendelian (transmission) genetics beginning in late 1960s. In that debate, and off-
shoot debates among a number of others in the philosophy of biology throughout
1970s and 1980s, I do not think it was fully recognized, by me or others, that Mendel’s
theory of heredity was itself vigorously interlevel. Mendel had not only summarized
his discoveries in genetics in terms of laws, but in the same article he also proposed
an explanation in terms of underlying factors that segregated randomly, thus mixing
in his theory phenotypes and what were later called genes. To underscore the inter-
twined and interlevel nature of Mendelian genetics, consider the following quotation
(in translation) from Mendel’s 1865 paper:

“In our experience, we find everywhere confirmation that constant progeny can
be formed only when germinal cells and fertilizing pollen are alike, both endowed
with the potential for creating identical individuals, as in normal fertilization of
pure strains. Therefore, we must consider it inevitable that in a hybrid plant also
identical factors are acting together in the production of constant forms. Since
the different constant forms are produced in a single plant, even in just a single
flower, it seems logical to conclude that in the ovaries of hybrids as many kinds
of germinal cells (germinal vesicles), and in the anthers as many kinds of pollen
cells are formed as there are possibilities for constant combination forms and
that these germinal and pollen cells correspond in their internal make-up to
the individual forms.” (factors = genes; my added underlining identifies differ-
ent levels of entities) (quoted from Mendel’s essay in (Stern and Sherwood
1966)

Footnote 12 continued
mind-body problem. In G. Globus et al. (Ed.), Consciousness and the brain. New York: Plenum Press,
pp. 205–267.
13 One possibility that retains what Nagel called a correspondence rule interpretation of these con-
nectability assumptions is to use a causal sequence interpretation of the logical empiricists’ corre-
spondence rules. For how this might be further analyzed see my Schaffner (1969). Correspondence
rules. Philosophy of Science 36, 280–290. paper on correspondence rules and also Suppe’s discussion
of this view in his (1977) book, pp. 104–106.
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A reduction of Mendel’s laws and his process of factor segregation typically involve
an appeal to entities intertwined from several levels of aggregation: cells, chromo-
somes, DNA strands and loci, and enzymes, so even this paradigm of reduction is also
interlevel at the present time. The reduction is also partial because it is impossible
(so far as I know) to account for all of the pea plant’s phenotypes strictly in terms of
molecular features and mechanisms, even in 2005.

(3) The elements of a causal mechanical explanation model: field and preferred
causal model system. For this paper, I am going to restrict an account of my model
of explanation to what might be called “local” explanations. This notion of “local”
is intended to indicate I am referring to explanations within a time slice of a field
that use a currently accepted theory or class of mechanisms. I distinguish this type of
explanation from “global” explanations that capture explanations across successive
historical periods of scientific change — of the sort that Kuhn described as revolutions
involving major paradigm change.14

I want to argue that a satisfactory local explanation model, which I think can
illuminate what occurs in partial reductions, has two main substantive components,
with each substantive component having a closely related epistemological/logical
aspect.15 The first substantive component involves the scientific field, but more accu-
rately (FE), and its epistemological aspect is a kind of inductive logic of comparative
evaluation of plausible explanatory candidates, representing preliminary plausibility
judgments. The second substantive component is the preferred (causal) model system
(PCMS), which itself is an elaboration and extension of one of the plausible explan-
atory candidates of the first field element component. The epistemological aspect of
the second component is a claim that the PCMS is a causal system representing a
temporal process; such a system can be elaborated and tested using either deduc-
tive logic and/or statistical methodological logic. In a previous paper—(see Schaffner,
2000) I have called this the field and focus model, which itself was a renaming of an
account of explanation I developed in my (1993a, Chap. 6). In the present paper, I
have re-renamed it a “field elements and preferred causal model system” or FE- and
PCMS account in an attempt to underscore the key constituent concepts involved in
the explanation model. (For convenience, I suggest pronouncing FE and PCMS as
“fee-pems.”) Each component needs some additional discussion, and in the following
section I provide an illustration that relates the model to partial reductions as follows:

(a) The Field and Field Element Component. I should begin by noting that the gen-
eral sense of field used here is (probably) not the sense originally used in Darden
and Maull’s “interfield theory” approach to intertheoretic relations, including
their different way of looking at reductions (Darden & Mull, 1977). I think a
reading of their seminal 1977 paper suggests that each field is unilevel and that
it is interfield explanations that are surrogates for (or alternatives to) reductions.

14 This second type of (global) explanation involves what I call in Chap. 5 of my 1993a book “tem-
porally extended theories” that allow for replacement in some circumstances. Using such temporally
extend theories is too complex for a first cut at getting back to the explanatory roots of reductions.
This global type of explanation also involves issues of “global evaluation” (trans-theoretical criteria)
that needs to bracketed for another paper, though a list of those criteria and a Bayesian analysis of
how they work can be found in Chap. 5 of my 1993a.
15 I have debated whether this aspect should be best characterized as logical or epistemological. It
seems to involve a logic of weighing and comparing, but the aspect also indicates varying strengths of
warranted belief. Further below, I will describe subscribing to a type of causality as the “epistemolog-
ical” aspect of the second substantive component.
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That said, the approaches taken there and in my present paper may well be
quite congruent, with any differences possibly more terminological than real.
The field elements concept has certain analogies with Shapere’s notion of a
“domain,” (Shapere, 1977) as a set of “items of information” having “an associ-
ation,” but I think the field elements notion differs in being broader, and at the
same time clearer, in the sense that particular research articles define those field
elements by specifying them. (For additional comments on the pros and cons of
the domain concept, see my 1993a, p. 52.)
The substantive field component in my approach contains most of the basic
generalizations, mechanisms, experiments, and theories, typically introduced in
a standard textbook for the field, and field elements draw from the field. This
makes the typical field (and usually the FE, which selects portions from the
field) vigorously interlevel, as well as (typically and also paradoxically) interdis-
ciplinary, in virtually all instances with which I am familiar.16 A textbook may
however draw on several pre-existing fields, e.g., neuroscience and molecular
biology, which can usually roughly be distinguished by referring to consensus
classic texts in those fields. This general field component has possibly been cap-
tured implicitly in explanation models in the philosophical literature by Railton’s
(and also Salmon’s) notion of an ideal explanatory text. Concrete examples, of
such texts in biology would be the Watson Molecular Biology of the Gene series
of texts, or the Kandel and Schwartz Principles of Neural Science series of texts;
in medicine this would be a standard medical textbook, such as Harrison’s Prin-
ciples of Internal Medicine. A more specific example is the field of C. elegans
research, typified by what are known as the Worms I and II collections of essays.
Although I do not believe anyone has ever done this, someone reasonably well
acquainted with a field could make a list of major explanatory devices in a field by
working through such a textbook. Some of these would go by the terms model, or
mechanism, or law, or generalization, or theory, or hypothesis. And they would
not be independent, nor representable in a simple hierarchy, since some would
be partial components of others, and would reappear in slightly different forms
multiple times. It is that richness and complexity that I believe, we find and also
have to deal with in real science.
In the kind of partial reductions I want to explicate in the present paper, we
should begin by considering a typical scientific journal research article (not a
textbook nor collection of articles nor a review article, usually) in which an expla-
nation is proffered. The typical article situates the phenomenon to be explained
within a field (or sometimes in two and possibly more fields) and then presents a
list of the classes of alternative possible explanations utilizing the field elements
(possible explanations as seen by the authors as being viable in the field) for the
phenomenon of interest. The alternatives are not exhaustive of other elements
that can be found in the field as a whole, but are proposed, sometimes as a cluster,

16 How to best define a field and a discipline are likely to require considerably more analysis that I
provide in this paper, and there may be historical and sociological dimensions that need to be taken
into account to provide an adequate characterization of these terms and their relations. That neuro-
science is extraordinarily interdisciplinary is a point that has been stressed by several commentators,
including Craver and Bickle—see Craver (2005). Beyond reduction: mechanisms, multifield integra-
tion and the unity of neuroscience. Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical
Sciences, Bickle, J. (2006a). Neuroscience. In Encyclopedia of Philosophy 6: 563–572.
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or sometimes seriatim, in the article.17 The possible explanations in a scientific
article often are evaluated and roughly ranked as best, better, good, worse, and
worst, which is a logical aspect of the first substantive (field) component.18

(b) The PCMS component. The second, and perhaps most salient substantive compo-
nent of my model of explanation, is the designation of a PCMS, which implicitly
or explicitly involves the laws or generalizations that are relevant to the par-
ticular problem or problems of interest to the investigator. Such a PCMS can
be quite simple, as when one introduces a simple single-locus Mendelian model
of a dominant/recessive gene pair, say as a Punnett-square representation, and
then uses that model to explain the inheritance of Huntington’s disease or cystic
fibrosis. Alternatively, the PCMS can be more complex, as in an explanation of
feeding behavior using specific mutants and neuron types in C. elegans which
will be discussed below, a Kandel cartoon depicting presynaptic sensitization in
Aplysia, or a Hodgkin and Huxley classic sodium action potential model.

There is no formal limit on the degree of complexity of a PCMS, though these
are always idealized to a greater or lesser extent. A critically important aspect of a
PCMS is that there is a list of general assumptions embedded in the preferred model
system that describe the system under study, and which are believed to generalize to
other like systems. These generalization(s), however, may have narrow or broad appli-
cability: the generalization may be family—or population-limited, strain limited, or
species limited, though possibly even broader, holding for all mammals, for example.
The generalizations are typically qualitative causal generalizations, describing parts of
mechanisms in a process, such as an inducer combining with repressor molecule in a
lac operon model with the resultant loss of the repressor’s affinity for the operator.
In (fairly) rare cases, these generalizations will be mathematical formulas, such as a
Nernst equation or a flux equation.19 These generalizations that are instantiated in the
models can be found in the text and especially in the figure legends of pictorial repre-
sentations of models and mechanisms (and also referred to in the indexes) in standard
biological textbooks, such as the Watson or Kandel series noted above. In my view,
the explanatory elements in the biomedical sciences are a collection of (sometimes
overlapping) model systems (PCMSs).

The epistemological aspect of this second substantive component of my explanation
account is a claim about causality appealed to in the explanation.20 Most explanations

17 In medicine, an analogy to a list of alternative hypotheses is what is known as a “differential
diagnosis” for the cause of an illness that afflicts a particular patient or population of patients; it is a
list of possible diseases.
18 The list of alternatives and a comparison of their strengths and weaknesses can include alternative
possible states in which a mechanism might be can also be evaluated in this approach. The original
suggestion for this evaluative dimension is due to van Fraassen (1980), who asked, e.g., why is this
circuit off rather than on?; why is this patient sick rather than healthy?
19 For an excellent example, of a model, which uses multiple equations (see Bogen’s account of the
classic Hodgkin and Huxley 1952 paper on action potentials) in Bogen, J. (2005). Regularities and
Causality: Generalizations and Causal Explanations. Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological
and Biomedical Sciences 36.
20 Again I term this aspect an “epistemological” aspect, though causal claims involve, in addition,
logical dimensions (at least in the sense of types of conditionals) and also metaphysical dimensions
(in the sense of ontic claims and process metaphysics). For details of my view on these dimensions see
pp. 298–307 of my 1993a, and for a slightly later discussion of a manipulation interpretation of causa-
tion (see Schaffner, 1993b). Clinical trials and causation: Bayesian perspectives. Statistical Medicine
12 (15–16), 1477–1494; discussion 1495–1499.
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in basic science are causal mechanical, but they might involve a random probabilistic
process, or even a human motivational account (in economics, or human psychology,
for example).21 Example of a causal mechanical explanation strategy can be found in
many of Wesley Salmon’s examples.22 A related logical aspect of this epistemological
aspect is closely related to the type of the causality assumed in the proposed PCMS
studied: deterministic systems can easily be elaborated using deductive logic; proba-
bilistic causality suggests the need for an inductive logic.23 The Popper–Hempel (or
perhaps more accurately Aristotle–Mill–Popper–Hempel) model of explanation falls
into the first type, involving deductive logic.

5 How this explanation-partial reduction model is illustrated in practice

(1) A recapitulation and overview of the explanation-partial reduction process. A
reasonably detailed illustration of how this two component explanation-partial
reduction model works, especially in partial reductions, may help clarify it. I
have selected the area of molecular behavioral genetics for my example, and
as the specific case some recent work on two types of feeding behaviors of the
worm, C. elegans. To reiterate the general process: first, a typical scientific or
medical research article provides explanations, for example, of an organism’s
behaviors. But even in such focused research articles, the broader context of
the problem(s) are sketched (however briefly) and assumptions are made that
the reader is knowledgeable about the organism and familiar with the relevant
parts of the field (the FEs) in neuroscience, or genetics, or molecular biology, etc.
Within this broad framework, such a research article quickly zeros in on several
well defined questions, and then proceeds to present answers to the questions
in terms of the advances that are the rationale for the publication of the paper.
Within the context of these answers, it is possible to pick out a focus (or foci), and
ask what are the specific PCMSs used in the explanation. It is at this point with
a focus on a specific PCMS that, we can usefully begin to appeal to the nature of
the law(s), mechanisms, component parts, and pathways, as well as to scrutinize
the nature of the inference (deductive, statistical) and ask whether this expla-
nation is causal (or perhaps unificatory), and if causal, what type(s) of causal
conditions are operative. This general pattern of explanation is found in many
of the papers in the study of the nematode and other model organisms. A useful
preface to my specific example may be to first, and very briefly, summarize some
basic facts about the worm for the readers of this paper. In an important sense,
the following section will introduce some of the FEs needed to characterize an
explanation (and a partial reduction) in the case below.

21 It is not possible in this paper to elaborate on the motive-cause distinction, nor on related narrative
versus causal explanations. I say more about this in my forthcoming book from Oxford University
press, tentatively titled Behaving: What’s Genetic and What’s Not?
22 Some explanation may claim to be noncausal, e.g., unificatory, but I find this claim (by Kitcher)
questionable—see my 1993a, Chap. 6, but for a possibly more positive view see Woodward, J.
(2003). Making things happen: A theory of causal explanation. New York: Oxford University Press,
Chap. 8.
23 Probabilistic explanation using infinite classes is deductively elaboratable. The logic in some cases
might even be abductive in some instances, maybe in “inference to the best explanation,” though
abductive inference (and logic) is even less well understood than inductive.
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(2) The anatomy, genetics, and neurology of C. elegans. This model organism, which
has attracted more than 1000 fulltime researchers worldwide, received additional
recognition in 2002 when the Nobel Prize in biology and medicine went to the
worm: i.e., to Brenner, Horvitz and Sulston for cell death work in C. elegans. The
animal (yes, researchers do use that term) has been called “the reductionist’s
delight” (Cooke-Deegan 1994), but a review of the C. elegans literature indicates
its behavior is much more complex than originally thought: most behavior types
relate to genes influencing them in a many-many relation (for details see my
1998a). Nevertheless, a recent essay in Nature Neuroscience commented on the
use of the worm in the following terms:
With a circuitry of 302 invariant neurons, a quick generation time, and a plethora
of genetic tools, C. elegans is an ideal model system for studying the interplay
among genes, neurons, circuits, and behavior. (Potter and Luo 2003)
Some features of the worm’s anatomy are presented in Figure 1.
This 1 mm long adult hermaphrodite has 959 somatic nuclei and the male (not
pictured) 1,031 nuclei; there are about 2,000 germ cell nuclei (Hodgkin et. al
1995). The haploid genome contains 1 × 108 nucleotide pairs, organized into five
autosomal and one sex chromosome (hermaphrodites are XX, males XO), com-
prising about 19,000 genes. The genes have all been sequenced. The organism
can move itself forward and backward by graceful undulatory movements, and
responds to touch and a number of chemical stimuli, of both attractive and repul-
sive or aversive forms, with simple reflexes. More complex behaviors include egg
laying and mating between hermaphrodites and males (Wood, 1988, p. 14)—and
the worm also learns—as studied by Rankin and others (Rankin, 2002).
The nervous system is the worm’s largest organ, being comprised, in the her-
maphrodite, of 302 neurons, subdividable into 118 subclasses, along with 56 glial
and associated support cells; there are 95 muscle cells on which the neurons can
synapse. The neurons have been fully described in terms of their location and
synaptic connections.
These neurons are essentially identical from one individual in a strain to another
(Sulston et al., 1983; White et al., 1986), and form approximately 5,000 synapses,
700 gap junctions, and 2,000 neuromuscular junctions (White et al. 1986). The
synapses are typically “highly reproducible” (∼85% the same) from one animal
to another, but are not identical, due to “developmental noise.” (For further
details about this concept see my 1998a.)24

Fig. 1 Reprinted from Developmental Biology, Mar; 56(1):110-56. Sulston JE, Horvitz HR. “Post-
embryonic cell lineages of the nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans.” Pages: 110-56, Copyright (1977),
with permission from Elsevier

24 de Bono (personal communication) indicates that “There may also be more plasticity in synapse
number/size than indicated in the mind of the worm—difficult to say as only 2–3 worms were sectioned
in the John White’s em (electron micrograph) studies.”
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(3) An interesting “exception” to the many-many genes behavior relation? In their
1998 essay in the prestigious scientific journal Cell, de Bono and Bargmann
investigated the feeding behavior of two different strains of the worm, one of
which engaged in solitary feeding, and the other in social feeding (aggregated
in a crowd) (de Bono & Bargmann, 1998). A picture of the two types of strains
showing these two contrasting behaviors is provided below in Fig 2.
De Bono and Bargmann summarized their 1998 results in an abstract in Cell (de
Bono & Bargmann, 1998, p. 679), which I closely paraphrase here, interpolating
just enough in the way of additional information that nonspecialists can follow
the nearly original abstract text:

Natural subpopulations of C. elegans exhibit solitary or social feeding behavior.
Solitary eaters move slowly across a surface rich in the bacteria ( a bacterial
“lawn”) on which they feed and also disperse on that surface. Social eaters on
the other hand move rapidly on the bacteria and bunch up together, often near
the edge of a bacterial lawn. A knock-out (“loss of function”) mutation in a gene
known as npr-1 causes a solitary strain to take on social behavior. This gene

Fig. 2 Figure from Rankin (2002), based on de Bono’s work. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd.: Nature Reviews Genetics, Catharine H. Rankin “From gene to identified neuron to
behaviour in Caenorhabditis elegans,” vol 3, pp. 622–630, copyright (2002). http://www.nature.com/nrg/
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is known to encode a type of protein, here it is NPR-1, known as a G-protein
coupled receptor, a protein that acts like a switch to open or close ion chan-
nels in nerve cells. This NPR-1 protein is similar to a family of proteins called
Y receptors that are widely present in the nervous system of other organisms
and relate to feeding and foraging behavior in other species. Two variants of
the NPR-1 protein that differ only in a single amino acid (phenylalanine ver-
sus valine) occur naturally in the wild. One variant, termed NPR-1 215F (with
phenylalanine, abbreviated as F) is found exclusively in social strains, while the
other variant, NPR-1 215 V (with valine) is found only in solitary strains. The
difference between the F and V variants are due to a single nucleotide differ-
ence in the gene’s DNA sequence (T versus G). Inserting a gene that produces
the V form of the protein can transform wild social strains into solitary ones.
Thus these only slightly different proteins generate the two natural variants in
C. elegans’ feeding behavior.
This remarkable paper by de Bono and Bargmann made strong claims involving
a genetic explanation of behavior. At the end of the introduction to this 1998
essay, the authors wrote that “we show that variation in responses to food and
other animals in wild strains of C. elegans is due to natural variation in npr-1”
(my emphasis) (1998, p. 679). The phenotype difference is actually somewhat
more complex, and not just related to social or solitary feeding in the presence
of sufficient amount of bacterial food supply. As already indicated, the social
and solitary strains also differ in their speed of locomotion. Also, the two types
differ in burrowing behavior in the agar jell surface on which the worms are
studied in the laboratory. But de Bono and Bargmann contended that “a single
gene mutation can give rise to all of the behavioral differences characteristic of
wild and solitary strains” (1998, p. 680).
de Bono and Bargmann offered several “different models that could explain the
diverse behavioral phenotypes of npr-1 mutants” (1998, p. 686), but added that
“resolution of these models awaits identification of the cells, in which npr-1 acts,
and the cells that are the source of the npr-1 [sic] ligands [those molecules that
bind to and regulate this receptor]” (1998, p. 686).

(4) Complications and an example of a PCMS. This wonderfully “simple” story of
one gene that influences one type of behavior in the worm was told in 1998 as
just described. Since then, further work by de Bono and Bargmann, who did
search for the cells in which npr-1 acts and for the source of the NPR-1 ligands,
has indicated that the story is more complex. In follow-up work to determine
how such feeding behavior is regulated, de Bono and Bargmann have proposed
two so-far separate pathways (de Bono, Tobin, & Davis, 2002) (Coates & de
Bono, 2002). One pathway suggests that there are modifying genes that restore
social feeding to solitary feeders under conditions of external environmental
stress. The other pathway is internal to the organism, and will be very briefly
described at the conclusion of this section. (An accessible overview of the two
pathways, and some possible very interesting connections with fly and honeybee
foraging and feeding behaviors, can be found in (Sokolowski, 2002)’s editorial
accompanying the publication of the two de Bono et al., 2002 papers).

The first 2002 paper by de Bono and Bargmann, also writing with Tobin, Davis, and
Avery, indicates how a partially reductive explanation works, and also nicely illustrates
the features of the FE and PCMS system approach discussed above. The explanandum
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is to account for the difference in social versus solitary feeding patterns, as depicted
in Fig. 2 above. The explanation (at a very abstract level) is contained in the title of
the paper “Social feeding in C. elegans is induced by neurons that detect aversive
stimuli.” The specifics of the explanation appeal to the 1998 study as background, and
look at npr-1 mutants, examining what other genes might prevent social feeding, thus
restoring solitary feeding in npr-1 mutants. A search among various npr-1 mutants
(these would be social feeders) indicated that mutations in the osm-9 and ocr-2 genes
resulted in significantly more solitary feeding in those mutant animals. (Both of these
genes code for components of a sensory transduction ion channel known as TRPV
(transient receptor potential channel that in vertebrates responds to the “vanilloid”
(V) compound capsaicin found in hot peppers). Both the osm-9 and ocr-2 genes are
required for chemoattraction as well as aversive stimuli avoidance). Additionally, it
was found that odr-4 and odr-8 gene mutations could disrupt social feeding in npr-1
mutants. The odr-4 and odr-8 genes are required to localize a group of olfactory recep-
tors to olfactory cilia. Interestingly, a mutation in the osm-3 gene, which is required
for the development of 26 ciliated sensory neurons, restores social feeding in the odr-4
and ocr-2 mutants. (Readers who have followed the account of the genetic influences
on ion channels, other genes, and neurons thus far are now entitled to a break.)

de Bono et al. present extensive data supporting these findings in the article. Typi-
cally the reasoning with the data examines the effects of screening for single, double,
and even triple mutations that affect the phenotype of interest (feeding behaviors),
as well as looking at the results of gene insertion or gene deletion. This reasoning
essentially follows Mill’s methods of difference and concomitant variation (the latter
because graded rather than all-or-none results are often obtained), and is prototyp-
ical causal reasoning. Also of interest, are the results of the laser ablation of two
neurons that were suggested to be involved in the feeding behaviors. These two neu-
rons, known as ASH and ADL are implicated in the avoidance of noxious stimuli
and toxic chemicals. Identification of the genes noted above (osm-9, ocr-2, odr-4, and
odr-8) allowed the investigators to look at where those genes were expressed (by
using Green Florescent Protein (GFP) tags). It turned out that ASH and ADL neu-
rons were the expression sites. The investigators could then test the effects of laser
beam ablation of those neurons, and showed that ablation of both of them restored
a solitary feeding phenotype, but that the presence of either neuron would support
social feeding.

The net result of the analysis is summarized in a “model for social feeding in C.
elegans” on the following page [Fig. 5 in de Bono et al.; my Fig. 3].

The legend for the model reads as follows:

Figure 5(c), A model for social feeding in C. elegans. The ASH and ADL nocicep-
tive neurons are proposed to respond to aversive stimuli from food to promote
social feeding. This function requires the putative OCR-2/OSM-9 ion channel.
The ODR-4 protein may act in ADL to localize seven transmembrane domain
chemoreceptors that respond to noxious stimuli. In the absence of ASH and
ADL activity, an unidentified neuron (XXX) [involving osm-3] represses social
feeding, perhaps in response to a different set of food stimuli. The photograph
shows social feeding of a group of > 30 npr-1 mutant animals on a lawn of
Escherichia coli.

This model is the preferred causal model system for this Nature article. It is sim-
plified and idealized, and uses causal language such as “respond to” and “represses.”
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Fig. 3 From de Bono et al. (2002). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature,
Mario de Bono, David M. Tobin, M. Wayne Davis, Leon Avery, Cornelia I. Bargmann, “Social
feeding in Caenorhabditis elegans is induced by neurons that detect aversive stimuli,” v. 419, pp.
899–903, copyright (2002). http://www.nature.com

(The causal verbs also contain the word “act,” to which I return in Sect. 7, since much
has been made in recent years in the philosophy of biology and neuroscience literature
about “activities,” as opposed to causation, which may be present in “mechanisms.”)
The PCMS is clearly interlevel. The fields on which the model draws are molecular
genetics and neural science. Scattered throughout the article are occasional alternative
but possible causal pathways (FE), which are evaluated as not as good an explanation
as those provided in the preferred model system presented. (One example is the dauer
pheromone explanation, discussed on p. 899 of de Bono et al. 2002; another is the
“reducing stimuli production” versus “reducing stimuli detection” hypotheses on p.
900 of that article.)

The preparation or experimental system investigated in the laboratory (this may
include several data runs of the “same” experimental system) is identified in its rele-
vant aspects with the preferred model system. At the abstract or “philosophical” level,
the explanation proceeds by identifying the laboratory experimental system with the
theoretical system – the PCMS – and exhibiting the explanandum as the causal con-
sequence of the system’s behavior. The explanans here uses molecular biology and is
mainly comparative rather than involving quantitative derivational reasoning, in the
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sense that in this paper two qualitatively different end states—the solitary and the
social states of the worms—are compared and contrasted.25 The theoretical system
(the PCMS) utilizes generalizations of varying scope, often having to appeal to simi-
larity analyses among like systems (e.g. the use of TRPV channel family) to achieve
the scope, as well as make the investigation of interest and relevance to other biolo-
gists (e.g., via analogies of the NPR-1 receptor to Y receptors and the internal worm
circuit to cyclic GMP signaling pathways found in flies and bees that control foraging
and feeding behavior—(see Sokolowski, 2002). For those concerned with philosophi-
cal rigor, the preferred model system and its relations to model-theoretic explanation
can be made more philosophically precise (and technical), along the lines suggested
in a “philosopher-speak” footnote below.26

The discussion sections of scientific papers are the usual place where larger issues
are raised, and where extrapolations are frequently found. This is also the case in this
de Bono et al. (2002) paper where the discussion section states that “food, food acqui-
sition, and population density are important regulators of aggregation in a variety
of species.” (902). The paper concludes on an evolutionary note, tying the proximate
cause model to a distal causal (i.e., evolutionary) advantage, where the authors write:

The data in this paper and in the accompanying paper suggest that the regulation
of social feeding behaviour in C. elegans is complex, involving several layers of
positive and negative inputs. Such complexity may have evolved as a result of the
tension between cooperation and competition that underlies social behaviour,
and may be important to ensure that social behaviour is induced only when it
offers a selective advantage.

Further work on the circuits that affect social and solitary feeding has been done in
addition to what has just been described in detail above. Earlier I mentioned an essay

25 A quantitative derivation of a path of C. elegans motion that agrees with the experimentally
observed path can be computed based on neural theory, though the explanation quickly becomes
extraordinarily complicated—see my summary of Lockery’s results using this type of approach in my
(2000).
26 The following philosophically general account parallels the discussion in my 1993 book. It assumes
an analysis of biological explainers as involving models representable as a collection of generalizations
of variable scope instantiated in a series of overlapping mechanisms as developed in Chap. 3 of the
1993 book. We can, as described in that chapter, employ a generalization of Suppes’ set-theoretic
approach and also follow Giere (1984) in introducing the notion of a “theoretical model” as “a kind
of system whose characteristics are specified by an explicit definition” (1984, p. 80). Here entities
η1, . . . , ηn will designate neurobiological objects such as neuropeptide receptors, the �s such causal
properties as “ligand binding” and “neurotransmitter secretion,” and the scientific generalizations
�1, . . . , �n will be of the type “This odorant activates a G-protein cascade opening an ion channel.”
Then �i(�(η1, . . . , ηn)) will represent the ith generalization, and

n

� [�i(�(η1, . . . , ηn))]
i = 1

will be the conjunction of the assumptions (which we will call �) constituting the preferred model
system or PCMS. Any given system which is being investigated or appealed to as explanatory of some
explanandum is such a PCMS if and only if it satisfies �. We understand �, then, as implicitly defining
a kind of natural system, though there may not be any actual system that is a realization of the complex
expression �. To claim that some particular system satisfies � is a theoretical hypothesis, which may
or may not be true. If it is true, then the PCMS can serve as an explanandum of phenomena such
as “social feeding.” (If the PCMS is potentially true and well-confirmed, then it is a “potential and
well-confirmed explanation” of the phenomena it entails or supports.)
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that appeared simultaneously with the above paper in Nature. This second paper by
Coates and de Bono (2002) described a regulatory circuit that sensed the internal
fluid in the worm and controlled social versus solitary forms of behavior. It involved
different neurons (AQR, PQR, and URX), and was affected by tax 2 and 4 gene
mutations – genes which produce components of a cyclic GMP-gated ion channel.27

Also, in late 2003, de Bono’s group was able to identify the ligands, which stimulate
the NPR-1 receptor (Rogers, Reale, & Kim 2003). These are a class of neuropeptides
known as “FMRFamide and related peptides” (FaRPs) that stimulate foraging recep-
tors in other species. In the worm, the relevant FaRPs are encoded by 22 different flp
genes that can potentially produce 59 FaRP peptides by alternative splicings. It was
also reported in this paper that comparative sequencing of the two NPR-1 variants
(the F and V forms) as well as three other species of Caenorhabditis, suggests that the
social form of the receptor is ancestral, and that the behavior of solitary feeding arose
later via a gain of function mutation. This is preliminary conclusion, and some insect
researchers find it implausible, believing that social behaviors are likely to appear later
than solitary activities (de Bono, personal communication). But that may depend on
the different selection pressures experienced in different environments by different
species. (More recent articles on The worm stress a pathway from oxygen (O2) on
NPR-1 via body cavity neurons. See, de Bono et al., 2005.)

6 This explanation is both reductive and non-reductive

The above example is typical of molecular biological explanations of behavior. Behav-
ior is an organismic property, and in the example is actually a populational property
(of aggregation), and the explanation appeals to entities that are parts of the organ-
ism, including molecularly characterized genes and molecular interactions such as
ligand-receptor bindings and G-protein coupled receptor mechanisms—thus this is
generally characterized as a reductive explanation. But it represents partial reduc-
tion—what I termed reduction of the creeping sort—and it differs from sweeping
reductive explanations because of several important features as follows:

(1) It does not explain all cases of social versus solitary feeding; a different though
somewhat related model (that of Coates & de Bono, 2002) is needed for the
internal triggering of solitary behavior in npr-1 mutants. (Also compare de Bono
et al., 2005.)

(2) Some of the key entities, such as the signal from bacteria that is noxious to the
worms and the neuron represented by XXX, have not yet been identified.

(3) It utilizes what might be termed “middle-level” entities, such as neuronal cells,
in addition to molecular entities.

(4) It is not a quantitative model that derives behavioral descriptions from rig-
orous general equations of state, but is causally qualitative and only roughly
comparative.

(5) Interventions to set up, manipulate, and test the model are at higher aggregative
levels than the molecular, such as selection of the worms by their organismic

27 More recently, de Bono’s lab showed that the internal circuit involves soluble guanylate cyclases in
that pathway. See Cheung, Arellano-Carbajal, and Rybicki (2004). Soluble guanylate cyclases act in
neurons exposed to the body fluid to promote C. Elegans aggregation behavior. Curr Biology, 14(12),
1105–1111. These appear to be activated by oxygen – (see Gray, Karow, & Lu, 2004). Oxygen sensation
and social feeding mediated by a C. elegans guanylate cyclase homologue. Nature, 430(6997), 317–322.
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properties (feeding behaviors), distributing the worms on an agar plate, and
ablating the neurons with a laser.

The explanation does meet the three conditions delineated above on page 15,
namely

(1) the explainers (here the preferred model system as shown in Fig. 3) are a partially
decomposable microstructure in the organism/process of interest.

(2) the explanandum (the social or solitary feeding behavior) is a grosser (macro)
typically aggregate property or end state.

(3) The CAs, sometimes called bridge laws or reduction functions, are involved,
which permit the relation of macrodescriptions to microdescriptions. Sometimes
these CAs are causal sequences as depicted in the model figure where the output
of the neurons under one set of conditions causes clumping, but in critical cases
the CAs are identities (such as social feeding = clumping, and aversive stimulus =
(probably) bacterial odor).

Although reductive, the preferred model system explanation is not “ruthlessly
reductive,” to use Bickle’s phrase, even though a classical organismic biologist would
most likely term it strongly reductionistic in contrast to their favored nonreductive or
even antireductionist cellular or organismic points of view. It is a partial reduction.

7 Will “mechanism language” suffice?

One recent philosophical alternative to classical models of theory reduction can be
found in what Bickle calls, in this collection of essays, “the recently revived mechanistic
philosophy of science.” (Bickle, 2006b, this volume) This revival dates to the seminal
article by Machamer, Darden, and Craver (2000) that stressed the importance of the
“mechanism” concept as an alternative to law-based approaches to explanation and
to reduction. In this approach, a mechanism is “a collection of entities and activities
organized in the production of regular changes from start or set up conditions to finish
or termination conditions” (Machamer, Darden, & Craver, 2000 p. 3). The analysis
has been applied to examples in the neurosciences and molecular biology, and rec-
ognizes that mechanisms need not be molecular, but can be multi-level see (Craver,
2004 submitted). In some of its variants, the approach wishes to eschew causal lan-
guage, causal generalizations, and any appeals to standard counterfactual analyses,
that are typically developed as elucidations of causation (compare Schaffner, 1993a,
pp. 296–312; Glennan, 1996; Woodward, 2003 with Tabery (2004) and Bogen (2004).

An appeal to mechanisms, as a contrast with an emphasis on high-level general
theories, is a viable approach. In biology there are few such general theories (with
component laws) that are broadly accepted, though population genetics is a notable
exception. An early commitment to theories such as population genetics as repre-
senting the best examples of biological theory (see Ruse, 1973) is one, as I argued,
in my 1980 and again 1993a, Chap. 3, that skewed the appreciation of philosophers
of biology away from better or more representative alternative approaches to theory
structure and explanation. And in that 1980 article and in (1993a) Chap.3 as well as
in Chaps. 6 and 9, I frequently utilized references to “mechanisms” as another way to
describe the “models” that are so widely found in biology, and which function broadly
as surrogates for theories in the biomedical sciences.

But the strong form of appeals to mechanisms, as in early arguments by Wimsatt
(1976b) seemed to aim at avoiding any discussion of generalizations and laws of
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working of a mechanism, an avoidance which appeared both philosophically incom-
plete (see my 1993a, pp. 494–495 for specifics), as well as contradicted by the way
biologists present their own models. A paradigm case of how generalizations are
articulated to form a model can be found in Jacob and Monod’s classic paper on the
operon model.28 In their concluding section they write that “a convenient way of
summarizing the conclusions derived in the preceding sections of this paper will be to
organize them into a model designed to embody the main elements, which we were
led to recognize as playing a specific role in the control of protein synthesis; namely
the structural, regulator and operator genes, the operon, and the cytoplasmic repres-
sor.” Jacob and Monod then state the generalizations, which constitued the model.29

Similar generalizations can be found in the figure legend from de Bono et al. (2002)
quoted above on p. 32.

This avoidance of generalizations by the revived mechanistic tradition is even more
evident in the recent essays by Tabery (2004) and also in Darden (2004; 2005) and
especially in Bogen (2004; 2005), which also seems to me to try to replace the admit-
tedly still problematic concept of causation with appeals to “activities”—a notion that
I find much more opaque than causation. (In those places in scientific articles where
terms like “acts” appear, I think a good case can be made that what is being referred
to is plain old-fashioned causal action.)

But in a weaker form, such as in (Glennan, 1996) and in most of Machamer et al.
(2000), the revived mechanistic philosophy of science appears to me to be an impor-
tant complement to the account of explanation developed in the present paper, as well
as to my 1993a and 2000 essays. I had noted in my 1993a that appeals to mechanisms
that eschewed generalizations (such as Wimsatt’s 1976b) were problematic for a num-
ber of reasons, a chief one of which was that earlier writers in this tradition appeared
to take “mechanism” as a largely unanalyzed term and place a very heavy burden
on that term. The new mechanistic philosophy of science remedies that problem by
articulating a complex analysis of the terminology involved in appeals to mechanisms,
but some of the stronger theses, such as those replacing causation by activities, seem
to me to move in a less promising direction.

8 Summary and conclusion

In this paper, I began by proposing two theses, and then examined what the conse-
quences of those theses were for reduction and emergence. The first thesis was that
what have traditionally been seen as robust reductions of one theory or one branch
of science by another more fundamental one are a largely a myth, though some rare
instances of them can be found in physics. On closer inspection, and particularly in
biology, these reductions seem to fade away, like the body of the famous Cheshire

28 Another paradigmatic example of how generalizations, and even simplified “laws” are involved in
the articulation of a model or mechanism can be found in Hodgkin and Huxley’s classic article on the
action potential in the giant squid axon: Hodgkin and Huxley (1952). A quantitative description of
membrane current and Its application to conduction and excitation in nerve. Journal of Physiology,
117, 500–544. Bogen (2005) analyzes Hodgkin and Huxley’s model construction as not supporting a
typical generalization account, but I read their paper differently.
29 A full quotation of the statement of the operon model from Jacob and Monod (1961), Genetic
regulatory mechanisms in the synthesis of proteins. Journal of Molecular Biology, 3, 318–356. can be
found on 158–159 of my 1993a.
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cat, leaving only a smile. . .. The second thesis was that the “smiles” are fragmentary
patchy explanations, and often partial reductions, and though patchy and fragmentary,
they are very important, potentially Nobel-prize winning advances.

To get the best grasp of them, I argued that we needed to return to the roots of
discussions and analyses of scientific explanation more generally, and not focus mainly
on reduction models, though three conditions based on earlier reduction models are
retained in the present analysis. This led us through a brief history of explanation
and its relation to reduction models, such as Nagel’s, and through an account of my
own evolving views in this area. Although the account of scientific explanation, I
presented above is one I have discussed before, in this paper I tried to simplify it, and
characterized it as involving and abbreviated as FE and PCMS. This FE and PCMS
account was then applied to a recent set of neurogenetic papers on two kinds of worm
foraging behaviors: solitary and social feeding. One of the preferred model systems
from a 2002 Nature paper was used to illustrate the FE and PCMS analysis in detail,
and was characterized as a partial reduction.

The paper closed with a brief discussion of how this FE and PCMS approach par-
tially differed from and partially was congruent with Bickle’s “ruthless reductionism”
(Bickle 2003) and the recently revived mechanistic philosophy of science of Mach-
amer, Darden, Craver. In that section I could only very briefly indicate some parallels
of these approaches with the one developed in the present paper. Clearly further
discussion will continue on these topics for some time to come, and should deepen
our appreciation of both the power and the limits of reductive explanations.
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When Super-Theories Collide: A Brief History of the 

Emergence/Reduction Battles between Particle Physics and Condensed 
Matter Theory  

  
 
  
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
In the last few decades one of the most publicized controversies in fundamental physics 

has been the argument between condensed matter theory (CMT) physicists such as P.W. 

Anderson, Robert Laughlin and David Pines on the one hand, and particle physicists such 

as Steven Weinberg and Leonard Susskind on the other over which theoretical framework 

is in the best position to unify physics and lead it into the twenty first century. For 

reasons that will be made clear, CMT has been branded as the purveyor of emergence and 

particle physics considered the champion of reduction in this struggle. This battle still 

rages today in a volley of books and articles such as Laughlin’s A Different Universe: 

Reinventing Physics from the Bottom Down (2005) and Susskind’s The Cosmic 

Landscape: String Theory and the Illusion of Intelligent Design (2005). The key events in 

this fight will be detailed, from the publication of P.W Anderson’s classic More is 

Different article (1972) to the protracted debates about whether or not to fund the 

Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) and on up to the skirmishes of the present day. 

The historical significance of these machinations can only be fully appreciated when it is 

clear exactly what is at issue philosophically, methodologically and empirically between 

these two warring factions of fundamental physics. Thus by way of conceptual analysis, a 

taxonomy of various critical notions of emergence and reduction will be provided and the 
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combatant’s claims properly situated therein. Though as we shall see, this is no easy task 

as both sides equivocate madly in their use of the terms “emergence” and “reduction.”  In 

addition to raising profound ontological questions about the structure of the world such as 

the true nature of interlevel relations, epistemic questions about fundamental scientific 

explanation and intertheoretic relations, our history lesson suggests that theoretical 

physics (especially quantum gravity) may well be in a revolutionary Kuhnian state. We 

will find that there is fundamental disagreement over what is in fact fundamental and 

disagreement over how, if at all, the physical sciences and the world can be unified.   

 
 
“Reduction, Emergence, and Explanation” The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy 
of Science. Chapter 5, pp. 80-107. 
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We discuss recent developments in our understanding of matter,
broadly construed, and their implications for contemporary re-
search in fundamental physics.

The Theory of Everything is a term for the ultimate theory of
the universe—a set of equations capable of describing all

phenomena that have been observed, or that will ever be
observed (1). It is the modern incarnation of the reductionist
ideal of the ancient Greeks, an approach to the natural world that
has been fabulously successful in bettering the lot of mankind
and continues in many people’s minds to be the central paradigm
of physics. A special case of this idea, and also a beautiful
instance of it, is the equation of conventional nonrelativistic
quantum mechanics, which describes the everyday world of
human beings—air, water, rocks, fire, people, and so forth. The
details of this equation are less important than the fact that it can
be written down simply and is completely specified by a handful
of known quantities: the charge and mass of the electron, the
charges and masses of the atomic nuclei, and Planck’s constant.
For experts we write
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The symbols Za and Ma are the atomic number and mass of the
ath nucleus, Ra is the location of this nucleus, e and m are the
electron charge and mass, rj is the location of the jth electron, and
\ is Planck’s constant.

Less immediate things in the universe, such as the planet
Jupiter, nuclear fission, the sun, or isotopic abundances of
elements in space are not described by this equation, because
important elements such as gravity and nuclear interactions are
missing. But except for light, which is easily included, and
possibly gravity, these missing parts are irrelevant to people-
scale phenomena. Eqs. 1 and 2 are, for all practical purposes, the
Theory of Everything for our everyday world.

However, it is obvious glancing through this list that the
Theory of Everything is not even remotely a theory of every
thing (2). We know this equation is correct because it has been
solved accurately for small numbers of particles (isolated atoms
and small molecules) and found to agree in minute detail with
experiment (3–5). However, it cannot be solved accurately when
the number of particles exceeds about 10. No computer existing,
or that will ever exist, can break this barrier because it is a
catastrophe of dimension. If the amount of computer memory
required to represent the quantum wavefunction of one particle
is N then the amount required to represent the wavefunction of
k particles is Nk. It is possible to perform approximate calcula-
tions for larger systems, and it is through such calculations that

we have learned why atoms have the size they do, why chemical
bonds have the length and strength they do, why solid matter has
the elastic properties it does, why some things are transparent
while others reflect or absorb light (6). With a little more
experimental input for guidance it is even possible to predict
atomic conformations of small molecules, simple chemical re-
action rates, structural phase transitions, ferromagnetism, and
sometimes even superconducting transition temperatures (7).
But the schemes for approximating are not first-principles
deductions but are rather art keyed to experiment, and thus tend
to be the least reliable precisely when reliability is most needed,
i.e., when experimental information is scarce, the physical be-
havior has no precedent, and the key questions have not yet been
identified. There are many notorious failures of alleged ab initio
computation methods, including the phase diagram of liquid 3He
and the entire phenomenonology of high-temperature super-
conductors (8–10). Predicting protein functionality or the be-
havior of the human brain from these equations is patently
absurd. So the triumph of the reductionism of the Greeks is a
pyrrhic victory: We have succeeded in reducing all of ordinary
physical behavior to a simple, correct Theory of Everything only
to discover that it has revealed exactly nothing about many things
of great importance.

In light of this fact it strikes a thinking person as odd that the
parameters e, \, and m appearing in these equations may be
measured accurately in laboratory experiments involving large
numbers of particles. The electron charge, for example, may be
accurately measured by passing current through an electrochem-
ical cell, plating out metal atoms, and measuring the mass
deposited, the separation of the atoms in the crystal being known
from x-ray diffraction (11). Simple electrical measurements
performed on superconducting rings determine to high accuracy
the quantity the quantum of magnetic f lux hcy2e (11). A version
of this phenomenon also is seen in superfluid helium, where
coupling to electromagnetism is irrelevant (12). Four-point
conductance measurements on semiconductors in the quantum
Hall regime accurately determine the quantity e2yh (13). The
magnetic field generated by a superconductor that is mechani-
cally rotated measures eymc (14, 15). These things are clearly
true, yet they cannot be deduced by direct calculation from the
Theory of Everything, for exact results cannot be predicted by
approximate calculations. This point is still not understood by
many professional physicists, who find it easier to believe that a
deductive link exists and has only to be discovered than to face
the truth that there is no link. But it is true nonetheless.
Experiments of this kind work because there are higher orga-
nizing principles in nature that make them work. The Josephson
quantum is exact because of the principle of continuous sym-
metry breaking (16). The quantum Hall effect is exact because
of localization (17). Neither of these things can be deduced from
microscopics, and both are transcendent, in that they would
continue to be true and to lead to exact results even if the Theory
of Everything were changed. Thus the existence of these effects
is profoundly important, for it shows us that for at least some

The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This
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§1734 solely to indicate this fact.
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fundamental things in nature the Theory of Everything is
irrelevant. P. W. Anderson’s famous and apt description of this
state of affairs is ‘‘more is different’’ (2).

The emergent physical phenomena regulated by higher orga-
nizing principles have a property, namely their insensitivity to
microscopics, that is directly relevant to the broad question of
what is knowable in the deepest sense of the term. The low-
energy excitation spectrum of a conventional superconductor,
for example, is completely generic and is characterized by a
handful of parameters that may be determined experimentally
but cannot, in general, be computed from first principles. An
even more trivial example is the low-energy excitation spectrum
of a conventional crystalline insulator, which consists of trans-
verse and longitudinal sound and nothing else, regardless of
details. It is rather obvious that one does not need to prove the
existence of sound in a solid, for it follows from the existence of
elastic moduli at long length scales, which in turn follows from
the spontaneous breaking of translational and rotational sym-
metry characteristic of the crystalline state (16). Conversely, one
therefore learns little about the atomic structure of a crystalline
solid by measuring its acoustics.

The crystalline state is the simplest known example of a
quantum protectorate, a stable state of matter whose generic
low-energy properties are determined by a higher organizing
principle and nothing else. There are many of these, the classic
prototype being the Landau fermi liquid, the state of matter
represented by conventional metals and normal 3He (18).
Landau realized that the existence of well-defined fermionic
quasiparticles at a fermi surface was a universal property of such
systems independent of microscopic details, and he eventually
abstracted this to the more general idea that low-energy ele-
mentary excitation spectra were generic and characteristic of
distinct stable states of matter. Other important quantum pro-
tectorates include superfluidity in Bose liquids such as 4He and
the newly discovered atomic condensates (19–21), superconduc-
tivity (22, 23), band insulation (24), ferromagnetism (25), anti-
ferromagnetism (26), and the quantum Hall states (27). The
low-energy excited quantum states of these systems are particles
in exactly the same sense that the electron in the vacuum of
quantum electrodynamics is a particle: They carry momentum,
energy, spin, and charge, scatter off one another according to
simple rules, obey fermi or bose statistics depending on their
nature, and in some cases are even ‘‘relativistic,’’ in the sense of
being described quantitively by Dirac or Klein-Gordon equations
at low energy scales. Yet they are not elementary, and, as in the
case of sound, simply do not exist outside the context of the
stable state of matter in which they live. These quantum pro-
tectorates, with their associated emergent behavior, provide us
with explicit demonstrations that the underlying microscopic
theory can easily have no measurable consequences whatsoever
at low energies. The nature of the underlying theory is unknow-
able until one raises the energy scale sufficiently to escape
protection.

Thus far we have addressed the behavior of matter at com-
paratively low energies. But why should the universe be any
different? The vacuum of space-time has a number of properties
(relativity, renormalizability, gauge forces, fractional quantum
numbers) that ordinary matter does not possess, and this state of
affairs is alleged to be something extraordinary distinguishing
the matter making up the universe from the matter we see in the
laboratory (28). But this is incorrect. It has been known since the
early 1970s that renormalizability is an emergent property of
ordinary matter either in stable quantum phases, such as the
superconducting state, or at particular zero-temperature phase
transitions between such states called quantum critical points
(29, 30). In either case the low-energy excitation spectrum
becomes more and more generic and less and less sensitive to
microscopic details as the energy scale of the measurement is

lowered, until in the extreme limit of low energy all evidence of
the microscopic equations vanishes away. The emergent renor-
malizability of quantum critical points is formally equivalent to
that postulated in the standard model of elementary particles
right down to the specific phrase ‘‘relevant direction’’ used to
describe measurable quantities surviving renormalization. At
least in some cases there is thought to be an emergent relativity
principle in the bargain (29, 30). The rest of the strange agents
in the standard model also have laboratory analogues. Particles
carrying fractional quantum numbers and gauge forces between
these particles occur as emergent phenomena in the fractional
quantum Hall effect (17). The Higgs mechanism is nothing but
superconductivity with a few technical modifications (31). Dirac
fermions, spontaneous breaking of CP, and topological defects
all occur in the low-energy spectrum of superfluid 3He (32–34).

Whether the universe is near a quantum critical point is not
known one way or the other, for the physics of renormalization
blinds one to the underlying microscopics as a matter of principle
when only low-energy measurements are available. But that is
exactly the point. The belief on the part of many that the
renormalizability of the universe is a constraint on an underlying
microscopic Theory of Everything rather than an emergent
property is nothing but an unfalsifiable article of faith. But if
proximity to a quantum critical point turns out to be responsible
for this behavior, then just as it is impossible to infer the atomic
structure of a solid by measuring long-wavelength sound, so
might it be impossible to determine the true microscopic basis
of the universe with the experimental tools presently at our
disposal. The standard model and models based conceptually on
it would be nothing but mathematically elegant phenomenolog-
ical descriptions of low-energy behavior, from which, until
experiments or observations could be carried out that fall
outside the its region of validity, very little could be inferred
about the underlying microscopic Theory of Everything. Big
Bang cosmology is vulnerable to the same criticism. No one
familiar with violent high-temperature phenomena would dare
to infer anything about Eqs. 1 and 2 by studying explosions, for
they are unstable and quite unpredictable one experiment to the
next (35, 36). The assumption that the early universe should be
exempt from this problem is not justified by anything except
wishful thinking. It could very well turn out that the Big Bang is
the ultimate emergent phenomenon, for it is impossible to miss
the similarity between the large-scale structure recently discov-
ered in the density of galaxies and the structure of styrofoam,
popcorn, or puffed cereals (37, 38).

Self-organization and protection are not inherently quantum
phenomena. They occur equally well in systems with tempera-
tures or frequency scales of measurement so high that quantum
effects are unobservable. Indeed the first experimental mea-
surements of critical exponents were made on classical f luids
near their liquid-vapor critical points (39). Good examples would
be the spontaneous crystallization exhibited by ball bearings
placed in a shallow bowl, the emission of vortices by an airplane
wing (40), finite-temperature ferromagnetism, ordering phe-
nomena in liquid crystals (41), or the spontaneous formation of
micelle membranes (42). To this day the best experimental
confirmations of the renormalization group come from mea-
surements of finite-temperature critical points (43). As is the
case in quantum systems, these classical ones have low-frequency
dynamic properties that are regulated by principles and inde-
pendent of microscopic details (44, 45). The existence of classical
protectorates raises the possibility that such principles might
even be at work in biology (46).

What do we learn from a closer examination of quantum and
classical protectorates? First, that these are governed by emer-
gent rules. This means, in practice, that if you are locked in a
room with the system Hamiltonian, you can’t figure the rules out
in the absence of experiment, and hand-shaking between theory
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and experiment. Second, one can follow each of the ideas that
explain the behavior of the protectorates we have mentioned as
it evolved historically. In solid-state physics, the experimental
tools available were mainly long-wavelength, so that one needed
to exploit the atomic perfection of crystal lattices to infer the
rules. Imperfection is always present, but time and again it was
found that fundamental understanding of the emergent rules had
to wait until the materials became sufficiently free of imperfec-
tion. Conventional superconductors, for which nonmagnetic
impurities do not interfere appreciably with superconductivity,
provide an interesting counterexample. In general it took a long
time to establish that there really were higher organizing prin-
ciples leading to quantum protectorates. The reason was partly
materials, but also the indirectness of the information provided
by experiment and the difficulty in consolidating that informa-
tion, including throwing out the results of experiments that have
been perfectly executed, but provide information on minute
details of a particular sample, rather than on global principles
that apply to all samples.

Some protectorates have prototypes for which the logical path
to microscopics is at least discernable. This helped in establishing
the viability of their assignment as protectorates. But we now
understand that this is not always the case. For example,
superfluid 3He, heavy-fermion metals, and cuprate supercon-
ductors appear to be systems in which all vestiges of this link have
disappeared, and one is left with nothing but the low-energy
principle itself. This problem is exacerbated when the principles
of self-organization responsible for emergent behavior compete.
When more than one kind of ordering is possible the system
decides what to do based on subtleties that are often beyond our
ken. How can one distinguish between such competition, as
exists for example, in the cuprate superconductors, and a
‘‘mess’’? The history of physics has shown that higher organizing
principles are best identified in the limiting case in which the
competition is turned off, and the key breakthroughs are almost
always associated with the serendipitous discovery of such limits.
Indeed, one could ask whether the laws of quantum mechanics
would ever have been discovered if there had been no hydrogen
atom. The laws are just as true in the methane molecule and are
equally simple, but their manifestations are complicated.

The fact that the essential role played by higher organizing
principles in determining emergent behavior continues to be dis-
avowed by so many physical scientists is a poignant comment on the
nature of modern science. To solid-state physicists and chemists,
who are schooled in quantum mechanics and deal with it every day
in the context of unpredictable electronic phenomena such as
organogels (47), Kondo insulators (48), or cuprate superconduc-
tivity, the existence of these principles is so obvious that it is a cliché
not discussed in polite company. However, to other kinds of
scientist the idea is considered dangerous and ludicrous, for it is
fundamentally at odds with the reductionist beliefs central to much
of physics. But the safety that comes from acknowledging only the
facts one likes is fundamentally incompatible with science. Sooner
or later it must be swept away by the forces of history.

For the biologist, evolution and emergence are part of daily
life. For many physicists, on the other hand, the transition from
a reductionist approach may not be easy, but should, in the long
run, prove highly satisfying. Living with emergence means,
among other things, focusing on what experiment tells us about
candidate scenarios for the way a given system might behave
before attempting to explore the consequences of any specific
model. This contrasts sharply with the imperative of reduction-
ism, which requires us never to use experiment, as its objective
is to construct a deductive path from the ultimate equations to

the experiment without cheating. But this is unreasonable when
the behavior in question is emergent, for the higher organizing
principles—the core physical ideas on which the model is
based—would have to be deduced from the underlying equa-
tions, and this is, in general, impossible. Repudiation of this
physically unreasonable constraint is the first step down the road
to fundamental discovery. No problem in physics in our time has
received more attention, and with less in the way of concrete
success, than that of the behavior of the cuprate superconduc-
tors, whose superconductivity was discovered serendipitously,
and whose properties, especially in the underdoped region,
continue to surprise (49, 50). As the high-Tc community has
learned to its sorrow, deduction from microscopics has not
explained, and probably cannot explain as a matter of principle,
the wealth of crossover behavior discovered in the normal state
of the underdoped systems, much less the remarkably high
superconducting transition temperatures measured at optimal
doping. Paradoxically high-Tc continues to be the most impor-
tant problem in solid-state physics, and perhaps physics gener-
ally, because this very richness of behavior strongly suggests the
presence of a fundamentally new and unprecedented kind of
quantum emergence.

In his book ‘‘The End of Science’’ John Horgan (51) argues that
our civilization is now facing barriers to the acquisition of knowl-
edge so fundamental that the Golden Age of Science must be
thought of as over. It is an instructive and humbling experience to
attempt explaining this idea to a child. The outcome is always the
same. The child eventually stops listening, smiles politely, and then
runs off to explore the countless infinities of new things in his or her
world. Horgan’s book might more properly have been called the
End of Reductionism, for it is actually a call to those of us concerned
with the health of physical science to face the truth that in most
respects the reductionist ideal has reached its limits as a guiding
principle. Rather than a Theory of Everything we appear to face a
hierarchy of Theories of Things, each emerging from its parent and
evolving into its children as the energy scale is lowered. The end of
reductionism is, however, not the end of science, or even the end
of theoretical physics. How do proteins work their wonders? Why
do magnetic insulators superconduct? Why is 3He a superfluid?
Why is the electron mass in some metals stupendously large? Why
do turbulent fluids display patterns? Why does black hole formation
so resemble a quantum phase transition? Why do galaxies emit such
enormous jets? The list is endless, and it does not include the most
important questions of all, namely those raised by discoveries yet to
come. The central task of theoretical physics in our time is no longer
to write down the ultimate equations but rather to catalogue and
understand emergent behavior in its many guises, including poten-
tially life itself. We call this physics of the next century the study of
complex adaptive matter. For better or worse we are now witnessing
a transition from the science of the past, so intimately linked to
reductionism, to the study of complex adaptive matter, firmly based
in experiment, with its hope for providing a jumping-off point for
new discoveries, new concepts, and new wisdom.
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The emergence of evolutionary novelties: social insects as a models system for 
evolutionary developmental biology 
 
 One of the remaining challenges of evolutionary biology is to mechanistically 
explain the origin of complex novel structures and behaviors. Darwin already struggled 
with this problem in the Origin of Species and recent advances in comparative genomics 
clearly demonstrate that novel features are thus not just a consequence of new genes or 
even new versions of old genes. What then accounts for the obvious phenotypic 
differences between groups of organisms and for the emergence of novel structures in the 
course of evolution? The short answer to this question is that changes in the 
developmental systems of these organisms and in most cases changes in the regulatory 
networks of genes are responsible for these differences. Intuitively this is a rather obvious 
conclusion as all phenotypic differences both morphological and behavioral first emerge 
during the development of individual organisms. Changes in developmental processes 
will thus always be the immediate or proximate causes of phenotypic variation. Still, 
several questions remain: Exactly how do developmental mechanisms contribute to 
phenotypic changes and also how can developmental explanations be integrated into the 
theoretical framework of evolutionary biology, that wants to explain cladogenesis and 
adaptation? And, more practically, what are the best model systems to study these 
questions experimentally and comparatively? 
 Studies of evolutionary novelties still face many difficulties. Part of the problem 
can be attributed to the focus on traditional model organisms, which tend to concentrate 
on major morphological transformations, such as the fin-limb transition in early tetrapod 
evolution. Here, I will introdcue new model systems – social insects - that are well suited 
to address questions about the origin of evolutionary novelties experimentally as well as 
theoretically. Social insects display a remarkable diversity in social behavior and 
structure even between closely related species, thus allowing the repeated and direct 
study of the evolution of social novelties. Social novelties include morphological, 
physiological and behavioral innovations like worker polymorphism, cooption of 
hormone regulation for division of labor, or the bee dance. For many social species we 
know a good deal about their phylogenetic relationships, developmental mechanisms 
(larval and adult maturation) as well as their physiological and behavioral repertoire. 
Many social insects can also be manipulated experimentally in the lab, in several cases 
actually inducing novel types of social behavior. Since 2006 the honey bee is the first 
social insect with a fully annotated genome and it also has now the adequate tools to 
manipulate expression levels of specific genes. Social insects are unique in that they 
provide a system in which individuals can express phenotypes that are detrimental or 
maladaptive for the individual if they are solitary but are highly adaptive in the context of 
a colony and that the expression of a certain phenotype is context dependent.  Social 
insects are therefore ideal model systems for the study of evolutionary novelties and the 
role of development, environment and epigenetics and the interaction of these three 
factors during the evolution of a novel trait. 
 In my presentation I will discuss some experimental strategies and theoretical 
implications of “Social Insect Evo Devo” and discuss the implications of this work for 
larger questions of emergence. 
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Complex social behaviour derived from maternal
reproductive traits
Gro V. Amdam1,2, Angela Csondes3, M. Kim Fondrk1 & Robert E. Page Jr1

A fundamental goal of sociobiology is to explain how complex
social behaviour evolves1, especially in social insects, the exem-
plars of social living. Although still the subject of much contro-
versy2, recent theoretical explanations have focused on the
evolutionary origins of worker behaviour (assistance from
daughters that remain in the nest and help their mother to
reproduce) through expression of maternal care behaviour
towards siblings3,4. A key prediction of this evolutionary model
is that traits involved inmaternal care have been co-opted through
heterochronous expression of maternal genes5 to result in sib-
care, the hallmark of highly evolved social life in insects6. A
coupling of maternal behaviour to reproductive status evolved
in solitary insects, and was a ready substrate for the evolution of
worker-containing societies3,4,7,8. Here we show that division of
foraging labour among worker honey bees (Apis mellifera) is
linked to the reproductive status of facultatively sterile females.
We thereby identify the evolutionary origin of a widely expressed
social-insect behavioural syndrome1,5,7,9, and provide a direct
demonstration of how variation in maternal reproductive traits
gives rise to complex social behaviour in non-reproductive
helpers.
Worker honey bees change the tasks that they perform with age10.

This behaviour results in a division of labour that is age-associated11.
Workers usually make a transition from working in the nest to
foraging in their second or third week of life12, and foragers often
specialize in collecting nectar or pollen. Recent studies have identified
a suite of traits that differ between nectar and pollen foragers9. These
traits are affected by a pleiotropic genetic network13, and it has been
suggested that this pleiotropy can be explained if a reproductive
regulatory network was co-opted by natural selection to differentiate
the foraging behaviour of the facultatively sterile workers7. This
hypothesis emerged from studies of honey bees that were selected
to collect and store high (the high-hoarding strain) or low (the low-
hoarding strain) amounts of pollen14. Traits of the strains diverge, so
that high pollen-hoarding bees switch from nest tasks to foraging
earlier in life, and are more likely to collect pollen and carry larger
pollen loads. Bees from the high pollen-hoarding strain are more
likely than bees from the low pollen-hoarding strain to collect water
and nectar with low sugar concentration, and at emergence they have
higher haemolymph (blood) levels of juvenile hormone and vitello-
genin protein7. Pollen foraging is a maternal reproductive behaviour
in solitary bees, and non-reproductive females feed mainly on
nectar15. Elevated juvenile hormone levels cause physiological and
behavioural changes during the reproductive maturation of
many insects7,16,17, and vitellogenin is a conserved yolk precursor
synthesized by most oviparous females18. Therefore, the evidence
from pollen-hoarding strains suggests that nectar-foraging bees dis-
play a non-reproductive phenotype, whereas pollen foragers display
the ancestral maternal character state of solitary species7. As a

consequence, the foraging division of labour between worker bees
would be derived from variation in maternal reproductive traits.
Validation of this hypothesis, however, requires the demonstration of
a relationship between the reproductive status and the foraging
behaviour of honey bee workers7.
We addressed the debate on the origin of complex social behaviour

by first inspecting the number of ovarioles (egg-forming filaments in
the ovary) in newly emerged workers from the previously examined7

high and low pollen-hoarding strains. Developmental differentiation
of ovariole number19 is influenced by endocrine regulatory networks
that during the adult stage are responsible for modulation of
maternal reproductive behaviour in insects7,20,21. Ovariole number
is, moreover, a recognized marker of reproductive potential in
the honey bee22, as well as in the well-studied solitary insect
Drosophila21,23. We found that high pollen-hoarding strain workers
had more ovarioles than those from the low pollen-hoarding strain
(factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA), P , 0.005). This difference
was independent (factorial ANOVA, P ¼ 0.72) of whether the
workers were co-fostered (mean ^ s.e.m., 5.56 ^ 0.42 and
2.96 ^ 0.31 ovarioles for the high and low pollen-hoarding strains,
respectively; n ¼ 25 per strain) or reared by their native colony
(5.88 ^ 0.41 and 2.88 ^ 0.19 ovarioles; n ¼ 25). Furthermore, bees
with eight or more ovarioles were exclusively found in the high
pollen-hoarding strain, where they represented 26% of the sample
population (Supplementary Table S1). We also observed that this
higher number of ovary filaments was associated with a swelling of
the ovarioles (Supplementary Table S1), which is an established
indicator of previtellogenic ovarian activation24,25. These results
demonstrate that a regulatory system that affects female reproductive
morphology, physiology, and behaviour7,20,21,26 is differentially tuned
during the development of honey bees characterized by different
levels of pollen hoarding.
To verify that the observed variation in ovariole number translates

into functional differences in adult reproductive potential, we next
introduced high and low pollen-hoarding bees into host colonies
with or without a queen (the presence of a queen inhibits worker
oogenesis27). The experimental design also controlled for rearing
environment by using workers that were co-fostered andworkers that
were reared in their native high or low pollen-hoarding strain colony.
The bees were examined after 10–21 days. In colonies with a queen
(n ¼ 6 colonies), we found that 29.5 ^ 3.6% of the bees from the
high pollen-hoarding strain (n ¼ 201) had activated previtellogenic
ovaries, compared with 2.6 ^ 1.8% of the workers from the low
pollen-hoarding strain (n ¼ 201) (Supplementary Table S2). This
divergence (factorial ANOVA, P , 0.005) was independent of
whether the bees were co-fostered or reared by their native colony
(factorial ANOVA, P ¼ 0.42). The effect of hoarding strain on the
proportion of individuals with non-activated ovaries versus previ-
tellogenic ovaries was significant in all hives (V-square test,
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P , 0.05). Also, previtellogenic ovarian activation was exclusively
found in workers with seven or more ovarioles (Supplementary
Table S2). These results from mature workers (Fig. 1a) correspond
with the data from newly emerged bees (Supplementary Table S1),
suggesting that a sizable proportion of worker bees selected to collect
and store high amounts of pollen emerge with an active ovarian
phenotype that persists for several weeks in the presence of a fully
functional queen.

In colonies without a queen (n ¼ 6 colonies), 75.8 ^ 0.1% of the
high pollen-hoarding workers (n ¼ 212) had active ovaries that were
previtellogenic, vitellogenic with developing oocytes, or vitellogenic
with eggs (Supplementary Table S2). In comparison, 42.0 ^ 0.1% of
bees from the low pollen-hoarding strain had active ovaries
(n ¼ 212). This difference between strains (factorial ANOVA,
P , 0.05) was independent of rearing environment (factorial
ANOVA, P ¼ 0.94). The effect of hoarding strain on the proportion
of workers with non-activated ovaries versus previtellogenic ovaries
was significant in all but one hive (V-square test, P , 0.05), and out
of the 48 bees with eggs, 36 were from the high pollen-hoarding strain
(Supplementary Table S2). Eggs were found in bees with five or more
ovarioles (Supplementary Table S2). These results demonstrate that
workers selected for a high level of pollen hoarding have a functional
phenotype that more frequently achieves an advanced reproductive
state.
Finally, we used workers from ‘wild-type’ colonies (not selected

for pollen hoarding) to test whether the trait-associations that
characterize the high and low pollen-hoarding strains are present
in the general population. Wild-type bees were marked at adult
eclosion and later captured at presumably their first foraging flight
(n ¼ 551). The nectar- and pollen-loads of the workers were quanti-
fied, and ovariole number was determined by dissection of those bees
(n ¼ 314) that carriedmeasurable amounts of nectar or pollen (more
than 0.0005 g).
We first investigated whether an association between ovariole

number and previtellogenic ovarian activation was present. Acti-
vation occurred exclusively in bees with seven or more ovarioles
(Fig. 1b), confirming our findings from the selected strains. On the
basis of ovariole number, we then divided the data from the 314
workers into three groups. The first group had a mean ovariole
number similar to the low pollen-hoarding strain (1–4 ovarioles,
n ¼ 184), the next had a mean ovariole number comparable to the
high strain (5–7 ovarioles, n ¼ 97), and the last group consisted of
bees with eight or more ovarioles (n ¼ 33) (Fig. 1b). Subsequent
analysis of the data set showed that ovariole number correlated with
the adult age of bees at their first foraging flight, the probability of
being a pollen forager, and the nectar concentration collected by the
workers (multivariate ANOVA; P , 0.00001). Worker bees with 5–7
and 8 or more ovarioles initiated foraging at younger ages than bees
with 1–4 ovarioles (Fig. 2a). Workers with 5–7 and 8 or more
ovarioles were also more likely to forage for pollen (Fig. 2b). In
addition, the bees with 8 or more ovarioles collected lower nectar
concentrations than workers with only 1–4 ovary filaments (Fig. 2c).
Consequently, the trait-associations of wild-type bees with the
greatest number of ovary filaments corresponded precisely with
those shown for the strain selected to collect and store high amounts
of pollen7,9.
We conclude that division of foraging labour in the advanced

Figure 2 | Correlations between ovariole number and the social behaviour
of wild-type bees. a, Honey bee age at presumably the first foraging flight.
b, The probability of being a pollen forager. c, The sugar concentration of
nectar collected by the worker bees. Data show mean ^ s.e.m. Different

letters (a, b) refer to groups that were different according to a Fisher’s
post-hoc test (P , 0.05). Points connected by a dotted line in c denote the
highest nectar concentration collected by any single bee in the respective
ovariole groups.

Figure 1 | Distributions of ovariole number and patterns of previtellogenic
ovarian activation in worker bees. a, Ovariole number in mature 10- to
21-day-old bees from strains selected for high or low levels of pollen
hoarding (n ¼ 109 bees per strain). b, Samples from wild-type bees
collected at presumably their first foraging flight (n ¼ 314). The mean
numbers of ovarioles (^s.e.m.) for groups with 1–4, 5–7 and 8 or more
ovarioles are 2.75 ^ 0.06, 5.76 ^ 0.08 and 9.30 ^ 0.30, respectively. The
joint distributions of ovarian activation are superimposed on the
original densities and refer, therefore, to bees within the genotype-specific
data sets.
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eusocial honey bee emerges from variation in maternal care beha-
viour. This finding illustrates how the behavioural mechanisms of
division of labour evolve from solitary ancestry, and provides an
experimental demonstration of the origins of sib-care behaviour
frommaternal reproductive traits3–5,7. The evolution of sib-care from
maternal care is a critical step towards the evolution of eusociality in
insects, and remains a point of substantial debate5,8,28,29.

METHODS
Bees selected for high or low levels of pollen hoarding. Larvae from six high
and six low pollen-hoarding strain queens were reared together in common
wild-type nurse colonies. For workers reared by their native colony, frames with
mature pupaewere obtained from the same 12 sources. Newly emerged bees were
collected for ovarian analysis or marked on the thorax with a spot of paint
(Testors Enamel) for identification of strain and age. Marked workers were
added to host colonies with or without a queen.
Wild-type bees. Newly emerged bees from four unrelated and unselected
source/host colonies were mixed together to obtain a worker pool with high
phenotypic variance. The bees were marked (see above) for identification of age,
and each source/host colony received 400 workers from the mix. Starting five
days later, the hive entrances were monitored between 9:00 in the morning
and 14:00 in the afternoon, and marked bees that returned from flight were
collected.
Foraging load measurements. Bees were treated with CO2 until immobile
to enable quantification of pollen weight, nectar weight and nectar sugar
concentration, as reported previously30.
Quantification of ovariole number and ovarian physiology. Bees were dis-
sected under a stereomicroscope at £40 magnification. Incisions were made
dorsally, and the number of ovarioles in the right-side ovary24 was determined at
£100 magnification. The extent of ovarian activation was determined using a
relative scale as described previously24: 1, non-activated ovary; 2, previtellogenic
activated ovary; 3, vitellogenic ovary with developing oocytes; 4, mature ovary
with at least one egg.
Data analysis.Ovariole number and ovarian activation in bees selected for high
or low levels of pollen hoarding were analysed using factorial ANOVA. Analyses
were combined with Fisher’s post-hoc and non-parametric V-square tests to
examine the effect of strain. Foraging data from wild-type bees were analysed
with multivariate ANOVA and Fisher’s post-hoc test. Ovariole number (coded
by group: 1–4, 5–7, and 8 ormore ovarioles) and host colony were the categorical
factors. The effect of host colony was used to control error variance. Pollen load
was coded as a binary variable. Statistica 6.0 software was used.
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Phenotypic Accommodation: Adaptive Innovation
Due to Developmental Plasticity

MARY JANE WEST-EBERHARD�

Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Escuela de Biologı́a, Universidad de
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ABSTRACT Phenotypic accommodation is adaptive adjustment, without genetic change, of
variable aspects of the phenotype following a novel input during development. Phenotypic
accommodation can facilitate the evolution of novel morphology by alleviating the negative effects
of change, and by giving a head start to adaptive evolution in a new direction. Whether induced by a
mutation or a novel environmental factor, innovative morphological form comes from ancestral
developmental responses, not from the novel inducing factor itself. Phenotypic accommodation is the
result of adaptive developmental responses, so the novel morphologies that result are not ‘‘random’’
variants, but to some degree reflect past functionality. Phenotypic accommodation is the first step in
a process of Darwinian adaptive evolution, or evolution by natural selection, where fitness differences
among genetically variable developmental variants cause phenotype-frequency change due to gene-
frequency change. J. Exp. Zool. (Mol. Dev. Evol.) 304B:610– 618, 2005. r 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Adaptive responsiveness to conditions in the
external and internal environment has long been
considered a universal property of living things.
Large subdisciplines of the biological sciences,
including physiology, endocrinology, neurobiology,
ethology, embryology, cell biology, and the mole-
cular biology of gene expression, study the
mechanisms of adaptive responsiveness, but its
significance for the process of evolution has not
been extensively explored.

Elsewhere I have argued that developmental
plasticity, or responsiveness to external and inter-
nal environments whether adaptive or not, can play
an important role in evolution (West-Eberhard,
2003). Here I summarize one aspect of that
argument, namely, that adaptive flexibility, or
phenotypic accommodation, can facilitate the origin
and evolution of morphological novelties. Phenoty-
pic accommodation is adaptive mutual adjustment,
without genetic change, among variable aspects of
the phenotype, following a novel or unusual input
during development (West-Eberhard, ’98, 2003).

The role of flexibility in facilitating evolutionary
change has been noted by many authors, including
most prominently Baldwin (1896, ’02), whose
concept of ‘‘organic selection’’ meant fitness
enhancement due to phenotypic accommodation;
Schmalhausen (’49 [’86]), who saw individual
adaptability as a stabilizing force that promotes
the origin and evolution of morphological novel-

ties; Goldschmidt (’40 [’82]), who discussed how
the ‘‘regulative ability’’ of developmental mechan-
isms could facilitate and exaggerate change;
Frazzetta (’75), who referred to phenotypic ‘‘com-
pensation’’; Müller (’90) on ‘‘ontogenetic buffer-
ing’’; and Kirschner (’92); and Gerhart and
Kirschner (’97), who consider the mechanisms of
phenotypic accommodation within cells and dur-
ing embryogenesis an aspect of ‘‘evolvability.’’

PHENOTYPIC ACCOMMODATION IN
MORPHOLOGY: THE TWO-LEGGED-GOAT

EFFECT

Phenotypic accommodation can include adap-
tive plasticity in all aspects of the phenotype,
including not only morphology, but also physiol-
ogy and behavior. And it can involve developmen-
tal plasticity at more than one level of
organization. For example, behavioral accommo-
dation may involve flexible responses of many
organs (e.g., heart, brain, and limbs) and mechan-
isms that operate at multiple levels within
them (i.e., tissues, cells, and their component
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organelles) (see West-Eberhard, 2003). There are
subdisciplines of biology that deal with adaptive
accommodation in physiology and behavior, but
there is no comparable field devoted primarily to
adaptive responses in morphology. Adaptive mor-
phological plasticity is nonetheless well documen-
ted, for example in studies of vertebrate muscle
and bone (reviews in Slijper, ’42a, b; Frazzetta,
’75; Wimberger, ’94); invertebrate body size and
form (e.g., see Bernays, ’86; Strathmann et al.,
’92); and in plants, perhaps the best studied group
of organisms with respect to morphological plas-
ticity (reviews in Bradshaw, ’65; Schlichting, ’86;
Sultan, ’87, 2000).

A handicapped goat studied by Slijper (’42a, b)
can serve to illustrate the phenomenon of mor-
phological phenotypic accommodation. Slijper’s
goat was born with congenital paralysis of its
front legs, so that it could not walk on all fours. It
managed to get around by hopping on its hind
legs, an example of behavioral accommodation
that led to dramatic morphological accommoda-
tion as well. When the goat died an accidental
death at the age of 1 year, Slijper dissected it and
published a description of its altered morphology,
which included changes in the bones of the hind
legs, the shape of the thoracic skeleton and
sternum, changes in the shape and strength of
the pelvis, which developed an unusually long
ischium. Changes in the pelvic muscles included a
greatly elongated and thickened gluteal tongue
whose attachment to the bone was reinforced by a
novel trait, a set of numerous long, flat tendons.

This example of phenotype accommodation
shows how developmental responses can mold
the form of a morphological novelty. In Slijper’s
goat, novel morphology came not from a series of
mutational changes, but from reorganized expres-
sion of capacities that were already present. In the
remainder of this article, I show how such
immediate responses can be converted to evolu-
tionary change and facilitate the origin of adaptive
novelties.

PHENOTYPIC ACCOMMODATION AND
THE ORIGINS OF NOVELTY

A morphological innovation can be defined as an
aspect of morphology that was not present in the
immediate ancestors of a species, in a given life
stage and sex. Mayr (’59, p 89) defined an
evolutionary novelty as ‘‘any newly arisen char-
acter, structural or otherwise, that differs more
than quantitatively from the character that gave

rise to it.’’ Müller and Wagner (’91, p 243) define
morphological novelty as ‘‘a structure that is
neither homologous to any structure in the
ancestral species nor homonomous to any other
structure of the same organism.’’ But this defini-
tion is impossible to apply given the reorganiza-
tional nature of evolutionary change. Unless
‘‘homologous’’ means identical, many novelties
must have recognizable homologs in ancestral
species which have given rise to them through
ontogenetic repatterning (Wake and Roth, ’89;
developmental recombination of West-Eberhard,
2003, 2005). Some innovations, such as those
derived via heterotopy (change in the location of
expression of an ancestral trait), may exist along-
side the ancestral morphology as homonymous
structures in the descendent species. [For a more
extensive discussion of the homology concept as
related to developmental plasticity and evolution,
see West-Eberhard (2003) and references therein.]

The two-legged goat is an instructive example
for anyone interested in morphological innovation.
It does not matter, for the form taken by the
morphological change, whether the pivotal change
(inability to walk on the front legs) was induced by
a mutation or by an environmental accident. The
particular characteristics of the novel morphology,
that is, the novel features of the bones, muscles
and tendons, arose via mechanisms of develop-
mental plasticity, not owing to the particular
genetic or environmental change that may have
induced them. Any number of mutations or
environmental factors could have triggered a
defect in the front legs. Whatever the trigger, it
acted as a kind of switch mechanism that
controlled a whole suite of morphological
changes—a complex, coordinated morphological
novelty, a new modular ‘‘trait’’ whose develop-
mental independence of others is defined by the
integrated response of the phenotype to a new
input.

A second important point is that the morpholo-
gical change was mediated by behavior. Behavior
is, of course, a common mediator of normal
skeletal and muscle development because it is
especially flexible in response to environmental
contingencies. It follows that behavior must often
be an important mechanism in the origins of novel
morphological traits. So we have to list behavior
and its neuroendocrinological underpinnings,
alongside genomic changes, as among the primary
developmental causes of morphological novelty.

Two-legged goats are unjustly maligned if
treated as mere freaks with no evolutionary
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importance. Slijper (’42a, b) compared the mor-
phology of the two-legged goat with that of other
bipedal mammals such as humans and kangaroos.
Some of its novel morphological features closely
resemble the evolutionary novelties of bipedal
mammals: its compressed thorax and its elongate
ischium resemble those of kangaroos; and the wide
sternum resembles that of an orangutan, a bipedal
primate that, like the two-legged goat, lacks a tail
for support. A bipedal baboon filmed by William H.
Hamilton III showed similar behavioral accommo-
dation to disabled front legs (see West-Eberhard,
2003). The baboon’s deformity is thought to have
been caused by polio, for an epidemic had affected
its troop.

Could phenotypic accommodation have played a
key role in the morphological innovations of
bipedal primates and kangaroos? As far as I know
this question has never been answered, probably
because it is seldom asked, although it was
certainly suggested by the comparisons discussed
by Slijper. It seems probable that plasticity has at
least played a role, judging by the readiness with
which mammals accommodate morphologically to
behavioral alterations and extremes, as in human
body builders and in potential osteoporosis pa-
tients, where weight-bearing exercise and a cal-
cium-rich diet can have marked effects on the size
and density of bone. Some of the changes described
by Bramble and Lieberman (2004) as associated
with the origin of a running gait in humans,
including enlargement of the gluteus maximus
muscle and elongation of certain bones of the legs,
modification of the pelvis, and elongation of the
Achilles tendon, could have appeared and then
spread rapidly. Given natural selection (in what-
ever context) for increased running behavior in a
human population of highly social adults and their
imitative young, changes like those produced in the
two-legged goat could come to characterize an
entire population in a single generation (Slijper,
’42a, b). Head stabilization and energetic effi-
ciency, mentioned by Bramble and Lieberman
(2004) as special problems during the evolution of
hominoid running, increases in monkeys (Japa-
nese macaques) trained over a period of years to
walk upright (Hirasaki et al., 2004).

It is easy to see how a phenotypic accommoda-
tion could become a regularly occurring develop-
mental pathway. To give just one example that
involves an established trait of a natural popula-
tion, the skulls of adult spotted hyenas (Crocuta
crocuta) have a striking medial saggital crest and
other attachment sites (cheekbones and forehead)

for the powerful muscles used in chewing the
bones and tough meat of the hyenas’ prey (after
Holekamp and Smale, ’98; Holekamp, personal
communication). The extreme modifications of the
head are absent in infants of the same species, and
they also fail to develop in captive individuals fed
on soft diets. The full development of the
exaggerated crest evidently requires years of
chewing tough food. That is, normal species-
specific adult morphology requires a particular
kind of environmental factor—a tough diet—and
the exercise that this promotes. It is also possible
that, in addition, the skull bones have evolved
under genetic accommodation of the response, to
be especially responsive to such exercise to
exaggerate special features of the skull—this is
not known. But one thing is certain: a particular
environmental factor (hard diet) and behavioral
response (intense exercise of the jaw muscles
during chewing) contributes to the normal devel-
opment of the species-typical morphology.

Novel morphology that involves adaptive pheno-
typic accommodation is not ‘‘random’’ variation,
for it begins with an adaptive phenotypic change.
Phenotypic accommodation gives a head start to
adaptive evolution by producing novel phenotypes
likely to be favored by natural selection. In this
respect, a theory of adaptive evolution that
recognizes the role of phenotypic accommodation
differs from one that views selection as operating
on random variation due to mutation alone.

In sum, phenotypic accommodation facilitates
adaptive evolution in two ways: (1) it provides a
head start in adaptation. The new trait is
produced by an already organized, adaptively
flexible phenotype whose responses have been
subjected to natural selection in the past. And
(2) being a new developmental pathway associated
with a developmental switch (the mutational or
environmental inducer), the new trait is modular
in nature. That is, it is somewhat independently
expressed relative to other traits and therefore
independently subject to selection (see West-
Eberhard, ’92, 2003). How adaptive evolution
proceeds from this initial step of phenotypic
accommodation is discussed in the next section.

A GENERAL MODEL FOR THE ORIGIN OF
ADAPTIVE PHENOTYPIC NOVELTIES

The following model is intended to describe the
evolutionary origin of all kinds of adaptive traits—
morphological, physiological and behavioral,
whether induced by a mutation or an environ-
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mental factor—at all levels of organization. This is
a brief summary of concepts presented in more
detail and with more complete supporting evi-
dence elsewhere (West-Eberhard, 2003):

(a) A novel input occurs which affects one (if a
mutation) or possibly more (if environmental)
individuals. Individuals may experience novel
inputs due to evolution in another context
(e.g., which moves them into a new environ-
ment, or has novel pleiotropic effects on the
phenotype via other pathways).

(b) Phenotypic accommodation: Individuals devel-
opmentally responsive to the novel input
immediately express a novel phenotype, for
example, because the new input causes quan-
titative shifts in one or more continuously
variable traits, or due to the switching off or
on of one or more input-sensitive traits
(causing a reorganization of the phenotype).
Adaptive phenotypic adjustments to poten-
tially disruptive effects of the novel input
exaggerate and accommodate the phenotypic
change without genetic change.

(c) Initial spread: The novel phenotype may
increase in frequency rapidly, within a single
generation, if it is due to an environmental
effect that happens to be common or ubiqui-
tous. Alternatively, if it is due to a positively
selected mutation, or is a side effect of a trait
under positive selection (Müller, ’90), the
increase in frequency of the trait may require
many generations.

(d) Genetic accommodation (change in gene fre-
quencies under selection): Given genetic var-
iation in the phenotypic response of different
individuals, the initial spread produces a
population that is variable in its sensitivity
to the new input, and in the form of its
response. If the phenotypic variation is asso-
ciated with variation in reproductive success,
natural selection results; and to the degree
that the variants acted upon by selection are
genetically variable, selection will produce
genetic accommodation, or adaptive evolution-
ary adjustment of the regulation and form of
the novel trait.

This model requires that at least some indivi-
duals in a population are responsive to the new
input. As already discussed, the capacity to
respond to diverse inputs is likely a property of
all living things. The model also depends, for an
evolutionary response to selection, on the presence

in the population of genetic variation for the
developmental change. This also is a realistic
assumption for most populations, given the well-
documented commonness of genetic variation
revealed by electrophoresis, and the evolutionary
response of virtually all traits subjected to artifi-
cial selection (e.g., see Lewontin, ’74; Maynard
Smith, ’89; West-Eberhard, 2003, 2005).

Standard quantitative genetics models show
how threshold selection can lead to the change in
frequency of a trait (e.g., see Falconer and
MacKay, ’96). Previous authors have presented
ideas similar to those presented here regarding
the origins of novel traits. Wagner and Chiu (2003,
p 266), for example, wrote: ‘‘the origin of new
characters requires epigenetic opportunity for the
new morphological states to occur [i.e., a novel
input that provokes a developmental response].
Genetic factors are required for the heritability
and subsequent fixation of new morphological
states [one possible outcome of genetic accommo-
dation]. This requirement does not imply, how-
ever, that the specific nature of a new character is
in any sense determined or explained by the
mutations that make the character heritable’’ [as
just discussed, the nature of the new character
comes primarily from the reorganization of ances-
tral developmental pathways].

There is no conflict between this model and the
standard view of adaptive evolution as involving
variation, selection, and gene-frequency change.
But the analysis includes steps of the process that
are usually left out, steps with important implica-
tions that are sometimes overlooked, for example,
the fact that it does not matter, for the initiation of
a novelty, whether the original induction is
mutational or environmental; and the fact that
environmentally induced traits can initially
spread without positive selection (all that is
needed is recurrence of the inducing factor).

This departs from the view, which may be
encouraged by gene-for-trait modeling of evolution
by natural selection, that the recurrence or spread
of a novel trait is due to the spread of a particular
allele, and the associated idea that only genetically
induced, mutational or genetically recombinant,
novelties have evolutionary potential. Because
environmental factors can affect many individuals
at once they may be more effective initiators of
selectable evolutionary novelties than mutations,
which initially affect only single individuals (West-
Eberhard, 2003, 2005). In effect, environmental
induction jump-starts adaptive evolution by im-
mediately producing a population of phenotypic
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variants upon which selection can act. Then, if the
phenotypic variance is partly due to genetic
variation among individuals, adaptive evolution
in response to selection can occur.

In this model, as in Waddington’s (’53) concept
of genetic assimilation, adaptive evolution de-
pends on evolutionary change in the threshold
for a newly induced response, as well as quanti-
tative genetic change in the propensity or ‘‘liabi-
lity’’ to produce the novel trait. But genetic
accommodation differs from genetic assimilation
in several important respects. For example, it
considers genetic change in both the form (e.g.,
under selection for increased efficiency) and the
frequency (e.g., due to change in threshold of
expression) of a trait, whereas genetic assimilation
treats only the latter. Most importantly, genetic
accommodation can lead to a decline in trait
frequency and diminished genetic control, or to
the establishment of a polyphenism with adaptive
conditional expression of alternative forms. Ge-
netic assimilation, by contrast, implies the evolu-
tion of increased genetic control and the
evolutionary change toward increased frequency
or fixation of a trait. For a more detailed
comparison of genetic assimilation, genetic accom-
modation, and the Baldwin effect see West-
Eberhard (2003).

Could phenotypic accommodation alone, without
gene-frequency change, lead to adaptive evolu-
tion? It is sometimes pointed out that develop-
mental plasticity can lead to evolution without
gene-frequency change, if the spread of an
environmentally induced trait is entirely due to
the spread of its environmental inducer, as in the
fixation of a conditional alternative phenotype
under conditions that induce it, or in the ‘‘beha-
vioral inheritence’’ of traits in humans (Avital and
Jablonka, 2000). But this would not be Darwinian
adaptive evolution, or evolution by natural selec-
tion, the subject of this article. Darwin’s theory of
evolution by natural selection is based on the
principle that the spread of a trait in a population
is due to the fitness effect (advantageousness) of
the trait. It is the increased reproductive success,
or fitness, of the bearers of the trait that causes
the trait to spread. The Darwinian fitness-effect
condition is not met if the trait spreads due to the
spread of its inducer alone, independent of the
fitness effect of the trait. So evolution by increased
environmental induction alone may be described
as phenotypic evolution—a change in the fre-
quency of a particular phenotype in a population—
but not as Darwinian adaptive evolution.

RECIPROCAL CAUSATION IN
THE EVOLUTION OF BEHAVIOR

AND MORPHOLOGY

There is the potential for circular reinforcement
in the evolution of morphology when it is affected
by plasticity, especially behavioral plasticity and
learning. Diet can affect morphology via pheno-
typic accommodation during use, and morphology
in turn can affect diet, both by phenotypic
accommodation due to learning and by making
the new diet more profitable. Observations by
Greenwood (’65) and others on the African Lake
cichlids showed that individuals of a mollusc-
feeding species reared on a soft diet in an
aquarium develop pharyngeal jaw morphology like
that of closely related soft-diet insectivorous
species. Then, beginning in the mid 1970s, Liem
and Kaufman (’84) demonstrated the reciprocal
effect of morphology on diet. When two alternative
morphs, one with a mollusc-specialized jaw (the
molariform morph) and the other with a soft-diet
jaw (the so-called papilliform morph), have an
abundant supply of soft food, both prefer the soft
diet. But when food is scarce they divergently
specialize in accord with their morphological
specializations: the fishes with the mollusc-feeder
jaw morphology take a greater proportion of
molluscs, and those with the soft-food morphology
specialize on soft food. So, in conditions of scarcity,
morphology affects diet and the resultant diver-
gent behavior would reinforce selection in diver-
gent directions.

A similar phenomenon is well documented in
Darwin’s finches of the Galapagos islands (Price,
’87; Grant and Grant, ’89): in times of food
scarcity large-beaked finches learn to prefer and
efficiently crack large hard seeds, while smaller-
beaked individuals learn to concentrate on, and
efficiently exploit, small soft seeds. This promotes
intermittent diverging selection on the extremes,
and generates divergent trends in different popu-
lations and species. There is, then, evidence that
developmental plasticity in the form of morphol-
ogy- and diet-associated learning has contributed
to the explosive radiations in both the African
cichlids and the Galapagos finches (West-Eber-
hard, 2003).

SIGNIFICANCE FOR RESEARCH ON THE
ORIGINS OF MORPHOLOGICAL NOVELTY

A developmental-plasticity approach to the
origins of novelty suggests new avenues of
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research on the evolution of morphology. To
explain the origins of morphological novelty,
developmental biology needs to broaden its focus
beyond genomic innovation to include behavior
and even learning as key mechanisms in the
evolution of morphology. These mechanisms need
to be included in both microevolutionary and
macroevolutionary analyses of change.

Microevolutionary analyses

From observations like those discussed here, I
offer the following testable hypothesis: species-
specific morphological novelties can result from
the evolution, or environmental induction, of
species-specific behaviors, and need not involve
morphology-specific genetic change (though such
change is likely to occur eventually, as genetic
accommodation leads to the reorganization of gene
expression in traits favored by selection).

This hypothesis suggests a broadened experi-
mental approach to research on the origins of
morphological novelty. Suppose you are interested
in the origin of the exaggerated sagittal crest in
hyenas. In a traditional approach, you might
propose breeding experiments to ascertain the
heritability of crest height in species that already
have a sagittal crest. You might map cranial
morphology onto a phylogeny to look for similar
structures in related species. Both studies would
illuminate the evolution of the crest. But an
approach considering developmental plasticity
might go further, to examine the correlation
between dietary toughness and muscle and bone
development, or to examine the possibility of crest
induction (e.g., by dietary alteration) in related
species that do not normally possess a raised crest.

There are, of course, some taxa in which such
plasticity experiments have actually been done.
One of the best known is the cichlid fishes, already
discussed in the section on reciprocal causation
(above). Following the discovery that diet affects
feeding morphology in cichlids (Greenwood, ’65),
various investigators, including Liem and associ-
ates (Liem and Osse, ’75; Liem and Kaufman, ’84),
Hoogerhoud (’86), Meyer (’87, ’90), Wimberger
(’91, ’92), and Galis (Galis, ’93; Galis et al., ’94),
experimentally examined the effects of diet on
morphology in other cichlid species. These studies
confirmed effects of diet on the pharyngeal
jaw morphology. The Central American cichlid
Cichlasoma citrinellum has two trophic morphs:
one that feeds primarily on snails and another
that has a softer diet. Meyer (’90) found that the

alternative pharyngeal jaw morphologies of the
two morphs can be reversed in at least some
individuals by reversing their diets. He also
pointed out that these two body forms parallel
the differences between two alternative forms that
are very common in fishes, the snail feeder having
a body shape like a ‘‘benthic’’ or bottom-feeding
form, and the soft-food morph resembling a
‘‘limnetic’’ form that feeds in the water column.
These studies support the hypothesis that recur-
rent trophic morphologies in cichlids can arise due
to phenotypic accommodation under different
dietary regimes.

Macroevolution, or major morphological
change

Macroevolution may be different in scale to
microevolutionary change, but it still requires
explanation at a microevolutionary level. That is,
it requires explanation in terms of adaptive
evolution by natural selection and gene-frequency
change within populations. No matter how major
the trait, no matter how momentous at the family
or phylum or body-plan level, analysis still has to
go to the microevolutionary level to find out how
the trait began. This suggests another kind of new
avenue of research for developmental biologists
interested in macroevolutionary aspects of
evolution.

To cite just one example, consider the likely role
of developmental plasticity in the origin of an
undeniably major morphological novelty—a new
appendage in a fly. In some genera of sepsid flies
(Diptera, Sepsidae), a novel appendage is formed
by the fourth sternite of the males. It has evolved
independently in several different genera (Eber-
hard, 2001). In relatively unspecialized species
(e.g., Archisepsis diversiformis), males have ster-
nal bristles that are rubbed against the female
during courtship. In somewhat more elaborate
versions (e.g., in an unnamed species of Pseudo-
palaeosepsis), male sternites have bristled lateral
lobes that are semi-articulated and have attached
muscles capable of moving them back toward the
posterior end of the fly. And in the most highly
elaborated examples (e.g. in Pseudo-palaeosepsis
nigricoxa), the sternal lobes are long, highly
articulated, and capable of limb-like movements
both toward the posterior and ventrally, forming a
novel appendage complete with segments, mus-
cles, and nerves.

Phenotypic flexibility has likely played an
important role in the evolution of this hinged,
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limb-like structure. First, behavioral movements
have evidently taken the lead with abdominal
courtship movements preceding the morphological
specializations. Then, in somewhat more specia-
lized species, where the lateral lobes are defined,
a break in the cuticle allows its pre-existing
flexibility or bendability to play a role in the
versatility of the males’ courtship movements
(Eberhard, 2001). The increased modularity of
the sternite—now two pieces rather than one—
contributes to its flexibility.

The ease with which muscle can be recruited to
(or exaggerated at) new attachments, as exempli-
fied in the two-legged goat described earlier, and
in these flies, is impressive. But the mechanisms
must be different in the flies, where individuals
emerge from complete metamorphosis with their
adult appendages fully formed and presumably
unmodified by exercise. During their development,
the walking legs of insects begin as rudiments that
grow and then are folded and grooved where they
will later become segmented (Chapman, ’98, p
343)—a sequence that is not unlike that suggested
by the appendage-like lobes of sepsid flies, where
the simpler arrangement is a bendable groove or
notch, and the more specialized form an articu-
lated structure. It would be of interest to know
whether pupal movements play any role in the
development of adult insect muscle and cuticular
morphology.

Could locomotory appendages like legs or wings
have started by a process something like that
observed in the diversification of sepsid courtship
devices? And if they did, at what point during
appendage evolution might the major genes
associated with such structures have been co-
opted for their development? At what point would
you expect to have the newly independent mod-
ular parts associated with their own imaginal
disks? Such questions cannot be answered, or even
asked, in studies of the development of fully
formed appendages like those of Drosophila. But
Julia Bowsher, a graduate student at Duke, is
beginning to answer them using sepsid flies. In a
study on the developmental genetics of the sternal
lobe of Themira biloba, a species whose males have
an intermediate degree of specialization, posses-
sing a semi-articulated sternal lobe but not a
segmented articulated appendage, Bowsher has
discovered that at least three genes—engrailed,
extradenticle, and notch—which are expressed
during the development of the lobes are also
expressed during genital appendage development
in Drosophila. These genes have evidently been

co-opted in the development of the novel lobes. In
T. biloba, the expression of these genes in the
lobes occurs at the same time as their expression
in the genitalic appendages, and well after sternite
patterning, further supporting the interpretation
that ancestral appendage genes have been co-
opted for expression of a new appendage-like trait.
The lobes of this species develop from a cluster of
abdominal histoblasts, not from genital imaginal
discs, or from any imaginal disc of their own,
though the nests of histoblasts are imaginal-disc-
like in being set aside during early development,
and then proliferating and differentiating to form
a specific distinctive structure.

Developmental plasticity and novel
morphology under sexual selection

Sexual selection is noted for its ability to
produce extreme morphological novelties (Darwin,
1871 [1874]). We often assume that natural
selection—survival selection—is responsible for
novelty, but we may need to look more closely at
how novel structures are used. It is quite possible
that limbs, especially appendages like wings in
insects and tetrapods, were originally used in
displays that evolved under sexual selection,
even though they are now associated with
survival selection due to their obvious importance
in flight.

Developmental plasticity under sexual selection
may have affected the diversity of the mouths of
African-lake cichlids, contributing to their rapid
and extreme radiations in African Lakes Victoria
and Malawi (e.g., Greenwood, ’64). The cichlid
radiations are a story of diversification in teeth,
jaws and mouths, so it easy to assume that these
aspects of the radiation are entirely explained as
trophic innovations. But male cichlids also fight
and court using their mouths (Baerends and
Baerends-van Roon, ’50). They employ behaviors
that require extreme development of the muscles
that are also used in feeding, and they have been
described as trembling like straining acrobats
when they opened their mouths wide in nuptial
and aggressive threat displays (Baerends and
Baerends-van Roon, ’50). Such extreme behavior
could not help but have affected the form of their
flexible and muscles and bones, and would favor
the genetic variants best able to respond. Novel
social inputs, as well as novel inputs from the non-
social environment, could lead to novel or exag-
gerated behavioral responses and their morpholo-
gical accommodation.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One possible objection to the arguments
made here is that the traits formed by phenotypic
accommodation and novel combinations of
ancestral traits are not truly new. Is all of
evolution just shifting and accommodating the
pieces? If rigidly circumscribed modularity of
structures were the rule then the moving-
the-pieces objection might hold. But, as shown by
the examples described here, when phenotypic
accommodation involves the re-use of old pieces
in new places, as seen in the co-option of muscles
and the remodeling of bone in the two-legged
goat, and of ancestral genes in the novel appen-
dages of sepsid flies, the new morphologies are
substantially changed in shape and dimensions as
well as in the way they are put together. Even
mutational genomic change often involves reorga-
nization, duplication and recombination of parts
(examples and references in West-Eberhard,
2003), and yet we do not hesitate to call mutations
true genetic novelties. As with the concept of
homology, the problem is not simple (for discus-
sion of homology relating especially to the nature
of innovation, see Müller, 2003; Hall, 2003; West-
Eberhard, 2003).

By the broad definition of innovation discussed
near the beginning of this article, phenotypic
accommodation, including behavioral accommoda-
tion and even learning, can be an important
source of morphological novelty because it permits
immediate reorganization of phenotypes respon-
sive to novel inputs from environment and
genome. Although the components of a reorga-
nized phenotype are not themselves new, the
combination that makes it distinctive compared
to recent ancestors is new, and the components
are newly subject to selection in a new context.
There is, therefore, some justification for consid-
ering novelties due to phenotypic accommodation,
once they have been subjected to selection and
genetic accommodation, to be true evolutionary
innovations.

All novel traits, including macroevolutionary
ones, have to be explained in terms of the
developmental generation of variation and ulti-
mately in the context of selection within popula-
tions, beginning with individuals and species that
lack the novel trait. A plausible transition hypoth-
esis, showing how the ancestral phenotype was
transformed to produce a novel form, is an
important though neglected part of evolutionary
biology.
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tion processing task such as filtering out spuri-
ous input fluctuation (25), generating temporal
programs of expression (3, 25) or accelerating
the throughput of the network (2, 26). Recently,
the same network motifs were also found in the
transcription network of yeast (7, 27). It is im-
portant to stress that the similarity in circuit
structure does not necessarily stem from circuit
duplication. Evolution, by constant tinkering,
appears to converge again and again on these
circuit patterns in different nonhomologous sys-
tems (25, 27, 28), presumably because they
carry out key functions (see Perspective (29)
STKE). Network motifs can be detected by
algorithms that compare the patterns found in
the biological network to those found in suitably
randomized networks (25, 27). This is analo-
gous to detection of sequence motifs as
recurring sequences that are very rare in
random sequences.

Network motifs are likely to be also
found on the level of protein signaling net-
works (30). Once a dictionary of network
motifs and their functions is established,
one could envision researchers detecting
network motifs in new networks just as
protein domains are currently detected in
the sequences of new genes. Finding a se-
quence motif (e.g., a kinase domain) in a
new protein sheds light on its biochemical
function; similarly, finding a network motif
in a new network may help explain what
systems-level function the network per-
forms, and how it performs it.

Will a complete description of the biological
networks of an entire cell ever be available?
The task of mapping an unknown network is
known as reverse-engineering (3, 31–33).
Much of engineering is actually reverse-

engineering, because prototypes often do not
work and need to be understood in order to
correct their design. The program of molecular
biology is reverse-engineering on a grand scale.
Reverse engineering a nonmodular network of
a few thousand components and their nonlinear
interactions is impossible (exponentially hard
with the number of nodes). However, the spe-
cial features of biological networks discussed
here give hope that biological networks are
structures that human beings can understand.
Modularity, for example, is at the root of the
success of gene functional assignment by ex-
pression correlations (11, 34). Robustness to
component tolerances limits the range of pos-
sible circuits that function on paper to only a
few designs that can work in the cell. This can
help theorists to home in on the correct design
with limited data (21–23). Network motifs de-
fine the few basic patterns that recur in a net-
work and, in principle, can provide specific
experimental guidelines to determine whether
they exist in a given system (25). These con-
cepts, together with the current technological
revolution in biology, may eventually allow
characterization and understanding of cell-wide
networks, with great benefit to medicine. The
similarity between the creations of tinkerer and
engineer also raises a fundamental scientific
challenge: understanding the laws of nature that
unite evolved and designed systems.
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V I E W P O I N T

Social Insect Networks
Jennifer H. Fewell

Social insect colonies have many of the properties of adaptive networks. The simple
rules governing how local interactions among individuals translate into group be-
haviors are found across social groups, giving social insects the potential to have a
profound impact on our understanding of the interplay between network dynamics
and social evolution.

The formal exploration of social insect col-
onies as networks is in its infancy. Howev-
er, social insects such as wasps, ants, and
honeybees provide a powerful system for
examining how network dynamics contrib-
ute to the evolution of complex biological
systems. Social insect colonies (and social

groups generally) have key network attributes
that appear consistently in complex biological
systems, from molecules through ecosystems;
these include nonrandom systems of connectiv-
ity and the self-organization of group-level
phenotypes (1–3). Colonies exhibit multi-
ple levels of organization, yet it is still
possible to track individuals, making these
societies more accessible to experimen-
tal manipulation than many other com-
plex systems.

How can viewing insect societies as net-
works shape our understanding of social orga-
nization and evolution? First, they have become
one of the central model systems for exploring
self-organization: the process by which interac-
tions occurring locally between individuals
produce group-level attributes. Self-organi-
zation in a social insect colony produces
emergent properties: social phenotypes that
are greater than a simple summation of
individual worker behaviors (2). The basic
rules generating these dynamics are broad-
ly applicable across taxa whose members
show social behavior, and they produce
ubiquitous patterns of social organization,
including mass action responses, division
of labor, and social hierarchies (2, 4 ).
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Second, the social insects provide an oppor-
tunity to explore how behavior evolves within
complex systems. This has led to a shift in
focus from variation among individuals to how
interactions among individuals and groups
shape that variation. Most of the well-studied
social insects are eusocial (only one or a few
individuals in the colony reproduce), and the
colony is considered an adaptive unit made up
of related individuals (5). Because of this, we
are comfortable in relating group dynamics to
fitness effects at both the individual and group
levels. However, multilevel selection acts on
social insect colonies, not just because their
members are highly related but also because
they are densely connected networks. This
emerging view of social groups as networks
contributes to a growing awareness
of how the fitness of individuals
and groups is generated interactive-
ly across levels of biological orga-
nization (3, 6, 7).

To explore the relationships be-
tween complexity and selection in
social systems, we first need to de-
scribe the social group as a net-
work. A network is simplistically a
system of interacting elements, or
nodes, that communicate with each
other [see (8, 9) in this issue]. So-
cial insect colonies are dense net-
works in which individuals have
multiple points of contact (1, 10).
As dense networks, colonies dis-
tribute information rapidly, allow-
ing them to respond flexibly and
efficiently to the dynamic environ-
ment in which they live. An ex-
treme example is the alarm re-
sponse of African honeybees, in
which an initial release of alarm
pheromone by a few guards cas-
cades within a minute to stinging
responses by thousands of bees.

Like many biological systems,
social insect colonies are also dis-
tributed networks (2). Although the
colony generally has a single queen, she does
not centrally control colony function. Instead,
workers make decisions based on local infor-
mation and perform behaviors in parallel (10).
This is the case, to some degree, even for
hierarchical systems such as the wasp network,
where the queen controls the reproductive out-
put of the colony but does not individually
direct many aspects of day-to-day colony func-
tion. We lack sufficient data to accurately char-
acterize the connections that occur between any
two individuals within a colony, much less the
connections across the society. However, it is
clear that connections among nestmates are
nonrandomly distributed for many, if not most,
colony functions. A few key individuals, or
hubs, distribute information (connect) to many

more nestmates than do others. The most obvi-
ous of these is the queen, who, in honeybees,
secrets a pheromone that represses reproduction
in workers and maintains colony cohesion.
Queen pheromone is transmitted to workers as
they groom her, then is rapidly transmitted
through the hive via trophallaxis and deposits
on nest wax (11). Key individuals are also
present within worker task groups, where they
stimulate performance of a task or provide a
central point around which performance is or-
ganized (12). For example, foraging task
groups often include scouts or dancers. They
communicate most of the information about
resource location and availability and, in ants,
often maintain the cohesion of groups of re-
cruits that go out to forage (10, 12, 13).

The importance of these rare individuals
makes it likely that for many functions the
colony network becomes scale-free, which
means that variation in connectivity is best de-
scribed by a power law rather than a Poisson
distribution (14). This is important to colony
resiliency, because it means that the loss of any
of the vast majority of workers would have little
effect. In contrast, removing nodes within a
randomly distributed network can quickly frag-
ment the system. Although scale-free networks
are buffered from the effects of random loss, the
removal of key nodes can severely disrupt the
system (1, 14). The colony has long-term
mechanisms to replace any element, including
the queen, but the removal of key individuals
does have immediate disruptive effects. Loss of

the scout who discovers a foraging trail can
completely block the retrieval of a resource, yet
removing the recruits who follow the scout has
little effect on overall foraging (15). Social
insect networks are similar in this way to other
biological networks, from food webs with key-
stone species (16) to metabolic pathways, in
which a few key molecules are involved in
most reactions (9, 17).

With these global attributes in place, how
does information transfer within a social col-
ony actually occur? Unfortunately, we do not
yet have enough empirical data to answer this
question well. Models to date have explored
networks in the context of task regulation: the
amount of effort by individuals or groups that
is allocated to different tasks. One approach

has been to consider the colony as
a regular network (9), in which
individuals performing the same
task form clusters of high connec-
tivity, with weaker links across
tasks (18, 19). In a model of re-
cruitment to alternate resource
pathways, Bonabeau et al. (19)
showed that colonies can balance
efficient utilization of a single re-
source with flexible allocation
across resources by a mixed strat-
egy of within-cluster information
transfer coupled with global in-
formation transfer across clusters.
An important finding of this mod-
el [and the Pacala et al. model
(18) on which it was based] is the
importance of cross-cluster links
in maintaining flexibility for
moving individuals from one task
or cluster to another.

The assumptions of the Bona-
beau et al. model (19) fit well
into the context of trail selection
during foraging, where the sig-
nals are well defined. However,
expanding the model more wide-
ly to multiple tasks has been
problematic. One reason is that

contacts between workers are extremely flu-
id. Connections between workers in a social
insect colony are ephemeral, and signals
themselves can outlive connections. Signal
systems are also highly diverse in informa-
tion content and include large-scale signals,
such as alarm pheromones, that target the
colony globally (10).

Social insect networks are traditionally
modeled with workers as nodes. However,
because worker interactions are so fluid, we
can alternatively map the system from the
perspective of treating tasks as nodes and
individual workers as connectors (symbolic
dynamics). Figure 1 describes such a map for
the short-term modulation of pollen foraging
in honeybees. It is clear from this map that

Fig. 1. The network pathways modulating pollen foraging in a honeybee
colony (developed with T. Taylor). Nodes are the tasks linked to pollen
foraging; vectors are the individuals transmitting information: F, forager;
N, nurse; B, brood; R, recruit. Foragers returning with pollen receive
information about pollen storage levels as they place pollen loads into
cells. The amount of stored pollen is negative feedback for pollen
foraging. Pollen is removed from cells by nurse bees, who feed it first to
developing brood and give excess to pollen foragers. Receiving pollen
from nurses is negative feedback for foraging. Foragers also receive
information about pollen stores from brood, who produce a hunger
pheromone when they are not fed; brood care reduces hunger levels.
Information on pollen availability and location is transmitted by pollen
dancers. Dancing elicits recruitment to foraging by workers not actively
engaged in foraging (2, 20–22).
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cross-task connections are the primary path-
ways for regulating pollen foraging. Pollen
foraging is homeostatically regulated around
pollen storage levels and is positively regu-
lated around brood, for which it is the main
nutrient source (20). Pollen foragers collect
most of their information about colony pollen
need and/or intake either indirectly via
changes in pollen stores, from nurse bees who
feed foragers when excess pollen is available,
or from brood who emit hunger signals (21,
22). The map is not consistent with the as-
sumption of high within-cluster connectivity,
but it does support the assertion that con-
nections across tasks are important to allo-
cation (18, 19). They may, in fact, be the
primary links modulating task regulation
globally. If so, information flow in social
insect colonies has an important similarity
to that in human social networks, where
weak ties across social clusters play an
important role in regulating society as a
large-scale network (23).

Although the complexities of the whole-
colony network have not yet been well de-
scribed, large strides have been made in the
analysis of how local interactions within the
network affect global colony dynamics. As
dense networks, social insect colonies have a
high potential for the emergence of large-scale
phenomena via self-organization (1). Self-orga-
nization pervades all aspects of colony function,
including foraging, nest defense, resource stor-
age, nest construction, site selection, thermo-
regulation, and division of labor (2).

The growing body of theoretical and empir-
ical work on self-organization is one of the
more important contributions of social insect
research to understanding biocomplexity (2).
What is perhaps most important about self-
organization in social insects is that it is not
based on derived characteristics unique to the
taxon. Instead, it is driven by a limited set of
nonlinear dynamics that should occur across
social systems, from insects to humans (2, 4).
As an example, a majority of the emergent
components of social behavior can be catego-
rized as “convergent,” in which individuals
become behaviorally more similar, or “diver-
gent,” in which the behavior of one individual
reduces the likelihood that the second individ-
ual will perform the same behavior.

The minimal components (or minimal
rule set) for convergence can be condensed
to (i) a positive stimulus for the behavior as
a result of its performance; (ii) amplifica-
tion of the stimulus through successive it-
erations; and (iii) a decay component, so
that signals and cues must be regenerated.
A beautiful example of behavioral conver-
gence via these minimal rules is found in
the trail marking system of the Argentine
ant Linepithema humile. Workers traveling
to and from resources lay a pheromonal
trail. Each time a trail is laid, the local

environment at points of choice between
alternate trails is changed. Ants reaching
these points preferentially choose the trail
with more pheromone and add to it, creat-
ing a positive feedback loop. Meanwhile,
the pheromone marks on the alternate trail
decay. As more foragers repeat this pro-
cess, one trail becomes the primary and
often the only route (2, 24 ). These simple
rules underlie trail-making in multiple ant
species (2). Similar rules describe conver-
gent group behaviors in other social spe-
cies, such as migrating social spiders who
choose a direction of travel based on the
accumulation of draglines from others in
the group (25).

The minimal rule set for divergence can
be condensed to two components: (i) per-
formance of a behavior by one individual
reduces the probability that others will per-
form the same behavior, and (ii) stimulus
levels for the behavior increase in the ab-
sence of performance. Most divergence
models also include a positive feedback
loop, in which performance of the behavior
increases the probability that the individual
will perform the behavior again. This self-
reinforcement generates divergence even
with initially small random differences in
behavior and produces a faster and more
stable system of divergence (26 ). However,
divergence can emerge in the absence of
self-reinforcement if individuals initially
differ intrinsically in their response thresh-
olds: the stimulus level at which they re-
spond by performing a behavior (27, 28).

This rule set forms the basis for the re-
sponse threshold models of division of labor
(27 ). These models begin with the initial
assumption that individuals perform a task
when environmental stimuli reach a level that
matches the individual’s threshold for re-
sponse. That individual performs the task; in
doing so, she reduces the stimulus levels
encountered by others and thus reduces their
probability of performing the task also. Em-
pirical tests on solitary bees and on ant
queens during colony founding have shown
that division of labor can emerge even with-
out a history of direct selection (29). When
normally solitary ant queens are forced into
artificial social groups, one individual takes
over the task of excavation, whereas the other
individual remains in the nest and tends
brood. The dynamics of this division of labor
fit well with the predictions of the response
threshold model.

Similar patterns of divergence occur across
other social taxa. Social hierarchies within
bumblebees and primates can be modeled by a
similar minimal rule set for divergence, coupled
with reinforcement (30, 31). Division of labor
also appears frequently within social species,
including humans. As an example, we can
imagine an apartment where housemates share

tasks. Used dishes pile up in the sink, producing
a continuously increasing stimulus. The dishes
go unnoticed until the threshold of the one most
sensitive to them is met, and he or she washes
them. This removes the dishes as a stimulus,
further reducing the likelihood that the other
group members will ever wash them. The result
is a dishwashing specialist (much to his/her
dismay), and a set of nondishwashers. Similar
interactions across other chores, from cleaning
the bathroom to taking out the garbage, gener-
ate a division of labor for the household.

The realization that individuals within a
social group are linked as a network is
important to our understanding of how se-
lection acts on sociality. The fitness of
every individual in the group is produced in
part as a result of their interactions with
other group members. The emergence of
collective behaviors via self-organization
also produces phenotypes at the colony lev-
el that are themselves subject to selection
(7 ). These interactions set the stage for
multilevel selection (32). Network-level
properties, including group size, connectiv-
ity, and even variation in individual respon-
siveness to signals can all shape the adap-
tive function of the social group (18, 28).
As an example, as described above, the
emergence of division of labor is based in
part on intrinsic variation in worker re-
sponse thresholds. Honeybee colonies with
more diversity in worker thresholds for for-
aging are able to respond better to changes
in the availability and need for resources.
This diversity is generated by the extreme
polyandry of honeybee queens, who mate
with a dozen or more males (22).

Network interactions also have a pro-
found influence on individual behavior and
fitness. The fitness of each individual in a
social group is dependent on the pheno-
types of the other group members (7 ); they
are each other’s social environments. These
reciprocal fitness effects are generated by
nonlinear interactions within the social net-
work. In some systems, self-organization
can actually generate conflicting fitness ef-
fects at the individual and group levels. For
ant queens, when division of labor sponta-
neously emerges from small initial differ-
ences in behavior (29), it produces associ-
ated fitness disparities, because the queen
who takes over the task of nest excavation
is more likely to die. Whether an individual
becomes the excavator, and suffers the as-
sociated fitness consequences, depends on
which group they land in and the thresholds
of everyone in that group.

What should be done next in the explora-
tion of social groups as networks? We need to
expand our models from elegant descriptions
of single behaviors to incorporate the more
complex dynamics of the group as a whole.
We also need to test those models empirically
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on a wider range of social systems. Finally, to
understand the evolutionary significance of
network dynamics, we must explicitly mea-
sure their fitness effects on the social group
(7 ). This interplay between network dynam-
ics and selection is just beginning to be ex-
plored, and social insects have the potential
to be on the leading edge.
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R E V I E W

Communication in Neuronal Networks
Simon B. Laughlin1 and Terrence J. Sejnowski2,3*

Brains perform with remarkable efficiency, are capable of prodigious computation,
and are marvels of communication. We are beginning to understand some of the
geometric, biophysical, and energy constraints that have governed the evolution of
cortical networks. To operate efficiently within these constraints, nature has opti-
mized the structure and function of cortical networks with design principles similar
to those used in electronic networks. The brain also exploits the adaptability of
biological systems to reconfigure in response to changing needs.

Neuronal networks have been extensively stud-
ied as computational systems, but they also
serve as communications networks in transfer-
ring large amounts of information between
brain areas. Recent work suggests that their
structure and function are governed by basic
principles of resource allocation and constraint
minimization, and that some of these principles
are shared with human-made electronic devices
and communications networks. The discovery
that neuronal networks follow simple design
rules resembling those found in other networks
is striking because nervous systems have many
unique properties.

To generate complicated patterns of
behavior, nervous systems have evolved prodi-
gious abilities to process information. Evolution
has made use of the rich molecular repertoire,
versatility, and adaptability of cells. Neurons
can receive and deliver signals at up to 105

synapses and can combine and process synaptic
inputs, both linearly and nonlinearly, to imple-
ment a rich repertoire of operations that process
information (1). Neurons can also establish and
change their connections and vary their signal-
ing properties according to a variety of rules.
Because many of these changes are driven by
spatial and temporal patterns of neural signals,
neuronal networks can adapt to circumstances,
self-assemble, autocalibrate, and store informa-
tion by changing their properties according
to experience.

The simple design rules improve efficien-
cy by reducing (and in some cases minimiz-
ing) the resources required to implement a
given task. It should come as no surprise that
brains have evolved to operate efficiently.
Economy and efficiency are guiding princi-
ples in physiology that explain, for example,
the way in which the lungs, the circulation,
and the mitochondria are matched and co-
regulated to supply energy to muscles (2). To
identify and explain efficient design, it is
necessary to derive and apply the structural
and physicochemical relationships that con-
nect resource use to performance. We con-
sider first a number of studies of the geomet-
rical constraints on packing and wiring that
show that the brain is organized to reduce

wiring costs. We then examine a constraint that
impinges on all aspects of neural function but
has only recently become apparent—energy
consumption. Next we look at energy-efficient
neural codes that reduce signal traffic by ex-
ploiting the relationships that govern the repre-
sentational capacity of neurons. We end with a
brief discussion on how synaptic plasticity may
reconfigure the cortical network on a wide
range of time scales.

Geometrical and Biophysical
Constraints on Wiring
Reducing the size of an organ, such as the
brain, while maintaining adequate function is
usually beneficial. A smaller brain requires
fewer materials and less energy for construc-
tion and maintenance, lighter skeletal ele-
ments and muscles for support, and less
energy for carriage. The size of a nervous
system can be reduced by reducing the num-
ber of neurons required for adequate function,
by reducing the average size of neurons, or by
laying out neurons so as to reduce the lengths
of their connections. The design principles
governing economical layout have received
the most attention.

Just like the wires connecting components
in electronic chips, the connections between
neurons occupy a substantial fraction of the
total volume, and the wires (axons and den-
drites) are expensive to operate because they
dissipate energy during signaling. Nature has an
important advantage over electronic circuits be-
cause components are connected by wires in
three-dimensional (3D) space, whereas even the
most advanced VLSI (very large scale integra-
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THAT, AND WHY, CHEMISTRY IS REDUCIBLE TO PHYSICS, BUT NOT FULLY 
SO 

 
Jeff Ramsey 

Smith College 
 
If reductionism is “the thesis that the results of inquiry in one domain . . . can be 

understood or are explained by the conceptual resources of another, more fundamental 

domain” (Wimsatt and Sarkar 2006, 696), then chemistry is reducible to physics.  

However, it is not fully reducible if the notion of a full reduction is taken to imply a loss 

of explanatory power or ontological robustness for the higher level of phenomena. 

 The existing philosophical and scientific literature supports the claim that 

chemistry is reducible, but not fully so, to physics.  Examples that illustrate this include 

the periodic table, the use of orbitals to explain bonding and concept of molecular shape.  

In each case, the conceptual resources of physics have helped us understand or explain 

the chemical phenomena.  But in each case the relation has not led (and is not likely to 

lead) to elimination or loss of explanatory power for the chemical concept or 

phenomenon.   

 Why should the situation be thus?  I speculate that, from the perspective of 

physics, chemistry is a compositional science.  The above examples of successful 

reductions rely on referential identities or localizations rather than relations among 

theories.  Thus, the relevant conception of reduction here is the explanation of one level 

through the operations of often qualitatively different mechanisms at a lower level.  This 

makes defensible a claim of ontological and explanatory autonomy of the higher level.   
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Can Chemistry be reduced to physics? 
 
 
The title of my talk implies that such a question can be 
meaningfully addressed which is something I will discuss.  I will 
first explore the more amenable question of the extent to which 
chemistry, and especially the periodic system, have in fact been 
reduced.  This will involve an excursion into the wavefunction and 
density functional approaches in quantum chemistry.  
 I will then turn to the question in the title and will discuss 
two recent attempts by other authors, both of whom have answered 
the question affirmatively.   
 The two kinds of questions may be loosely classified as 
epistemological and ontological but this is also a matter of debate.  
I take it that if one adopts a Quinean approach to the philosophy of 
science then ontology is obtained by examining the findings of 
current scientific theories.  If this is the case then my own work has 
been concerned with the ontological question all along.   
 But if one believes that there is still some scope for 
philosophical enquiry that does not boil down to what theories tell 
us then there is room for a more genuinely ontological approach 
such as that due to Le Poidevin one of the authors I will discuss.   
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ERIC R. SCERRI

JUST HOW AB INITIO IS AB INITIO QUANTUM
CHEMISTRY? �

1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Mechanics has been the most spectacularly successful
theory in the history of science. As is often mentioned the accuracy
to which the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron can be calculated is
a staggering nine decimal places. Quantum Mechanics has revolu-
tionized the study of radiation and matter since its inception just
over one hundred years ago. The impact of the theory has been felt in
such fields as solid state physics, biochemistry, astrophysics, mate-
rials science and electronic engineering, not to mention chemistry,
the subject of this conference.

Quantum Mechanics offers the most comprehensive and most
successful explanation of many chemical phenomena such as the
nature of valency and bonding as well as chemical reactivity.
It has also provided a fundamental explanation of the periodic
system of the elements that summarizes a vast amount of empirical
chemical knowledge. Quantum Mechanics has become increasingly
important in the education of chemistry students. The general prin-
ciples provided by the theory mean that students can now spend less
time memorizing chemical facts and more time in actually thinking
about chemistry.

I hope that with these opening words I have succeeded in con-
vincing the audience that I do not come before you to deny the power
and influence of Quantum Mechanics in the field of chemistry.

� A previous version of this article appeared as ‘Löwdin’s Remarks on the
Aufbau Principle and a Philosopher’s View of Ab Initio Quantum Chemistry’ in
E.J. Brändas, E.S. Kryachko (Eds.) Fundamental World of Quantum Chemistry,
Vol. II, 675–694, Kluwer, Dordrecht, 2003.

Foundations of Chemistry 6: 93–116, 2004.
© 2004 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2. THE AIM OF THIS WORK

My project is somewhat different. With the triumph of quantum
mechanics there has been an inevitable tendency to exaggerate its
success, especially on the part of practicing quantum chemists and
physicists. As a philosopher of chemistry I have the luxury of being
able to examine the field as an outsider and of asking the kinds of
questions which true practitioners might not even contemplate.

Quantum mechanics is part of the reductionist tradition in
modern science, and the general claim, often just made implicitly
as in any branch of reduction, is that the highest ideal one can aspire
to is to derive everything from the theoretical principles. The less
experimental data one needs to appeal to, the less one is introduc-
ing measured parameters the purer the calculation and the closer it
approaches to the ideal of Ockham’s razor of being as economical
as possible (Hoffmann et al., 1996).

Of course there is no such thing as a completely ab initio calcula-
tion and if one looks far enough back at the history of any scientific
theory one finds that it began with the assumption of at least some
experimental data. But it is also fair to say that once the basic
principles of a theory have been arrived at, the theorist may ‘kick
away’ the historical-experimental scaffolding. The modern student
of quantum mechanics, for example, is not obliged to follow the
tortuous route taken by Planck, Einstein, De Broglie, Schrödinger
and others. She can go directly to the postulates of quantum
mechanics where she will find procedures for doing all kinds of
calculations and she can safely ignore the historical heritage of
the theory. Indeed many argue, and correctly in my view, that it
is actually a hindrance for the practitioner to get too involved in
the historical aspects of the theory although it may of course be
culturally enriching to do so.

The epitome of the ab initio approach is something like Euclidean
geometry where one begins with a number of axioms and one
derives everything from this starting point without any recourse
whatsoever to empirical data. Needless to say geometry, Euclidean
or otherwise, has its origins in the dim distant past when agrarian
man needed to think about lines and angles and areas of land. But
once the concepts of line, angle and distance had been sufficiently
abstracted the agrarian heritage could be completely forgotten.
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In a similar way my question today is going to be to ask to what
extent the periodic table of the elements can be explained strictly
from first principles of quantum mechanics without assuming any
experimental data whatsoever. I suspect that some physicists and
chemists in the audience might well experience some irritation at
the almost perverse demands which I will make on what should be
derivable from the current theory. If so then I apologize in advance.

By adopting a perspective from the philosophy of science we
will cross levels of complexity from the most elementary explana-
tions based on electron shells to frontier ab initio methods. Such
a juxtaposition is seldom contemplated in the chemical literature.
Textbooks provide elementary explanations that necessarily distort
the full details but allow for a more conceptual or qualitative grasp
of the main ideas. Meanwhile the research literature focuses on the
minute details of particular methods or particular chemical systems
and does not typically examine the kind of explanation that is being
provided. To give a satisfactory discussion of explanation in the
context of the periodic table we need to consider both elementary
and supposedly deeper explanations within a common framework.

One of the virtues of philosophy of science is that it can bridge
different levels in this way since it primarily seeks the ‘big picture’
rather than the technical details. In fact supposedly elementary
explanations often provide this big picture in a more direct manner
but what is also needed is to connect the elementary explanation to
the technical details in the deeper theories.

The question of whether or not different levels of explanation
for any particular scientific phenomenon are in fact consistent and
whether they form a seamless continuum has been the subject of
some debate. For example in her first book Nancy Cartwright goes
to some lengths to argue that many different explanations can be
found for the action of lasers and suggests that these explanations
are not necessarily consistent with each other (Cartwright, 1983). In
other writings she has expressed some support for the thesis that the
various special sciences are dis-unified (Cartwright, 1996).

My own view differs from Cartwright’s in that I am of the opinion
that the sciences are unified and that explanations given for the same
scientific phenomenon at different levels are essentially consistent,
although the connection if frequently difficult to elaborate in full
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(Scerri, 2000). In this paper I will attempt to draw such connections
for the various explanations of the periodic table given at different
levels of sophistication.1

3. FIRST AN ELEMENTARY APPROACH

Let us start at an elementary level or with a typically ‘chemical’
view. Suppose we ask an undergraduate chemistry student how
quantum mechanics explains the periodic table. If the student has
been going to classes and reading her book she will respond that
the number of valency or outer-shell electrons determines, broadly
speaking, which elements share a common group in the periodic
table. The student might possibly also add that the number of outer-
shell electrons causes elements to behave in a particular manner.

Suppose we get a little more sophisticated about our ques-
tion. The more advanced student might respond that the periodic
table can be explained in terms of the relationship between the
quantum numbers which themselves emerge from the solutions to
the Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen atom.2

This more sophisticated explanation for the periodic system is
provided in terms of the relationship between the four quantum
numbers that can be assigned to any electron in a many-electron
atom. The first quantum number n can adopt any integral value start-
ing with 1. The second quantum number which is given the label �

can have any of the following values related to the values of n,

� = n − 1, . . . 0

In the case when n = 3 for example, � can take the values 2, 1 or 0.
The third quantum number labeled m� can adopt values related to
those of the second quantum numbers by the relationship,

m� = −�, −(� + 1), . . . 0 . . . (� − 1), �

For example if � = 2 the possible values of m� are,

−2, −1, 0, +1, +2

Finally, the fourth quantum number labeled ms can only take
two possible values, either +1/2 or −1/2 units of spin angular
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momentum. We thus have a hierarchy of related values for the four
quantum numbers, which are used to describe any particular electron
in an atom. These relationships are derived theoretically and do not
involve the use of any experimental data.3

For example, if the first quantum number is 3 the second quantum
number � can take values of 2, 1 or 0. Each of these values of �

will generate a number of possible values of m� and each of these
values will be multiplied by a factor of two since the fourth quantum
number can adopt values of 1/2 or −1/2. As a result there will be
a total of 2 × (3)2 or 18 electrons in the third shell. This scheme
thus explains why there will be a maximum total of 2, 8, 18, 32 etc.
electrons in successive shells as one moves further away from the
nucleus.

4. HOW DOES THIS EXPLAIN THE FORM OF THE PERIODIC
TABLE?

But does the fact that the third shell can contain 18 electrons also
explain why some of the periods in the periodic system contain
eighteen places? Actually not exactly. If electron shells were filled
in a strictly sequential manner there would be no problem and the
explanation would in fact be complete. But as anyone who has
studied high school chemistry is aware, the electron shells do not
fill in the expected sequential manner. The configuration of element
number 18, or argon is,

1s2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p6

This might lead one to think that the configuration for the
subsequent element, number 19, or potassium, would be

1s2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p6, 3d1

since up to this point the pattern has been to add the new electron
to the next available orbital in the sequence of orbitals at increasing
distances from the nucleus. However experimental evidence shows
quite clearly that the configuration of potassium should be denoted
as,

1s2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p6, 4s1
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As many textbooks state this fact can be explained from the fact that
the 4s orbital has a lower energy than the 3d orbital. In the case of
element 20 or calcium the new electron also enters the 4s orbital and
for the same reason.

5. TRANSITION METAL CONFIGURATIONS

The interesting part is what happens next. In the case of the next
element, number 21, or scandium, the orbital energies have reversed
so that the 3d orbital has a lower energy, as shown in Figure 1. Text-
books almost invariably claim that since the 4s orbital is already full
there is no choice but to begin to occupy the 3d orbital. This pattern
is supposed to continue across the first transition series of elements,
apart from the elements Cr and Cu where further slight anomalies
are believed to occur.

Figure 1. Variation of 4s and 3d orbital energies as a function of Z, atomic
number.

In fact this explanation for the configuration of the scandium
atom and most other first transition elements is inconsistent. If the
3d orbital has a lower energy than 4s starting at scandium then if
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TABLE I

Table of configurations of first transition series

Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe
4s23d1 4s23d2 4s23d3 4s13d5 4s23d5 4s23d6

Co Ni Cu Zn
4s23d7 4s23d8 4s23d9 4s13d10

one were really filling the orbitals in order of increasing energy
one would expect that all three of the final electrons would enter
3d orbitals. The argument which most textbooks present is incorrect
since it should be possible to predict the configuration of an element
from a knowledge of the order of its own orbital energies (Scerri,
1989; Vanquickenborne et al., 1994). It is incorrect to consider
the configuration of the previous element and assume that this
configuration is carried over intact on moving to the next element,
especially in cases where orbital energies cross over each other as
they do in this case. It should be possible to predict the order of
orbital filling for the scandium atom on its own terms. If one tries to
do so, however, one predicts a configuration ending in 3d3, contrary
to the experimental facts.

The full explanation of why the 4s23d1 configuration is adopted
in scandium, even though the 3d level has a lower energy, emerges
from the peculiarities of the way in which orbital energies are
defined in the Hartree–Fock procedure. The details are tedious but
have been worked out and I refer anyone who is interested in
pursuing this aspect to the literature (Melrose and Scerri, 1996).4

6. HOW ARE CONFIGURATIONS DERIVED FROM THE THEORY?

But let me return to the question of whether the periodic table is fully
and deductively explained by quantum mechanics. In the usually
encountered explanation one assumes that at certain places in the
periodic table an unexpected orbital begins to fill as in the case of
potassium and calcium where the 4s orbital begins to fill before the
3d shell has been completely filled (Scerri, 1989). This information
itself is not derived from first principles. It is justified post facto and
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TABLE II

Calculated energy levels for two scandium atom configurations

Sc 4s23d1

Non-Relativistic −759.73571776 (atomic units or Hartrees)

Relativistic −763.17110138

4s13d2

Non-Relativistic −759.66328045

Relativistic −763.09426510

by some very tricky calculations at that (Melrose and Scerri, 1997;
Vanquickenborne et al., 1994).

But if we ignore the conceptual paradox of why 4s fills preferen-
tially even though it has a higher energy than 3d we can just
concentrate on calculations aimed at determining the ground state
configuration. Suppose we were to use the most widely used method
for calculating the energies of atoms and molecules in an ab initio
fashion. The Hartree–Fock method5 can be used to compare the
energies of the scandium atom with two alternative configurations,

[Ar]4s23d1 and [Ar]4s13d2

This can be carried out using ordinary non-relativistic quantum
mechanics or alternatively by including relativistic effects. The
results of using a readily available program on the Internet, created
by Froese Fischer6 one of the leaders in the field of Hartree–
Fock calculations, shown in Table II (http://hf5.vuse.vanderbilt.edu/
hf.html).7

In each case the more negative the calculated value of the energy
the more stable the configuration. Clearly the inclusion of rela-
tivistic effects serves to reduce the energy from the non-relativistic
value. In the case of scandium it appears that both non-relativistic
and relativistic ab initio calculations correctly compute that the 4s2

configuration has the lowest energy in accordance with experimental
data. But these calculations, including the ones for subsequent
elements must be done on a case-by-case basis. There is not yet a
general derivation of the formula which governs the order of filling,
sometimes called the n + �, or Madelung rule, which states that given
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TABLE III

Calculated energy levels for two chromium atom configurations

Cr 4s13d5

Non-Relativistic −1043.14175537

Relativistic −1049.24406264

4s23d4

Non-Relativistic −1043.17611655

Relativistic −1049.28622286

a choice of filling any two orbitals the order of filling goes according
to increasing values of n + �. For example, 4s where n + � = 4, fills
before 3d where n + � = 5. But similar calculations do not fare as
well in other atoms. Consider the case of the chromium atom for
example.

It appears that both non-relativistic and relativistic calculations
fail to predict the experimentally observed ground state which is
the 4s13d5 configuration, as seen in Table III. Of course I do not
deny that if one goes far enough in a more elaborate calculation then
eventually the correct ground state will be recovered. But in doing
so one knows what one is driving at, namely the experimentally
observed result. This is not the same as strictly predicting the config-
uration in the absence of experimental information. In addition, if
one goes beyond the Hartree–Fock approximation to something like
the configuration interaction approach there is an important sense
in which one has gone beyond the picture of a certain number of
electrons in a set of orbitals.8 Rather than just having every electron
in every possible orbital in the ground state configuration we now
have every electron in every one of thousands or even millions of
configurations each of which is expressed in terms of orbitals.

7. COPPER ATOM

Let me consider the case of the copper atom calculated to the same
degree of accuracy via the Hartree–Fock method. For this atom the
experimentally observed ground state configuration is 4s13d10.
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TABLE IV

Calculated energy levels for two copper atom configurations

Cu 4s13d10

Non-Relativistic −1638.96374169

Relativistic −1652.66923668

4s23d9

Non-Relativistic −1638.95008061

Relativistic −1652.67104670

From Table IV, we see that sometimes a non-relativistic calculation
gives the correct result (4s13d10), in terms of which configuration
has the lower energy, and yet carrying out the calculation to a greater
degree of accuracy by including relativistic effects, gives the wrong
prediction. Relativistically one predicts the opposite order of stabil-
ities than what is observed experimentally. Clearly some observed
electronic configurations cannot yet be successfully calculated from
first principles, at least at this level of approximation. The fact that
copper has a 4s13d10 configuration rather than 4s23d9 is an experi-
mental fact. Similarly it is from experimental data that the lengths
of the periods are known and not from ab initio calculations.

The development of the period from potassium to krypton is not
due to the successive filling of 3s, 3p and 3d electrons but due to the
filling of 4s, 3d and 4p. It just so happens that both of these sets of
orbitals are filled by a total of 18 electrons.

As a consequence the explanation for the form of the periodic
system in terms of how the quantum numbers are related is semi-
empirical since the order of orbital filling is obtained from experi-
mental data. Consider now the cumulative total number of electrons
which are required for the filling successive shells and periods,
respectively,

Closing of shells,

Occurs at Z = 2, 10, 28, 60, 110 (cumulative totals)

Closing of periods,

Occurs at Z = 2, 10, 18, 36, 54, etc.
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It is the second sequence of Z values which really embodies the
periodic system and not the first. For all we know, electron shells
may not even exist or may be replaced by some other concept in a
future theory. But the fact that chemical repetitions occur at Z = 3,
11 and 19, if we focus on the alkali metals, for example are chemical
facts which will never be superceded.

Only if shells filled sequentially, which they do not, would the
theoretical relationship between the quantum numbers provide a
purely deductive explanation of the periodic system. The fact that
the 4s orbital fills in preference to the 3d orbitals is not predicted
in general for the transition metals but only rationalized on a case
by case basis as we have seen. In some cases the correct configura-
tion cannot even be rationalized, as in the cases of chromium and
copper, at least at this level of approximation. Again, I would like
to stress that whether or not more elaborate calculations finally
succeed in justifying the experimentally observed ground state does
not fundamentally alter the overall situation.9

To sum-up, we can to some extent recover the order of filling by
calculating the ground state configurations of a sequence of atoms
but still nobody has deduced the n + � rule from the principles of
quantum mechanics. Perhaps this should be a goal for quantum
chemists and physicists if they are really to explain the periodic
system in terms of electronic configurations of atoms in ab initio
fashion.

8. NICKEL ATOM

The case of nickel turns out to be interesting for a different reason.
According to nearly every chemistry and physics textbook the
configuration of this element is given as

4s23d8

However the research literature on atomic calculations (e.g.,
Bauschlicher et al., 1988) always quotes the configuration of nickel
as

4s13d9
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TABLE V

Quantum mechanical calculations for the nickel atom

Ni 4s23d8

Non-Relativistic −1506.87090774
Relativistic −1518.68636410

4s13d9

Non-Relativistic −1506.82402795
Relativistic −1518.62638541

The difference occurs because in more accurate work one considers
the average of all the components arising from a particular
configuration and not just the lowest possible component of the
ground state term. Nickel is somewhat unusual in that although the
lowest energy term arises from the 4s23d8 configuration it turns
out that the average of the energies of all the components arising
from this configuration lies higher in energy than the average of
all the components arising from the configuration of 4s13d9. As a
consequence the 4s23d8 configuration is regarded as the ground state
in research work and it is this average energy which is compared
with experimental energies as in Table V. When this comparison is
carried out it emerges that the quantum mechanical calculation using
either a non-relativistic or a relativistic Hartree–Fock approach gives
the wrong ground state.

Of course the calculations can be improved by adding extra terms
until this failure is eventually corrected. However, these additional
measures are only taken after the facts are known. In addition,
the lengths to which theoreticians are forced to go to in order to
obtain the correct experimental ordering of terms does not give one
too much confidence in the strictly predictive power of quantum
mechanical calculations in the context of the periodic table. For
example, the very accurate calculations on nickel include the use
of basis sets which extend up to 14s, 9p, 5d as well as f orbitals
(Raghavachari and Trucks, 1989).10
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9. CHOICE OF BASIS SET

There is yet another general problem which mars any hope of
claiming that electronic configurations can be fully predicted
theoretically and that quantum mechanics thus provides a purely
deductive explanation of what was previously only obtained from
experiments. In most of the configurations we have considered, with
the exception of cases mentioned above, it has been possible to
use a quantum mechanical method to calculate that this particular
configuration does indeed represent the lowest energy possibility.
However, in performing such calculations the candidate configura-
tions which are subjected to a variation procedure are themselves
obtained from the aufbau principle and other rules of thumb such as
Hund’s principle or by straightforward appeal to experimental data.

There is a very simple reason for this state of affairs. The
quantum mechanical calculations on ground state energies involve
the initial selection of a basis set, which in its simplest, or minimal,
form is the electronic configuration of the atom in question.
Quantum mechanical calculations are not capable of actually gener-
ating their own basis sets that must instead be put in ‘by hand’. So
whereas the correct ground state electronic configurations can in
many cases be selected among a number of plausible options, the
options themselves are not provided by the theory. I suggest this
is another weakness of the present claims to the effect that quantum
mechanics explains the periodic system and it is an aspect that might
conceivably corrected by future developments.

I will now attempt to take stock of the various senses of the claim
that the periodic system is reduced, or fully explained, by quantum
mechanics and to extend the scope of this work to more elaborate
theoretical approaches.

10. QUALITATIVE EXPLANATION OF PERIODIC TABLE IN
TERMS OF ELECTRONS IN SHELLS

The usually given ‘explanation’ for the period table takes a qualit-
ative form. In broad terms the approximate recurrence of elements
after certain regular intervals is explained by the possession of a
certain number of outer-shell electrons. This form of explanation
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appears to be quantitative to some people because it deals in number
of electrons but in fact turns out to be rather qualitative in nature. It
cannot be used to predict quantitative data on any particular atom
with any degree of accuracy.

Whereas the crude notion of a particular number of electrons
in shells or orbitals does not produce very accurate calculations
the process can be refined in several ways. The first refinement is
perhaps the use of the Hartree method of calculating self-consistent
orbitals while at the same time minimizing the energy of the atom.11

The next refinement lies in making the method consistent with the
notion that electrons are indistinguishable. This requirement is met
by performing a permutation of all the electrons in the atom so that
each electron finds itself simultaneously in all occupied orbitals at
once. It is represented mathematically as a determinant that includes
all possible permutations within it.

The third refinement is to include any number of excited state
configurations for the atom, in a procedure called configuration
interaction or the C.I. method. One now has a sum of determinants
each of which represents a particular configuration and which
is included in the overall atomic wavefunction with a particular
weighting determined by a coefficient which is multiplied by the
appropriate determinant.

� = c1D1 + c2D2 + . . .

The calculation consists in finding the optimum weighting which all
the determinants must have in order to minimize the energy of the
atom. Having reached this level of abstraction we have really left
behind the homely picture of electrons in particular shells. If one
still insists on visualization, each electron is now in every orbital of
every single configuration that we choose to consider.

Clearly there is still a connection with the elementary homely
model but it is also fair to say that the move towards greater abstrac-
tion has somewhat invalidated the naïve model. This now raises
the question as to whether the elementary model really does have
explanatory power. I would argue that it does not. It may have led
historically to these more sophisticated approaches but it has been
rendered vastly more abstract in the process.

But if we are considering the general question of explanation it is
not essential to retain the homely picture that can be grasped by the
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general chemist or the beginning student of physical chemistry. We
must move on to enquire about how the more abstract approaches
actually fare. The short answer is much better but still not in strictly
ab initio fashion.

11. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS

But in any case even within the elementary model it emerges that the
possession of a particular number of outer-shell electrons is neither
a necessary nor a sufficient condition for an element’s being in any
particular group. It is possible for two elements to possess exactly
the same outer electronic configuration and yet not to be in the same
group of the periodic system. For example, the inert gas helium has
two outer-shell electrons and yet is not usually placed among the
alkaline earth elements such as magnesium, calcium or barium, all
of which also display two outer-shell electrons.12 The possession of
a particular number of outer-shell electrons is therefore not sufficient
grounds for placing it in a particular group.

Conversely, there are cases of elements that do belong in the same
group of the periodic table even though they do not have the same
outer-shell configuration. In fact this occurrence is rather common
in the transition metal series. To take one interesting example,13

consider the nickel group in which no two elements show the same
outer shell configuration!

Ni [Ar] 4s23d8

Pd [Kr] 4s03d10

Pt [Xe] 4s13d9

In addition the very notion of a particular number of electrons in a
particular shell stands in strict violation of the Pauli Principle, argu-
ably one of the most powerful principles in the whole of science.
This states that electrons cannot be distinguished, which implies that
we can never really state that a particular number belong in one shell
and another number in a different shell, although there is no denying
the usefulness of making this approximation. The independent-
electron approximation, as it is known, represents one of the central
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paradigms in modern chemistry and physics and of course I am not
denying its usefulness but am focusing on its ontological status.

But all this talk of electrons in shells and orbitals is just naïve
realism. The lesson from quantum mechanics is the need to abandon
naïve realism, to abandon picturing waves or particles or picturing
spinning electrons.14 The standard, or Copenhagen, interpretation of
quantum mechanics urges us to just do the mathematics and adopt an
instrumental approach to the theory. Of course this is hard especially
for chemists since most of their work consists in shapes, structures,
diagrams, pictures, representations and observable changes. Let us
finally consider explanations of the periodic table that do not involve
picturing electrons in shells or orbitals.15

12. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS BASED ON WAVEFUNCTIONS

Some of the more abstract ab initio approaches have already been
described above. They are the Hartree–Fock method and the con-
figuration interaction approach.

Indeed, such approaches fare much better, and are serious
contenders for the claim to a full explanation of the periodic system.
In order to illustrate both the power and the pitfalls of the methods
I will focus for simplicity on the ab initio calculation of ionization
energies of atoms. In this approach the notion of electrons in shells is
used instrumentally with the knowledge that such an approximation
only represents a first order approach to calculations. If one is doing
a Hartree–Fock calculation then all the electrons are simultane-
ously in all the orbitals of a particular chosen configuration. As
mentioned earlier this results from the permutation procedure. If one
is doing C.I. then many thousands if not millions of configurations
are considered in the wavefunction expansion.

Within these ab initio approaches the fact that certain elements
fall into the same group of the periodic table is not explained
by recourse to the number of outer-shell electrons. The explana-
tion lies in calculating the magnitude of a property such as the
first ionization energy and seeing whether the expected periodicity
is recovered in the calculations. Figure 2 below shows schemati-
cally the experimental ionization energies for the first 53 elements
in the periodic table, along with the values calculated using ab
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initio quantum mechanical methods. As can readily be seen, the
periodicity is captured remarkably well, even down to the details
of the sections of the graph occurring between elements in groups II
and III in each period of the table. Clearly the accurate calculation
of atomic properties can be achieved by the theory. The quantum
mechanical explanation of the periodic system within this approach
represents a far more impressive achievement than merely claiming
that elements fall into similar groups because they share the same
number of outer-electrons.

Figure 2. Comparison of computed and experimental first ionization energies for
Z = 1–53.

And yet in spite of these remarkable successes such an ab initio
approach may still be considered to be semi-empirical in a rather
specific sense. In order to obtain calculated points shown in Figure
2 the Schrödinger equation must be solved separately for each of the
53 atoms concerned in this study. The approach therefore represents
a form of ‘empirical mathematics’ where one calculates 53 indi-
vidual Schrödinger equations in order to reproduce the well-known
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pattern in the periodicities of ionization energies. It is as if one had
performed 53 individual experiments, although the ‘experiments’ in
this case are all iterative mathematical computations. This is still
therefore not a general solution to the problem of the electronic
structure of atoms.

13. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL APPROACH

In 1926 the physicist Llewellyn Thomas proposed treating the elec-
trons in an atom by analogy to a statistical gas of particles. No
electron-shells are envisaged in this model which was independently
rediscovered by Italian physicist Enrico Fermi two years later, and
is now called the Thomas–Fermi method.16 For many years it was
regarded as a mathematical curiosity without much hope of applic-
ation since the results it yielded were inferior to those obtained by
the method based on electron orbitals. The Thomas–Fermi method
treats the electrons around the nucleus as a perfectly homogen-
eous electron gas. The mathematical solution for the Thomas–Fermi
model is ‘universal’, which means that it can be solved once and
for all. This should represent an improvement over the method
that seeks to solve Schrödinger equation for every atom separ-
ately. Gradually the Thomas–Fermi method, or density functional
theories, as its modern descendants are known, have become as
powerful as methods based on orbitals and wavefunctions and in
many cases can outstrip the wavefunction approaches in terms of
computational accuracy.

There is another important conceptual, or even philosophical,
difference between the orbital/wavefunction methods and the den-
sity functional methods. In the former case the theoretical entities
are completely unobservable whereas electron density invoked by
density functional theories is a genuine observable. Experiments to
observe electron densities have been routinely conducted since the
development of X-ray and other diffraction techniques (Coppens,
2001).17 Orbitals cannot be observed either directly, indirectly or in
any other way since they have no physical reality, a state of affairs
that is dictated by quantum mechanics (Scerri, 2000). Orbitals as
used in ab initio calculations are mathematical figments that exist, if
anything, in a multi-dimensional Hilbert space.18 Electron density
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is altogether different, as I have indicated, since it is a well-defined
observable and exists in real three-dimensional space a feature that
some theorists point to as a virtue of density functional methods.19

14. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY IN PRACTICE

Most of what has been described so far concerning density theory
applies in theory rather than in practice. The fact that the Thomas–
Fermi method is capable of yielding a universal solution for all
atoms in the periodic table is a potentially attractive feature but
is generally not realized in practice. Because of various technical
difficulties, the attempts to implement the ideas originally due to
Thomas and Fermi have not quite materialized. This has meant a
return to the need to solve a number of equations separately for
each individual atom as one does in the Hartree–Fock method and
other ab initio methods using atomic orbitals. In addition most
of the more tractable approaches in density functional theory also
involve a return to the use of atomic orbitals in carrying out quantum
mechanical calculations since there is no known means of directly
obtaining the functional that captures electron density exactly.20

Researchers therefore fall back on using basis sets of atomic orbitals
which means that conceptually we are back to square one and that
the promise of density functional methods to work with observable
electron density has not materialized.

To make matters worse, the use of a uniform gas model for elec-
tron density does not enable one to carry out accurate calculations.
Instead, ‘ripples’ or a density gradient, to use the more technical
term, must be introduced into the uniform electron gas distribution.
The way in which this has been implemented has typically been in
a semi-empirical manner by working backwards from the known
results on a particular atom, usually the helium atom (Gill, 1998).
In this way it has been possible to obtain an approximate set of
functions which often give successful approximate calculations in
many other atoms and molecules. There is no known way of yet
calculating, in an ab initio manner, the required degree of density
gradient that must be introduced into the calculations.

By carrying out this combination of semi-empirical procedures
and retreating from the pure Thomas–Fermi notion of a uniform
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electron gas it has actually been possible to obtain computationally
better results in many cases of interest than with conventional ab
initio methods. True enough, calculations have become increasingly
accurate but if one examines them more closely one realizes that
they include considerable semi-empirical elements at various levels.
From the purist philosophical point of view this means that not
everything is being explained from first principles.

As time has progressed the best of both approaches (DFT and ab
initio orbital methods) have been blended together with the result
that many computations are now performed by a careful mixture of
wavefunction and density approaches within the same computations
(Hehre, 1986). This feature brings with it advantages as well as
disadvantages. The unfortunate fact is that, as yet, there is really
no such thing as a pure density functional method for performing
calculations and so the philosophical appeal of a universal solution
for all the atoms based on electron density rather than ficticious
orbitals has not yet borne fruit.21

15. CONCLUSION

My aim has not been one of trying to decide whether or not the
periodic system is explained tout court by quantum mechanics. Of
course broadly speaking quantum mechanics does provide an excel-
lent explanation and certainly one better than was available using
only classical mechanics. But the situation is more subtle.

Whereas most chemists and educators seem to believe that all
is well, I think that there is some benefit in pursuing the ques-
tion of how much is strictly explained from the theory. After all,
it is hardly surprising that quantum mechanics cannot yet fully
deduce the details of the periodic table that gathers together a host
of empirical data from a level far removed from the microscopic
world of quantum mechanics. As Roald Hoffmann’s title at this
memorial meeting stated, “Most of what’s interesting in chemistry
is not reducible to physics” It is indeed something of a miracle
that quantum mechanics explains the periodic table to the extent
that it does at present. But we should not let this fact seduce us
into believing that it is a complete explanation. One thing that is
clear is that the attempt to explain the details of the periodic table
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continues to challenge the ingenuity of quantum physicists and
quantum chemists. For example, a number of physicists are trying to
explain the periodic table by recourse to group theoretical symme-
tries in combination with quantum mechanics (Ostrovsky, 2000).
Meanwhile the theoretical chemist Herschbach and colleagues have
worked on a number of approaches which also aim at obtaining a
global solution to the energies of the atoms in the periodic table
(Kais et al., 1994)

Perhaps philosophers of chemistry have a role to play here.
Unconstrained by what can presently be achieved, or even what
might be achieved in the foreseeable future, one can point out the
limitations of the current state of the art and one can place the
research in the wider context of scientific reductionism in general
and what it might mean for a calculation to be really ab initio. This
is not a denial of the progress achieved in quantum chemistry or a
reproach of the current work. It is more of an unrestrained look at
what more could conceivably be done. Of course this might require
a deeper theory than quantum mechanics or maybe a cleverer use of
the existing theory. There is really no way of telling in advance.
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NOTES

1 Another way of regarding the same question is to consider typical ‘chem-
ical explanations’, full of visualizations and sometimes naïve realism, and
contrast them with the more abstract mathematical explanations favored by
the physicist.

2 In fact the fourth quantum number does not emerge from solving
Schrodinger’s equation. It was initially introduced for experimental resons by
Pauli, as a fourth degree of freedom possessed by each electron. In the later
treatment by Dirac the fourth quantum number emerges in a natural manner.
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3 The fourth quantum number does not emerge from solving the Schrödinger
equation.

4 It is gratifying to see that this article has now been cited by about twelve
chemistry textbooks including those by Atkins, Huheey, Levine etc.

5 It should be noted that the Hartree–Fock method uses four quantum numbers
which are given the same labels as those in the hydrogen atom. However
these are not identical but only analogous. This fact is often overlooked in
elementary presentations which imply that the two sets are identical.

In a recent paper Ostrovsky has criticized my claiming that electrons
cannot strictly have quantum numbers assigned to them in a many-electron
system (Ostrovsky, 2001). His point is that the Hartree–Fock procedure
assigns all the quantum numbers to all the electrons because of the permuta-
tion procedure. However this procedure still fails to overcome the basic fact
that quantum numbers for individual electrons such as l in a many-electron
system fail to commute with the Hamiltonian of the system. As a result the
assignment is approximate. In reality only the atom as a whole has quantum
numbers, not individual electrons.

6 Charlotte Froese Fischer was a PhD student of Hartree’s in Cambridge and
pioneered accurate calculations using the method initially devised by Hartree.

7 Admittedly Hartree–Fock calculations whether relativistic or not omit
correlation effects in atoms since they involve time averages of electron
repulsions.

8 Broadly speaking it is still an orbital based method of course but not one that
corresponds to the elementary concept of a particular number of electrons in
the shells of an atom.

9 In fact given that the C.I. approach involves a mixture of so many different
configurations it is capable of calculating the energy of the entire atom but
not specifically of the ground state configuration.

10 The CISD method produces typical errors of 0.4–0.7 eV for the ground states
of elements from manganese to copper even after the inclusion of relativistic
effects. The Coupled Cluster method called CPF produces an error of 0.4 eV
for the d8s2 to d9s1 splitting in nickel. The basis set cited in the main text
comes from a study in which an elaborate quadratic CI method was used
in which the already large basis set was augmented with numerous ‘diffuse’
orbitals (Raghavachari and Trucks, 1989). The use of M-P perturbation theory
produced what the authors of this article describe as “wild oscillations” for
the same excitation energy.

11 I am doing a certain amount of back-tracking given that this method was
mentioned above when some results were quoted for transition metals.

12 In fact there are some other good reasons to support the placement of helium
in the alkaline earths, contrary to popular opinion among chemists as I will
be exploring in a forthcoming article.

13 Although as noted the configuration of Ni is actually 4s13d9 contrary to what
is stated in most textbooks.
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14 The question for realism is altogether different if taken in the sense of the
belief in unobservable scientific entities. In fact many philosophers of science
currently favor some form of scientific realism in the context of quantum
mechanics (Cao, 2003).

15 So I advocate realism about chemical reactions that can be observed macro-
scopically without being a realist about electrons in shells.

16 But Teller showed that the Thomas–Fermi model cannot predict binding in
atoms.

17 This is why I and some others have been agitating about the recent reports,
starting in Nature magazine in September 1999, that atomic orbitals had been
directly observed. This is simply impossible (Scerri, 2000).

18 I have tried to stress the educational implications of the claims for the obser-
vation of orbitals in other articles and will not dwell on the issue here (Scerri,
2000, both articles cited for that year).

19 Of course it is a matter of taste whether one uses ficticious orbitals or real and
observable electron density.

20 Promise due to theorems proved by Hohenberg and Sham and Kohn.
21 Some preliminary work aimed at developing pure density methods has been

carried out (Wang and Carter, 2000).
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CORRIGENDUM

E.R. Scerri. Just How Ab Initio is Ab Initio Quantum Chem-
istry? Foundations of Chemistry 6: 93–116, 2004.

p. 99. The configurations for Cu and Zn shown in Table I are
incorrect. They should read:

Cu 4s13d10 Zn 4s23d10

p. 107. The configurations for Pd and Pt are incorrect and
should read:

Pd [Kr] 5s04d10

Pt [Xe] 6s15d9

Foundations of Chemistry 6: 251, 2004.
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Abstract 

 
Two articles on the reduction of chemistry are examined.  The first, by McLaughlin, 
claims that chemistry is reduced to physics and that there is no evidence for emergence or 
for downward causation between the chemical and the physical level.  In a more recent 
article Le Poidevin maintains that his combinatorial approach provides grounding for the 
ontological reduction of chemistry, which also circumvents some limitations in the 
physicalist program.  
 
1.   Introduction. 
In recent years there the reduction of chemistry has been discussed in a variety of ways.  
Many studies have concentrated on inter-theoretical reduction between theories of 
chemistry and theories of physics (Bunge 1982).   Others have discussed the reduction of 
chemistry in a naturalistic manner, by examining the question of how some typically 
molecular properties can be deduced from quantum mechanics in an ab initio fashion or 
whether the periodic system can be deduced from quantum mechanics (Scerri 1994, 
2004).  More recently a number of authors have turned to discussing the ontological 
reduction of chemistry (McLaughlin 1992; Le Poidevin 2005).  The present article 
examines the claims regarding emergence and the ontological reduction of chemistry in 
the last two cited articles. 
 
2.  McLaughlin on British Emergentism and the relationship of chemistry to 
physics. 
Brian McLaughlin has written a frequently cited paper in which he seeks to give an 
overview of the philosophical school that he dubs ‘British Emergentism’ which includes 
the work of  J.S. Mill, Bain, Morgan and most recently C.D. Broad.  I begin with a brief 
summary of McLaughlin’s characterization of these philosophers, especially of C.D. 
Broad.   
 Emergentists held, rather uncontroversially, that the natural kinds at each 
scientific level are wholly composed of kinds of lower levels, and ultimately of kinds of 
elementary particles.  However, they also maintained that, 
 

Some special science kinds from each special science can be wholly composed of 
the types of structures of material particles that endow the kinds in question with 
fundamental causal powers (McLaughlin 1992, 50-51).   
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 These powers were said to ‘emerge’ from the types of structures in question.  One 
example given repeatedly by the British emergentists was that of chemical elements 
which have the power to bond to other elements by virtue of their internal microscopic 
structures.  According to the emergentists, when these causal powers operate they bring 
about the movement of particles.  The striking part, as McLaughlin calls it, about the 
emergentist claim, is that the kinds pertaining to a special science, such as chemistry, are 
said to have the power to influence microscopic motions of particles in ways that are not 
anticipated by the laws governing the microscopic particles.  Emergentism is thus 
committed to the possibility of ‘downward causation’.   
 For example, emergentists such as Broad believed that chemical bonding 
represents an example of emergence and the operation of downward causation.  Indeed he 
went as far as to declare, 
 

The situation with which we are faced in chemistry…seems to offer the most 
plausible example of emergent behaviour (Broad 1925,  65). 

 
Broad believed that emergent and mechanistic chemistry (non-emergent chemistry) agree 
in the following respect, 
 

That all the different chemical elements are composed of positive and negative 
electrified particles in different numbers and arrangements; and that these 
differences of number and arrangement are the only ultimate difference between 
them (Broad 1925, 69). 
 

 However, he also stressed that if mechanistic chemistry were true it should be 
possible to deduce the chemical behavior of any element from the number and 
arrangement of such particles, without needing to observe a sample of the element in 
question, which is something that is clearly not the case.   
 Against this position McLaughlin maintains that the coming of quantum 
mechanics and the quantum mechanical theory of bonding has rendered these emergentist 
claims untenable.  In fact he is very categorical about the prospects for modern day 
emergentism. 
 

It is, I contend, no coincidence that the last major work in the British Emergentist 
tradition coincided with the advent of quantum mechanics.  Quantum mechanics 
and the various scientific advances made possible are arguably what led to British 
Emergentism’s downfall…quantum mechanical explanations of chemical bonding 
in terms of electromagneticism [sic], and various advances this made possible in 
molecular biology and genetics – for example the discovery of the structure of 
DNA – make the main doctrines of British emergentism, so far as the chemical 
and the biological are concerned at least, seem enormously implausible.  Given 
the advent of quantum mechanics and these other scientific theories, there seems 
not a scintilla of evidence that there are emergent causal powers or laws in the 
sense in question… and there seems not a scintilla of evidence that there is 
downward causation from the psychological, biological and chemical levels 
(McLaughlin 1992, 54-55).    
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 These anti-emergentist claims can be criticized on several different fronts.  
Granted that the quantum mechanical theory of bonding that McLaughlin appeals to does, 
provide a more fundamental account of chemical bonding than the classical, or Lewis 
theory.  Nevertheless, it does not permit one to predict in advance the behavior of 
elements or the properties that a compound might have once any two or more elements 
have combined together.  Moreover, it is not as though there was a complete absence of 
any theoretical understanding of chemical bonding before the quantum theory was 
introduced.  Lewis’s theory, whereby covalent bonds occur when elements share pairs of 
electrons, gave a good account of the bonding in most compounds.  Lewis arrived at his 
theory through the crucial realization that most stable molecules have an even number of 
electrons, while unstable ones such as nitrogen monoxide (NO) possess an odd number of 
electrons.  Lewis thus naturally assumed that bonding to form stable molecules involved 
the pairing of electrons in bonds or as lone pairs.   
 Admittedly the quantum mechanical theory, devised by Heitler, London, Pauling, 
Millikan and others goes beyond this ‘homely picture’ of pairs of electrons, mysteriously 
holding atoms together.  However, Lewis’ concept of bonds as pairs of electrons is not 
thereby refuted but rather given a deeper physical mechanism.  According to the quantum 
mechanical account electrons are regarded as occupying bonding and anti-bonding 
orbitals.  To a first approximation, if the number of bonding electrons exceeds the 
number of anti-bonding electrons the molecule is predicted to be a stable one.1  
Moreover, the electrons occupy these orbitals, two by two, in pairs.  The deeper 
understanding lies in the fact that the electrons are regarded as spinning in opposite 
directions within all such pairs.  Indeed it is the exchange energy associated with electron 
spin which accounts quantitatively for the bonding in any compound and it is in this last 
respect that the quantum mechanical theory goes beyond Lewis’s theory.  
 Linus Pauling, one of the chief architects of the quantum mechanical account of 
chemical bonding was quick to point out the continuity with Lewis’ concept when he 
wrote,2 
 

It may be pointed out that this theory is in simple cases entirely equivalent to G.N. 
Lewis’s successful theory of the shared electron pair, advanced in 1916 on the 
basis of purely chemical evidence.  Lewis’s electron pair consists now of two 
electrons which are in identical states except that their spins are opposed (Pauling 
1928, 359).   
 

 There is another aspect of McLaughlin’s above cited passage that is entirely 
incorrect, namely his claim that the discovery of the structure of DNA owes something to 
the quantum mechanical theory of bonding.  As a matter of fact there is no connection 
whatsoever between these two developments.  All I can think of to explain McLaughlin’s 
statement is that Pauling was involved in both developments.3  But of course Pauling 
rather famously failed to find the structure of DNA and was beaten to it by Crick and 
Watson.   
 The discovery of the structure of DNA was driven almost entirely by the X-ray 
diffraction evidence that became available to Crick and Watson, courtesy of Wilkins and 
Franklin.  It did not rest on any quantum mechanical calculations or indeed any insights 
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provided by the theory.  It involved model building and cardboard-cut outs of bases.  
 McLaughlin does not say anything whatsoever about pre-quantum mechanical 
theories of bonding, except to imply that they were completely inadequate.  At the same 
time he suggests that the quantum mechanical theory has provided a complete answer to 
the question of bonding.  Neither of these extreme positions are correct.   
 It is not clear whether it is the superior quantitative nature of the quantum 
mechanical theory that McLaughlin is so impressed by, since he does not say.  The only 
argument offered is that the quantum mechanical theory led directly to the elucidation of 
the structure of DNA and so on.  If one puts aside these false arguments as I am urging, it 
raises the question of why McLaughlin believes that quantum mechanics was so 
overwhelmingly successful in chemistry, to the extent of rendering emergentism about 
bonding completely untenable.  McLaughlin offers us no such argument for the 
superiority of the quantum mechanical account of bonding over the earlier classical 
theory of Lewis.  McLaughlin implies that the quantum mechanical theory provides what 
the classical theory could not, namely the power to predict how two elements might react 
together.  Or is McLaughlin suggesting that using quantum mechanics we can predict the 
properties of an element from a knowledge of the number of fundamental particles that its 
atoms possess?    
 Unfortunately, as anyone who is aware of the current state of quantum chemistry 
knows well, neither of these feats are possible.  In the case of elements we can predict 
particular properties perhaps such as ionization energies but not chemical behavior.  In 
the case of compounds what can be achieved is an accurate estimate, and in many cases 
even predictions, regarding specific properties in compounds that are known to have 
formed between the elements in question.  Quantum mechanics cannot yet predict what 
compounds will actually form.  Broad’s complaint about the inability of mechanistic or 
classical chemistry to predict the properties of elements, or the outcome of chemical 
reactions between any two given elements, remains unanswered to this day.  Why then 
should we accept McLaughlin’s claim that pioneer quantum chemistry, or even today’s 
version of the theory of bonding, can so decisively deal a death-blow to any notions of 
emergence and downward causation?  
 In any case, as McLaughlin himself seems to concede, the advent of a quantum 
mechanical theory of bonding did not in fact kill off emergentism completely since some 
prominent biologists and neurophysiologists such as Roger Sperry, whom he cites, 
continued to work in this tradition.  Moreover, if one surveys the literature one cannot fail 
to be struck by the ‘re-emergence of emergence’, as it has aptly been termed 
(Cunningham 2001). This is equally true of the humanities as it is of the physical 
sciences.  For example, the prominent Harvard chemist George Whitesides has been 
showing increasing support for claims for the emergence of chemical phenomena from 
physical ones, precisely the example of emergence which McLaughlin wishes to deny so 
strenuously (Whitesides, Ismagilov 1999). Rather than being ‘killed off’ by the quantum 
mechanical account of chemical bonding, emergence is alive and well.  McLaughlin’s 
attempt to assert the reduction of chemistry by appealing to the non-existence of 
emergence of the chemical from the physical, and his associated denial of downward 
causation are thus entirely unconvincing at least to the present author.   
 Finally, as Kim has pointed out in another context, the notion of emergence is a 
perfectly respectable one that bears some striking similarities to the currently popular 
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notion of non-reductive physicalism that prevails in the philosophy of mind.4  I do not 
believe that a straightforward appeal to the quantum mechanical account of chemical 
bonding can be taken as signaling the demise of emergence of chemistry from physics.  
 
 
3. Another approach to the Reduction of Chemistry - Le Poidevin. 
The second article under consideration also raises the question of the ontology of 
chemistry.  To what extent can we avail ourselves of knowledge obtained through 
theories such as quantum mechanics?  Robin Le Poidevin, contrary to McLaughlin’s 
approach, believes that we need to separate ontology from epistemology rather sharply. 
He claims to have given an argument in favor of the ontological reduction of chemistry, 
which does not appeal to the fortunes of any particular physical or chemical theory.  He 
also hopes to bypass the kinds of problems that beset a physicalist approach to 
ontological reduction.  As he explains, these problems apply to the reduction of the 
mental, as much as they do to the reduction of the biological or chemical levels to 
fundamental physics.   
 Le Poidevin makes special mention of the periodic system and of Mendeleev's 
prediction of new elements.  He sets out to discover why Mendeleev was so confident 
that the elements he predicted actually existed.  Le Poidevin claims that this is not a 
question about Mendeleev’s confidence in the periodic law but rather about an implicit 
conceptual move.  If one grants that the gaps in the periodic table represented genuine 
possibilities, elements that could exist, why did Mendeleev assume that the possibilities 
would actually be realized? 
 Le Poidevin then draws the following distinction.   
 

Even if some elements in the table are merely possible, there is a genuine 
difference between the physical possibility of an element between, say, zinc and 
arsenic (atomic numbers 30 and 33), and the mere logical possibility of an 
element between potassium and calcium (19 and 20)  (Le Poidevin 2005, 119). 

 
I refer to this passage because the discreteness in the existence of elements goes 

on to play a pivotal role in Le Poidevin's eventual argument in favor of the ontological 
reduction of chemistry.  Le Poidevin agrees with those who in recent years have claimed 
that chemistry is not reduced to physics in an epistemological sense but, to repeat, his real 
goal is to examine the ontological question without appeal to theories. 

 
There is, I think, a strong intuition that ontological reduction is true, whatever the 
fortunes of epistemological reduction.  But what is the source of this intuition?  
Can ontological reduction be defended independently of epistemological 
reduction?  (Le Poidevin 2005, 120-121). 
 

 Le Poidevin's answer to the last question is that it can.  In addition he is well 
aware that the frequent appeal to physicalism that is made, especially in the philosophy of 
mind, is plagued by some rather serious problems.  The author reminds us that the claim 
that chemical properties supervene on those properties described by the complete science 
is just as trivial as the thesis that mental properties do.  Secondly he brings up the so-
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called ‘symmetry problem’.  Even if we suppose a one-to-one correspondence between a 
given chemical property and one described by physics, that correspondence would not by 
itself suggest that one is more fundamental than the other.  
 Le Poidevin considers the relationship between valence and electronic 
configuration in an effort to cast further light on these issues,  
 

Suppose, for example, valency to supervene on electronic configuration.  At first 
sight, the relation appears to be asymmetric because of a valency of 1, for 
example, can be realized by a number of distinct configurations, but nothing can 
differ in terms of valency without also differing in terms of electronic 
configuration.  However, the relevant part of the configuration--the part that 
determines valency--will not vary among elements of the same valency.  The 
determination therefore goes both ways (Le Poidevin 2005, 123-124). 

 
 Is Le Poidevin correct in his assertion that " nothing can differ in terms of valency 
without also differing in terms of electronic configuration"?  In fact this is not the case 
since, as is well known, most non-metal elements can show variable valences in spite of 
possessing a single electronic configuration.  Sulfur, to take just one example, has the 
electronic configuration of 1s2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p4.  Nevertheless, it commonly shows 
valences of +2, +4 or +6 such as in the compounds SCl2, SO2 and SO3 respectively. 
 But Le Poidevin is nevertheless still correct in pointing out that in general the 
symmetry problem is a pressing one.  The grounding of reduction requires something 
more than the physicalist prejudice, or the hope, that physical levels determine chemical 
levels and not vice versa.   
 Le Poidevin proposes to circumvent both this problem and the problem of 
vacuity, mentioned above, by an approach that he terms combinatorialism.   
 

The central contention of combinatorialism is this: possibilities are just 
combinations of actually existing simple items (individuals, properties, relations).  
Let us call this the principle of recombination.  To illustrate it, suppose the actual 
world to contain just two individuals, a and b, and two monadic properties, F and 
G, such that (Fa & Gb).  Assuming F and G to be incompatible properties, and 
ignoring the possibility of there being nothing at all, then the following is an 
exhaustive list of the other possibilities:    
 
1. Fa 
2. Fb 
3. Ga 
4. Gb 
5. Fa & Fb 
6. Ga & Gb 
7. Ga & Fb 
(Le Poidevin 2005, 124).  
 
Le Poidevin explains that combinatorialism is a form of reductionism about 

possibilia.  He claims that the talk of non-existent possibilia is made true by virtue of 
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actual objects and their properties, just as the inhabitants of his model world is made 
possible by virtue of a and b and the properties F and G.  The idea is that we should 
consider Mendeleev's predicted elements in this way.  According to Le Poidevin’s 
approach, the elements that are as yet non-existent but physically possible are those that 
can be regarded as combinations of some undefined basic objects and/or basic properties.   
 Le Poidevin suggests that this approach provides a means of establishing the 
required asymmetry in order to ground the reduction of the chemical to the physical or 
the mental to the physical, and a means of countering the symmetry problem alluded to 
earlier.   
 

A property-type F is ontologically reducible to a more fundamental property-type 
G is the possibility of something's being F is constituted by a recombination of 
actual instances of G, but the possibility of something's being G is not constituted 
by a recombination of actual instances of F  (Le Poidevin 2005, 129). 

 
I come now to the crucial argument in Le Poidevin's paper, 

  
But since the thesis of ontological reduction is about properties, we do have to 
have a clear conception of what is to count as a chemical property.  I shall take the 
identity of an element, as defined by its position in a periodic ordering, and its 
associated macroscopic properties (capacity to form compounds of a given 
composition with other elements, solubility etc.) to be paradigmatically chemical 
properties…The question of the ontological reduction of chemistry (or at least the 
question I am interested in) is the question of whether these paradigmatically 
chemical properties reduce to more fundamental properties  (Le Poidevin 2005, 
131). 

 
Let me say something about the second sentence since I think this will turn out to 

be Le Poidevin's undoing.  In his brief list of what he terms paradigmatically chemical 
properties the author has lumped together (a) the identity of elements, (b) their capacity 
to form compounds of a certain composition and (c) their solubilities.  But there is a long-
standing philosophical view whereby elements should be regarded as having a dual 
nature consisting of basic substances and of simple substances (Paneth 1962).  If one 
takes this dual view seriously it casts doubt on Le Poidevin's lumping together of the 
existence of elements and their properties such as solubilities.   

As Mendeleev, and more recently Paneth among others have stressed, the notion 
of an element as a basic substance concerns just its identity and its ability to act as the 
bearer of properties.  A basic substance does not however possess any properties.5  The 
‘properties’ of an element however reside in the simple substance and not in the element 
as a basic substance.  According to this view, the identity of an element and its properties 
are regarded as being quite separate.  If we consider le Poidevin’s three examples, namely 
identity, capacity to form compounds and solubility we see a conflation of basic 
substance aspects (identity) with simple substance aspects (solubility).  It is only by 
failing to distinguish between the identity of elements and their possessing properties, 
such as solubility, that Le Poidevin is able to give the impression that he has provided an 
argument for the ontological reduction of chemistry as a whole.        
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He then adds, 
 
We might, just accept it as a brute fact about the world that the series of elements 
was discrete.  But if there were a finite number of properties, combinations of 
which generate the physical possibilities represented by the periodic table, then 
variation would necessarily be discrete rather than continuous…The point is that, 
given the principle of recombination, unless those more fundamental properties 
exist, unactualized elements would not be physical possibilities (Le Poidevin 
2005, 131-132). 

 
Let me try to rephrase the argument.  We assume that the combination of a finite 

number of fundamental properties, via a combinatorial approach, leads to a discrete set of 
macroscopic physical possibilities.  We also know empirically that the chemical elements 
occur in a discrete manner since there are no intermediate elements between, say, 
hydrogen and helium.  Le Poidevin is thus claiming that his combinatorial approach can 
be taken as an explanation for the discreteness in the occurrence of elements and 
furthermore that it justifies the fact that Mendeleev regarded the yet undiscovered 
elements like gallium as being physical possibilities rather than merely logical ones.   

 
4. Further comments on Le Poidevin 
One might even grant that Le Poidevin's argument provide the sought after justification 
for the ontological reduction of the chemical elements to fundamental physical properties.  
But has Le Poidevin provided any grounding for the ontological reduction of chemistry 
tout court?  I think not.  For example, the solubilities of elements which the author 
included in his list of paradigmatically chemical properties does not occur in a discrete 
manner.  A particular ionic compound can have a solubility of 5 grams per liter.  Another 
one might have a solubility of 6 grams per liter of water.  But there is nothing discrete 
about solubility.  It is quite possible that other salts will display solubilities falling 
anywhere between these two values.   

Unlike the existence of chemical elements, which does appear to be a discrete 
phenomenon, solubility or acidity or indeed almost every "paradigmatically chemical 
property" does not form a discrete set.  As a result one cannot invoke a combinatorial 
argument of the type suggested by le Poidevin in order to provide an ontological 
grounding for these properties.  
 As to whether Le Poidevin has separated the question of ontological reduction as 
fully from that of epistemological reduction as he seemed to promise in his article, I have 
some doubts.  Admittedly, the ordering of the chemical elements may not be in any sense 
theoretical, as he states, but there is no denying that ordering the elements by way of 
atomic number, or by whatever other means, is dependent on our knowledge of the 
elements.  It is just that this knowledge takes the form of a classification or ordering 
rather than a theory as Le Poidevin correctly points out.  But surely this does not render 
the act of classification any less epistemological.    

Finally, I would like to point out some specific points concerning Le Poidevin's 
analysis.  Let me return to the question of the discrete manner in which the elements 
occur.  Le Poidevin takes this fact to support a combinatorial argument whereby a finite 
number of fundamental entities combine together to give a discrete set of composite 
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elements.  But what if we consider the combination of quarks (charge = 1/3), instead of 
protons (charge = 1)?  In the former case a finite number of quarks would also produce a 
discrete set of atoms of the elements only the discreteness would involve increments of 
one-third instead of integral units.  In fact chemists and physicists have been actively 
searching for such ‘quark matter’ (JØrgensen 1978).  

And if this matter were found, then it would be physically possible for there to be 
two elements between say Z = 19 and Z = 20 to use Le Poidevin's example.  Let us 
further suppose that a future theory might hold that the fundamental particles are some 
form of sub-quarks with a charge of 0.1 units.  Under these conditions combinatorialism 
would lead to the existence of nine physical possibilities between elements 19 and 20, 
and so on.  It would appear that Le Poidevin's distinction between a physical possibility, 
as opposed to a merely logical one, is dependent on the state of knowledge of 
fundamental particles at any particular epoch in the history of science which is surely not 
what he intends.  Indeed the distinction proposed by Le Poidevin would appear to be 
susceptible to a form of vacuity, not altogether unlike that faced by physicalism, and 
which was supposed to be circumvented by appeal to combinatorialism.   

Finally there is a somewhat general objection to the use of combinatorialism in 
order to ground the ontological reduction of chemistry.  It would seem that the 
assumption that fundamental entities combine together to form macroscopic chemical 
entities ensures from the start that the hoped for asymmetry is present.  If one assumes 
that macroscopic chemical entities like elements are comprised of sub-atomic particles 
then of course it follows that the reverse is not true.  The hoped for asymmetry appears to 
have been written directly into the account, I claim, rather than deduced.  

 
    

5.   Conclusion 
After many years during which philosophers of chemistry concentrated on the question of 
the epistemological reduction of chemistry, and had perhaps dismissed the question of 
ontological reduction as a foregone conclusion, there has been a recent resurgence of 
interest in the ontological question.  McLaughlin has used the success of the quantum 
theory of chemical bonding to conclude incorrectly that the emergence of chemistry from 
physics is entirely ruled out. Le Poidevin claims to have given an ontological argument in 
favor of the reduction of chemistry which does not appeal to any physical theories and 
yet it appears to do just that.  

My own conclusion is that one should exercise moderation between an extreme 
Quinean approach of attending mainly to scientific theories and Le Poidevin’s approach 
of dispensing altogether with the findings of scientific theories.  Surely a more subtle 
approach is required in trying to uncover the ontology of chemistry or any other special 
science.  Of course one needs to consult the findings of the empirical sciences in 
question, but there is still scope for philosophical consideration, perhaps along the 
general lines offered by Le Poidevin.  Philosophical positions such as reductionism, 
atomism and emergence cannot be judged only on the basis of some contemporary theory 
or other.  In addition if one does consult the findings of scientific theories to draw 
ontological lessons it is essential for one to do so in an accurate manner and not in the 
way that these two authors appear to have done.  Nevertheless, it is encouraging to now 
see mainstream philosophers now taking an interest in chemistry.   
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Notes 
 
1.  I am referring here to molecular orbital theory as developed by Mulliuken, Hund and 
others which is mathematically equivalent to the valence bond method to which Pauling 
made seminal contributions.  The notion of bonds as pairs of electrons is also retained in 
the valence bond method that in many senses is closer to Lewis’ classical theory. 
2. This article is singled out, and reproduced, in a recent book by Alan Lightman as one 
of the 22 most influential scientific articles of the twentieth century.  (Lightman, 2005). 
3.  Admittedly Pauling discovered that protein molecules have the structure of an α helix 
and this was a step towards the realization by Crick and Watson that DNA has a double 
helical structure.  But no quantum mechanics went into Pauling’s discovery.  
Furthermore, Pauling was involved in the race to find the structure of DNA but by his 
own admission was working on altogether the wrong track.  Neither he nor Crick and 
Watson employed any quantum mechanics in their search for the structure of DNA.  
4.  This is not to say that Kim supports either emergence or non-reductive physicalism.  
In fact he argues that non-reductive physicalism in particular represents an unstable 
position (Kim, 1999).  
5.  Except for possessing an atomic weight which is the characteristic property of an 
element as a basic substance for Mendeleev.  In modern terms, the characteristic property 
becomes atomic number.   
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How to organize inanimate processes into living systems? 
 

Eörs Szathmáry 

 

Although definitions, unlike theories, cannot be falsified, they can be more useful or less 

so. Useful definitions aid conceptualization and foster good research. Most important for 

the topic of emergence is the concept of minimal life. According to Ganti’s theory, 

minimal living systems consist of three coupled autocatalytic subsystems: (1) a metabolic 

cycle (energy and material supply), (2) template replication (informational processes), 

and (3) a fluid membrane (container). The theory, first conceived in 1971, is more timely 

than ever. Any two of the above three autocatalytic systems can form a so-called 

infrabiological system, with interesting properties but no full-fledged capacity for life. 

Theoretical results, showing the emergence of qualitatively new properties, and attempts 

at experimental realization, will be discussed. 
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100 YEARS AGO
The Preparation of the Child for Science. A
great change in the character of the books
concerned with the teaching of science has
taken place during the last twenty years or
so. A quarter of a century ago the claims of
science to a place in the school curriculum
were being advocated vigorously, and men of
science had still to convince reigning school-
masters that no education was complete
which ignored the growth of natural
knowledge and failed to recognise that an
acquaintance with the phenomena of nature
is necessary to intelligent living. Speaking
broadly, it may be said that most classicists
even admit now that there are faculties of
the human mind which are best developed
by practice in observation and experiment.
One consequence of the success which has
followed the persistent efforts of Huxley and
his followers – to secure in the school an
adequate recognition of the educative power
of science – has been that modern books 
on science teaching are concerned almost
entirely with inquiries into the best methods
of instructing young people, by means 
of practical exercises, how to observe
accurately and to reason intelligently.
From Nature 2 February 1905.

50 YEARS AGO
Principles of Geomorphology. Geomorphology
as a science has grown up in the railway age.
A hint of what was coming might be espied
in those eighteenth-century travellers who,
like Gilpin, began very haltingly to display an
interest in the form of landscape rather than
its formalized versions. A hundred years later
and the trains have reached Lucerne; soon
we are well into the age of physiography,
that pleasant ill-defined compost which
made an agreeable part of the later Victorian
education. A further hundred years, and 
this lively branch of science has given birth
to a remarkable variety of new and odd
words such as pediplains, steptoes and
fluviraption… Progress has been rapid; 
yet the discussion of the characteristics,
origin and development of land-forms will
long continue to provide an attractive and
challenging mental discipline and a valuable
education. Geomorphology not only gives
scope for the exploratory and cartographical
type of mind but also allows abundant
opportunity to increase with time the
precision of measurement, examination 
and analysis. Probing, indeed, may gradually
replace mapping in this as in other fields.
From Nature 5 February 1955.

Life

In search of the simplest cell
Eörs Szathmáry

Top-down, bottom-up; RNA-based, lipid-based; theory, experiment —
there are many different ways of investigating what constitutes a
‘minimal cell’. Progress requires finding common themes between them. 

In investigating the origin of life and the
simplest possible life forms, one needs 
to enquire about the composition and

working of a minimal cell that has some 
form of metabolism, genetic replication
from a template,and boundary (membrane)
production. Approaches to this intriguing 
problem are discussed in Tibor Gánti’s 
The Principles of Life (Oxford Univ. Press,
2003), and were also debated at a meeting 
last December*.

Identifying the necessary and sufficient
features of life has a long tradition in theoret-
ical biology. But living systems are products
of evolution, and an answer in very general
terms, even if possible, is likely to remain
purely phenomenological: going deeper into
mechanisms means having to account for
the organization of various processes, and
such organization has been realized in sev-
eral different ways by evolution. Eukaryotic
cells (such as those from which we are made)
are much more complicated than prokary-
otes (such as bacteria), and eukaryotes 
harbour organelles that were once free-
living bacteria.A further complication is that
multicellular organisms consist of building
blocks — cells — that are also alive. So 
aiming for a general model of all kinds of
living beings would be fruitless; instead,such 
models have to be tied to particular levels of
biological organization.

Basically, there are two approaches to 
the ‘minimal cell’: the top-down and the 
bottom-up. The top-down approach aims 
at simplifying existing small organisms, pos-
sibly arriving at a minimal genome. Some
research to this end takes Buchnera, a sym-
biotic bacterium that lives inside aphids, as a
rewarding example (A. Moya, Univ. Valen-
cia). This analysis is complemented by an
investigation of the duplication and diver-
gence of genes (A. Lazcano, Univ. Mexico).
Remarkably, these approaches converged on
the conclusion that genes dealing with RNA
biosynthesis are absolutely indispensable 
in this framework. This may be linked to 
the idea of life’s origins in an ‘RNA world’,
although such an inference is far from 
immediate.

Top-down approaches seem to point to a
minimum genome size of slightly more than
200 genes. Care should be taken, however, in
blindly accepting such a figure. For example,
although some gene set A and gene set B may

not be common to all bacteria, that does not
mean that (A and B) are dispensable. It may
well mean that (A or B) is essential, because
the cell has to solve a problem by using either
A or B. Only experiments can have the final
word on these issues.

There was general agreement that a top-
down approach will not take us quite to the
bottom, to the minimal possible cells in
chemical terms. All putative cells, however
small,will have a genetic code and a means of
transcribing and translating that code.Given
the complexity of this system, it is difficult to
believe, either logically or historically, that
the simplest living chemical system could
have had these components.

The bottom-up approach aims at con-
structing artificial chemical supersystems
that could be considered alive. No such
experimental system exists yet; at least one
component is always missing. Metabolism
seems to be the stepchild in the family: what
most researchers in the field used to call
metabolism is usually a trivial outcome of
the fact that both template replication and
membrane growth need some material
input. This input is usually simplified to a
conversion reaction from precursors to
products.

Even systems missing one or the other
component can, of course, advance our
understanding. Such systems could be called
‘infrabiological’, because they are not quite
biological but are similar to living systems 
in some crucial respects: elementary combi-
natorics suggests that out of metabolism
(M), boundary (B) and template (T) three 
dual systems can be built — MT, MB, TB.
In particular, coupling of compartment 
formation with some form of template 
replication (TB) is the subject of many
experiments.

Following earlier work on liposomes 
(P. Walde, Univ. Zurich), protein expression
in these entities has become a viable
prospect: liposomes are tiny bags with walls
made of layers of phospholipids, like the
phospholipids that make up cell mem-
branes. Even composite systems incorpora-
ting gene transcription and translation are
now possible in liposomes. For example,
an artificial stretch of DNA can harbour 
the gene for T7 RNA polymerase, an enzyme
that catalyses the production of RNA from
DNA, which in turn induces the expression
of green fluorescent protein as an indica-
tor of translation (T. Yomo, Univ. Osaka;

*Towards the Minimal Cell. Erice International School on

Complexity, Erice, Sicily, 7–10 December 2004.
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K. Tsumoto, Mie Univ., Tsu). The snag is, of
course, that these systems contain compo-
nents taken from contemporary cells, and
are far from being self-sufficient.

Replication can also happen in liposomes.
RNA from the phage Q� (a virus infecting
bacteria) can be incorporated in liposomes
(T. Yomo) and be replicated by a replicase
enzyme provided by the experimenter. A
common by-product of RNA replication is
the advent of smaller, faster-replicating
mutant RNA molecules, which take over the
population. This apparently failed to happen
in these experiments, but the reason is debat-
able. Maybe self-association of template 
and copy strands reduced competition to
such an extent that coexistence is guaranteed 
(G. von Kiedrowksi, Univ. Bochum). Or per-
haps the efficient mutants simply failed to
arise owing to the small number of replica-
tion cycles (E.Szathmáry).

Experimental work is increasingly being
complemented by computational investiga-
tions. For example, it is possible to account
for the growth and fission of compart-
ments in simulations of molecular-assembly
dynamics (T. Igekami, Univ. Tokyo). On 
the genetic side, the origin of heredity was
demonstrated in a simulated system of cross-
catalytic autocatalytic networks (K. Kaneko,
Univ. Tokyo). Kaneko argued that ‘minority
control’ is a possible origin of heredity in a

bag of genes that constitutes a primordial
genome, in that genes with a lower copy
number have a more decisive influence on
the protocell’s simulated behaviour. It is 
difficult to assess the importance of this 
finding,as there is no example of the particu-
lar network modelled. But the idea may
prove helpful in attempts to produce more
realistic constructions.

According to the ‘composome’ model, in
which micelles or vesicles are formed from
amphiphilic compounds — those having
one end that is hydrophilic and the other
hydrophobic — there is the prospect of con-
structing a ‘lipid world’. Here, a hereditary
component arises from alternative auto-
catalytic sets of lipids (D. Segré, Harvard
Med.School).

Clearly, there is a divide between the top-
down and bottom-up approaches, and
between theoretical and experimental inves-
tigations. In the future, for example, one
would like to see more realistic models of
the primordial genome and, conversely, an
experimental approach to the lipid world.
An aim in the coming years will be to bridge
those gaps — hence the great value of meet-
ings such as this. ■

Eörs Szathmáry is at the Collegium Budapest
(Institute for Advanced Study), 2 Szentháromság
utca, H-1014 Budapest, Hungary.
e-mail: szathmary@colbud.hu

reactions and its limitations are known, the
situation for reactions at surfaces is much
less clear.

In their experiments, White and col-
leagues1 prepared nitric oxide molecules in
highly excited vibrational states, so that the
atoms were subjected to large motion, close
to the limit at which the molecules will break
up. The excited molecules were scattered
from a specially prepared metal surface from
which electrons could escape easily. A detec-
tor above the surface picked up any electron
emission. The experiment’s main observa-
tion was that when the vibrational energy of
the incident nitric oxide molecule exceeded
the binding energy of electrons in the sur-
face,electrons were directly emitted from the
surface. This finding points to a coupling
between nuclear motion and electronic 
excitation, and therefore indicates that 
the Born–Oppenheimer approximation is
invalid in this case.

The research by White et al. extends
work in which electronic excitation was
produced at metal surfaces by bombard-
ment with various gas-phase species
(mostly atoms such as oxygen, hydrogen
and nitrogen, high-kinetic-energy rare gases
and some molecules)2,3. In one of these
experiments3,electrons in the metal tunnelled
through a potential-energy barrier to a 
semiconductor substrate as a result of the
bombardment. The charge flow induced in
the semiconductor as a result of the tunnel-
ling electrons was termed a ‘chemicurrent’,
to reflect the chemical cause of the elec-
tronic excitation.

Although these previous results also
point to a breakdown of the Born–Oppen-
heimer approximation, the situation is
somewhat harder to interpret because the
electronic excitation is most probably medi-
ated by ‘phonons’ — vibrational excitations
in the substrate itself. White and colleagues’
experiment bypasses this poorly defined
intermediate step.

Experiments of the type presented by
White et al. (and the closely related chemi-
current work3) serve as a warning over the
widespread use of potential-energy surface
models, and should act as an impetus for
modifying the conceptual framework used
in surface chemistry. There have been
attempts to include electronic excitation in
theoretical models, but the task is a daunting
one and has been limited by a lack of clear
experimental findings.The new experiments
provide well-characterized results to guide
further theoretical development. ■

Greg Sitz is in the Department of Physics,
University of Texas, 1 University Station C1600,
Austin, Texas 78712, USA.
e-mail: gositz@physics.utexas.edu
1. White, J. D., Chen, J., Matsiev, D., Auerbach, D. J. & Wodtke, M.

Nature 433, 503–505 (2005).

2. Amirav, A. & Cardillo, M. J. Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 2299–2302

(1986).

3. Nienhaus, H. Surf. Sci. Rep. 45, 3–78 (2002).
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Surface chemistry

Approximate challenges
Greg Sitz

There is growing evidence that the usual approach to modelling
chemical events at surfaces is incomplete — an important concern in
studies of the many catalytic processes that involve surface reactions.

To describe all the transformations
through which a molecule must go
during a chemical reaction is a daunt-

ing task. The intermediate transition states
of a reaction are hard to examine directly,
and theory is needed to obtain a full under-
standing of all the relevant interactions. In
1927, Born and Oppenheimer formulated 
an ‘approximation’, which greatly simplified
such calculations. Their theory has been 
crucial to advances in theoretical and chemi-
cal physics. It is therefore of great interest
when the Born–Oppenheimer approxima-
tion breaks down, which may be the case 
particularly for reactions that take place at
surfaces. On page 503 of this issue1, Jason
White and colleagues provide the clearest
example to date of such a case.

The break-up of a chemical bond
involves a large bond vibration — in other
words, a large relative motion of the two
atoms that make up the bond. Rather than
taking into account all the interactions

involved, the Born–Oppenheimer approxi-
mation treats the motion of atomic nuclei
separately from electronic excitation. This 
is justified by the fact that nuclei are much
heavier than electrons and move more
slowly. Therefore — it is assumed — when
nuclei move, as they do during the forma-
tion or breaking of a bond, electrons will
simply readjust quickly.

Many theoretical methods use this
approximation, and solve the Schrödinger
equation (the fundamental equation that
describes all such interactions) in terms of
electrons moving in slowly changing,
stationary frameworks of nuclear arrange-
ments. The result can be visualized as a
‘potential-energy surface’, which plots the
solutions of the Schrödinger equation as a
function of a molecule’s changing structure
during a reaction — a popular method for
describing chemical reactions. However,
although the Born–Oppenheimer approxi-
mation has been widely tested for gas-phase
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Replicators are fundamental to the origin of life and evolvability. Their survival depends on the
accuracy of replication and the efficiency of growth relative to spontaneous decay. Infrabiological
systems are built of two coupled autocatalytic systems, in contrast to minimal living systems that must
comprise at least a metabolic subsystem, a hereditary subsystem and a boundary, serving respective
functions. Some scenarios prefer to unite all these functions into one primordial system, as illustrated
in the lipid world scenario, which is considered as a didactic example in detail. Experimentally
produced chemical replicators grow parabolically owing to product inhibition. A selection
consequence is survival of everybody. The chromatographized replicator model predicts that such
replicators spreading on surfaces can be selected for higher replication rate because double strands
are washed away slower than single strands from the surface. Analysis of real ribozymes suggests that
the error threshold of replication is less severe by about one order of magnitude than thought
previously. Surface-bound dynamics is predicted to play a crucial role also for exponential replicators:
unlinked genes belonging to the same genome do not displace each other by competition, and
efficient and accurate replicases can spread. The most efficient form of such useful population
structure is encapsulation by reproducing vesicles. The stochastic corrector model shows how such a
bag of genes can survive, and what the role of chromosome formation and intragenic recombination
could be. Prebiotic and early evolution cannot be understood without the models of dynamics.

Keywords: replicator; origin of life; ribozyme; autocatalysis; compartmentation; error threshold
1. INTRODUCTION
The replicator, as introduced by Dawkins (1976), has
become one of the central concepts in evolutionary
theory. He identified two types of replicator with
unbounded evolutionary potential, namely genes and
memes (memes were meant to be hereditary units of
cultural rather than genetic evolution). These ideas
have turned out to be extremely fruitful: they have
elicited renewed interest in the philosophy of evolution
(e.g. Hull 1980) and led to the recognition of other
types of replicators with the most important role in
evolution (Maynard Smith & Szathmáry 1993, 1995).

A classification of replicators was presented by
Maynard Smith & Szathmáry (1995) and it has been
refined a number of times (Szathmáry 1995, 2000).
Most widely known replicators, including genes, are
strongly tied to the world of chemistry: this is obviously
not true for memes. Some replicators have only limited
heredity (Maynard Smith & Szathmáry 1995), imply-
ing that the number of possible types is smaller than or
roughly equal to the number of individuals (copies,
sequences, etc.) in a plausible (realistic) system.
Conversely, in the case of unlimited hereditary
replicators, the number of types by far exceeds that of
individuals in the population (Szathmáry & Maynard
Smith 1997). This shows that a classification of
replicators is not naturally hierarchical: there exist
tribution of 19 to a DiscussionMeeting Issue ‘Conditions for
rgence of life on the early Earth’.

ary@colbud.hu
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molecular and non-molecular replicators with limited

or unlimited hereditary potential.

Oparin (1961) defined any system capable of

replication and mutation as alive. Most evolutionary

biologists would agree with this view. Systems with

these properties can evolve complex adaptations

(purposeful functions) in the natural world, highly

characteristic of living beings. Yet some authors

(including Gánti 1971, 1978) have raised doubts

concerning such an approach. The acid test is whether

viruses are alive or not. Gánti (1971) argued that to

regard viruses as living amounts to a conceptual

mistake equating programs with computers. In the

full analogy, the virus corresponds to a program,

written in a decodable language, which says to the

computer: ‘Print me again and again, even if you

disintegrate as a result of doing so!’ The active part is

obviously the computer and not the program. The

computer can do many things without such a malign

program. In sharp contrast, the program cannot do

anything on its own. The living cell is thus analogous to

the computer. Since everyone regards the cell in its

active state alive, life as such in the example rests with

the cell rather than the virus.

Yet viruses evolve. In fact, they have become one of

the most accessible test systems for evolutionary

hypotheses (e.g. Poon & Chao 2004). Computer

programs can also evolve (e.g. Bedau et al. 2000).

What is the relationship between units of evolution and

units of life? To give a tentative answer, both the

concepts must be defined first with sufficient clarity,
This journal is q 2006 The Royal Society



formaldehyde glycolaldehyde

Figure 1. The autocatalytic core or seed of the formose
reaction (Fernando et al. 2005). Each circle represents a
chemical group including one carbon atom.
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and only after this the two notions can be compared.
Units of evolution must: (i) multiply, (ii) have heredity
and (iii) heredity must not be totally accurate
(variability). Furthermore, some of the inherited traits
must affect the chance of reproduction or of survival of
the units. If all these criteria are met, then in a
population of such entities, evolution by natural
selection can take place (Maynard Smith 1986). Note
that this definition does not refer to living systems. Any
system satisfying these criteria can evolve in a
Darwinian manner.

Units of life as such are less well studied, although
cells and organisms are widely known and analysed.
Gánti (1971, 1979, 1987, 2003) has refined his ‘life
criteria’ that living systems must meet. He observed,
correctly, that for the individual living state, reproduc-
tion is neither necessary nor sufficient. Many cells
and organisms are commonly regarded alive even if
they cannot reproduce (any longer). The so-called
potential life criteria must be met only if the population
of units is to be maintained and evolved. Then, the
correct relationship between units of evolution and
units of life is that of two partially overlapping sets
(Szathmáry 2002).

Some regard the concept of a replicator more
informational, detached from real processes of replica-
tion, reproduction and development. The elegant
concept of a reproducer (Griesemer 2000, 2002) is
meant to fill this gap. A reproducer is a unit of
multiplication, hereditary variation and development.
A reproducer must have at least a minimum develop-
mental capacity required for further multiplication.
There is not only an informational link but also
material overlap between generations of reproducers.
Thus, genes in an organism are replicators but not
reproducers. Conversely, an organism is not a repli-
cator but reproducer. In the course of prebiotic and
early biological evolution, replicators ganged up to
yield reproducers. We shall consider in detail how this
could have happened.
2. SURVIVAL CRITERIA FOR INFORMATIONAL
REPLICATORS
Informational replicators, such as genes, have unlim-
ited heredity. The earliest informational replicators
must have faced at least two severe constraints. Serious
considerations suggest that primordial nucleic acids
(or their analogues) must have been rather short
molecules owing to excessive noise in their copying.
Another consideration emphasizes the fact that repli-
cators must have a growth rate high enough to
compensate for spontaneous decay. I consider these
two aspects in turn.

(a) The error threshold

Eigen (1971) called attention to the fact that the length
of molecules (number of nucleotides) maintained in
mutation–selection balance is limited by the copying
fidelity. We recapitulate the simplified treatment by
Maynard Smith (1983). Imagine two sequences with
replication rate constants K and k(!K ), respectively.
The first sequence mutates into the second with a
mutation rate (1KQ). If we assume that they are in a
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2006)
flow reactor where total concentration is kept constant,
then the rate equations for growth and competition
become

dx=dt Z xKQKxF; ð2:1aÞ
dy=dt Z ykCxK ð1KQÞKyF; ð2:1bÞ

where x and y are concentrations of wild-type and
mutant, respectively, FZxKCyk and total concen-
tration is (without loss of generality) unity. It is easy to
see that in equilibrium, when both templates are
present in non-zero concentration, it holds that

x Z
ðKQKkÞ

ðKKkÞ
; ð2:2Þ

where it must be true that QOk/K. If there are n

digits in the sequence, QZqn can be approximated by
eKn(1Kq), where q is the copying fidelity per base per
replication. From this we obtain

n!
lnðK =kÞ

ð1KqÞ
; ð2:3Þ

which is Eigen’s error threshold of replication. Non-
enzymatic replication implies low q, so n!100 is
probable for prebiotic chemistry, which is about the
size of a tRNA molecule. Therefore, early genomes
must have consisted of independently replicating
entities. But they would compete with each other and
the one with the highest fitness would win (Eigen
1971). Hence, the ‘Catch-22’ of molecular evolution:
no enzymes without a large genome and no genome
without enzymes (Maynard Smith 1983).
(b) The decay threshold

Consider, for a change, a non-informational replicator,
such as any intermediate in the formose reaction
(figure 1). Note that such an autocatalytic cycle differs
markedly from Kauffman’s (1993) reflexively auto-
catalytic protein nets: in the former, each elementary
reaction is stoichiometric rather than catalytic. There is
a severe problem with the formose reaction: deadly side
reactions drain it to such an extent that the
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intermediates of the cycle disappear ultimately (e.g.
Shapiro 1986). This may have been different for cycles
on surfaces, but we do not know (yet). As King (1982,
1986) pointed out, the smaller the cycle, the better the
chances for its propagation. Suppose that there is a
simple autocatalytic cycle of p steps (similar to the
system in figure 2, where pZ4). At each step, the
legitimate reaction leads to the next cycle intermediate,
and a number of side reactions drain the system. The
latter give rise to all sorts of unwanted by-products. Let
the specificity of a reaction at step i be si, which is the
rate of legitimate reaction divided by the total rate of all
(legitimateCside) reactions. Successful growth of the
cycle is guaranteed if

2
Yp

iZ1

siO1; ð2:4Þ

or if we calculate with the geometric mean s of the
specificities

spO1=2; i:e: p!Klogð2Þ=logðsÞ: ð2:5Þ

This shows that the viable system size p increases
hyperbolically with specificity. Let us apply Eigen’s
(1971) full dynamical formalism to this problem
(Szathmáry 2002) by assuming that there can be a
number of alternative cycles such as the formose
reaction that occasionally can produce each other’s
intermediates:

_xi Z ðRiQiKDiÞxi C
Xn

jsi

wijxjKxiF; ð2:6Þ

where xi is the concentration of species i; Ri, the rate of
replication irrespective of the correctness of the off-
spring; Qi, the fidelity of replication; Di, the rate of
spontaneous decomposition; wij, the mutation rate
from species j to species i; and F, an outflow ensuring
that the total concentration remains unity. Here, the
different ‘species’ mean the catalytic seeds of different
alternative cycles (if their existence is feasible, see
below), and ‘mutation’ refers to the ‘macromutation’,
producing an intermediate of another autocatalytic
cycle. Spontaneous decay corresponds to irreversible
side reactions; in the case of DNA, it means damage
(rather than mutation; damaged DNA is chemically no
longer DNA).

When is species i viable? It means that it can increase
in concentration when rare. If we forget about selection
of, and mutations to, this species for a moment, from
equation (2.6) we obtain

RiQiKDiO0; or RiQiODi ; ð2:7Þ

which after rearrangement yields

1OQiODi=RiO0; ð2:8Þ

where it also holds that

RiODi : ð2:9Þ

Lack of enzymatic catalysis implies that the decay
rate is rather high. Inequalities (2.8) and (2.9) suggest
that copying fidelity must be high. Fortunately, this fits,
since mutations are expected to be very rare in the
systems composed of cycles of small molecules (most
fluctuations cannot propagate their own kind). Thus
for autocatalytic cycles, damage is the most severe
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2006)
hurdle (Szathmáry 2000). The same considerations
necessarily apply to the fittest cycles. If they coexist,
ecology tells us that they must occupy different niches
in abstract space, such as requiring different com-
bination of raw materials.

An alternative way of maintaining a variety of cycles
is a high mutation rate (low copying fidelity). This is
true, but low copying fidelity does not allow the
selection for the fittest, because the system gets below
the error threshold of replication (see §2a). In such a
case, the cycles would cease to be selectable individuals:
they would rather form a single, un-evolvable network.

Orgel (1992) called attention to the fact that the
intermediates of formose reaction are not informational
replicators. In the prebiotic context, Wächtershäuser
(1992) called attention to the possibility that there
could be, in principle, a limited set of metabolic
replicators. These replicators could have limited
heredity, allowing some evolution by natural selection.
This possibility is intriguing, but it is without any direct
experimental support at present: nobody has seen a
metabolic replicator, other than the formose reaction,
that would run without enzymes. In contemporary
systems, such cycles (the Calvin cycle, the reductive
citric acid cycle) are well above the damage threshold
outlined here, owing to the rate-enhancing effect of
evolved enzymes. Thus, the requisite degree of metabolic
channelling is one of the biggest (if not the biggest) hurdles of
the origin of life.
3. INFRABIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND THE LIPID
WORLD SCENARIO
We do not know where RNA came from. Some people
think that the first replicators were not even template-
based; as we shall see reproducing compartments
(vesicles, micelles) are favoured by some. Others see
the crucial steps in the linking of different autocatalytic
systems that ultimately could evolve into primitive
living systems.
(a) Infrabiological systems

Gánti (e.g. 2003) emphasized that contemporary living
systems always have: (i) some metabolic subsystem,
(ii) some systems for heritable control and (iii) some
boundary system to keep the component together. So
I consider it unlikely that a chemical system satisfying
all the constraints from this abstraction could have
appeared just out of chemical chaos. This observation
led to the formulation of the concept of infrabiological
systems (Szathmáry 2005; Fernando et al. 2005).
Infrabiological systems always lack one of the key
components just listed. For example, in the original
formulation of Ganti (1971), a model of minimal life
did not include a boundary system. The combination
of a metabolic cycle and a membrane was conceived
also by Gánti (1978), and called a self-reproducing
microsphere. In contrast, Szostak et al. (2001)
conceived a protocell-like entity with a boundary and
template replication but no metabolic subsystem. Such
systems show a crucial subset of necessary biological
phenomena. The three subsystems can be combined to
yield three different doublet systems (figure 2).
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Figure 2. Elementary combinatorics of infrabiological
systems (Fernando et al. 2005). The chemoton is a biological
minimal system comprising three qualitatively different
subsystems (metabolism, membrane and template).
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(b) Composomes and the graded autocatalytic

replication domain model

An interesting line of research has been initiated by

Doron Lancet with his group, conveniently referred to

as the ‘lipid world’ scenario (Segré et al. 2001a). The

basic idea is as follows. We know that lipids (more

generally, amphiphilic compounds with a hydrophobic

tail and a hydrophilic head) tend to form supramole-

cular structures, such as bilayers, micelles and vesicles.

They can grow autocatalytically. Now imagine that we

have a mixture of molecules in any one vesicle. Some of

them may act as catalysts of certain reactions. It is

theoretically possible that some will catalyse their own

incorporation (direct autocatalysis), or there will be a

gang of molecules each exerting some catalytic

function; thus as a net result, the incorporation of all

members of the gang is ensured by the gang (reflexive

autocatalysis). If this idea holds water, membrane

heredity in the lipid world, and natural selection of

vesicles without a genetic subsystem, would be feasible.

The different, reflexively autocatalytic gangs would

constitute compositional genomes or ‘composomes’

(Segré et al. 2001b). Note that the model does not deal

with the formation of the lipid constituents: they are

assumed to be there in the surrounding soup.

Now, there is nothing mysterious about compo-

sitional genomes in the first place. Although relying

on direct autocatalysis at the molecular level, the

genome of the stochastic corrector (see §7) is also

a compositional genome in which the genes are

unlinked and the genome is characterized by gene

composition. Formally, each protocell can be charac-

terized by a genome vector with entries denoting the

number of copies of the ith gene in that vesicle. The

change in this number is a stochastic process, which can

be characterized by mean and variance. A crucial

difference is that, in the stochastic corrector model,

we are dealing with a bag of template replicators: there

are no genes in Lancet’s model.

A similar approach is possible while considering

questions in the lipid world; however, the issue is

complicated by the fact that we need to tackle the

problem of reflexive autocatalysis. This has also

precedence in the literature: the reflexively autocataly-

tic protein networks (e.g. Kauffman 1993) are perhaps

the best-known example. I hasten to point out that

nobody has seen real reflexively autocatalytic protein

sets. Let us see whether one can be more hopeful

regarding autocatalytic lipid sets.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2006)
The process imagined is shown in figure 3. It
displays a reflexively autocatalytic micelle with many
components. The incorporation of amphiphile Li may
be catalysed by amphiphile Lj at rate enhancement bij

(the ratio of catalysed and uncatalysed reaction rates).
The crucial question is this: where can one obtain the
values of bij, considering the fact that no such system
has been realized so far (the experimental cases are all
directly autocatalytic and show no heredity; see
Fernando et al. 2005 for review)? The authors suggest
translating the model developed for molecular recog-
nition between receptors and ligands (Segré et al.
1998). If catalysis depends on recognition of substrate
by catalyst, the reasoning is sound implying that
catalysis is a graded phenomenon. From this empiri-
cally constrained theoretical distribution, the authors
obtain the distribution of bij values in their model.

It is imagined that every micelle (or vesicle) is a
sample with replacement of a set of possible lipid
molecules. Some samples will contain mutually auto-
catalytic gangs, but not others. The latter ones will not
be able to grow. The former will grow and then
fragment/divide by some spontaneous process.
Micelles containing more efficient gangs (characterized
by higher bij values) will take over. Such sets have some
heredity; the gangs maintain and propagate their
identity by virtue of their mutual catalytic activity.

What are the major concerns apart from the lack of
an experimental basis (at this moment) of this model?
In the light of the foregoing, I see the following
difficulties:

(i) This model works only if the bij values are drawn
from a lognormal, rather than a normal
distribution. In the latter case, there is no
interesting composome population.

(ii) The absolute magnitude of the bij values will
also matter. Side reactions, as in many other
prebiotic models, are neglected in the lipid
world scenario. If the catalytic values are too
low, then composomes may shrink below the
decay threshold, even if without decay very
interesting dynamics may unfold.

(iii) Even if the decay threshold is not reached,
composomal replication may be so inaccurate
that fitter composomes cannot be maintained by
selection; thus the system may be above the
corresponding error threshold.

I hope the fascinating scenario of the lipid world
scenario will be complemented by theoretical investi-
gations along these lines. Experimental validation is
another formidable problem.
(c) Limited heredity in composomes

Contemporary DNA-based organisms have an unlim-
ited hereditary potential, since the number of types that
one can construct from the purely informational point
of view greatly exceeds the number of individuals that
the Earth can maintain. What is the hereditary
potential of composomes? They can have limited
heredity only (Szathmáry 2000). First of all, it is only
the composition rather than the steric configuration of
the system that is maintained. In order to appreciate
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Figure 3. The graded autocatalytic replication domain or composome model: catalysed micelle growth and fission (Segré et al.
2001a,b). Li and Lj molecules are different amphiphilic compounds, ki and kKi are rate constants for spontaneous insertion and
emigration of amphiphile Li, and bij is the rate enhancement of getting in and out of this molecule from the micelle, catalysed by
Lj. Note that the model does not deal with the primary origin of Li molecules per se.
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this point, consider n types of molecules that we use to
build our replicator of size k. In the case of template
(digital, see later) replication, all possible sequences are
potential replicators; Hence, their number is given by

Ns Z nk; ð3:1Þ

as it follows from elementary combinatorics. In the case
of ensemble replicators, the positions do not matter
and hence the upper bound for the number of possible
types is

Nc Z
nCkK1

k

 !
Z

ðnCkK1Þ!

ðnK1Þ!k!
: ð3:2Þ

This is clearly an upper bound since every possible
subset cannot be realized by the alternative attractors
associated with the system. For the same n and k, Ns is
always larger than Nc, usually by orders of magnitude.
Indeed, by the application of the Stirling formula for
factorials, one can deduce an approximate equation for
the proportion of the number of types

Ns

Nc

zkkC1=2ðnK1ÞnK1=2nkðnCkK1Þ1=2KkKn
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
; ð3:3Þ

which, for sufficiently large n and k, further approxi-
mates to

Ns

Nc

zkknkCnðnCkÞKkKn
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
: ð3:4Þ

Note that the number of attractors for such collective
replicators has not been analytically calculated yet. In
any case, the ratio (3.4) showing the advantage of
modular template replicators is definitely underesti-
mated. A satisfactory answer must take two consider-
ations into account: (i) the numberof attractors in sets of
unlimited size (Kauffman 1993) and (ii) finite size k for
realistic systems (Segré et al. 1998).
4. PARABOLIC GROWTH, SURVIVAL OF
EVERYBODY AND THE APPEARANCE
OF DARWINIAN SELECTION
In the field of prebiotic evolution, non-conventional
growth laws, such as hyperbolic and parabolic, have
been widely discussed. Both represent departures from
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2006)
simple Malthusian growth: hyperbolic and parabolic
growth are faster and slower than Malthusian growth,
respectively. Hyperbolic growth was thought to be
relevant for hypercycles (mutualistic molecular repli-
cators), whereas parabolic growth was experimentally
demonstrated to happen with small synthetic replica-
tors. The consequences for selection in a competitive
setting are remarkable: survival of the common for
hyperbolic growth and survival of everybody for
parabolic growth. In this section, I focus mainly on
parabolic growth and its consequences.
(a) Growth laws and selection consequences

The simplest reproduction process is the binary
fission of the parent object, of which the formal
stoichiometry is

ACS/2ACW ;

where A is a replicator, and S and W are source and
waste materials, respectively (here I follow the treat-
ment of Szathmáry & Maynard Smith, 1997). The
associated kinetic equation describes a Malthusian
growth process

dx

dt
Z _x Z kx; ð4:1Þ

which means that growth of x (the concentration of A)
is exponential with a per capita rate constant k,
provided the concentration of S is kept stationary.
When two replicators with different rate constant grow
together, the one with larger k will outgrow the other.
This is, of course, elementary. For didactic purposes,
let us express this outcome through the ratios of the
growing concentrations

x1ðtÞ

x2ðtÞ
Z

x1ð0Þe
k1t

x2ð0Þe
k2t

ZCegt ; g Z k1Kk2O0; ð4:2Þ

showing that even in a freely growing system, the worse
growing population is diluted out in the limit. This is a
very simple demonstration of differential survival.

Departures from this simple scheme are easily
imaginable. A minimum complication is that two
individuals are necessary to produce a third one
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(akin to sexual reproduction), such as:

2ACX/3ACY ;

and the associated growth equation reads

_x Z kx2; ð4:3Þ

which is called hyperbolic growth, the selection
consequences of which are very interesting (Eigen
1971). In order to see this, let us replace the exponent 2
by p and solve the equation by separation to obtain

xðtÞZ ½ktKkpt Cxð0Þ1Kp�1=ð1KpÞ: ð4:4Þ

When pO1, defining hyperbolic growth, the system has
a finite escape time, i.e. it reaches infinite concentration
in finite time. As it is easy to check, for pZ2 the
asymptote lies at tZ1/[x(0)k]. The smaller the time of
unbounded explosion, the larger x(0)k. Among the
competitors, the one with the highest initial concentration
times the growth rate constant wins. Thus, initial
conditions also determine the outcome of selection
and this phenomenon has been called the ‘survival of
the common’, where intrinsic fitness is masked by the
growth law (Michod 1983, 1984).

The relevance of hyperbolic growth and survival of
the common may be as follows. Eigen (1971) proposed
that the hypercycle might have been a link between
solitary genes and bacterial genomes. It is a cycle of
replicators in which any member catalyses the replica-
tion of the next. Each member undergoes a replication
cycle as an autocatalyst, and there is the superimposed
cyclic network of heterocatalytic aid, hence the term
hypercycle. Under simplifying kinetic assumptions, the
members of the hypercycle grow coherently and
hyperbolically (e.g. Eigen 1971; Eigen & Schuster
1977). Thus, among a set of rival hypercycles, the
already common is likely to win. This dynamics was
claimed to have been important in the fixation of
chirality and the genetic code (e.g. Küppers 1983). Yet
this assumption is unwarranted (Szathmáry 1989a),
briefly because: (i) parallel simple autocatalytic replica-
tion modifies invadability, (ii) stochastic effects allow
uncommon, but intrinsically fitter hypercycles to
invade and (iii) spatially distinct habitats would have
allowed for diversity anyway. Thus, although hyper-
cyclic systems may have played some role in prebiotic
evolution, it is unlikely that their hyperbolic growth was
very important (cf. Szathmáry et al. 1988).

Parabolic growth ensues when in the equation

_x Z kxp; 0!p!1; ð4:5Þ

the solution of which is also given by equation (4.4).
When pZ1/2, it is reduced to

xðtÞZ ½kt=2Cx1=2ð0Þ�2; ð4:6Þ

which is why this type of growth is called parabolic.
Parabolic growth entails survival of everybody in a

competitive situation. To see this, consider the relative
concentration of two parabolically growing replicators
in the same environment

x1ðtÞ

x2ðtÞ
Z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x1ð0Þ

p
Ck1t=2

� �2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2ð0Þ

p
Ck2t=2

� �2 ; ð4:7Þ
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and in the limit

lim
t/N

x1ðtÞ

x2ðtÞ
Z

k2
1

k2
2

: ð4:8Þ

Thus, ‘survival of everybody’ (Szathmáry 1991a) is
guaranteed, as shown by selection equations in
Szathmáry & Gladkih (1989).

But what kind of molecular mechanism could
underlie such an odd type of growth? von Kiedrowski
(1986) and Zielinski & Orgel (1987) were the first to
show that oligonucleotide analogues follow a square-
root growth law in the appropriate medium. The
reason, in a simplified form, is as follows. A template
molecule A reacts with the source materials whereby a
new copy of A is made, which remains associated with
the template.

ACA%
a

b
AA;

ACX $$%
c

AA:

Crucial is the ordering of the rate constants a[bO
c, i.e. association of two template molecules is faster
than their dissociation, and replication per se is rate
limiting. Note that the immediate product of copying is
the replicationally inert AA complex. Thus, replication
in this way is self-limiting. The higher the concen-
tration of A, the stronger this self-limitation is. Note
also that this type of replication is conservative: there is
no material overlap between copy and template, and
template and copy are exactly identical as well as
complementary (this can be achieved by palindromes).

As it is apparent from the above reaction scheme, the
rate of replication is determined by the concentration of
free A, and at high enough total concentration of A
(denoted by x) and AA (denoted by y), the former is
negligible since association is stronger than dis-
sociation. The formation and dissociation of AA are
in quasi-equilibrium, thus

ax2zby; xz
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
by=a

p
zr

ffiffiffi
z

p
; z Z xCy; ð4:9Þ

and therefore,

dz

dt
Z _zzkz1=2; ð4:10Þ

which is formally identical with equation (4.5).
Owing to self-limitation based on molecular com-

plementarity, AA and BB complexes (where A and B
are two different replicators) are stronger than AB
complexes. Hence, each species limits its own growth
more strongly: this condition for joint survival is also
found in traditional Lotka–Volterra competitive
systems. This is the ultimate cause for survival of the
common in parabolic systems (Szathmáry 1991a).

In the meantime, several more replicators obeying
the same type of growth dynamics have been con-
structed among others by Rebek (1994) and Sievers &
von Kiedrowski (1995). (In the latter case, the single-
stranded templates are not self-complementary.)
A detailed kinetic theory for parabolic growth of
minimal replicators was worked out by von Kiedrowski
(1993). It seems that parabolic growth is a rather robust
phenomenon among these replicators, although with
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the appropriate ‘molecular gymnastics’ nearly exponen-
tial growth can be achieved (Kindermann et al. 2005).

One of the important steps of prebiotic evolution
must have been the emergence of replicators with
exponential growth. Incidentally, this is very likely to
have opened up the possibility of a transition from
limited to unlimited heredity as well.
ai 

bi 

Ai  

Bi  

Ai 

di 

di 

Figure 4. Stoichiometric scheme of the simplified system with
differential decay rates for the double and single strands (von
Kiedrowski & Szathmáry 2000). The resource R is fed into
the system at a constant rate r. The assumption d[d

corresponds to that of the more complicated case when the
double strand is retained much more strongly than the single
strand by the chromatography column.
(b) A nontrivial consequence of exponential decay

Szathmáry & Gladkih (1989) realized that parabolic
growth as expressed in equation (4.5) results in
coexistence whenever replicators are in a competitive
situation. The system they used was:

_xi Z kix
p
i Kxi

X
j

kjx
p
j ; ð4:11Þ

which implies a constraint of constant total population
size (cf. Eigen 1971). The strange result of the analysis
of this system was ‘survival of everybody’ (Szathmáry
1991) in contrast to the classical (Darwinian) case of
exponential growth ( pZ1), where survival of the fittest
prevails. This result was mathematically confirmed by
Varga & Szathmáry (1997) who, by finding an
appropriate Liapunov function, demonstrated that
there was a single internal, globally stable rest point
of the system (4.11).

Lifson & Lifson (1999) recently extended these
findings by demonstrating that if single strands
decompose by spontaneous (exponential) decay, coex-
istence is not possible any more and ‘selection of the
unfittest’ sets in. Independently, von Kiedrowski
(1998) announced that in a simulated chromato-
graphic system of competing self-replicators natural
selection could happen, despite the fact that this would
not be possible in the spatially homogeneous case,
modelled by equation (4.11).

Let us first point out that it is not the system (4.11)
that the Lifsons modified. If you introduce decay rates
into the model, you get

_xi Z kix
p
i KdixiKxi

X
ðkjx

p
j KdjxjÞ; ð4:12Þ

for which survival of everybody is still guaranteed,
despite the specific decay rates di. Using essentially the
original rationale of Szathmáry & Gladkih (1989) one
finds that

_xiZx
p
i kiKx

1Kp
i diC

X
j

ðkjx
p
j Kdjxi

 !" #
Ox

p
i kiKx

1Kp
i kmax

� �
;

ð4:13Þ

wh4ich means that the time derivative is positive if the
concentration xi is sufficiently low (Scheuring &
Szathmáry 2001).

In their model, the Lifsons assume that ‘double
strands do not replicate and are resistant to decom-
position’ (cf. their equations (3.2) and (4.15)). Their
assumption that double strands do not decompose at
all is unrealistic. In the following, I review results by
von Kiedrowski & Szathmáry (2000) that competitive
coexistence is still possible under a range of parameter
values for self-replicators with a parabolic growth
tendency, even if decay of strands is taken into account.
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(c) Theory before experiment: the chromatogra-

phized replicator model

A common problem of non-enzymatic artificial repli-

cator systems is product inhibition leading to parabolic

instead of exponential amplification. Exponential

chemical replication of oligonucleotides was achieved

by an iterative stepwise procedure, which employs the

surface of a solid support and was called Surface

Promoted Replication and Exponential Amplification

of DNA analogues (SPREAD; Luther et al. 1998).

I review theoretical insights (von Kiedrowski &

Szathmáry 2000) into the design of an autonomous

variant of the SPREAD procedure. The corresponding

program simulates a given set of chemical reactions

coupled to a chromatographic process, where the

chromatographic column is treated as a series of

connected cells. The crucial step is a template-directed

reaction occurring at the surface: thus it is assumed that

two parabolic replicators compete for their building

blocks in the chromatographic column. A simplified

semi-analytic treatment confirms that competing

parabolic replicators, which spread on mineral surfaces

are amenable for Darwinian selection under a wide

range of parameter values.

Nowmy aim is to demonstrate by a semi-analytically

soluble simplified model that differential retention can

lead to competitive exclusion (von Kiedrowski &

Szathmáry 2000). Consider a single compartment

with a constant nutrient (raw material) inflow and

assume that single strands have a higher decay rate than

double strands. This is meant to substitute for the

higher retention of double strands on the chromatog-

raphy column. The scheme of reactions is displayed in

figure 4. For two species, we have the following
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ordinary differential equation system:

dR=dt Z rKRðk1A1 Ck2A2Þ

dAi=dt Z 2 biBiKaiA
2
i

� �
KAiðkiRCdiÞ

dBi=dt Z aiA
2
i KbiBi CkiRAiKdiBi ;

9>>=
>>;; ð4:14Þ

where R is the common resource and Ai, Bi are the
single and double strands of species i, respectively
(iZ1, 2). We are interested in the conditions under
which invasion by the inferior species when rare is not
possible, i.e. we have competitive exclusion. A crucial
relation is the following:

RO
d2
k2

: ð4:15Þ

Thus, when R1 maintained by species 1 alone satisfies
condition (4.15), invasion by species 2 is possible,
otherwise it is impossible. Obviously, if A2 is to invade,
then the rate of its template ligation must be large and
that of its decay must be small. A symmetric treatment
applies to invasion by species 1 if species 2 is the
resident one. The significant fact is that the threshold
R1 depends on the decay rates of the single strand (d1)
and the double strand (d1) of the resident species 1 as
well.

Competitive exclusion (survival of the fittest) is
compatible with

d[d; ð4:16Þ

but not the other way round. In the chromatographic
case, this corresponds to a high retention factor for the
double strand and low for the single strand. Note that
an increase in d easily throws the system into the region
of coexistence.

I believe that the chromatographized replicator
model is relevant to the origin of life on Earth. The
chromatographic column is equivalent to a tunnel or a
riverbed of minerals in which water containing the
resources is continuously running through. Although
our model, so far, refers to an isothermal reaction
system, it can be easily extended to account for a
gradient of increasing temperature along the direction
of the column. As long as parabolic replicators need
high temperatures whereas short replicators work at
low temperatures (von Kiedrowski 1993), long repli-
cators may grow from the consumption of shorter ones
synthesized at the entry of the column where the
temperature is low. The chromatographized replicator
model can be simplified by means of attributing
individual desorption rates to individual decay rates.
Moreover, the findings from the simplified reaction
model, viz. that both selection and coexistence can
occur, has been independently confirmed by
simulations based on the original model.

The case presented is an unusual one in that theory
makes a clear prediction for experiment. Moreover,
experimental realization of the model should be
relatively straightforward.
5. REAL RIBOZYMES AND A RELAXED
ERROR THRESHOLD
The error threshold—the critical copying fidelity
below which the fittest genotype deterministically
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2006)
disappears—for replication limits the length of the
genome that can be maintained by selection; see
equation (2.3). Primordial replication must have been
error-prone, so early replicators are thought to have
been necessarily short (Eigen 1971). The error
threshold also depends on the fitness landscape. In an
RNA world (Gilbert 1986), there will be many neutral
and compensatory mutations that can raise the
threshold, below which the functional phenotype,
rather than a particular sequence, is still present.
A comparative analysis of two extensively mutagenized
ribozymes has shown that with a copying fidelity of
0.999 per digit per replication, the phenotypic error
threshold rises well above 7000 nucleotides, which
permits the selective maintenance of a functionally rich
ribo-organism with a genome over 100 different genes
the size of a tRNA (Kun et al. 2005a,b). This ‘only’
requires an order of magnitude improvement in the
accuracy of in vitro generated polymerase ribozymes
( Johnston et al. 2001; Müller & Bartel 2003).
Incidentally, this genome size coincides with that
estimated for a minimal cell achieved by top-down
analysis (comparative analysis of the genomes of
reduced organisms: Gil et al. 2004) minus the genes
dealing with translation.

Eigen’s insight of an error threshold quantifies the
problem. Following (2.3), we have

n!
ln s

ð1KqÞ
; ð5:1Þ

where sZK/k is the so-called selective superiority of the
fittest (master) sequence. In this simplified treatment,
all mutants share the same replication rate, neutral
mutations of and back mutations to the master are
ignored.

The error threshold was first defined in relation to a
particular genotype. However, it is obvious that in an
RNA world there will be many neutral and compensa-
tory mutations, which allow the preservation or the
restoration of the fittest phenotype rather than of a
single genotype. Other things being equal, this will
modify the error threshold by increasing it (thus longer
genomes will become maintainable). Since in an RNA
world the functional ribozymes will have the strongest
effect on fitness, one should gather the pertinent data
from known ribozymes. As we shall see, there is just
enough empirical evidence to formulate an encoura-
ging statement.

To construct a fitness/functionality landscape of a
ribozyme: (i) its secondary structure has to be
experimentally determined, (ii) this secondary structure
cannot contain a pseudo-knot, a special structural
element that conventional RNA folding algorithms
cannot satisfactorily cope with, (iii) mutagenesis experi-
ments have to reveal all important sites and nucleotides
and (iv) the size of the ribozyme should not be very long,
otherwise any calculation would be practically unfea-
sible. The first requirement excludes most of the known
ribozymes, since apart from the function only the
sequence has been determined. The naturally occurring
ribozymes generally fulfil the third requirement, but
Hepatitis Delta Virus fails to meet the second require-
ment and Group I and II introns, as well as RNAase P,



Figure 5. Secondary structures of (a) Neurospora VS ribozyme and (b) hairpin ribozyme indicating different regions (Kun et al.
2005a,b). Position numbering follows standard convention. Capitalized nucleotides specify those sites that have been subjected
to mutagenesis experiments, and enzymatic activities of mutants are available. A total of 183 mutants for the VS ribozyme
affecting 83 out of 144 positions, excluding insertions and deletions, were considered. For the hairpin ribozyme, the survey was
based on 142mutants affecting 39 out of 50 positions of the ribozyme and some part of the substrate region. Nucleotides marked
in bold are the critical sites.
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fail tomeet the fourth. This leaves the hammerhead, the

hairpin and the Neurospora VS ribozymes as possible

candidates. Kun et al. (2005a) chose the hairpin and the

Neurospora VS ribozymes for our study (figure 5). Both

are relatively short, naturally occurring self-cleaving

ribozymes, which can be divided into a trans-acting
enzyme/substrate systemwhere the trans-acting enzyme

part does not contain a pseudo-knot.

The construction of the fitness/functionality land-

scape is based on four general observations: (i) the

maintenance of the secondary structure is amajor factor

in retaining enzymatic activity, but the nature of most

individual base pairs is not important and many can be

reversed or replaced by a different pair without major

loss of activity so long as a base pair is retained at a given

position, (ii) the structure can have slight variations

which in most cases manifest in some mismatch base

pairs and/or some deletions or elongation in a helical

region, (iii) there are critical regions in the molecule,

where the nature of the base located there is also

important and (iv) the effect of multiple mutations is

multiplicative, i.e. the product of the activities of single

mutants provides the activity of the multiple mutants.

From the fitness/functionality landscapes, the esti-

mated phenotypic error thresholds are _mZ0:0533 and

_mZ0:144 for the VS and hairpin ribozymes, respect-

ively, where _m is the effective mutation rate per

nucleotide per replication. As expected, these figures

are substantially higher than those inferred from fitness

landscapes that do not take into account the secondary

structure of the ribozymes but include information on

single mutational effects.
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This is the first time that the fitness landscape in
terms of functionality has been inferred from real
ribozymes (see also Kun et al. 2005b). The phenotypic
error threshold thus inferred alleviates Eigen’s paradox.
This relates to the finding that the fitness landscapes
are sufficiently similar. Inequality (5.1) cannot be used
to assess the effect of the landscape on the error
threshold owing to its restrictive preconditions.
A recently derived expression (Takeuchi et al. 2005)
offers a much more pertinent approximation:

n!
Kln s

lnðqClKqlÞ
; ð5:2Þ

where l is the fraction of neutral single substitutions.
For the VS ribozyme nZ144, qZ0.947, lZ0.26; and
for the hairpin ribozyme nZ50, qZ0.856, lZ0.22.
Thus, for ln s we obtain 5.761 and 5.957, respectively.

The fitness values obtained allow us to reconsider
Eigen’s paradox. Although it was shown that within-
gene recombination could raise the error threshold to
some extent, it has been unknown until recently what
would be the required accuracy of a sufficient replicase
ribozyme in a ribo-organism. Substituting an accuracy
of qZ0.999 in the lower bound of viral RNA replicases
into inequality (5.2), and using the two obtained values
for l, we find that nZ7000–8000; namely, such a
ribozyme could replicate a genome consisting of more
than 100 different genes each of length 70 nucleotides
or more than 70 different genes each of length 100.
This would be sufficient to run a functionally rich ribo-
organism, estimated to harbour about this number of
genes (Jeffares et al. 1998). Incidentally, a recent
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analysis of a core minimal bacterial gene set gives about
200 genes (Gil et al. 2004). This shows that if we take
away the genes coding for the whole contemporary
translation system, we are again in the same ballpark.

The artificial template-dependent RNA polymerase
ribozyme selected by Johnston et al. (2001) has an
average fidelity qZ0.97. Using formula (5.2) and the
fitness/functionality landscape obtained for the VS and
hairpin ribozymes (an admitted leap), it was concluded
that the accuracy of this ribozyme would allow the
maintenance of replicators with length around 250,
which means that this ribozyme could replicate itself if
other conditions (such as processivity) were favourable.
In order to eliminate the burden of Eigen’s paradox, a
replicase with an error rate of 10K3 per nucleotide per
replication might have been sufficient to provide the
minimal life requirements in the RNA world.
6. REPLICATOR EVOLUTION ON THE SURFACE
It is a common experience in theoretical ecology
and evolutionary biology that population structure
promotes coexistence and favours the spread of
altruism. Importantly, theoretical investigations in
the field of early evolution have paved the way for
such investigations to a considerable extent. Without
the aim of completeness, I survey some interesting
relevant examples.

(a) Metabolic ribozymes coexist on surfaces

Imagine a non-hypercyclic, so-called ‘metabolic’
system (cf. figure 45 in Eigen & Schuster 1978).
Undoubtedly, we are here comfortably in the RNA
world: we assume that informational replication and
selection for enzymatic function has already been
achieved. The templates are assumed to contribute to
metabolism via enzymatic aid; metabolic products are
in turn used up by the templates for replication at
different rates. Although all templates contribute to
metabolism (‘the common good’), they are able to use
it with different efficiency. Thus in a spatially
homogenous environment, competitive exclusion
follows despite the metabolic coupling (Eigen &
Schuster 1978).

Interesting selection dynamics occurs when
molecules are bound to the surface without being
washed away regularly. This problem was modelled by
the use of ‘cellular automata’ (Czárán & Szathmáry
2000). Without becoming too technical, it suffices to
say that each square of a grid is assumed to be occupied
by a single molecule (template), or be empty.
Templates can do two things: to replicate (put an
offspring into a neighbouring empty cell if available)
and hop away into empty sites nearby. Replication may
depend on the composition of the few neighbouring
cells. In the case of a hypercycle, for example, the
template and a specimen of the preceding cycle
member must be present in the same small area if
replication of the former is to occur. This of course
makes perfect chemical sense.

Boerlijst & Hogeweg (1991) simulated hypercycles
on a surface exactly in this way. They found that
rotating spirals on the surface appear, provided the
hypercycle consists of more than four members. This is
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2006)
linked to the fact that such a hypercycle without
population structure shows sustained oscillation in
time. Each wing of a rotating spiral looks a bit like the
arm of a galaxy, and is dominated by templates of the
same membership in the hypercycle. Parasites are
unable to kill the hypercycle in that system. This
finding was attributed to the dynamics of spirals. Two
questions emerge: Are spirals necessary? What happens
if one models other systems in the same way (i.e. by
cellular automata)?

The dynamics of the non-spatial version of the
metabolic system looks as follows.

dxi

dt
Z xi½kiMðxÞKFðxÞ�; ð6:1Þ

where xi stands for the concentrations of template Ii,
and x is the vector of these concentrations. M(x) is a
multiplicative function of the concentrations of all the
templates, and F(x) is an outflow term representing a
selection constraint (constant total concentration).
This formulation is formally identical to that given by
Eigen & Schuster (1978) for a ‘minimum model of
primitive translation’. As they noted correctly, the fact
that replication of any template is impossible without
the presence of all the others does not prohibit the
system from undergoing competitive exclusion: M(x) is
same in all the equations, hence the system essentially
behaves as a collection of Malthusian competitors,
whose dynamics are influenced by a common time-
dependent factor.

It is assumed that the replicators Ii have dual
functionality: as templates they are necessary for their
own replication (autocatalysis), and as ‘ribozymes’
(RNAs able to act as enzymes) they contribute to
metabolism producing the monomers.

Now we assume that replication takes place on
the surface of a mineral (possibly pyrite) substrate.
The replicator molecules themselves are of a finite
size; therefore the number of replicators bound to a
unit area of the substrate is constrained. We consider
a two-dimensional square lattice of binding sites as
the scene of the replication–diffusion process; each of
the sites can harbour a single macromolecule at
most. The lattice is toroidal (the opposite edges of
the grid are merged in both dimensions) to avoid
edge effects.

At tZ0, half of the sites are occupied by n different
types of macromolecules (we call n the system size).
The replicator types are equally abundant in the initial
pattern and individual molecules are randomly
assigned to sites. The other half of the sites are empty
initially. Time is discrete; replication, decay and
diffusion take place in each generation of the
simulation.

The effect of monomer-producing metabolism is
implicit in the model, itself directly acting on the
replication process through a local metabolic function. It
is local in the sense that its arguments are the copy
numbers f(i) of replicator types i (iZ1, ., n) within
certain localities (neighbourhoods) of the lattice.
In accordance with the assumption that the presence
of a complete set of replicators is necessary for
metabolism to produce monomers for replication, the
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metabolic function must be a multiplicative form of
within-neighbourhood copy numbers f(i). A simple
option for the concrete form of the metabolic function
M( fs) at a site occupied by a replicator s is the
geometric mean of the copy numbers fs(i ) within the
metabolic neighbourhood of s, i.e.

Mð f sÞZ
Yn

iZ1

fsðiÞ

" #1=n
: ð6:2Þ

Note that M( fs) is zero if any of the replicator types
is missing from the metabolic neighbourhood of s, and
that the larger and more uniform the copy numbers of
the different replicator types within the metabolic
neighbourhood, the more efficient the metabolism at
the given locality. By choosing (6.2) as the metabolic
function, we assume that the conspecific replicators
within the same neighbourhood help replication and
that the focal replicator supports its own replication.
The first assumption can be interpreted as metabolism
being somewhat faster locally in the presence of more
catalysts. The actual effect should be rather weak and it
should vanish with the copy number increasing; this
feature is properly reflected in the metabolic function
(6.2): if a replicator type is already present in a
replication neighbourhood, then its successive copies
do not add too much to the replication chance of the
focal template. Implicit in the second assumption is
that the time-scale of metabolite diffusion out of the
neighbourhood in which it was produced is longer than
that of the catalysed reactions of metabolism. The
‘habitat’ of the reaction-diffusion system being an
absorptive mineral surface is again straightforward to
assume. The size of the metabolically effective
neighbourhood is an implicit measure of metabolite
and monomer diffusivity: larger neighbourhoods rep-
resent faster diffusion of the intermediate metabolites
and the monomers.

Czárán & Szathmáry (2000) managed to show that
given such a spatial setting, non-hypercyclic systems
are once again viable alternatives. The fundamental
difference between their model and that of Boerlijst &
Hogeweg (1991) is the following: the dynamical link
among the replicators is realized through a common
metabolism, instead of the direct, intransitive hyper-
cyclic coupling. Using the cellular automaton model of
the metabolic system, the aim was to show that

(i) metabolic coupling can lead to coexistence of
replicators in spite of an inherent competitive
tendency,

(ii) parasites cannot easily kill the whole system and
(iii) complexity can increase by natural selection.

The result that there is coexistence without any
conspicuous pattern (i.e. something like spirals) is robust
and counter-intuitive. It is owing to the inherent
discreteness (i.e. the corpuscular nature of the
replicator molecule populations) and spatial explicit-
ness of the model, which grasp essential features of the
living world in general, and macromolecular replicator
systems in particular. An inferior (i.e. more slowly
replicating) molecule type does not die out since there
is an advantage of rarity in the system: a rare template is
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2006)
more likely to be complemented by a metabolically
sufficient set of replicators in its neighbourhood than a
common one.
(b) Reciprocal altruism on the rocks and

the evolution of replicases

Although the question where the first RNA molecules
came from is still unsolved, it is nevertheless assumed
that catalytic RNA enzymes (ribozymes) with replicase
function emerged at some stage of early evolution.
Eigen’s finding of the error threshold demonstrates that
the length of templates maintained by selection is
limited by the copying fidelity; therefore, other things
being equal, an increase in template length is
disadvantageous. On the contrary, longer molecules
are expected to be better replicases—a feature not
incorporated in the original model. An iterative
scenario for longer and longer molecules with better
and better replicase function has been suggested
( James & Ellington 1999; Poole et al. 1999) and
analysed mathematically (Scheuring 2000). A crucial
open question is whether parasites (efficient templates
that are inefficient replicases) can ruin the system.
Absorption to mineral surfaces was hypothesized to
help replicases find their useful colleagues in the
immediate neighbourhood ( Joyce & Orgel 1999).
A cellular automaton simulation revealed that copying
fidelity, replicase speed and template efficiency could
increase by evolution, despite the presence of molecular
parasites, essentially owing to reciprocal altruism on
the surface, thus making the scenario for a gradual
improvement of replicase function more plausible
(Szabó et al. 2002).

Consider a population of macromolecules, adsorbed
to a surface and built of four different monomers: A, B,
C and D. Owing to their catalytic activity, macro-
molecules located on neighbouring sites of the surface
can template-replicate each other, which means build-
ing a new macromolecule from free monomers by
copying an existing one. In each replication process, two
replicator molecules are involved: one is the template
and the other acts as a replicase enzyme. We attribute
two main properties to replication events, speed and
fidelity, which in turn depend on three parameters of the
two replicators involved in the process:

(i) replicase activity expresses how fast the molecule
can add a monomer to a primer while acting as a
replicase,

(ii) replicase fidelity measures the accuracy of replica-
tion per monomer when the molecule acts as a
replicase and

(iii) template efficiency defines an average ‘affinity’ of
the molecule behaving as a template against
others.

The authors assumed that these traits are in a three-
way tradeoff: there were no free lunches. Replication
speed depends on the activity of the replicase and the
quality of the template: higher replicase activity and
template efficiency result in faster replication. Given
two neighbouring replicator molecules, L and M, on
the surface, one of the two different replication events
can occur between them: either L as replicase copies
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and M as a template, or the other way round.
Mutations allowed not only point mutations but also
additions and deletions of one nucleotide

The outcome was a bimodal population: efficient
replicases evolved and short parasites could not ruin
the system. This result, together with the chromato-
graphized replicator model, emphasizes the import-
ance of surface dynamics in prebiotic evolution. It also
raises the idea that compartmentation offered by
vesicles could have been an even more efficient means
to evolve more efficient and accurate systems, a
possibility to which I now turn.
I2

translation 

replication 

Figure 6. The hypercycle with translation. Ri is a replicase
protein enzyme coded for by gene Ii.
7. BAGS OF GENES: THE STOCHASTIC
CORRECTOR MODEL
It is true that the hypercyclic link ensures indefinite
ecological survival of all member replicators. However,
problems arise when mutations are taken into account.
In order to consider them, it is worthwhile to look at a
diagram where auto- and heterocatalytic aids are
functionally clearly separate, such as in a hypercycle
with protein replicases (figure 6). Mutants providing
stronger heterocatalytic aid to the next member are not
selected. In contrast, increased autocatalysis is always
selected, irrespective of its concomitant effect on
heterocatalytic efficiency. This is the well-known
problem of parasites in the hypercycle (Maynard
Smith 1979). As Eigen et al. (1981) observed, putting
hypercycles into reproducing compartments helps,
because ‘good’ hypercycles (with efficient heterocata-
lysis) can be favoured over ‘bad’ ones. The following
two questions arise out of this:

(i) Are there other means whereby parasites can be
selected against?

(ii) Are there non-hypercyclic systems that function
well in a compartment context?

The answers turned out to be ‘yes’ to both of these
questions; I discuss them below.
(a) Group selection of early replicators

The phase of evolution just outlined refers to the
pre-cellular level. Later in evolution, protocells
must have appeared. It turns out that cellularization
offers the most natural, and at the same time most
efficient, resolution to Eigen’s paradox. It also leads
to the appearance of linkage, i.e. the origin of
chromosomes. The dynamics of genes encapsulated
in a reproductive protocell is described by the
stochastic corrector model (Szathmáry & Demeter
1987; Szathmáry 1989a,b; Grey et al. 1995; Zintzaras
et al. 2002; Fontanari et al. 2006). It rests on the
following assumptions (figure 7).

(i) Templates contribute to the fitness of the
protocell as a whole and there is an optimal
proportion of the genes. Concretely, we
assume that the genes encode enzymatic aid
given to the intracellular metabolism.

(ii) Templates compete with each other within the
same protocell. As before, replication rates
may differ from gene to gene.
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(iii) Replication of templates is described by
stochastic means. Since the number of genes
in any compartment is small (up to a few
hundred), their growth is affected by the luck
of the draw. Ecologists would express this as
demographic stochasticity.

(iv) There is no individual regulation of template
copy number per protocell.

(v) Templates are assorted randomly into off-
spring cells upon protocell division.

I must emphasize that in the stochastic corrector
model, the templates are not coupled to one another
through a reflexive (intransitive) cycle of replicational
aid, since it would be a hypercycle. Instead, we assume
that they contribute to the ‘common good’ of the
protocell by catalysing steps of its metabolism. Within
each compartment, the templates are free to compete
because they can reap the benefits of a common
metabolism differently. (A similar situation can arise
among chromosomes and plasmids in contemporary
bacteria.) Despite the fact that templates compete, the two
sources of stochasticity generate between-cell variation in
template copy number on which natural selection (between
protocells) can act. This is an efficient means of group
selection of templates, since it is the protocells that are
the groups obeying the stringent criteria: (i) there are
many more groups than templates, (ii) each group has
only one ancestor and (iii) there is nomigration between
the groups (cf. Leigh 1983). Grey et al. (1995) gave a
fully rigorous re-examination of the stochastic corrector
model. The two mentioned sources of stochasticity
effectively lead to the correction of a malign within-
protocell trend of harmful competition of the templates.
It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the stochastic
corrector is not, contrary to common misunderstand-
ing, a hypercyclic system. Hypercycles need compartments
but compartments can live without hypercycles. It is
interesting to see that genuine group selection is likely
to have aided a major transition from naked genes to
protocells. Group structure is provided by the physical
boundaries of cells.

Within the same context, the origin and establish-
ment of chromosomes (linked genes) in the popu-
lation have also been analysed (Maynard Smith &
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Figure 7. The stochastic corrector model. Different templates (labelled by open and closed circles) contribute to the well being
of the compartments (protocells) in that they catalyse steps of metabolism, for example. During protocell growth, templates
replicate at differential expected rates stochastically. Upon division, there is chance assortment of templates into offspring
compartments. Stochastic replication and reassortment generate variation among protocells on which natural selection at the
compartment level can act and oppose to (correct) internal deterioration owing to within-cell competition.
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Szathmáry 1993). A chromosome consisting of two
genes takes about twice as long to be replicated as
the single genes. It turns out that chromosomes are
strongly selected for at the cellular level even if they
have this twofold within-cell disadvantage. Linkage
reduces intracellular competition (genes are necess-
arily replicated simultaneously) as well as the risk of
losing one gene by chance upon cell division (a gene
is certain to find its complementing partner in the
same offspring cell if it is linked to it). The molecular
biology of the transition from genes to chromosomes
has also been worked out (Szathmáry & Maynard
Smith 1993).
(b) Sex and protocells

The results on coexistence leave one (one could say
the original) question in the dark: does the error
threshold increase or decrease in various systems?
Although it was shown that the stochastic corrector
model performs better than the compartmentalized
hypercycle under a high error rate (Zintzaras et al.
2002), we still do not know the selectively maintain-
able genome size (or the number of different genes) in
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2006)
the stochastic corrector model. The results on real

ribozymes (§5) alleviate, but do not solve, the

problem. Lehman (2003) raised the issue that

recombination, a frequently ignored player in models

of early evolution, could have been crucial to build up

primeval genomes of sizeable length. In the article that

coined the phrase ‘the RNA world’, Gilbert (1986)

already speculated that ‘the RNA molecules evolve in

self-replicating patterns, using recombination and

mutation to explore new functions and to adapt to

new niches’. In this context, Riley & Lehman (2003)

have shown that Tetrahymena and Azoarcus ribozymes

can promote RNA recombination.

This capability of RNA recombination to potentially

reduce the burden imposed by the error threshold has

been recently analysed by Santos et al. (2004). They

assumed that the recombination in protocells took

place via copy-choice means, i.e. the replicase switched

between RNA-like templates, as occurs frequently in

RNA viruses and is crucial for retroviral replication

during reverse transcription. The numerical results

showed that there is a quite intricate interplay between

mutation, recombination and gene redundancy, but
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the conclusion from the fitness function they used was
that the informational content could have increased by
25% by keeping the same mutational load as that for a
population without recombination.

The consequences of imperfect replication in vesicle
models are puzzling. For small mutation rates,
increased level of polyploidy favours the persistence
of protocell lineages since the random loss of essential
genes after fission is attenuated. However, for large
mutation rates, the situation is reversed: those lineages
with low levels of polyploidy are better able to cope with
higher mutation rates, particularly when recombina-
tion is allowed. This means that gene redundancy was
indeed costly. Therefore, selective forces favouring the
linkage of genes to make the first chromosomes would
eventually outweigh the advantage of faster replicating
single genes, because linked genes are less likely to be
lost by random assortment when protocells divide
(Maynard Smith & Szathmáry 1993).

The role of the number of gene copies in a primitive
cell was investigated by Koch (1984), who pointed out
the existence of two conflicting forces: (i) higher copy
numbers act as a safeguard against random loss of all
copies of a gene but (ii) such copy numbers slow down
adaptive evolution because a newly arisen favourable
mutant is diluted out and cannot be ‘seen’ efficiently by
natural selection acting on cells.He further observed that
a moderately high (less than 100) copy number per gene
is not only optimal, but also confers some additional
evolvability by the ‘duplication and divergence’ scenario,
as first emphasized by Ohno (1970).
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Can Biology be Reduced to Chemistry and Physics? 
 
 
I’ve been asked: can biology be reduced to chemistry and physics?  Many philosophers 
have answered no on the basis of what’s called the multiple realizability argument. I will 
use Elliott Sober’s critique of this argument (included in the Symposium materials) as a 
point of departure. In my talk, I will suggest that we keep a number of distinctions in 
mind as we discuss the reduction question. The most basic of these is the distinction 
between metaphysics, on the one hand, and epistemology on the other. This gives rise to 
two kinds of questions. The metaphysical questions concern the relationship between the 
biological and the physical. Are, we might ask, organisms nothing but physical stuff 
organized in distinctive ways?  The epistemological questions concern relations between 
the science of biology and the science of physics. Will, we might ask, biologists succeed 
in explaining all biological processes in terms of physical processes?  
 
My talk will center on the connection between these two kinds of questions. Should we 
try to read metaphysics off the biology or biology off the metaphysics? That is, can we 
appeal to the best biological knowledge of the day to answer metaphysical questions such 
as the question of whether organisms are nothing but physical stuff organized in 
distinctive ways? Some argue along these lines by claiming that the remarkable success 
of DNA-centered research indicates that the fundamental theory of molecular biology, 
according to which all life processes are ultimately programmed in DNA and executed 
through the production of RNA and polypeptide molecules, is true. The metaphysical 
thesis of reductionism, they conclude, is vindicated.   
 
Alternatively, we might think that we shouldn’t read metaphysics off the science of 
biology, but appeal to the best metaphysics of the day to answer questions about the 
appropriate form of biological knowledge. Some argue on abstract considerations about 
notions such as emergence that today’s DNA-centric biology is deeply problematic 
because it is based on the metaphysical falsehood of reductionism. According to this 
view, a more balanced research program that did not focus so much attention on genes 
and DNA would yield a truer, more holistic, and multi-leveled understanding of life. 
 
I will argue that there are severe limitations in trying to read metaphysics off biology and 
dangers in drawing upon metaphysics to justify conclusions about the form biological 
knowledge should take. Hence, we should keep the two kinds of questions distinct. With 
regard to the epistemological questions about reduction, I will argue that the success of 
DNA-centered research depends as much on methodology as on representations, and the 
representations upon which it does rest are modest. There is no need to posit a 
fundamental biological theory of molecular biology to explain the success of DNA-
centered sciences. I will leave the metaphysics and fundamental theorizing to others.  
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Making a Splash; Breaking a Neck: The Development of Complexity in 
Physical Systems 
 
Leo P. Kadanoff 
 
 
 
The fundamental laws of physics are very simple.  They can be written on the top half of 

an ordinary piece of paper.  The world about us is very complex. Whole libraries hardly 

serve to describe it.  Indeed, any living organism exhibits a degree of complexity quite 

beyond the capacity of our libraries.  This complexity has led some thinkers to suggest 

that living things are not the outcome of physical law but instead the creation of a 

(super)-intelligent designer. 

 

In this talk, we examine the development of complexity in fluid flow.  Examples include 

splashing  water, necking of fluids, swirls in heated gases, and jets thrown up from beds 

of sand.  We watch complexity develop in front of our eyes.  Mostly, we are able to 

understand and explain what we are seeing.  We do our work by following a succession 

of very specific situations.  In following these specific problems,  we soon get to broader 

issues: predictability and chaos, mechanisms for the generation of complexity and of 

simple laws, and finally the question of whether there is a natural tendency toward the 

formation of complex ‘machines’. 



 



















Simple Lessons from Complexity
Nigel Goldenfeld1 and Leo P. Kadanoff2

The complexity of the world is contrasted with the simplicity of the basic
laws of physics. In recent years, considerable study has been devoted to
systems that exhibit complex outcomes. This experience has not given us
any new laws of physics, but has instead given us a set of lessons about
appropriate ways of approaching complex systems.

One of the most striking aspects of physics is
the simplicity of its laws. Maxwell’s equa-
tions, Schrödinger’s equation, and Hamilto-
nian mechanics can each be expressed in a
few lines. The ideas that form the foundation
of our worldview are also very simple indeed:
The world is lawful, and the same basic laws
hold everywhere. Everything is simple, neat,
and expressible in terms of everyday mathe-
matics, either partial differential or ordinary
differential equations.

Everything is simple and neat—except, of
course, the world.

Every place we look—outside the physics
classroom—we see a world of amazing com-
plexity. The world contains many examples
of complex “ecologies” at all levels: huge
mountain ranges, the delicate ridge on the
surface of a sand dune, the salt spray coming
off a wave, the interdependencies of financial
markets, and the true ecologies formed by
living things. Each situation is highly orga-
nized and distinctive, with biological systems
forming a limiting case of exceptional com-
plexity. So why, if the laws are so simple, is
the world so complicated? Here, we try to
give a partial answer to this question and
summarize general lessons that can be drawn
from recent work on complexity in physical
systems.

To us, complexity means that we have
structure with variations. Thus, a living or-
ganism is complex because it has many dif-
ferent working parts, each formed by varia-
tions in the working out of the same genetic
coding. One look at ocean or sky gives the
conviction that there is some natural tendency
toward the formation of structure in the phys-
ical world. Chaos is also found very frequent-
ly. Chaos is the sensitive dependence of a
final result upon the initial conditions that
bring it about. In a chaotic world, it is hard to
predict which variation will arise in a given
place and time. Indeed, errors and uncertain-
ties often grow exponentially with time.

A complex world is interesting because
it is highly structured. A chaotic world is

interesting because we do not know what is
coming next. But the world contains regu-
larities as well. For example, climate is
very complex, but winter follows summer
in a predictable pattern. Our world is both
complex and chaotic. From this, an elemen-
tary lesson follows:

Nature can produce complex structures even
in simple situations, and can obey simple laws
even in complex situations.

Creating complexity. Fluids frequently
produce complex behavior, which can be ei-
ther highly organized (think of a tornado) or
chaotic (like a highly turbulent flow). What is
seen often depends on the size of the observ-
er. A fly caught in a tornado would be sur-
prised to learn that it is participating in a
highly structured flow.

The equations that describe how the fluid
velocity at one point in space affects the
velocity at other points in space are derived
from three basic ideas:

Locality. A fluid contains many particles in
motion. A particle is influenced only by other
particles in its immediate neighborhood.

Conservation. Some things are never lost,
only moved around, such as particles and
momentum.

Symmetry. A fluid is isotropic and rota-
tionally invariant.

To make a computer fluid, construct (1) a
kind of square dance in which particles move
around, obeying the three basic ideas. In the
simplest case, the dance is done on a regular
hexagonal lattice (Fig. 1, upper panel). Each
particle is characterized by a lattice position
and by one of six directions of motion. These
arrows are momentum vectors. The square
dance starts when the caller says “Prome-
nade”; this call instructs each dancer to pro-
ceed one step in the direction of its arrow
(Fig. 1, middle panel). And then the caller
says “Swing your partner.” This is an instruc-
tion to rotate all the arrows on a given site
through 60°, if they happen to add up to zero
total momentum (Fig. 1, lower panel). Notice
that both particle number and momentum are
conserved in each step. Take thousands of
particles and thousands of steps, average a bit
to smooth out the data, and thereby find a
pattern of motion identical to fluid motion.
The square dance behaves like a fluid simply
because its steps obey the three fundamental

laws of fluid motion (2).
Gradually, through examples like this, it

has dawned on us that very simple ingredi-
ents can produce very beautiful, rich, and
patterned outputs. Thus, our square dancers,
through their simple hops and swings, pro-
duce the entire beautiful world of fluids in
motion. For simple elementary actors to pro-
duce patterned and complex output, we re-
quire many events. Our example included
many events because it had many actors and
much time.

For physicists it is delightful, but not sur-
prising, that the computer generates realistic
fluid behavior, regardless of the precise de-
tails of how we do the coding. If this were not
the case, then we would have extreme sensi-
tivity to the microscopic modeling—what
one might loosely call “model chaos”—and
physics as a science could not exist: In order
to model a bulldozer, we would need to be
careful to model its constituent quarks! Na-
ture has been kind enough to have provided
us with a convenient separation of length,
energy, and time scales, allowing us to exca-
vate physical laws from well-defined strata,
even though the consequences of these laws
are very complex. But we might not be so
lucky with complexity in biological or eco-
nomic situations.

Understanding complexity. To extract
physical knowledge from a complex system,
one must focus on the right level of descrip-
tion. There are three modes of investigation
of systems like this: experimental, computa-
tional, and theoretical. Experiment is best for
exploration, because experimental techniques
(combined with the human eye) can scan
large ranges of data very efficiently.

Computer simulations are often used to
check our understanding of a particular phys-
ical process or situation. In our fluid dynam-
ics example, the large-scale structure is inde-
pendent of detailed description of the motion
on the small scales. We can exploit this kind
of “universality” by designing the most con-
venient “minimal model.” For example, most
fluid flow programs should not be modeled
by molecular dynamics simulations. These
simulations are so slow that they may not be
able to reach a regime that will enable us to
safely extrapolate to large systems. So we are
likely to get the wrong answer. Instead, we
should model at the macro level, using large
time steps and large systems. For example,
some computational biologists try to simulate
protein dynamics by following each and ev-
ery small part of the molecule. The result?
Most of the computer cycles are spent watch-
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ing little CH groups wiggling back and forth.
Nothing biologically significant occurs in the
time they can afford.

Use the right level of description to catch
the phenomena of interest. Don’t model bull-
dozers with quarks.

This lesson applies with equal strength to
theoretical work aimed at understanding
complex systems. Modeling complex sys-
tems by tractable closure schemes or compli-
cated free-field theories in disguise does not
work. These may yield a successful descrip-
tion of the small-scale structure, but this de-
scription is likely to be irrelevant for the
large-scale features. To get these gross fea-
tures, one should most often use a more
phenomenological and aggregated descrip-
tion, aimed specifically at the higher level.
Thus, financial markets should not be mod-
eled by simple geometric Brownian motion–
based models, all of which form the basis for
modern treatments of derivative markets.
These models were created to be analytically
tractable and derive from very crude phenom-
enological modeling. They cannot reproduce
the observed strongly non-Gaussian probabil-
ity distributions in many markets, which ex-
hibit a feature so generic that it even has a
whimsical name, fat tails. Instead, the mod-
eling should be driven by asking “What are

the simplest nonlinearities or nonlocalities
that should be present?”—that is, by trying to
separate universal scaling features from mar-
ket-specific features. The inclusion of too
many processes and parameters will obscure
the desired qualitative understanding.

Every good model starts from a question.
The modeler should always choose the cor-
rect level of detail to answer the question.

Complexity and statistics. As a fluid
moves around, it may carry with it some
“passive” elements that do not themselves
influence the flow. Both energy and the den-
sity of impurities undergo this kind of mo-
tion, in which they convect (go with the flow)
and diffuse (move randomly). The convective
motion tends to move initially distant regions
of the fluid close to one another, thereby
producing enhanced gradients. The diffusion
tends to smooth out the gradients.

In many situations, these “passive scalars”
are carried along by a rapid and turbulent
flow, so that the convective mixing tends to
dominate the diffusion. Computer simula-
tions and experiments show that the density
of the scalar soon develops a profile in which
there are many flat regions surrounded by
abrupt jumps. The flat regions are produced
by the combined effects of convection and
diffusion in well-mixed regions of the sam-

ple. However, because the density must gen-
erally follow the initial gradient, mixed re-
gions must be separated by jumps.

This behavior, in which the system is
dominated by really big events, is called in-
termittency. Intermittency seems to be a
ubiquitous feature of dynamical systems. The
weather turns stormy suddenly. There are ice
ages. The stock market crashes. A plague
takes hold. An airplane runs into turbulence.
In every case, there is a big jump in the
behavior of a dynamical system, and that big
jump can have big human consequences.

These ubiquitous jumps come in all sizes,
with the big jumps being less likely. Empir-
ically, the size of the jumps is often given by
a probability distribution, which for large
jumps takes the form

P( jump) 5
1

2s
expS2

?jump?

s D (1)

(3), where s is the standard deviation. Con-
trast this with the usual Gaussian form

P(jump) 5
1

(2ps)1/2 expF2
~ jump)2

(2s2) G (2)

which has been the usual guess in statistical
problems since the time of Galton. Chaotic
and turbulent systems often show exponential
behaviors, like Eq. 1. Improbable (very bad)
events are much more likely with the expo-
nential form than with the Gaussian form (Eq.
2). For example, a 6s event has a chance of
10–9 of occurring in the Gaussian case,
whereas with the exponential form the chance
is 0.0025. Estimates, particularly Gaussian
estimates, formed by short time series will
give an entirely incorrect picture of large-
scale fluctuations. These considerations have
important consequences in, for example, fi-
nancial markets, as emphasized recently by
Mandelbrot (4). Thus, we come to another
lesson:

Complex systems form structures, and
these structures vary widely in size and du-
ration. Their probability distributions are
rarely normal, so that exceptional events are
not that rare.

The development of complexity in phys-
ics. Long ago, Katchalsky (5) and Prigogine
(6 ) described the formation of complex struc-
tures in nonequilibrium systems. Their “dis-
sipative structures” could have a degree of
complication that could grow rapidly in time.
It is believed that comparably complex struc-
tures do not exist in equilibrium. Turing (7)
described a mechanism, involving reaction
diffusion equations, for the development of
organization in living things. As we have
seen from the examples quoted here and
many others, in nonequilibrium situations
many-particle systems can get very compli-
cated indeed (8).

It is likely that this tendency is the basis of
life. A restricted version of this idea is given

Fig. 1. Three stages in the update
algorithm of a lattice gas. Between
the upper and middle panels, each
particle moves in the direction of
its arrow to arrive at a nearest
neighboring site. Next, particles
“collide” whenever the total mo-
mentum on a site is zero; these
collisions occur between the mid-
dle and lower panels.
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in Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld’s “self-orga-
nized criticality” (9). In an essay entitled
“More Is Different,” Anderson (10) described
how features of organization may arise as an
“emergent” property of systems. An example
of this point of view is given by work on
complexity “phase transitions” and accompa-
nying speculations that various aspects of
biological systems sit on a critical point be-
tween order and complexity (11).

The next few years are likely to lead to an
increasing study of complexity in the context of
statistical dynamics, with a view to better un-
derstanding physical, economic, social, and es-
pecially biological systems. It will be an excit-
ing time. As science turns to complexity, one
must realize that complexity demands attitudes
quite different from those heretofore common
in physics. Up to now, physicists looked for
fundamental laws true for all times and all

places. But each complex system is different;
apparently there are no general laws for com-
plexity. Instead, one must reach for “lessons”
that might, with insight and understanding, be
learned in one system and applied to another.
Maybe physics studies will become more like
human experience.
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V I E W P O I N T

Complexity in Chemistry
George M. Whitesides* and Rustem F. Ismagilov

“Complexity” is a subject that is beginning to be important in chemistry.
Historically, chemistry has emphasized the approximation of complex
nonlinear processes by simpler linear ones. Complexity is becoming a
profitable approach to a wide range of problems, especially the under-
standing of life.

“Complexity” is a word rich with ambiguity
and highly dependent on context (1). Chem-
istry has its own understandings of this word.
In one characterization, a complex system is
one whose evolution is very sensitive to ini-
tial conditions or to small perturbations, one
in which the number of independent interact-
ing components is large, or one in which
there are multiple pathways by which the
system can evolve. Analytical descriptions of
such systems typically require nonlinear dif-
ferential equations. A second characterization
is more informal; that is, the system is “com-
plicated” by some subjective judgment and is
not amenable to exact description, analytical
or otherwise.

In chemistry, almost everything of interest
is complex by one or both definitions. Con-
sider the design and synthesis of a simple
organic substance (,102 covalently bonded,
first-row atoms) as a candidate drug—a rep-
resentative activity for organic, medicinal,
and biological chemists. A single step in the
multistep synthesis of such a substance might
involve 1022 molecules of several types (each

comprising as many as 102 anharmonically
oscillating bonds) and several times this num-
ber of interacting nuclei and electrons, all
immersed in 1024 molecules of solvent. The
synthesis itself might proceed by perhaps 10
different strategies (that is, sequences of re-
actions) for making and breaking bonds and
for generating the intermediate compounds
that ultimately result in the final compound;
each strategy might have many thousands of
possible variants differing in synthetic detail.
The design of a molecule that has the right
properties (shape, surface properties, and as-
sociated electrostatic fields) to interact spe-
cifically with one part of the surface of a
target protein molecule presents yet another
set of complicated challenges (Fig. 1) (2).

Faced with the impossibility of handling
any such real system exactly, chemistry has
evolved a series of approaches to the treat-
ment of complex systems, which range from
reasoning by analogy, through averaging, lin-
earization, drastic approximation, and pure
empiricism, to detailed analytical solution.
The study of complexity in systems of reac-
tions (or of processes or of properties) that
can be described by nonlinear equations has
been limited to the few that are both complex
enough to be interesting and simple enough
to be tractable. The emphasis in thinking

about complicated systems has been to find
methods that are predictive, even if they are
nonanalytical. Philosophically, chemistry is a
branch of science that attempts to predict and
control rather than simply to observe and
analyze: A large industrial reactor that pro-
duces heat in unpredictable bursts is more
immediately terrifying than interesting. The
optimization of combustion for the produc-
tion of work, the understanding of mecha-
nisms of drug action, and the development of
strategies for organic synthesis are all prob-
lems of great complexity. They are also prob-
lems of sufficient urgency, which must be
solved as best as possible, even if analytical
solutions for them are not practical.

Chemistry is now evolving away from the
manipulation of sets of individual molecules
and toward the description and manipulation
of systems of molecules, that is, living cells
and materials. This evolution toward com-
plexity is, perhaps counterintuitively, gener-
ating new types of problems that are suffi-
ciently simple in some aspects for “complex-
ity” in its analytical sense to provide a valu-
able way of thinking about them. These
problems are often at the border between
chemistry and other fields such as physics,
biology, biophysics, and materials science.
They may represent efforts to describe prop-
erties (for example, flux through a catalytic
pathway in metabolism, distribution of green-
house gases in the atmosphere, and fracture
toughness of a polymer) that strongly depend
on time, space, and conditions and in which
the granularity of the description that is de-
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Emergence and Reductionism in Biology 
 
Ricardo B. R. Azevedo 
 
Department of Biology and Biochemistry, University of Houston, Houston, 
Texas 77204-5001 
 
Most scientists confront the tension between reductionism and emergence in 
their research.  Biologists are no exception.  Indeed, they are especially 
sensitive to this tension because biological systems cover such a vast range of 
levels of complexity, in entities, patterns and processes: from macromolecules 
to ecosystems, from metabolism to animal communication, from organismal 
development to evolution.  Biology defies reduction to physics because many 
of its central concepts, such as sexual reproduction and natural selection, are 
meaningless in physics.  However, reductionism has served the biological 
sciences well.  For example, major advances in developmental and 
evolutionary biology have relied on dramatic simplifications, namely, a naive 
view of gene action and what Mayr contemptuously called “beanbag genetics”.  
But, while it is easy to criticize a reductionist approach from the “emergence” 
perspective, turning such criticisms into fruitful, alternative research 
programs has proved more challenging (e.g., developmental systems theory).  
Here I consider these issues in the context of my own research into the ways 
in which development influences the evolutionary process. 
 



 















“Less Is More” and the Art of
Modeling Complex Phenomena
Simplification May But Need Not Be the Key to Handle Large Networks

I n the October 21, 2005 issue of the magazine Science a perspectives article by
Stefan Bornholdt addresses the problem of the proper level of details in the
description of complex systems [1]. “Less is more” is used in this article to

encourage the usage of highly simplified dynamical elements for modeling large and
complex nonlinear systems. The special case considered is modeling of large genetic
networks, but the problem is much more general, arises often in science and beyond
and, perhaps, deserves broader attention. Some older examples of “less is more” that
have already reached a certain degree of maturity and common acceptance may be
useful with respect to the recent revival of this paradigm. I shall present here two
different problems from the interface of physics and chemistry, which were heavily
debated in the past and for which consensus has been achieved by now, before
returning to the burning biological questions.

The first example starts with Paul Dirac’s famous comment [2], “… The under-
lying physical laws necessary for the
mathematical theory of a large part of
physics and the whole of chemistry are
thus completely known, and the difficulty
is only that the exact application of these
laws leads to equations much too com-
plicated to be soluble. …” The reactions
of the scientific public were extremely
ambiguous: Quantum chemists used Di-

rac’s statement as the figure-head for

their many decades long search for better and better approximations to the Schrö-

dinger equations, whereas the majority of experimental chemists were truly upset.

The reason for the uneasiness also shared by other nonphysicists was certainly not

only the overstatement of a then 27-year-old and somewhat arrogant physicist but

also an intuitive feeling that quantum mechanics provides the tool to reduce and

integrate chemistry into physics, thereby sacrificing chemistry’s autonomy [3, 4].

Putting aside the philosophical questions, we are left with a pragmatic problem: Is

quantum mechanics appropriate to describe molecules and chemical bonds for the

chemist at the workbench? There are two reasons, among others, that suggest the

application of a different, preferentially less sophisticated level of description: (i)

Some older examples of “less is
more” that have already reached
a certain degree of maturity and

common acceptance may be
useful with respect to the recent

revival of this paradigm.
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Despite the spectacular progress of
computational quantum mechanics
that allows for incredibly accurate com-
putation of structures and properties of
small molecules [5, 6], calculations of
large molecules are still far away from
being satisfactory and, even more im-
portant, the predictive power of the full-
blown quantum chemical approaches is
rather week. In other words, we can cal-
culate but we don’t understand unless
we crank up the highly sophisticated
and costly computational machinery
derived from the Schrödinger equation.
(ii) Empirical chemical knowledge un-
like the usage of the stationary Schröd-
inger equation unconsciously involves a
time span of observation, and this mat-
ters when we discuss what we mean by
chemical compounds. To give a naı̈ve
but illustrative example, dimethyl ether
and ethanol, CH3OCH3 and CH3CH2OH,
respectively, are two distinct chemical
compounds, although they have the
same Hamiltonian and are described by
the same Schrödinger equation. Clearly,
computing the energy landscape in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation and
estimating the lifetime of the two iso-
mers of C2H6O will undoubtedly reveal
that the time scale for an interconver-
sion of the two molecules is extremely
long, and therefore we are not in danger
that the ether is converted into more
stable ethanol during an experiment.
There are other pairs of isomers, for
example, in nonclassical carbocations
[7] that change structures too fast to be
observed. Qualitative molecular theory,
being a largely simplified and coarse-
grained distillation of quantum me-
chanics for chemists, is often useful and
makes successful predictions, although
it is lacking the solid anchor in physics.
The hybridization concept, for example,
allows for many correct predictions of
rough molecular geometries and the
Walsh rules are likewise successful.
The Woodward-Hoffman rules are a
valuable tool for predicting the reac-
tivity in certain classes of reactions.
There is, however, one important fact
to keep in mind: The qualitative pic-
ture fails inevitably when quantum
mechanics is truly indispensable as it
is, for example, in spectroscopy, in

photochemistry, and in interactions of
electromagnetic radiation with mat-
ter, in general. In addition there is no
way around large-scale computation,
if we are heading for predictions of
quantitatively reliable and sufficiently
precise results.

My second case is another example
from the crossroads of chemistry and
physics: chemical reaction dynamics [8,
9]. Chemical reactions are commonly
described at three main levels of sophis-
tication [9]: (i) the qualitative or sub-
stance level, “What produces what un-
der which conditions?”; (ii) the
elementary step level, dealing with rate
constants and their dependence on pa-
rameters like temperature, pressure,
and other external conditions; and (iii)
the full-blown chemical dynamics level
where the interconversion of molecules
are resolved to individual reactive colli-
sions. Level (iii) provides marvelous in-
sights into unexpected details of reac-
tive quantum scattering and creates the
link to computational quantum chem-
istry discussed in the previous para-
graph. To mention just one illustration
of such details: Simple reactive colli-
sions, like F � H23FH � H, involve
several atomic and molecular states and
may be calculated now by quantum
scattering techniques on multiple en-
ergy surfaces [8] and then, the com-
puted results agree with molecular
beam experiments. Paul Crutzen, who
did the epoch-making studies on atmo-
spheric chemistry and, in particular,
ozone destruction by manmade pollut-
ants [10], would have been completely
lost if he had attempted to reach his
goal on the quantum scattering level. All
his success was based on consequent
and precise level (ii) kinetic studies on
vapor phase reactions. Sometimes even

cruder descriptions between the ele-
mentary step resolution and the quali-
tative description are important. An il-
lustrative example is the beautiful work
on nonlinear chemical reactions in so-
lution [11]. The famous oscillatory
Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction com-
prises some 20 or more elementary
steps. In the “Oregonator” model devel-
oped by Richard Field and Richard
Noyes [12, 13] these steps are cast into
five overall reactions that allow for a
perfect and accurate prediction of the
course of the reaction and even of very
subtle reaction details. Many examples
could be added, which all demonstrate
the more or less self-evident but never-
theless often forgotten fact: The proper
model description of a complex system
depends on both the context of the
problem and the question one wants to
ask.

Coming back to the initial problem
concerning the proper level of descrip-
tion for complex biological networks we
recognize a situation that is not very
different from the two examples men-
tioned above. There are, for example,
several levels of description for neural
networks, I shall mention here only two
of them: (i) The single neuron level,
which is described in great detail by the
famous Hodgkin-Huxley equation relat-
ing action potential and electric current
in the neuron [14], and (ii) the highly
coarse-grained level of neural networks
that initiated a whole new area of com-
putation (see, for example, the Hopfield
networks [15]). At present both levels
are still highly relevant: Level (i), be-
cause progress in the molecular biology
of the neuron allows for a precise char-
acterization of the molecular players in
the Hodgkin-Huxley equation and calls
for extensions of the original version to
more realistic gating models, and level
(ii), because we are still lacking a com-
prehensive theory for the emergence of
collective properties in neural networks,
in particular in the brain. With the cur-
rent computational facilities it is also
thinkable to combine both levels and to
compute relatively large ensembles of
Hodgkin-Huxley neurons. Here as well
as above we have to face the “too much
detailed” problem at the molecular

Qualitative molecular theory,
being a largely simplified and
coarse-grained distillation of

quantum mechanics for chemists,
is often useful and makes

successful predictions, although
it is lacking the solid anchor in

physics.
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level. On the other hand, when we are

focusing on the role of individual

classes of ion gates and specific neuro-

transmitters, the molecular level is in-

dispensable.

Genetic and metabolic networks—

genabolic networks might be a good

name for the combination of both—are

no exceptions of the rule [16, 17]. There

are features for which the description

by means of Boolean functions, as ad-

vertised in [1], is the most appropriate

level to learn generic properties of sig-

naling and regulation. When it comes to

other questions, for example, the con-

trol of cellular activities by second mes-

sengers and hormones, the molecular

level will be essential. The entire disci-

plines of computational systems biol-

ogy and cell biology are in an exciting

and very fast development. Despite im-

pressive progress in the past few years

several techniques have yet to be estab-

lished and large-scale computations on
the dynamics of whole cells and organ-
isms will be impossible without specific
advances in algorithms and their imple-
mentations. I see parallels to the devel-
opment in computational chemistry,
where the scientific questions were in-
deed completely forgotten for a few de-
cades and people focused almost exclu-
sively on the solution of computational
problems. During such periods of tech-
nical progress, a reminder like Stefan
Bornholdt’s perspective that suggests
not to forget the ultimate goals and to
think about simpler approaches is un-
doubtedly in place.

Is less more? The answer to the ques-

tion, as I wanted to point out here, is

subtle. It is “could be” rather than “yes,”

and whether or not it is true depends on

the context and the problem to be in-

vestigated. The figure in the article in

Science [1] distinguishes nicely four lev-

els of description—single gene, small

genetic circuits, medium-size, and

large-scale genetic networks—and I

think each one is justified in its own

right. The art of modeling is to choose

the proper degree of detail. One take-

home lesson from the development of

computational quantum chemistry,

however, is that decades of method-

ological development, where everyone

in the field focuses on the problem to

compute faster and faster, larger and

larger systems, may pay at the end, after

the technical problems had been solved

and the scientific questions come back

into the focus of interest.
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Sexual reproduction selects for robustness and
negative epistasis in artificial gene networks
Ricardo B. R. Azevedo1, Rolf Lohaus1, Suraj Srinivasan1, Kristen K. Dang2 & Christina L. Burch3

The mutational deterministic hypothesis for the origin and
maintenance of sexual reproduction posits that sex enhances the
ability of natural selection to purge deleterious mutations after
recombination brings them together into single genomes1. This
explanation requires negative epistasis, a type of genetic inter-
action where mutations are more harmful in combination than
expected from their separate effects. The conceptual appeal of the
mutational deterministic hypothesis has been offset by our
inability to identify the mechanistic and evolutionary bases of
negative epistasis. Here we show that negative epistasis can evolve
as a consequence of sexual reproduction itself. Using an artificial
gene network model2,3, we find that recombination between gene
networks imposes selection for genetic robustness, and that nega-
tive epistasis evolves as a by-product of this selection. Our results
suggest that sexual reproduction selects for conditions that favour
its own maintenance, a case of evolution forging its own path.
Acentury of genetic research has revealed two general properties of

spontaneous mutations with detectable effects on fitness: most of
them are deleterious, and they frequently interact with each other4,5.
Many types of interactions are possible, including directional epistasis,
in which the average effect of spontaneous mutations changes in the
presence of other mutations in the genome6. Directional epistasis can
be either negative (synergistic) or positive (antagonistic), depending
on whether the average effect of mutations becomes more or less
harmful, respectively, as the number of other mutations in the
genome increases (Fig. 1). Directional epistasis holds particular
interest for evolutionary biologists because it is expected to deter-
mine the outcome of multiple evolutionary processes, notably the
evolution of sex and recombination1. Empirical studies on a variety
of organisms have reported every conceivable form of directional
epistasis: negative7–9, positive6,10 and no significant directional epi-
stasis11,12. These mixed results have not helped to clarify either the
mechanistic or evolutionary causes of directional epistasis13.
In contrast, evolutionary simulations using computational models

of RNA secondary structure14, viral replication15 and artificial life14

have demonstrated that the average strength and direction of
epistasis can be shaped by natural selection. One mechanism by
which epistasis evolves in these models13 is through a negative
correlation among genotypes between the extent of genetic robust-
ness (or genetic canalization, measured as the insensitivity of a
phenotype to mutation) and the direction of epistasis. As a conse-
quence, selection for higher robustness produces a correlated
response in the strength of epistasis in all three models, towards
either weaker positive or stronger negative epistasis14,15. The repeat-
ability of this result in models of different biological systems suggests
that the strength and direction of epistasis observed in living
organisms depend on their history of selection for genetic robustness.
Theory predicts that traits can evolve to be robust to genetic

perturbations (that is, mutation and recombination) under a variety

of selective regimes16–18, as long as the following two conditions are
met: genes must interact to determine the trait17–19, and the popu-
lation must contain sufficient genetic variation18. Whereas the for-
mer condition is inherent to particular organisms, the latter
condition will depend on population genetic parameters such as
the mutation and recombination rates. Experimental tests of these
predictions using computational models confirm that highmutation
rates, such as those experienced by RNAviruses, favour the evolution
of genetic robustness2,3,18,20. Sexual reproduction (that is, increased
recombination) is also expected to impose stronger selection for
genetic robustness than asexual reproduction21,22, but this hypothesis
has never been tested experimentally21.
To test this hypothesis, and to determine whether the evolution of

genetic robustness is accompanied by the evolution of negative
epistasis, we return to the computational model of genetic networks
used in two previous studies2,3. We chose this model primarily
because it explicitly incorporates one of the key characteristics
required for the evolution of robustness17–19—genetic interactions.
Furthermore, empirical data from biological systems has consistently
suggested that extant gene networks are robust to changes in
biochemical rate parameters and levels of gene activity19,23. Previous
work with this model has shown that genetic robustness (again,
measured as robustness to mutation) evolves readily if networks are
subjected to selection for the production of a stable gene expression
pattern2,3. Here we explore the extent to which recombination con-
tributed to the evolution of genetic robustness in this model, and ask
whether recombination, through its effect on robustness2,21,22, can
cause the direction of epistasis to evolve.

LETTERS

Figure 1 | Types of directional epistasis for deleterious mutations. Three
hypothetical relationships between fitness (log scale) and number of
deleterious mutations are plotted. All relationships depicted have the
same mutational robustness (W1 ¼ 0.78) but different directions of
epistasis: negative epistasis (plain line, concave downwards; 1 2 b , 0), no
directional epistasis (bold, straight line; 1 2 b ¼ 0) and positive epistasis
(dashed line, concave upwards; 1 2 b . 0).
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Briefly, the model2,3 represents individuals as networks of N
interacting transcriptional regulators (Fig. 2a). The genotype of an
individual is represented by an N £ N matrix R, whose elements r ij
describe the regulatory effect of the product of gene j on the
expression of gene i (Fig. 2b). The number of regulatory interactions
is determined by a connectivity parameter (c) that specifies the
proportion of non-zero matrix elements. This matrix of regulatory
relationships acts on gene expression patterns, which are represented
by a state vector S(t), whose elements s i(t) describe the expression
states of genes i ¼ 1, 2,…, N at time t. The expression state of a gene
can vary continuously between complete repression, s i(t) ¼ 21, and
complete activation, s i(t) ¼ 1. Gene expression states change over
time according to the following equation:

siðtþ 1Þ ¼ f
XN
j¼1

rijsiðtÞ

" #
ð1Þ

where f(x) is a sigmoidal filter function2 that determines how the
total regulatory input influences gene expression (see Supplementary
Fig. 1a). Development is modelled as the progression from an initial
gene expression state to an equilibrium gene expression pattern
(Fig. 2c; see Methods). In this model, genotypes that achieve any
stable, fixed-point equilibrium expression pattern are considered
developmentally stable2, and therefore viable. Genotypes that do not
achieve a stable equilibrium (for example, oscillatory gene
expression) are considered inviable2.
The mechanistic underpinnings of this model allow a priori

predictions about the evolution of genetic robustness. In this
model, the reproductive success of a viable genotype (that is, its
fitness) is the proportion of its offspring that are also viable. When
offspring are produced asexually, and differ from their parents only
by mutations, the fitness of a genotype is given by:

Wasex ¼
XcN2

k¼0

fkWk ð2Þ

where f k ¼ m ke2m/k! is the Poisson probability that offspring

acquire k mutations when the mutation rate per individual network
per generation is m, and Wk is the mean fitness of the genotype after
the addition of k mutations. For mutation rates m # 0.1, terms for
k . 1 can be effectively ignored, so thatWasex < 1 2 m þ mW1.W1 is
our measure of mutational robustness, the probability that a geno-
type with one mutation is viable. Therefore, given a sufficiently high
mutation rate, asexually reproducing networks are expected to evolve
mutational robustness. In contrast, when offspring are produced via
sexual reproduction, and differ from their parents primarily as a
result of recombination, the fitness of a genotype is given byW sex ¼
Wasex (1 2 L), where L is the probability that amating with a random
individual in the population will result in an inviable offspring, a
measure of the recombination load24. Therefore, sexual populations
should experience selection for two distinct types of genetic robust-
ness: mutational robustness and recombinational robustness.
In order to explore the effect of sexual reproduction on the

evolution of genetic robustness, we first investigated the behaviour
of this model using conditions that are known to produce robustness
to mutation2 (m ¼ 0.1, N ¼ 10 genes, c ¼ 0.75; see Methods), vary-
ing only the reproductive mode from sexual to asexual. Fifty clonal
populations of 500 individuals were founded by different randomly
generated, viable genotypes. Each population was subjected to
selection for the ability to produce a stable gene expression pattern
and allowed to evolve separately via sexual and asexual reproduction.
We monitored evolution until an equilibrium level of mutational
robustness was achieved. Contrary to earlier claims2,3, our simu-
lations show that sexual reproduction has a substantive effect on the
evolution of mutational robustness (Fig. 3a). Although mutational
robustness increased in asexual populations, it reached a significantly
lower equilibrium value than in sexual populations (paired t-test:
t ¼ 31.0, 49 degrees of freedom (d.f.), P , 0.0001). An investigation
of epistasis in these evolved populations revealed that sexual repro-
duction also had a qualitative effect on the evolution of directional
epistasis (t ¼ 23.6, 49 d.f., P , 0.0001). The magnitude of epistasis
evolved regardless of reproductive mode, but the direction of
epistasis only changed when reproduction was sexual. At equilib-
rium, asexual populations exhibited average positive epistasis of a
reduced magnitude, whereas sexual populations exhibited negative
epistasis.
Why does sexual reproduction cause the evolution of increased

mutational robustness? Sexual reproduction is not expected to
increase the strength of selection for mutational robustness directly.
However, it is expected to select for recombinational robustness, and
this could cause a correlated response in mutational robustness. We
devised two experiments to test this hypothesis. In the first experi-
ment, we investigated whether the effect of sexual reproduction on
mutational robustness depended on the high mutation rate
(m ¼ 0.1). Theory predicts that mutational robustness will evolve
through the direct action of selection only if m is greater than the
reciprocal of the effective population size7 (that is, m . 0.002 in our
simulations). Thus, we tested our hypothesis by re-running the
simulations at a mutation rate of m ¼ 0.002 (Fig. 3a). At this low
mutation rate, mutational robustness failed to evolve in asexual
populations within 50,000 generations. However, mutational robust-
ness did increase significantly in sexual populations within 20,000
generations. The inability of asexual populations to respond to
selection for mutational robustness confirms that selection acting
directly on mutational robustness is ineffective when m ¼ 0.002.
Thus, the mutational robustness that evolved in these sexual popu-
lations did not evolve through the direct action of selection. Rather, it
must have evolved as a correlated response to selection for recombi-
national robustness, the only other source of selection in these
simulations.
In the second experiment we constructed genetically variable

populations (see Supplementary Methods) and allowed them to
evolve in the absence of new mutations (m ¼ 0), that is, in the
absence of selection for mutational robustness. In this experiment,

Figure 2 | Application of our network model to the gap gene system of
Drosophila melanogaster. a, Network representation of the regulatory
interactions between four gap genes29 (gt, giant; hb, hunchback; kni, knirps;
Kr, Krüppel). Activations and repressions are denoted by arrows and bars,
respectively. Numbers indicate the relative interaction strengths30.
b, Interactionmatrix (R) representing the network in a. The element in row i
and column j (r ij) denotes the regulatory effect of the product of gene j on
the expression of gene i. c, Graphical representation of the gene expression
states of each gap gene over three successive time steps. For the purpose of
this illustrationwe consider gene i to be ON (filled box) if s i(t) . 0, andOFF
(open box) if s i(t) # 0. The change in gene expression pattern matches
events at ,80% anterior–posterior position in the Drosophila embryo
between early and mid cleavage cycle 14A (ref. 29). Successive iterations
beyond the t þ 1 step do not change the gene expression pattern, the
hallmark of a stable equilibrium.
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sexual populations showed significant increases in mutational
robustness, whereas asexual populations did not (Fig. 3b). These
results confirm our hypothesis because sexual and asexual popu-
lations differed only by the presence and absence, respectively, of
selection for recombinational robustness. By manipulating the
amount of genetic variation present in the founder populations, we
also showed that the evolutionary response in mutational robustness
increased with the strength of selection for recombinational robust-
ness (that is, with the magnitude of the recombination load, L;
Supplementary Fig. 2).
Directional epistasis evolved in both of these experiments (Fig. 3)

in a similar manner to the initial simulations. Conditions that
showed no change in mutational robustness also showed no change
in directional epistasis. However, conditions that caused an evolu-
tionary response in mutational robustness also caused the evolution
of negative, or less positive, epistasis. Taken together, these results
confirm that mutational robustness and negative epistasis both
evolved in response to selection for recombinational robustness.
The most likely explanation for the evolution of negative epistasis

in these simulations is that epistasis evolved as a correlated response
to selection for genetic robustness. The direction of epistasis was
negatively correlated with mutational robustness among a random
sample of viable gene networks (Supplementary Fig. 3). Similar
correlations were found in digital organisms and RNA secondary
structure14, supporting the theoretical prediction14,25 that it is
impossible to change genetic robustness and the direction of epistasis
independently.
Although we recognize that our model describes a simplified view

of transcriptional regulation, it captures an important feature of
real genetic regulatory systems: genetic interactions are abundant,
causing mutations to have different effects depending on the genetic
background inwhich they arise.We propose that sexual reproduction

will favour the evolution of increased genetic robustness and, there-
fore, negative epistasis in any system with two key properties: numer-
ous genetic interactions and abundant genetic variation—both known
requirements for the evolution of genetic robustness17–19. Consistent
with this proposal, the parameters that determine the number of
genetic interactions (connectivity and gene number) and the amount
of genetic variation (mutation rate, population size and the strength of
stabilizing selection) all influenced whether negative epistasis evolved
in our simulations (Fig. 3; see also Supplementary Figs 4–7). In
contrast, the network topology, the shape and variance of the
mutational distribution, and environmental stochasticity did not
qualitatively affect the outcome (Supplementary Figs 1, 5, 8 and 9).
Most notably, negative epistasis failed to evolve in networks that were
both small and sparsely connected (Supplementary Figs 5 and 6).
However, the requirements for the evolution of negative epistasis were
not too restrictive. Sexual reproduction produced negative epistasis
even in small networks as long as they were sufficiently connected,
and in sparsely connected networks as long as they contained a
sufficient number of genes (Supplementary Figs 5 and 6). Stabilizing
selection acting on the gene expression pattern also prevented
the evolution of negative epistasis, but only when it was exceptionally
strong (Supplementary Fig. 7). The wealth of genetic interactions
in the transcriptional networks of real organisms26 and the abun-
dance of genetic variation in natural populations27 suggest that
negative epistasis will evolve in many sexually reproducing
organisms.
The evolution of negative epistasis in our simulations is remark-

able because it suggests that sexual reproduction selects for con-
ditions that favour its own maintenance. Because negative epistasis
enhances the ability of natural selection to purge deleterious
mutations in sexual populations, our results could explain the
maintenance of sexual reproduction in the face of its numerous

Figure 3 | Sexual reproduction selects for mutational robustness and
negative epistasis. a, Selection for the ability to produce any stable gene
expression pattern was imposed on 50 replicate populations subjected to
high (m ¼ 0.1) and low (m ¼ 0.002) mutation rates. Plots show the average
evolutionary responses in robustness to mutation and direction of epistasis.
b, The 50 individuals used to found the homogeneous populations described
in awere used to found new populations of 500 individuals with 1, 3, 5, 10 or
75 random mutations each. These populations were then allowed to evolve
without the occurrence of newmutations (m ¼ 0) until genetic variationwas

exhausted. We plot the robustness to mutation and the direction of epistasis
at equilibrium (that is, after evolution stops) against the initial genetic
variation in each treatment (see Supplementary Methods). Each population
in a and b was evolved under either asexual (filled circles) or sexual (open
circles) reproduction. Data are expectations and 95% confidence intervals
for the median value among the 500 individuals in each population. Dashed
lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals for the mean of the 50 founder
networks.
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costs28. We hypothesize that sexual reproduction enabled evolution
of the robustness apparent in the developmental networks of multi-
cellular organisms and that negative epistasis should be associated
with robustness in these systems. If these hypotheses are correct, they
will help to explain the prevalence of sexual reproduction among
living organisms.

METHODS
Network model.Networks are generated by randomly filling the entries of the R
matrix (for example, Fig. 2b) with (1 2 c)N2 zeros and cN2 standard normal
randomvariates. A corresponding initial gene expression pattern, S(0), is created
for each network by randomly setting each s i(0) to either21 or 1. Development
begins with the initial gene expression pattern, S(0), and proceeds through 100
iterations of equation (1). We determined that an equilibrium steady state was
achieved when the following criterion was met2:

Xt
v¼t210

D½SðvÞ;SðtÞ�# 1023; where D½S;S
0
� ¼

1

4N

XN
i¼1

ðsi 2 s
0

i Þ
2

is a measure of the difference between the gene expression patterns S and S
0
, and

S(t) is the average of the gene expression levels over the time interval from t 2 10
to t. The ability of a genotype to reach equilibrium within 100 iterations is
termed developmental stability2.
Evolution. In a typical evolutionary simulation, a single random individual
capable of producing a stable gene expression pattern is cloned to generate a
population of 500 identical individuals. In an asexually reproducing population,
offspring are generated by picking an individual at random from the population
and allowing it to produce a clone of itself, such that each non-zero entry in theR
interaction matrix mutates (replacement with an independent standard normal
random variate) with probability m/(cN2). In our model, mutations should be
viewed as acting on the cN2 cis-regulatory elements, not the coding sequences of
theN genes themselves; in addition,mutations cannot alter the number of genes,
or establish new interactions between genes. Only offspring capable of producing
a stable gene expression pattern survive. This process is repeated until 500
developmentally stable individuals are produced, which go on to found the
following generation. In a sexual population, offspring are generated by picking
two individuals at random from the population, and selecting rows of the R
matrices from each parent with equal probability (analogous to free recombina-
tion between units formed by each gene and its cis-regulatory elements, but with
no recombination within regulatory regions), while allowing each non-zero
entry to mutate as above. Each selective regime was applied to a fixed panel of 50
replicate populations, each derived from a single independently generated
random individual and initial gene expression pattern; simulations were run
for as long as was necessary to obtain an equilibrium (that is, no significant
change) in the second half of the simulation. In each simulation, all individuals
experience the same initial gene expression pattern as the founder individual.
Robustness and epistasis. The mean effects of k mutations on fitness were
modelled by the relationship14,15: log(Wk) ¼ 2akb (Fig. 1, equation (2)).
Mutational robustness and directional epistasis were measured by W1 and
1 2 b, respectively. To estimate these parameters for a given genotype, we
generated 100 individuals with five successive rounds of randommutations each,
and measured the proportion of viable genotypes, Wk, with k ¼ 1, 2,…, 5
mutations.WemodelledWk using a generalized linearmodelwith complementary
log–log link and a binomial error structure29:

log½2logðWkÞ� ¼ logðaÞþb logðkÞ:

W1 was measured directly and b was estimated using maximum likelihood.
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Complexity in Physics and Life 

 

I will briefly discuss the staggering non-ergodicity of the universe at the level of complex 

chemistry and above, where the universe has not had time to make all possible molecules 

of, say, carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, phosophorous, and sulphur, with up to 

10,000 atoms per molecule. I will discuss the origin of molecular self reproduction, 

probably via collectively autocatalytic sets of molecules, the onset of agency in the 

universe, probably via a union of molecular self reproduction in a confined environment 

such as a membrane, and thermodynamic work cycles, and the puzzling problem of self 

propagating organization of process that occurs in life, and perhaps the biotic universe, 

that vexed Kant over 200 years ago.  Here, work is the constrained release of energy into 

a few degrees of freedom, but it typically takes work to construct those very constraints.  

Cells propagate the interweaving of work, constraint construction, and constraints as one 

sense of "information", that propagates until the cell reproduces.  We need to lift physics 

up to biology to understand the living state. 
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1
2 Abstract Our aim in this article is to attempt to discuss propagating organization of
3 process, a poorly articulated union of matter, energy, work, constraints and that
4 vexed concept, ‘‘information’’, which unite in far from equilibrium living physical
5 systems. Our hope is to stimulate discussions by philosophers of biology and biol-
6 ogists to further clarify the concepts we discuss here. We place our discussion in the
7 broad context of a ‘‘general biology’’, properties that might well be found in life
8 anywhere in the cosmos, freed from the specific examples of terrestrial life after
9 3.8 billion years of evolution. By placing the discussion in this wider, if still hypo-

10 thetical, context, we also try to place in context some of the extant discussion of
11 information as intimately related to DNA, RNA and protein transcription and
12 translation processes. While characteristic of current terrestrial life, there are no
13 compelling grounds to suppose the same mechanisms would be involved in any life
14 form able to evolve by heritable variation and natural selection. In turn, this allows
15 us to discuss at least briefly, the focus of much of the philosophy of biology on
16 population genetics, which, of course, assumes DNA, RNA, proteins, and other
17 features of terrestrial life. Presumably, evolution by natural selection—and perhaps
18 self-organization—could occur on many worlds via different causal mecha-
19 nisms. Here we seek a non-reductionist explanation for the synthesis, accumulation,
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20 and propagation of information, work, and constraint, which we hope will provide
21 some insight into both the biotic and abiotic universe, in terms of both molecular self
22 reproduction and the basic work cycle energy, work, work as the constrained release
23 of energy into a few degrees of freedom, yet the typical requirement for work itself
24 to construct those very constraints on the release of energy that then constitute
25 further work. Information creation, we argue, arises in two ways: first information as
26 natural selection assembling the very constraints on the release of energy that then
27 constitutes work and the propagation of organization. Second, information in a more
28 extended sense is ‘‘semiotic’’, that is about the world or internal state of the
29 organism and requires appropriate response. The idea is to combine ideas from
30 biology, physics, and computer science, to formulate explanatory hypotheses on how
31 information can be captured and rendered in the expected physical manifestation,
32 which can then participate in the propagation of the organization of process in the
33 expected biological work cycles to create the diversity in our observable bio-
34 sphere.Our conclusions, to date, of this enquiry suggest a foundation which views
35 information as the construction of constraints, which, in their physical manifestation,
36 partially underlie the processes of evolution to dynamically determine the fitness of
37 organisms within the context of a biotic universe.

38 Keywords n

39

40 An organized being is then not a mere machine, for that has merely moving power, but it possesses in
41 itself formative power of a self-propagating kind which it communicates to its materials though they
42 have it not of themselves; it organizes them, in fact, and this cannot explained by the mere mechanical
43 faculty of motion.
44 Immanuel Kant – Critique of Judgement

45

46 Introduction

47 Our broad aim is to understand propagating organization as exemplified by the vast
48 organization of the co-evolving biosphere. Our effort is a rather mysterious under-
49 taking, for we entirely lack a theory of organization of process, yet the biosphere,
50 from the inception of life to today manifestly propagates organization of process.
51 Indeed, we believe that the evolving universe as a whole also manifests the propa-
52 gation of organization. We shall focus most of our efforts on the biotic case, but
53 undertake an initial extension of our analysis to the abiotic case as well.
54 The role of information in biology, what it ‘‘is,’’ how it accumulates, and how it is
55 ‘‘used,’’ has been directly addressed by mainstream biologists and philosophers of
56 biology. By and large, the biological concept of information derives from the DNA,
57 RNA, protein processes of ‘‘coding’’, transcription, and translation. Yet in the
58 broader sense that we seek to articulate, information in terrestrial life is likely to be
59 one of the key unifying concepts in the emerging field of systems biology. As part of
60 the propagating organization within living cells, the cell operates as an information-
61 processing unit, receiving information from its environment, propagating that
62 information through complex molecular networks, and using the information stored
63 in its DNA and cell-molecular systems to mount the appropriate response. Indeed,
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64 biology is acquiring many characteristics of an information science (Hood and Galas
65 2003).
66 It is sometimes the case that science progresses by finding the concepts and
67 language to ‘‘see that which is directly in front of us.’’ Such is the case with the
68 present enquiry. We are persuaded that we are not wholly successful, but hope that
69 we shall have at least started a far broader discussion.
70 Two predecessors to this article can be found in Investigations (Kauffman 2000),
71 and ‘‘Emergence, Autonomous Agents, and Organization’’ (Kauffman and Clayton
72 2006). At its core, Investigations seeks to understand the physical nature of agency
73 itself, and proposes that a molecular autonomous agent, able to act on its own behalf
74 in an environment, is an autocatalytic system carrying out at least one thermody-
75 namic work cycle. Much follows from this tentative definition, which implies that an
76 autonomous agent is an open non-equilibrium chemical system, and finds general
77 biotic importance in the fact that work cycles link spontaneous and non-spontaneous
78 (exergonic and endergonic) processes. This linkage has built up the enormous
79 complexity of the biosphere.
80 Further analysis reveals this work to be the constrained release of energy into a
81 few degrees of freedom. But if one asks where the constraints themselves come
82 from—as in the example of a cylinder and piston that confine the expansion of the
83 working gas in the head of the cylinder to yield the translational motion of the
84 piston, hence the release of energy into a few degrees of freedom—one finds that it
85 typically takes work to construct the constraints1

86 Thus we arrive at the first surprise—it takes constraints on the release of energy
87 for work to happen, but work for the constraints themselves to come into existence.
88 This circle of work and constraint shall turn out to be part of the theory of propa-
89 gating organization that we shall discuss.
90 Most importantly, contemporary cells are both collectively autocatalytic and do
91 work cycles, in part to construct constraints on the release of energy. When released,
92 this energy constitutes further work that drives non-spontaneous processes that
93 builds structures, drives processes, and also builds further constraints on the release
94 of energy, which when released can build still more such constraints. In short, cells
95 carry out propagating work linking spontaneous processes, constraints, work, and
96 non-spontaneous processes, and more broadly as we shall see, the propagating
97 organization of process. In doing so, the cell carries out a set of interlocked tasks that
98 achieve a closure of tasks whereby the cell literally builds a rough copy of itself. We
99 know this, yet we have no clear way to say what we know. This closure of work,

100 constraints, tasks, and information, as we shall see below, is a new state of matter,
101 energy, information, and organization that constitutes the living state.
102 The new insight that we explore in this article is that the constraints that allow
103 autonomous agents to channel free energy into work are connected to information:
104 in fact, simply put, the constraints are the information, are partially causal in the
105 diversity of what occurs in cells, and are part of the organization that is propagated.
106 In ‘‘Emergence, Autonomous Agents, and Organization’’ (Kauffman and Clayton
107 2006), the tentative definition of autonomous agent is extended to include
108 construction of boundaries enclosing the agent, discrimination of ‘‘yuck’’ (meaning

1 Here we use the word ‘‘constraint’’ in a very general sense that includes ‘‘global constraints’’ (e.g.
conservation of energy, symmetry conditions etc.,) and ‘‘local constraints’’ or boundary conditions
(e.g. initial conditions, reflection or absorption at a spatial location).
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109 poison) or ‘‘yum’’ (meaning food), and at least one choice of action: flee (or not),
110 approach (or not). Our language is teleological. We believe that autonomous agents
111 constitute the minimal physical system to which teleological language rightly applies.
112 It is important that our definition of a molecular autonomous agent applies to
113 terrestrial life, but is, in principle far broader. The concepts identify a new class of far
114 from equilibrium chemical thermodynamic systems, and we suspect, could form the
115 basis of life in a variety of molecular instantiations. For example, already Sievers and
116 von Kiedrowski (1994) and Lee et al. (1997a, b), have made collectively self-
117 reproducing DNA and peptide systems. Quite directly, Lee et al. (ibid.) have shown
118 that self-reproduction does not depend upon the double helix structure of DNA and
119 RNA. Thus self-reproduction on a basis other than template replication, transcrip-
120 tion and translation has been achieved. Further, work on the origin of life based on
121 self reproducing liposomes (Mavelli and Luisi 1996), the theory of the probable
122 emergence of collectively autocatalytic sets of molecules (Kauffman 1993), and
123 autocatalysis in organic reaction mixtures (Smith and Morowitz 2004), begins to
124 suggest a broad physical basis for life in the cosmos. Molecular autonomous agents
125 have yet to be created, but work cycles and molecular motors are accomplished
126 experimental facts.
127 If we succeed in creating, or finding life which is radically different from con-
128 temporary earth life, the way will open up for a general biology, and a new union of
129 physics, chemistry, biology, and the information sciences. Core to this, we feel, will
130 be an understanding of propagating organization of process.
131 We comment that it is unlikely that very early life was based on DNA, RNA and
132 proteins via transcription and translation, given the huge complexity of the molec-
133 ular apparatus to achieve these events, including encoded enzymes that charge
134 transfer RNA with the correct amino acids to achieve translation. We emphasize
135 this, because we wish to place a discussion of information, and its relation to work,
136 constraint, and propagating organization in a wider context that the contemporary
137 debate among philosophers of biology and biologists about the information status of
138 the DNA fi RNA fi protein chain.
139 In turn, a general biology will necessarily confront us with a discussion of evo-
140 lution by heritable variation and natural selection, perhaps typically without the
141 familiar concepts of DNA, gene frequencies, alterations of gene frequencies as the
142 microevents of microevolution and the diverse philosophic opinions that have ran-
143 ged over these issues. We will have to explore the general conditions allowing for
144 evolution and the emergence of biospheres.
145 This article is organized as follows:

146 In the ‘‘Darwinian adaptations and preadaptations’’ section we discuss Darwinian
147 adaptations and preadaptations, argue that the first implies that biology cannot be
148 reduced to physics, while the second, stunningly, implies that the future evolution
149 of the biosphere cannot be finitely prestated. Much follows from these surprising
150 conclusions.
151 In the ‘‘Shannon information’’ section we discuss Shannon information and argue
152 that it does not apply to the evolution of the biosphere. One reason is that due to
153 Darwinian preadaptations, the ensemble of possibilities and their entropy cannot
154 be calculated.
155 In the ‘‘Schrödinger’s aperiodic crystal...’’ section we begin with Schrödinger’s
156 famous statement that a periodic crystal cannot ‘‘say’’ a lot, while an aperiodic
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157 crystal can say a lot, and will contain a microcode. We shall argue that the proper
158 and deep understanding of Schrödinger’s intuition is that an aperiodic crystal
159 contains a very large number of diverse constraints that are partially causal in
160 guiding the huge diversity of specific events and processes which occur physically
161 in cells. From this we shall arrive at a new formulation: constraints are information
162 and information is constraints. The first part of this twosome, constraints are
163 information is, we believe, secure. The second part, information is constraints,
164 may be more problematic.
165 In ‘‘The relativity of information’’ section we discuss the relativity of the concept
166 of information.
167 In the ‘‘Semiosis as a special case...’’ section we shall place our definition of biotic
168 information in the larger context in which information is ‘‘about’’ something,
169 arguing that when an autonomous agent discriminates yuck or yum, the molecular
170 signatures of yuck or yum are about yuck or yum, hence the rudiment of semiotics.
171 We shall locate biotic (but not linguistic) semiosis, as a subcase of information as
172 constraints.
173 In the ‘‘Heritable variation and natural...’’ section we shall stress that constraints
174 as information, and, derivatively, semiotic information, must have causal conse-
175 quences for the autonomous agent. These consequences increase its fitness such
176 that the information is assembled by natural selection into the ongoing evolution
177 of the biosphere. Without this coupling to fitness, the information and its effects
178 would not come to exist in the universe. Therefore we shall argue that natural
179 selection constitutes the assembly machinery, when coupled with heritable
180 variation, that literally assembles the propagating organization of matter, energy,
181 constraint, work, and information. This constitutes the propagating organization in
182 autonomous agents, whose co-evolution drives the biosphere’s progressive
183 exploration of what we call the Adjacent Possible. This discussion is reminiscent
184 of some aspects of Maynard Smith’s argument(2000a, b) that selection confers on
185 genes a specific informational character, and Sterelny and Griffiths (1999)
186 broadened concept that selection confers on many features of a cell or organism
187 the features of information.
188 In ‘‘The evolution of the abiotic...’’ section we attempt to extend our analysis to
189 the abiotic universe. We find that our analysis that considers information as
190 constraints is equivalent to the statement that information consists in boundary
191 conditions and in global constraints. But, in classical and quantum physics,
192 boundary conditions—like the cylinder and piston—are only partially causal for
193 what occurs. Physicists often ‘‘put in by hand’’ the boundary conditions of a
194 problem, such as the behavior of the cylinder, piston, and working gas system. But
195 in the unfolding of the biosphere or universe since the Big Bang, the very coming
196 into existence of new boundary conditions—information we argue—is itself part
197 of the full dynamics of the total system. We thus assume a context with
198 information understood as boundary conditions on the release of energy that
199 makes diverse processes happen. So we argue that in the proper union of matter,
200 energy and information it is precisely the union of matter, energy, and boundary
201 conditions that, in an expanding and cooling universe, progressively break
202 symmetries, invade the Adjacent Possible, and cause an increasing diversity of
203 events, processes and structures to come into existence. The evolution of the
204 biosphere is but one case of this general process.
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205 In the ‘‘Population genetics and evolution...’’ section we briefly discuss the general
206 context of successful evolution by heritable variation and natural selection in a
207 general biology. Here the ‘‘neighborhood’’ relations between different autono-
208 mous agents is an issue. More essentially, without propagating organization of
209 process there would be nothing upon which selection could act. Thus, we suggest,
210 the habit of population genetics of ignoring the root physical basis of life may first
211 of all constrain our understanding of evolution unnecessarily to contemporary
212 earth life, and misses entirely what we shall describe as the evolution of perhaps
213 any biosphere into its ‘‘Adjacent Possible’’, a fundamental feature of life that
214 underlies the specifics of evolution by altering gene frequencies.

215 Darwinian adaptations and preadaptations

216 Were one to have asked Darwin what the function of the heart is, he would pre-
217 sumably have responded that the function of the heart is to pump blood. But the
218 heart has a wealth of other causal consequences, such as heart sounds. Heart sounds
219 are not the function of the heart. That is, the causal consequence of the heart that
220 matters, the virtue for which it was selected, was the pumping of blood. So the
221 function of a part (or organ) of an organism is typically, if not always, a subset of its
222 causal consequences. This has major implications. Among these, the function of a
223 part (or organ) of an organism cannot be analyzed except in the context of the whole
224 organism in its selective environment. But further, this fact is just one of the reasons
225 that biology cannot be reduced to physics. In Kauffman and Clayton (2006), it is
226 argued that, if we grant the physicist a theory of everything, say string theory to cite
227 one example, and the capacity to deduce upwards to all that occurs in the uni-
228 verse—an impossibility given throws of the quantum dice—the physicist could de-
229 duce all the causal features of the heart, but would have no way to pick out the

230 pumping of blood as the relevant causal property which is the function of the heart

231 and which is the property that gave rise to the evolutionary emergence of this organ.
232 To do so, the physicist would have to discuss whole organisms as causal agents in
233 their own right, evolving under natural selection in changing environments. That is,
234 the physicist would have to become a biologist and talk biology talk. Thus, biology
235 cannot be reduced to physics, rather physics has to be lifted up to biology.
236 A second reason we feel biology is emergent with respect to physics is that
237 Darwin’s natural selection is utterly neutral with respect to the physical basis of
238 heritable variation and hence natural selection. Life might be based on DNA, RNA
239 and proteins, or might be based on autocatalytic organic chemical reactions systems,
240 and/or polymer systems that create a bounding membrane. This implies that a
241 physicist armed with a theory of everything might, (actually could not) deduce that a
242 specific molecular autonomous agent would have offspring of differential repro-
243 ductive success, the physicist cannot deduce Darwin’s natural selection itself which
244 transcends any specific realization of it. Indeed, for small changes in the constants of
245 nature, life might still be possible, hence Darwin’s ‘‘higher order’’ or emergent law
246 cannot even be reduced to the physics of this universe.
247 In short, for these and other reasons, we wish to join forces with those who argue
248 for a limitation of reductionism, and the reality of emergence with respect to the
249 furniture of the universe (Silberstein 2003).
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250 Darwin had many brilliant insights. Among these is what is now called a Dar-
251 winian preadaptation. Here the central concept is that a causal property of a part of
252 an organism that is not of selective significance in the normal environment might
253 become useful in a different environment, and hence become subject to selection. It
254 is critical to point out, first that Darwinian preadaptations have occurred repeatedly
255 in evolution, and second, that such an evolutionary step results in the emergence in
256 the biosphere of a novel function. For example, lungs evolved from the swim
257 bladders of certain early fish. The swim bladders, partially filled with water and
258 partially with air, adjusted the height in the water column to establish neutral
259 buoyancy of the fish. But the swim bladder, with air in it, was preadapted for use as a
260 lung, and air breathing was a novel functionality with its own causal consequences
261 that allowed life to conquer land thereby changing the universe.
262 We now raise a central question discussed in Investigations. Is it possible to say
263 ahead of time what all possible Darwinian preadaptations are for human beings, or
264 for the whole biota of the contemporary biosphere for that matter? The answer
265 appears to be ‘‘No.’’ We cannot finitely prestate all possible Darwinian preadapta-
266 tions. Part of the difficulty, or impossibility, in doing so is that we cannot even begin
267 the task of prestating what all possible selective environments will be. That is, there
268 appears to be no finitely stateable procedure which would allow us to enumerate all
269 possible selective environments.
270 Part of the challenge is that the concept of such environments is systematically
271 vague. It is not even clear how to begin on the project of listing all possible envi-
272 ronments for all actual, let alone possible, organisms. While we do not know how to
273 prove our claim, we believe it to be true and shall assume that it is.
274 We point out that the property or causal consequence which becomes the subject
275 of a Darwinian preadaptation need not be a mutant property. It might be a normal
276 feature of the organism, but normally of no selective significance until the new
277 environment is encountered. Therefore, an attempt to enumerate the possible
278 preadaptations by trying to count the number of mutations possible to a genome is
279 irrelevant. Darwinian preadaptations cannot, in general, be prestated.
280 Much follows from the claim that we cannot finitely prestate all possible Dar-
281 winian preadaptations of all contemporary organisms. First, it means in a radical
282 sense that we cannot predict the future evolution of the biosphere. We literally have
283 no idea of what such preadaptations may be. Second, it means that a frequency
284 interpretation of probability statements does not apply to possible probability
285 statements about the evolution of the biosphere. In the normal frequency inter-
286 pretation of probability, say that a fair coin will be heads about 5,000 times out of
287 10,000 coin flips, one can finitely prestate all possible outcomes. This is not possible
288 for the evolving biosphere. Third, and dramatically, the incapacity to say ahead of
289 time what the relevant preadaptations will be means that we cannot write down a
290 stateable set of variables in equations whose dynamics captures the evolution of the
291 biosphere. But all our mathematical techniques in physics begin with a prestatement
292 of the full set of variables and the configuration space of the system. This is true in
293 Newtonian dynamics, statistical mechanics, general relativity and in quantum
294 mechanics if one does not believe in hidden variables. If one believes in hidden
295 variables then because they are hidden they cannot be prestated hence the caveat for
296 quantum mechanics.
297 But we cannot prestate the configuration space of the biosphere. Now a classical
298 physist might argue that, if we take the solar system, it is just a large classical 6N
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299 dimensional system where N is the number of particles in the solar system and the
300 current biosphere is, with the rest of the solar system, a point in that vast space. Let
301 us grant the move. Then, we rejoin, the physicist has no way to pick out the collective
302 variables, the lungs and hearts and wings, and features of the environment that are
303 the relevant causal variables for the ongoing evolution of the biosphere. Thus, again
304 we see that we cannot write down causal laws with a prestated set of (collective)
305 variables for the evolution of the biosphere.
306 We shall not discuss it further here, but the same incapacity to prestate the
307 evolution of the economy and its technology also arises, as does the incapacity to
308 prestate the evolution of human culture. But all this has the deepest implications.
309 Reductionist science is powerful, but is limited. This sets us free in astonishing ways,
310 for organisms live their lives forward, they do not deduce them. We appear to live in
311 a universe in which our reductionistic world view is inadequate: there is the emer-
312 gence of life, and value as we discuss below. Human language and culture also
313 represent propagating organization (Logan 2006, 2007). Moreover we live in and
314 partially co-create a ceaselessly ‘‘creative’’ biosphere, economy, and human culture.
315 This glimmers a new scientific world view, beyond reductionism with broad potential
316 societal ramifications (Kauffman 2006).

317 Shannon information

318 Shannon (1948) information theory has been a brilliant mathematical construct. At
319 its core, Shannon envisioned a Source with a set of messages, symbol strings, over
320 which a well defined probability distribution might be attributed. Then he envisioned
321 a (perhaps noisy) channel over which information is transmitted. He then envisioned
322 a receiver and, importantly, a decoder. Shannon’s move was to calculate the entropy
323 of the set of messages at the Source. The information that propagated down the
324 channel and was received at the receiver removed uncertainty with respect to the
325 entropy of the Source. This reduction of uncertainty, hence the lowering of the
326 entropy of the Source, constitutes the amount of information transmitted. One
327 interpretation, not given by Shannon himself who abjured to say what information
328 ‘‘is,’’ is that information is just the reduction in uncertainty at the receiver. This
329 definition leaves open exactly what the claim might mean. It might be the reduction
330 of uncertainty in a human receiver’s mind, for example.
331 Importantly, and widely recognized, is the fact that Shannon information con-
332 siders the amount of information, nominally in bits, but is devoid of semantics. There
333 is no sense of what information is ‘‘about’’ in Shannon information.
334 Now we ask whether Shannon information applies to the evolution of the bio-
335 sphere. We answer that it does not. In particular, Shannon information requires that
336 a prestated probability distribution (frequency interpreted) be well stated concern-
337 ing the message ensemble, from which its entropy can be computed. But if
338 Darwinian preadaptations cannot be prestated, then the entropy calculation cannot
339 be carried out ahead of time with respect to the distribution of features of organisms
340 in the biosphere. This, we believe, is a sufficient condition to state that Shannon
341 information does not describe the information content in the evolution of the
342 biosphere.
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343 There are further difficulties with Shannon information and the evolving bio-
344 sphere. What might constitute the ‘‘Source’’? Start at the origin of life, or the last
345 common ancestor. What is the source of something like ‘‘messages’’ that are being
346 transmitted in the process of evolution from that Source? The answer is entirely
347 unclear. Further, what is the transmission channel? Contemporary terrestrial life is
348 based on DNA, RNA, and proteins via the genetic code. It is insufficient to state that
349 the channel is the transmission of DNA from one generation to the next. Instead,
350 one would have to say that the actual ‘‘channel’’ involves successive life cycles of
351 whole organisms. For sexual organisms this involves the generation of the zygote,
352 the development of the adult from that zygote, the pairing of that adult with a mate,
353 and a further life cycle. Hence, part of one answer to what the ‘‘channel’’ might be is
354 that the fertilized egg is a channel with the Shannon information to yield the sub-
355 sequent adult. But it has turned out that even if all orientations of all molecules in
356 the zygote were utilized, there is not enough information capacity to store the
357 information to yield the adult. This move was countered by noting that, if anything,
358 development is rather more like an algorithm than an information channel (Apter
359 and Wolpert 1965). In short, a channel to transmit Shannon information along life
360 cycles does not exist, so again, Shannon information does not seem to apply to the
361 biosphere.
362 It seems central to point out that the evolution of the biosphere is not the
363 transmission of information down some channel from some source, but rather the
364 persistent, ongoing, co-construction, via propagating organization, heritable varia-
365 tion, and natural selection, of the collective biosphere. Propagating organization
366 requires work. It is important to note that Shannon ignored the work requirements
367 to transmit ‘‘abstract’’ information, although it might be argued that the concept of
368 constraints is implicit in the restrictions on the messages at the Source. While we
369 mention this, we have no clear understanding physically of what such constraints are.
370 One might be tempted to argue that a Shannon-like information theory could be
371 applied to the vast set of selective events that have led to the specific DNA se-
372 quences that are in contemporary organisms. But does this move work? Can we
373 specify a finite ensemble of possible DNA sequences out of which the present DNA
374 sequences have been derived? If we consider all DNA sequences longer than, say
375 1,000 nucleotides, it would take vastly large repetitions of the history of the universe
376 for the universe to construct one copy of each possibility. This cannot physically
377 constitute the ensemble. Is the ensemble the set of DNA sequences that have been
378 explored in the actual evolution of the biosphere, some accepted, most rejected?
379 This approach initially seems promising, but has the obvious difficulty that we cannot
380 specify the ensemble explored in 3.8 billion years, hence do not and cannot know the
381 Shannon information content of the biosphere. A further difficulty with this ap-
382 proach is that it measures the information content of the biosphere as a function of
383 the number of DNA sequences ‘‘tried’’ in evolution. But very different numbers of
384 attempted mutations might have led to the same biosphere, hence quantitating the
385 information of the biosphere by the number of attempted DNA mutations is not in
386 direct correspondence to any specific biosphere.
387 We conclude that a Shannon Information content analysis of the information
388 content of the evolving biosphere is not legitimate.
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389 Schrödinger’s aperiodic crystal: ‘‘instructional’’ information as constraint or

390 boundary condition

391 In What is Life, Schrödinger (1992) is concerned with the order in organisms and
392 hence the physical basis of the gene. He argues, based on X-ray mutation induction
393 frequency, that the gene must have a few hundred to a few thousand atoms, and
394 points out that statistical mechanical equilibria cannot account for the stability of the
395 organism over generations. He then posits that quantum mechanics in the form of
396 chemical bonds is the answer. Then he brilliantly points out that the order of life
397 cannot be based on a periodic crystal, for such a crystal cannot say a lot, or carry
398 much information. He places his bet on aperiodic crystals which can, in strong
399 contrast, say a lot, or carry much information, even a microcode which will somehow
400 specify the adult.
401 He was brilliantly right, and presaged DNA and the genetic code. Now we come
402 to the critical issue. In just what sense can an aperiodic crystal ‘‘say a lot?’’ Schrö-
403 dinger does not himself say more than suggesting that the aperiodic crystal can
404 contain a microcode.
405 We believe Schrödinger was deeply correct, and that the proper and deep
406 understanding of his intuition is precisely that an aperiodic solid crystal can contain a
407 wide variety of microconstraints, or micro boundary conditions, that help cause a
408 wide variety of different specific events to happen in the cell or organism. Therefore
409 we starkly identify information, which we here call ‘‘instructional information’’ or
410 ‘‘biotic information,’’ not with Shannon, but with constraints or boundary conditions.
411 The amount of information will be related to the diversity of constraints and the
412 diversity of processes that they can partially cause to occur. By taking this step, we
413 embed the concept of information in the ongoing processes of the biosphere, for they
414 are causally relevant to that which happens in the unfolding of the biosphere.
415 We therefore conclude that constraints are information and, as we argue below,
416 information is constraints which we term as instructional or biotic information to
417 distinguish it from Shannon information. We use the term ‘‘instructional informa-
418 tion’’ because of the instructional function this information performs and we
419 sometimes call it ‘‘biotic information’’ because this is the domain it acts in, as op-
420 posed to human telecommunication or computer information systems where Shan-
421 non information operates. This step, identifying information as constraint or
422 boundary condition, is perhaps the central step in our analysis. We believe it applies
423 in the unfolding biosphere and the evolving universe, expanding and cooling and
424 breaking symmetries, that we will discuss below.
425 Is this interpretation right? It certainly seems right. Precisely what the DNA
426 molecule, an aperiodic solid, does, is to ‘‘specify’’ via the heterogeneity of its
427 structural constraints on the behavior of RNA polymerase, the transcription of DNA
428 into messenger RNA. Importantly, this constitutes the copying or propagating of
429 information. Also, importantly, typically, the information contained in aperiodic
430 solids requires complex solids, i.e., molecules, whose construction requires the
431 linking of spontaneous and non-spontaneous, exergonic and endergonic, processes.
432 These linkages are part of the work cycles that cells carry out as they propagate
433 organization.
434 It is essential to note that the set of constraints in a contemporary cell is not
435 merely the DNA and RNA, but lies also in the specific stereochemistry of a vast
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436 horde of specific molecular species. So, when an enzyme binds two substrates and
437 holds them in proximity, lowering the potential energy barrier to their joining, the
438 enzyme is acting as a constraint on the motion of the two substrates, hence as a
439 catalyst. The working of a cell is, in part, a complex web of constraints, or boundary
440 conditions, which partially direct or cause the events which happen. Importantly, the
441 propagating organization in the cell is the structural union of constraints as
442 instructional information, the constrained release of energy as work, the use of work
443 in the construction of copies of information, the use of work in the construction of
444 other structures, and the construction of further constraints as instructional infor-
445 mation. This instructional information further constrains the further release of en-
446 ergy in diverse specific ways, all of which propagates organization of process that
447 completes a closure of tasks whereby the cell reproduces.
448 Our discussion here has some of the flavor of Sterelny and Griffiths (1999) in their
449 discussion of an extended concept of information beyond DNA, RNA and protein
450 sequences. On the other hand, none of those who have written on the concept of
451 information in biology have taken up the struggle to relate it to constraints, work,
452 and propagating organization of process such as that in reproducing cells.

453 The relativity of information

454 In the ‘‘Shannon information’’ section we have argued that the Shannon conception
455 of information are not directly suited to describe the information of autonomous
456 agents that propagate their organization. In the ‘‘Schrödinger’s aperiodic crystal...’’
457 section we have defined a new form of information, instructional or biotic infor-
458 mation as the constraints that direct the flow of free energy to do work.
459 The reader may legitimately ask the question ‘‘isn’t information just informa-
460 tion?’’, i.e., an invariant like the speed of light. Our response to this question is no,
461 and to then clarify what seems arbitrary about the definition of information.
462 Instructional or biotic information is a useful definition for biotic systems just as
463 Shannon information was useful for telecommunication channel engineering, and
464 Kolmogorov (Shiryayev 1993) information was useful for the study of information
465 compression with respect to Turing machines.
466 The definition of information is relative and depends on the context in which it is
467 to be considered. There appears to be no such thing as absolute information that is
468 an invariant that applies to all circumstances. Just as Shannon defined information in
469 such a way as to understand the engineering of telecommunication channels, our
470 definition of instructional or biotic information best describes the interaction and
471 evolution of biological systems and the propagation of organization. Information is a
472 tool and as such it comes in different forms. We therefore would like to suggest that
473 information is not an invariant but rather a quantity that is relative to the envi-
474 ronment in which it operates. It is also the case that the information in a system or
475 structure is not an intrinsic property of that system or structure; rather it is sensitive
476 to history and environment. To drive home this point we will now examine the
477 historic context in which Shannon (1948) information emerged.
478 Before delving into the origin of Shannon information we will first examine the
479 relationship of information and materiality. Information is about material things and
480 furthermore is instantiated in material things but is not material itself. Information is
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481 an abstraction we use to describe the behavior of material things and often is thought
482 as something that controls, in the cybernetic sense, material things. So what do we
483 mean when we say the constraints are information and information is constraints as
484 we did in the ‘‘Schrödinger’s aperiodic crystal...’’ section.
485 ‘‘The constraints are information’’ is a way to describe the limits on the behavior
486 of an autonomous agent who acts on its own behalf but is nevertheless constrained
487 by the internal logic that allows it to propagate its organization. This is consistent
488 with Hayle’s (1999, p. 72) description of the way information is regarded by infor-
489 mation science: ‘‘It constructs information as the site of mastery and control over the
490 material world.’’ She claims, and we concur, that information science treats infor-
491 mation as separate from the material base in which it is instantiated. This suggests
492 that there is nothing intrinsic about information but rather it is merely a description
493 of or a metaphor for the complex patterns of behavior of material things. In fact, the
494 key is to what degree information is a completely vivid description of the objects in
495 question.
496 This understanding of the nature of information arises from Shannon’s (1948)
497 original formulation of information, dating back to his original paper:

498 The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one
499 point either exactly or approximately a message selected at another point.
500 Frequently the messages have meaning; that is they refer to or are correlated
501 according to some system with certain physical or conceptual entities. These
502 semantic aspects of communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem.
503 The significant aspect is that the actual message is one selected from a set of
504 possible messages. The system must be designed to operate for each possible
505 selection, not just the one that will actually be chosen since this is unknown at
506 the time of design. If the number of messages in the set is finite then this
507 number or any monotonic function of this number can be regarded as a
508 measure of the information produced when one message is chosen from the set,
509 all choices being equally likely.

510 A number of problems for biology emerge from this view of information. The first is
511 that the number of possible messages is not finite because we are not able to prestate
512 all possible preadaptations from which a particular message can be selected and
513 therefore the Shannon measure breaks down. Another problem is that for Shannon
514 the semantics or meaning of the message does not matter, whereas in biology the
515 opposite is true. Biotic agents have purpose and hence meaning.
516 The third problem is that Shannon information is defined independent of the
517 medium of its instantiation. This independence of the medium is at the heart of a
518 strong AI approach in which it is claimed that human intelligence does not require a
519 wet computer, the brain, to operate but can be instantiated onto a silicon-based
520 computer. In the biosphere, however, one cannot separate the information from the
521 material in which it is instantiated. The DNA is not a sign for something else it is the
522 actual thing in itself, which regulates other genes, generates messenger RNA, which
523 in turn control the production of proteins. Information on a computer or a tele-
524 communication device can slide from one computer or device to another and then
525 via a printer to paper and not really change, McLuhan’s ‘‘the medium is the mes-
526 sage’’ aside. This is not true of living things. The same genotype does not always
527 produce the same phenotype.
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528 According to the Shannon definition of information, a structured set of numbers
529 like the set of even numbers has less information than a set of random numbers
530 because one can predict the sequence of even numbers. By this argument, a random
531 soup of organic chemicals has more information that a structured biotic agent. The
532 biotic agent has more meaning than the soup, however. The living organism with
533 more structure and more organization has less Shannon information. This is coun-
534 terintuitive to a biologist’s understanding of a living organism. We therefore con-
535 clude that the use of Shannon information to describe a biotic system would not be
536 valid. Shannon information for a biotic system is simply a category error.
537 A living organism has meaning because it is an autonomous agent acting on its
538 own behalf. A random soup of organic chemicals has no meaning and no organi-
539 zation. We may therefore conclude that a central feature of life is organiza-
540 tion—organization that propagates.

541 Semiosis as a special case of constraint as information

542 We wish next to consider the minimal physical conditions for semiosis. We shall not
543 concern ourselves with fully human linguistic symbols, but with the semiosis of our
544 minimal molecular autonomous agent. Consider an agent that is confronted by
545 molecules in its environment, which constitute ‘‘yuck’’ or ‘‘yum.’’ To respond to
546 these environmental features, the agent, assumed to be bounded (Kauffman and
547 Clayton 2006), must also have yuck and yum receptors, capable in the simplest case
548 of ‘‘recognizing’’ molecules of yuck or yum, and responding appropriately by
549 avoiding yuck and eating yum. Assume such molecular machinery exists in the agent.
550 They of course exist in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. We wish to say that the
551 agent confronting yuck or yum receives information ‘‘about’’ yuck or yum. This
552 appears to constitute the minimal physical system to which semiotic information
553 might apply. And it is worth noting that the ‘‘meaning,’’ or semiotic content of the
554 yuck and yum molecules is built into the propagating organization of the cell. The
555 cell, we want to say, has embodied knowledge and know-how with respect to the
556 proper responses to yuck and yum, which was assembled for the agent and its
557 descendants by heritable variation and natural selection.
558 The existence of yuck and yum as semiotic signs is a subcase of constraint as
559 information. How does the agent detect yuck? A concrete case would be that a yuck
560 molecule binds a yuck receptor, constraining the receptor’s motions, which in turn
561 acts as a constraint in unleashing a cell signaling cascade leading to motion away
562 from yuck. Further, if yuck is present below a detection threshold, it will not be
563 detected by the agent. Hence that threshold, and the receptor itself, act as a con-
564 straints partially determining the behavior of the agent in fleeing or not fleeing.
565 One can construct an underlying set theoretical interpretation for yuck and yum
566 semantics in two equivalent ways: The first posits a set of instances, and a set of properties
567 to which each instance is assigned. The second posits a set of instances and detectors, or
568 classifying operators, that classify ‘‘properties’’ of instances. Note that in the second case,
569 those properties need not themselves be discussed because the detectors do the job. If the
570 second stance is taken, then detectors, ‘‘yuck’’ and ‘‘not yuck,’’ suffice and no extension
571 beyond instructional information is required. If the second stance suffices, we want to say
572 not only that constraints are information but also that information is constraints. We
573 recognize that this second step is arguable and do not analyze this issue further here.
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574 Semiotic information can not itself embody ‘‘agentness,’’ for it has no agency; but
575 identified agents can be observed to respect the semiotic interpretation like yuck and
576 yum. This inspectable behavior provides the opportunity to attribute constraint-
577 directed behavior to the agent organism.
578 Another important point in this attempt to understand propagating organization
579 is that the semiotic behavior can identify a source of free energy, yum in this case,
580 from which work can be extracted and propagate in the cell. This behavior is part of
581 a theory that unifies matter, energy, information and propagating organization.
582 We end this section with the description of a final interesting feature of the yum
583 receptor. A wide variety of molecules might bind to the yum receptor with modest
584 affinity, hence mimic true yum molecules. So the yum receptor can be ‘‘fooled.’’ This
585 might allow another agent to emit a poison that mimics the yum molecule, fools the
586 receptor, and leads to the death of the agent. So evolves the biosphere. Now ask, can
587 a Shannon channel be ‘‘fooled?’’ Clearly noise can be present in the channel. Due to
588 noise a 1 value can replace a 0 value in the constrained sense of 1 and 0 as subsets of
589 the physical carriers of 1 and 0. But the Shannon channel cannot be fooled: ‘‘fooling’’
590 is a semantic property of detectors, hence not present in a Shannon channel.
591 Therefore, while one might be tempted to measure the amount of semiotic infor-
592 mation using a Shannon-like approach, the fact that semiosis in an organism can be
593 fooled suggests that a symbol based Shannon move is inappropriate.
594 We conclude that semiotic information in molecular agents such as organisms is a
595 special case of information as constraint. For semiotic information to be ‘‘about’’ some-
596 thing, and to be extracted, it appears that a constraint must be present in one or more
597 variables that are themselves causally derived from that which the information is about.
598 Like the threshold level of yum needed for detection, to use the information, the
599 extracted semoitic information must do work on some system. That work might copy
600 the information, for example into a record, or might construct constraints on the
601 release of energy which is further work. Here, semiotic information becomes part of
602 propagating organization.
603 We comment that in standard semiotic analyses with human agents and language,
604 there are three elements to semiotic information, namely,

605 1. The subject of the information or the agent being informed;
606 2. The object of the information or what the information is about; and
607 3. The possibly arbitrary, sign or symbol referring to the object.
608 4. With Monod (1971) in Chance and Necessity we add that allosteric chemistry
609 allows arbitrary molecules to cause events. If we wish to call such molecules
610 ‘‘symbols’’ that ‘‘refer to’’ ‘‘yum,’’ the standard semiotic analysis just noted
611 applies to molecular autonomous agents. Note that Monod’s example is broader
612 than DNA, RNA and proteins. It is the general arbitrariness of allosteric
613 chemistry that allows arbitrary molecules to cause events. Information is thus
614 broader than coding.

615 Heritable variation and natural selection as assembly processes

616 We have now grounded biotic information as ‘‘instructional information’’ or con-
617 straint, or boundary condition, that partially causes subsequent events in the
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618 unfolding of the biosphere. In this view information is not an abstraction, but is
619 causally efficacious in the biosphere and we argue below in the unfolding of the
620 abiotic universe. And we have grounded semiotic information as information de-
621 tected about external (to the agent) features of the environment about which it
622 learns. These semiotic cases are also cases of constraints, or boundary conditions,
623 detecting and categorizing inputs and partially causing subsequent events. We note
624 again that we remain neutral for the moment about whether information needs to be
625 extended beyond instructional information for a set theory analysis of the catego-
626 rization of objects.
627 At the level of complex molecules, as noted above, the universe has not had time
628 to create all possible versions. For example, the universe has not had time to create
629 all proteins length 200, by about 10 to the 67th power repetitions of the history of the
630 universe.
631 Consider a simple set of organic molecules and all the reactions they can col-
632 lectively undergo. Call the initial set of molecules the Actual. Now among the
633 reactions that might happen, some may lead to molecular species that are not
634 present in the initial Actual. Call these new molecular species the Adjacent Possible.
635 They are the molecular species that are reachable in a single reaction step from the
636 current actual. It is of fundamental importance that the biosphere has been evolving
637 into the Adjacent Possible for 3.8 billion years, from an initial diversity of perhaps
638 1,000 organic molecules to trillions. The biotic world advances into the adjacent
639 possible in terms of molecules, morphologies, species, behaviors, and technologically
640 from pressure flaked stones; it lurks in everything from the global economy to the
641 computer, and the millions of products in the current global economy.
642 Once at a level of complexity sufficiently above the atom, the universe, the bio-
643 sphere, and the technosphere can never exhaust the diversity of things and events
644 that can happen. The evolving universe and biosphere advance persistently into the
645 adjacent possible. This means that what comes to exist at these levels of complexity
646 is typically unique in the universe.
647 Now consider a heritable variation which gives rise to a new constraint, physical
648 biotic information, that helps cause a sequence of events in a molecular agent. If that
649 heritable variation is to the selective benefit of the agent, the new constraint, the new
650 biotic information, will be grafted into the organism, its progeny, and the ongoing
651 evolution of the biosphere.
652 It is essential to note that in the absence of heritable variation, an increase in
653 fitness, and natural selection, this new functionality would not come to exist in the
654 universe: but lungs and flight have come to exist. The mechanisms of heritable
655 variation and natural selection comprise an assembly process by which propagating
656 organization is modified in normal Darwinian adaptations and preadaptations where
657 new functionalities arise, and these modifications are built into the ongoing evolu-
658 tion of the biosphere.
659 It is clear then, that heritable variation and natural selection are sufficient
660 mechanisms in the biosphere to build an expanding mesh of functionalities as the
661 biosphere invades the adjacent possible. We will ask next whether similar processes
662 can happen in the abiotic universe.
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663 The evolution of the abiotic expanding universe: propagating organization

664 diversifying sources of constraint, free energy, and coupling of spontaneous and non-

665 spontaneous processes

666 We here ask whether we can find generalizations of the above analysis of infor-
667 mation, matter, energy, constraint, work, in the biosphere, in the abiotic expanding
668 universe.
669 For some time, scholars have struggled to find the union of matter, energy, and
670 information. Cases such as Maxwell’s demon, the Bekenstein bound on the entropy
671 of a black hole, and the holographic principle, all seem to be places in physics where
672 matter, energy, and information come together. These cases merit attention, but we
673 leave them unanalyzed, except for this comment.
674 For information to be united with matter and energy, information must be part of
675 the physical unfolding of the universe. Thus, consider Maxwell’s demon. It has been
676 shown that the demon cannot ‘‘win’’ with respect to the Second Law of Thermo-
677 dynamics for a closed equilibrium system (Kauffman 2000). However, in a non-
678 equilibrium setting, the demon can win by making measurements that reduce the
679 entropy of the measured system, with respect to the demon, faster than the most
680 compressed record of the measured system grows, on average, in length. Now
681 physicists usually end their argument with a claim rather like, ‘‘Then, in principle,
682 work could be extracted.’’ Such a statement is inadequate for a theory that unites
683 matter, energy, and information. What is required is that, in the non-equilibrium
684 setting, a displacement from equilibrium that is a source of free energy must be
685 detected by at least one measurement; a physical system able to couple to that
686 source of free energy must have come to exist and must actually extract free energy,
687 and must release that energy in a constrained way to carry out actual work.
688 Thereafter, this work may propagate.
689 If we conceive of an abiotic physical system able to carry out these processes of
690 measurement and work extraction in the abiotic universe, it will have to be an
691 abiotically derived system able to perform such measurements, recording the results,
692 and employ the record of the measurements to extract actual work. Such a system
693 will be a case of propagating organization with boundary conditions as constraints,
694 including measurements in the record as constraints on the behavior of the system
695 conditional on the recorded measurements, and the constrained release of energy in
696 work. Whether the coming into existence in the universe of such a system is plausible
697 abiotically is certainly open to question but may be worthy of consideration. Biot-
698 ically, of course, such systems abound: sources of free energy from sunlight to prey
699 are detected and coupled to work extraction. Records of sources of free energy in
700 the form of food are seen in ant phermone trails. The measurement of a source of
701 free energy and extracting that free energy typically involves thresholds and other
702 constraints or boundary conditions. For example, ants will not follow a phermone
703 trail if it is below a detection threshold, and the boundaries of the trail are boundary
704 conditions on the ants’ motions.
705 These considerations suggest that we take information to be constraint or its
706 physical equivalent, boundary conditions that partially cause events, where the
707 coming into existence of the constraint is itself part of propagating organization. If
708 we do so, the issue starts to clarify in a simple way. It is fully familiar in physics that
709 one must specify the laws, particles, the initial and boundary conditions, then
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710 calculate the behavior of the system in a defined state space. Now it is common, as
711 noted, in physics, to ‘‘put in by hand’’ the boundary conditions, as in the cylinder and
712 piston case. But in the evolving biosphere, itself part of the evolving universe, and in
713 the evolving universe as a whole, new boundary conditions come into existence and
714 partially determine the future unfolding of the biosphere or the universe. These
715 evolving boundary conditions and constraints are part of the propagating organi-
716 zation of the universe.
717 We consider a single, but complex case in cosmic evolution. It is well known that
718 molecular grains are found in interstellar space. These grains aggregate up to the
719 scale of planetessimals. Now it is also well known that the grains have surfaces with
720 complex molecular features on which complex chemistry appears to be occurring.
721 The grains themselves act as constraints, or boundary conditions, that confine
722 reacting substrates, hence may catalyze reactions, some of which may be endergonic,
723 requiring, for example, photons. In some cases, the product molecules presumably
724 are bound to the growing grain, thereby modifying the boundary conditions afforded
725 by the grain, which in turn modifies the chemical reactions that can occur. Fur-
726 thermore, the product molecules can be novel substrates—hence novel sources of
727 free energy—which again allow novel chemical reactions to occur. In short, the
728 grains appear to behave as constraints that can partially guide spontaneous or non-
729 spontaneous processes, can, in addition, link spontaneous and non-spontaneous
730 processes, can create new constraints enabling such processes and linked processes,
731 and can create novel sources of free energy in the form of novel substrates able to
732 enter into new chemical reactions.
733 Assume the above account is roughly correct. Then the growing grains appear to
734 be cases in which matter, energy, and continuously evolving boundary conditions
735 and novel sources of free energy emerge, and condition the future evolution of the
736 grains. The grains are at levels of complexity sufficiently above atoms so that what
737 occurs is typically unique in the universe. It seems virtually sure that no two modest
738 size grains are molecularly identical. Here we confront a union of matter, energy,
739 and evolving and diversifying boundary conditions linking, for example, spontaneous
740 and non-spontaneous processes, and providing diversifying sources of free energy,
741 which alter the ever diversifying structures that come to exist in the evolving
742 expanding universe.
743 If this approach has merit, it appears to afford a direct union of matter, energy,
744 and information as constraint or boundary condition.

745 Population genetics and evolution in any biosphere

746 Philosophy of biology has largely grown up in the constrained environment of
747 current terrestrial life. Its analysis of heritable variation and selection has largely
748 ignored the physical basis of the propagating organization and closure of tasks that
749 achieve the living state and underlie heritable variation. Moreover, we have
750 discussed above the fact that at levels of complexity above atoms, the universe is on
751 a unique trajectory into the Adjacent Possible. These physical facts are utterly
752 requisite to descent with heritable variation and natural selection. But these aspects
753 are simply assumed, without deeper analysis, as available to evolution. Life would
754 have a hard time evolving at the level of complexity of quarks, gluons, and atoms.
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755 The diversity is insufficient at least. While we do not now know the implications of
756 the broadened view of a general biology and the evolution of biospheres in a general
757 biology, we suspect that these issues are worth careful consideration. We will make
758 or find life anew in the next century almost certainly. Adaptation, preadaptation, the
759 relation between the specific physical basis of each form of life and the capacity for
760 heritable variations will become the subjects of intense study. And meanwhile, the
761 possibility of general laws remains open to investigation. For example, it has long
762 been hypothesized that cells are dynamically critical, poised between order and
763 chaos. Recent evidence begins to support this possibility (Shmulevich and Kauffman
764 2004; Ramo et al. 2006; Serra et al. 2004; Aldana et al. 2005; M. Nykter et al. in
765 preparation). Since critical networks are rare in the space of dynamical systems, if
766 cells are critical it is precisely a marriage of self organization affording such critical
767 behavior, and the selective usefulness of criticality, that would account for the
768 putative results noted above. Perhaps molecular autonomous agents in any bio-
769 sphere are dynamically critical. Perhaps the hinted fourth law of thermodynamics
770 discussed in Investigations is true of all biospheres. We simply do not know. But that
771 does not imply that we should not search for such laws—laws that are emergent with
772 respect to physics and part of the emergent, endlessly ‘‘creative’’ universe in which
773 we appear to live.
774 We would end by inviting philosophers of biology, physics, and others, to help
775 think through the potential implications of a new scientific world view that goes
776 beyond the reductionism of the past three and a half centuries to emergence and a
777 creative evolution in biology and the human economic and cultural realms that
778 cannot be prestated. We believe that such a change in scientific worldview, if mer-
779 ited, will bring with it large societal changes.

780 Summary

781 We have traveled a new path in which we have discussed Darwinian adaptations and
782 the non-reducibility of biology to physics, the mysterious Darwinian preadaptations
783 which seem to preclude finite prestatement and lead to evolution where the state
784 space cannot be prestated. This brings us to serious doubts about whether Shannon
785 information directly apply to the evolution of the biosphere, and lead to Schrö-
786 dinger’s aperiodic crystal and the hypothesis that information is constraints and
787 boundary conditions, to semiotic information and records, and to the realization
788 that, in the biosphere, it is heritable variation and natural selection that build the
789 intricate web of propagating organization. This provides the basis for considering a
790 new union of matter, energy, information-constraint, and work in cells. This leads to
791 questions about the abiotic universe, where information as boundary conditions
792 affords a simple means to unite matter energy and information.
793 We have been led to doubt that Shannon information is physically instantiated,
794 whereas the evolving universe and biosphere are.
795 We seek a new theory of propagating organization, the unfolding of Kant’s
796 statement at the outset of this article. We further seek a theory of the diversifying
797 sources of free energy and constraints that are used to couple spontaneous and non-
798 spontaneous processes into an ever expanding diversity of processes in the biosphere
799 and universe. We do not believe our analysis is fully adequate, but believe it is a
800 start.
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Chapter 1 Jan 3, 07  
 
Beyond Reductionism: Reinventing the Sacred 
 
 
Batter my heart, three-person'd God; for you  
As yet but knock, breathe, shine, and seek to mend;  
That I may rise, and stand, o'erthrow me and bend  
Your force, to break, blow, burn and make me new.  
I, like an usurpt town, to another due,  
Labour to admit you, but Oh, to no end,  
Reason your viceroy in me, me should defend,  
But is captiv'd, and proves weak or untrue.  
Yet dearly I love you, and would be loved fain,  
But am betroth'd unto your enemy:  
Divorce me, untie, or break that knot again,  
Take me to you, imprison me, for I  
Except you enthrall me, never shall be free,  
Nor ever chaste, except you ravish me. 
 

 
John Donne’s exquisite Sacred Sonnet, written about 1590AD when he was a 

high Anglican Churchman, speaks to one of the most poignant schisms in Western 
society, and more broadly in the world, that between faith and reason.  Today this schism 
finds enormous voice in the vehement disagreements between the religious 
fundamentalists in the United States, or Islamic Fundamentalists who believe in a 
transcendent Creator God, and “secular humanists” who do not believe in a transcendent 
God.   These diverse beliefs are profoundly held. Our senses of the sacred have been with 
us for thousands of years, at least from the presumptive female earth goddess of Europe 
ten thousand years ago, to Egyptian, Greek, Abrahamic, Aztec, Mayan, Incan and Hindu 
gods, Buddhism, Taoism, and more.  I recently learned of an aboriginal tribe unwilling to 
allow its DNA to be sampled as part of a world wide study on the origins and evolution 
of humanity for fear that its view of its own sacred origins would be challenged.  Ways of 
life in the world hang in the balance.  This book, Beyond  Reductionism: Reinventing the 
Sacred, hopes to address this schism in a fruitful way.   Part of the project of this book is 
to discuss newly discovered limitations to the reigning scientific world view, 
reductionism, that has dominated Western science at least since Newton, but that leaves 
us in a meanningless world of facts devoid of values. In its place I will discuss  a newly 
glimmered scientific world view, beyond reductionism, in which we are members of a 
vastly creative universe in which life, agency, meaning, value, consciousness and the full 
richness of human action and creativity have emerged. But even beyond this emergence, 
we will find grounds to radically alter our understanding of what science itself appears 
able to tell us:  I hope to show that science cannot foretell the evolution of the biosphere, 
foretell the evolution of human technologies, let alone human culture or history.  A 
central implication of this new world view is that we are partial co-creators of a 
ceaselessly novel, creative universe, biosphere, and culture.   That this appears to be true 



is, simply stated, awesome.  I shall want to say: is it more amazing to think that an 
Abrahamic transcendent God created all around us, all that we participate in, in six days, 
or that all arose with no transcendent Creator God, all on its wondrous own.  I believe the 
latter is so stunning, so overwhelming, so worthy of awe, gratitude and respect, that it is 
God enough for me, and I hope many of us.  I shall want to say that God is the very 
creativity of the universe.  
  God is the most powerful symbol we have created.  Do we use the “God” word or 
not?  I believe we should.  The word “God” carries with it thousands of years of the most 
profound respect, awe and wonder.  But that wonder is due a creative universe viewed 
beyond reductionism.  “You see”, we can say, “God is the name we use to mean the 
creativity of the universe we share and help create -  the universe, the emergence of life 
and agency and consciousness, the evolving biosphere and human culture, are worthy of 
awe and respect.  What more could one want of a God?”   

This God is not one to which we can pray, nor does this God invite faith in a 
heaven and hell.  Yet a view in which life is meaning-laden, and creative, may afford us a 
different view of ourselves and our place in the universe.  If we can find awe, reverence, 
respect and a global responsibility to all of life and the globe on which we live in this 
possible new world view, it may form the basis for a transnational mythic structure to 
sustain the global civilization that is emerging. 

Billions of people across our world have faith in a God. Billions of us, including 
myself, do not.  What is before us therefore, is the next step in this global civilization that 
is emerging.  The work of working out our views is a long term task.  In recent response 
to the Christian fundamentalist right in the United States, a response has been heard from 
Richard Dawkins in “The God Delusion”, Daniel Dennett in “Breaking the Spell”, and 
Sam Harris in “The End of Faith” and “Letter to a Christian Nation”.   Where freedom of 
expression is to be valued, these as well as the opinions of those of faith, are to be heard.  
I hope in this book to be exploring what may be a third path, afforded by the new 
implications of a new scientific world view and its spiritual and cultural implications. 

Unraveling this new scientific world view and its implications for our unity with 
nature, with all of life, is task enough.  But the project before us appears to be even 
larger.  T.S. Elliot once wrote that with Donne and the other “metaphysical poets” of the 
Elizabethean Age, for the first time in the Western mind, a split arose between reason and 
our other human sensibilities.  The anguish between faith and reason in Donne’s Sacred 
Sonnet, is but one of the schisms that was emerging if Elliot is correct.  The Western 
mind that now dominates much of secular society, placed its faith in reason, and decried 
the rest of our humanity, Elliot’s “other sensibilities”, the fullness of human life.  Poetry, 
once thought of as a path to truth, became instead merely a path to appreciation and 
surprise. Donne wrote roughly in the time of Copernicus and Kepler.  Within a hundred 
years Newton had given us his three laws of motion and universal gravitation, uniting rest 
and motion, earth and the heavens, and the full foundations of modern science. With 
Newton, as I shall discuss, reductionism began its profound reign.  In the ensuing 
centuries, science, which I love as a practicing scientist, and the Elightenment, have 
given birth to secular society.  More, science, in particular, redutionistic physics, has 
emerged as the gold standard for learning about the world.  Indeed, science has almost 
become a kind of secular religion. 



Almost un-sensed, our science based secular modern society suffers at least four 
injuries which split our humanity down the center.  I wish to try to address them in this 
book, for they are part of very much larger cultural issues even than the secular versus 
religious split in modern society.  What the metaphyisical poets began to split asunder, 
reason and the remaining human sensibilities, we must now attempt to reintegrate to re-
understand our full humanity.  This understanding is also part of reinventing the sacred.  
This task is too large for me to encompass.  I can speak with some authority about 
science.  I am not an expert in these broader domains.  The Quakers have a beautiful 
view. It is that the universe is so vast and complex that no one can understand it all.  Thus 
humility is necessary.  I approach these broader topics with the deepest humility.  Perhaps 
the task is too large for any single author.  Thus I ask of you, my reader, that you 
understand the limitations of this one author, but that you think with me, and beyond me 
as well.  If we begin to discuss these issues, we may find our way to a new view of our 
selves and our lives.  It is hard to imagine how much may be at stake in this discussion.  
It may prove part of a global ethic, and part of how we evolve a global civilization in the 
coming centuries. 
           The first injury is between science and the humanities. C.P. Snow wrote a famous 
essay in 1959, “The Two Cultures”, decrying the fact that science and the humanities are 
split apart.  Einstein or Shakespeare, we seem to be told, but not both in a single 
framework.  This split is itself a further expression of the split between reason and 
sensibilities from the metaphysical poets of which T.S. Elliot wrote.  It is, in fact, 
precisely a fracture down the middle of our integrated humanity.  For example, 
humanities and the arts are told they are engaged in the soft sciences and often feel 
themselves to be second class intellectual citizens.   I believe it is important that this view 
is deeply wrong.  Science itself is more limited than we have realized and in any case is 
not the only path to knowledge and more broadly understanding. The humanities and the 
arts are among such pathways.  Most of us live lives in vastly diverse ways that are non-
scholarly. Part of what I shall discuss is that science cannot explain the intricate context 
depended specificities of much of human action and invention.  Beyond the reign of 
science is the older reign of practical action and with it, practical reason. And beyond 
reason itself is the rest of our humanity and how we live our lives.  This matters because, 
as yet, we have no unified view of our own humanity. Nor do we appear to have a unified 
discussion or view of our entire humanity, how we live our lives and therefore the global 
civilization that it may be wise to evolve toward.   
             A second injury derives from our current reigning scientific world view. 
Reductionism has taught us that, at its base the real world we live in a world of fact, 
without values.  I shall describe this in detail below.  Thus, our reigning scientific  world 
view, reductionism, further cuts us off from our own humanity, where we live lives full 
of value and meaning, yet have no secure place for these facets of our humanity along 
with science in a single framework.   

A third injury is that we secular humanists have been quietly taught that 
spirituality is at least questionable, if not foolish.  Some of us secular humanists are 
spiritual, but most of us are not.  We are, therefore, unknowingly cut off from a deep 
aspect of ourselves. Humans have, in one form or another, been spiritual for thousands of 
years and we secular humanists are bereft of it.   



And the fourth injury is that we secular humanists lack a global ethic.  We believe in 
love of family, friend, fairness, place our faith in democracy.  But we are largely reduced 
to consumers.  It is telling that Nobel Laureate economist, Kenneth Arrow, when asked 
to help evaluate the U.S. National Parks, was stymied because he could not compute the 
utility of these Parks for U.S.  consumers.  Even in our lives in nature we are reduced to 
consumers.  But the value of U.S. Parks and beyond is life itself and our participation in 
it.  It is this very materialism that so profoundly dismays many thoughtful believers in 
both the Islamic world and the religious in the Western world.   
           Part of reinventing the   sacred may be to heal these injuries, injuries that we 
secular humanists hardly know we suffer. 

Part of the healing of the injuries I have noted, may derive, unexpectedly, from 
the apparent limitations of science itself as I have already suggested.  What if what I shall 
write is, as I deeply believe, correct: that we cannot foretell the future evolution of the 
biosphere, technology, culture, human action or history?  We are unable to predict, or can 
do so at most in very limited ways.  When these thoughts first occurred to me, I felt 
apprehensive. “How can I know what to do?” I thought.  Then I felt, hopefully, life on 
Earth has been solving this problem for 3.8 billion years or so.  After all, we do not 
deduce our lives, we live them forward in time, a point the philosopher Kierkegaard made 
as well.  Or, as Niels Bohr, one of the founders of Quantum Mechanics put it so 
wonderfully, “Prediction is so difficulty, particularly about the future.”   

In living our lives forward in time, we bring to bear all the tools that we have 
accumulated in the 3.8 billion year history since the presumed advent of life on Earth, 
certainly in the history of animal life, vertebrate life, mammalian life, and the five million 
years of hominid evolution.  Reason, celebrated since Socrates as of precedent value, is 
but one of the means by which we make our way.  In what sense of reason, to be 
wondered about, does the CEO make his or her decision to act or not?   

In this regard it is deeply interesting that in the Medieval period, legal reasoning 
was held to be the height of human rationality.  Legal reasoning deals with the situated 
specific actions of human agents.  It is with Newton’s triumph that scientific reasoning 
came to reign supreme.  And in its reductionistic version, that same scientific reasoning 
denies the very existence of the human agency that legal reasoning struggles to 
adjudicate. Here again is the split down the heart of humanity. 

In raising the issues described above, I shall begin by basing my discussion on 
science itself.  Much of the science that I shall discuss in this book, where I do have some 
authority, is new, and part of what the new emerging scientific world view appears to be. 
Part of what I shall discuss is the emergence of life itself, and of agency in very simple 
systems, that is the amazing fact that organisms can act on their own behalf, and can alter 
the universe in doing so. With agency, value, meaning, action, and doing enter the 
universe for the first time.  These are genuine parts of our real world.  And I shall be at 
pains to elaborate a possible theory of consciousness and situated human conscious 
action.  Life and consciousness are pre-eminately topics upon which the religious feel the 
profound need for a Creator God.  Thus this is first a book of science, often new science, 
sometimes, as with consciousness, problematic science. For example, I shall discuss the 
fact that the universe is vastly non-repeating at levels of complexity from molecules to 
operas.  The universe will never have time to create all complex molecules, let alone 
operas. This leads into a persistent advance into what I shall call the Adjacent Possible, 



certainly in the chemical evolution of this planet, the evolution of the biosphere, and the 
evolution of the economy and human history.  It is also a book of philosophy, for I wish 
to show why we must go beyond reductionism.  And I wish to discuss the inventive 
creativity of full human action and whether it is, as I think, not “algorithmic”, a term I 
will explain later, and not predictable in its situated details.  But above all it is a book 
aimed at finding the start of a single view of our entire humanity in a universe made 
sacred by its awesome creativity.  And made sacred to us by our membership in it. 

Thus, this book has a broad task: To place humanity as part of a universe, 
biosphere, and evolving culture of persistent creativity. To attempt to frame our whole 
humanity, science, practical human action, the humanities, law, as a to-be integrated 
vision of ourselves as we co-create our human and partially our biological and physical 
worlds.  These discussions will, I hope, be part of reinvineting the sacred, finding a 
global ethic, and beginning to envision the global civilization that we are creating. 
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Most biological systems appear complex, which has been both a motivation to study for 
some and cause for appeal to divinity for others.  A major goal of biological research has 
been to reduce the apparent complexity into a clearly understandable set of principles.   
The goal is given some parameter values, involving variables such as those associated 
with environmental conditions, body size and perhaps life-history, the complexity of an 
organism could be predicted with some degree of confidence.  By some measures, this 
research program has been fantastically successful.  Understanding the organization of 
genes into operons in Eubacteria, environmentally induced patterns of gene expression, 
and predator-prey dynamics are all examples of complex systems for which reasonably 
good predictions can sometimes be made without precise information on the particulars 
of the system. 
 
Natural Selection is a major hurdle for universal predictions on the specifics of 
complexity.  Since the outcome of evolution and adaptation are contingent on the prior 
state of the system, predictions on the specifics of evolutionary outcomes will necessarily 
be difficult without substantial information on the initial conditions.  Moreover, the 
greater the biological complexity of a system, the greater the potential for initial 
conditions to affect evolutionary outcomes.  Thus, generality in understanding complex 
systems in Biology is unlikely to be achieved simply by studying the parts of biological 
systems in isolation. 
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the CCR5 agonist RANTES induced interleukin-

6 (IL-6) release from wild-type but not CCR5D32
iDCs (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, pretreatment of

iDCs with pertussis toxin or TAK-779 inhibited

the ability of peptide-loaded myHsp70 to stimu-

late DCs to generate influenza peptide–specific

CTLs (Fig. 4D). To examine the effect of CCR5-

mediated signaling in mycobacterial infection, we

used the model pathogenM. bovis BCG-lux (12).

As reported for murine DCs (13), human DCs

from immune people were unable to kill inter-

nalized mycobacteria, even in the presence of

autologous T cells. TAK-779 inhibition of CCR5

led to a dose-dependent enhancement of intra-

cellular mycobacterial replication (Fig. 4E and fig.

S6A) at all concentrations of mycobacteria tested

(fig. S6B), suggesting an important role for this

receptor in controlling mycobacterial infection.

The identification of CCR5 as the critical re-

ceptor for myHsp70-mediated DC stimulation has

implications for both mycobacterial infection and

the therapeutic use of myHsp70. CCR5 is impor-

tant in immune cell cross talk. Interaction with its

naturally occurring ligand MIP-1b promotes the

recruitment of cells to sites of inflammation (14),

facilitates immune synapse formation (15), orches-

trates T cell interactions within lymph nodes

(16), and controls the activation and differentiation

of T cells (17). Our finding that a mycobacterial

lysate, as well as purified myHsp70, stimulated a

CCR5-dependent calcium response indicates a

further connection between the innate and adaptive

immune responses during mycobacterial infection.

The cellular aggregation induced by myHsp70

signaling through CCR5 may play an important

role in the formation of granulomas, the hallmark

of mycobacterial infection.

Microbial-induced DC responses need to be

highly regulated, reflecting a balance between a

rapid and appropriate response to invading mi-

crobes and the inducement of immunopathology

(2)—a particular problem in mycobacterial in-

fection. An increasing number of human patho-

gens, including HIV (18), toxoplasma (19), and

M. tuberculosis (as described here), target the

CCR5 receptor. This role of CCR5 as a pattern-

recognition receptor for myHsp70 may, at least

in part, be responsible for the maintenance of the

high CCR5D32 allele frequency (10 to 15%) in

Northern European populations (20) and may

alter the pattern of disease seen in people with

the CCR5D32 allele.
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Direct Demonstration of an
Adaptive Constraint
Stephen P. Miller,1 Mark Lunzer,1 Antony M. Dean1,2*

The role of constraint in adaptive evolution is an open question. Directed evolution of an engineered
b-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IMDH), with coenzyme specificity switched from nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NAD) to nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP), always produces
mutants with lower affinities for NADP. This result is the correlated response to selection for relief
from inhibition by NADPH (the reduced form of NADP) expected of an adaptive landscape subject to
three enzymatic constraints: an upper limit to the rate of maximum turnover (kcat), a correlation in
NADP and NADPH affinities, and a trade-off between NAD and NADP usage. Two additional constraints,
high intracellular NADPH abundance and the cost of compensatory protein synthesis, have ensured
the conserved use of NAD by IMDH throughout evolution. Our results show that selective mechanisms
and evolutionary constraints are to be understood in terms of underlying adaptive landscapes.

T
he old notion of natural selection as an

omnipotent force in biological evolution

has given way to one where adaptive pro-

cesses are constrained by physical, chemical, and

biological exigencies (1–4). Whether constraint

and/or stabilizing selection explain phenotypic

stasis, in the fossil record and in phylogenies, re-

mains an open question (5). Direct experimental

tests of constraint are scarce (6–9). Even tight

correlations among traits, at once suggestive of

constraint, can be broken by artificial selection to

produce new phenotypic combinations (8, 9). De-

spite all circumstantial evidence, results from

direct experimental tests imply that selection is

largely unconstrained.

The direct experimental test for constraint is

conceptually simple. A phenotype is subjected to

selection (natural or artificial) in an attempt to

break the postulated constraint (6–9). A response

to selection indicates a lack of constraint. No re-

sponse to selection indicates the presence of a

constraint. However, the cause of a constraint is

rarely specified because the etiologies of most

phenotypes are not well understood, their relation-

ships to fitness are usually opaque, and a lack of

response to selection may reflect nothing more

than a lack of heritable variation (4, 7). If the

cause of a constraint is to be elucidated, it must

be for a simple phenotype whose relationship to

fitness is understood.

Coenzyme use by b-isopropylmalate dehydro-

genase (IMDH) is a simple phenotype whose

etiology and relationship to fitness are understood

(10, 11). IMDHs catalyze the oxidative decarboxyl-

ation of b-isopropylmalate to a-ketoisocaproate
during the biosynthesis of leucine, an essential

amino acid. All IMDHs use nicotinamide adenine

dinucleotide (NAD) as a coenzyme (cosubstrate).

This invariance of function among IMDHs hints

at the presence of ancient constraints, even though

some related isocitrate dehydrogenases (IDHs)

use NADP instead (12, 13).

Structural comparisons with related NADP-

using IDHs identify amino acids controlling co-

enzyme use (14–16) (Fig. 1A). Introducing five

replacements (Asp236 Y Arg, Asp289 Y Lys,

Ile290 Y Tyr, Ala296 Y Val, and Gly337 Y Tyr)

into the coenzyme-binding pocket of Escherichia

coli leuB–encoded IMDH by site-directed muta-

genesis causes a complete reversal in specificity

(10, 11): NAD performance (k
cat
NAD/K

m
NAD, where

K
m

is the Michaelis constant) is reduced by a

factor of 340, from 68 � 103 M–1 s–1 to 0.2 �
103 M–1 s–1, whereas NADP performance

(k
cat
NADP/K

m
NADP) is increased by a factor of 70,

from 0.49 � 103 M–1 s–1 to 34 � 103 M–1 s–1.

The engineered LeuBERKYVYR^ mutant (the

final R represents Arg341, already present in

wild-type E. coli IMDH) is as active and as spe-

cific toward NADP as the wild-type enzyme is
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toward NAD. Evidently, protein architecture has

not constrained IMDH to use NAD since the last

common ancestor.

Despite similar in vitro performances, the

NADP-specific LeuBERKYVYR^ mutant is less

fit than the NAD-specific wild type (11). IMDHs,

wild-type and mutant alike, display a factor of 30

higher affinity for the reduced form of NADP

(NADPH) (coproduct) than for NADP (Fig. 1B).

We suggested the LeuBERKYVYR^mutant is sub-
ject to intense inhibition by intracellular NADPH,

which is far more abundant in vivo than is NADP

(11, 17). The inhibition slows leucine biosynthesis,

reduces growth rate, and lowers Darwinian fitness

(Fig. 1C). Thewild type retains high fitness because

its affinity forNADPH is low,whereas inhibition by

NADH, which is far less abundant than NAD in

vivo, is ineffective. Perhaps as a consequence of

differences in Michaelis complex structure (18),

IDH is not subject to such intense NADPH in-

hibition and hence could evolve NADP use.

We hypothesize that IMDH is constrained to

use NAD because the strong inhibition associated

with NADP use reduces fitness. However, identify-

ing themechanismof selection (NADPHinhibition)

is not synonymous with identifying the causes of

constraint. Mutations that increase k
cat
NADP (maxi-

mum rate of NADP turnover), that break the

correlation in NADP and NADPH affinities (Fig.

1B), or that eliminate the trade-off in coenzyme

performances (Fig. 1C) could each benefit the

LeuBERKYVYR^ mutant without compromising
its performance with NADP (18). We therefore

hypothesize that IMDH is constrained to use NAD

by three causes: an upper limit to k
cat
NADP, an

unbreakable correlation in the affinities of NADP

and NADPH, and an inescapable trade-off in

coenzyme performance.

We used directed evolution (targeted random

mutagenesis and selective screening) (19–21) to

test whether NADP-specific IMDHs with higher

fitness could be isolated. Random substitutions

were introduced into leuB[RKYVYR] by means

of error-prone polymerase chain reaction (18).

Mutated alleles were ligated downstream of the

T7 promoter in pETcoco (a stable single-copy

vector) and transformed into strain RFSEDE3^
(leuAþBamCþ, with T7 RNA polymerase ex-

pressed from a chromosomal lacUV5 promoter).

Sequencing unscreened plasmids revealed that,

on average, each 1110–base pair leuB[RKYVYR]

received two nucleotide substitutions. From the

pattern of base substitutions in these mutants and

assuming Poisson statistics, we estimate that only

10.5 (0.4%) of the 2431 possible amino acid re-

placementsweremissing in ourmutant library (18).

Our experimental design used decreased

IMDH expression to provide a simple selective

screen for mutations in leuB[RKYVYR] that in-

crease growth and/or fitness. As predicted from

the phenotype-fitness map (Fig. 2A), selection

against leuB[RKYVYR] intensified as IMDH

expression was lowered in the presence of excess

glucose (Fig. 2B). Using 40 mM isopropyl-b-D-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to induce a low

level of IMDH expression, we found that cells

harboring leuB[WT] formed large colonies at 24

hours, whereas cells harboring leuB[RKYVYR]

Fig. 1. The molecular anatomy of an adaptive constraint. (A) Structural
alignment of the coenzyme binding pockets of E. coli IMDH (14) (brown
main chain) with bound NAD modeled from Thermus thermophilus IMDH
(15) and E. coli IDH (16) (green main chain) with bound NADP. Only key
residues are shown (gray, carbon; red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen; yellow,
phosphorus) with labels designating the amino acid and site number in
IMDH followed by the amino acid in IDH. Coenzyme use is determined by H
bonds to NAD (brown lines) and to the 2¶-phosphate (2¶P) of NADP (green
lines). (B) Mutations in the coenzyme binding pocket that stabilize NADP
also stabilize NADPH. The ensuing correlation in affinities for NADP (Km

NADP)

and NADPH (Ki
NADPH) seen with engineered mutants (circles) (11) is retained

in the screened mutants (dots). (C) The adaptive landscape for coenzyme use
by IMDH (11) showing the phenotype-fitness map (blue surface) determined
in chemostat competition and described by equation S5 (11, 18) and the
predicted distribution of performances for 512 mutants in the coenzyme
binding pocket (gray dots), with wild type (red dot), LeuB[RKYVYR] (black
dot), and single amino acid replacements in LeuB[RKYVYR] coenzyme
binding pocket (pink dots). The fitness of LeuB[RKYVYR] is hypothesized to
be lower than in the wild type because of strong inhibition by abundant
intracellular NADPH (11).

Fig. 2. The phenotypic basis of the genetic screen. Lowered expression in the presence of excess glucose
brings IMDH to saturation with isopropylmalate, increasing coenzyme affinities. (A) Lowering IMDH
expression in the chemostat-derived adaptive landscape [lower concentration of E in equation S5 (11, 18)] is
predicted to reduce the fitness of LeuB[RKYVYR] (white sphere) far more than that of the wild type (red
sphere). (B) IPTG-controlled expression of IMDHs ligated downstream of the T7 promoter in pETcoco in strain
RFS[DE3] (leuAþBamCþ, with T7 RNA polymerase expressed from a chromosomal lacUV5 promoter) confirms
that lower expression affects growth in minimal glucose medium of the LeuB[RKYVYR] (white) more than in
the wild type (red). Plasmids lacking LeuB (black) are incapable of growth except in the presence of leucine.
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barely formed pinprick colonies at 48 hours. We

chose colony formation at 48 hours as the least

stringent criterion compatible with reliably identi-

fying beneficial mutations in leuB[RKYVYR].

Longer periods of growth (or higher concentrations

of IPTG) allowed unmutated leuB[RKYVYR] to

form colonies, whereas shorter periods (or lower

concentrations of IPTG) produced no colonies.

Of the 100,000 mutated plasmids screened,

134 (representing 107 distinct isolates) formed

colonies within 48 hours (table S1). Each had

either a substitution in the 5¶ leader sequence

upstream of leuB[RKYVYR], an amino acid

replacement in the coenzyme binding pocket, or

both. Upstream substitutions occurred at three

nucleotide positions: –3, –9, and –14 relative to

the leuB AUG start codon (fig. S1). Ten amino

acid replacements were found at three codons in

the coenzyme binding pocket.

At first glance, the positive response to selection

might suggest that coenzyme use by IMDH is

unconstrained. Upstream substitutions in the Shine-

Dalgarno sequence (positions –9 and –14), as well

as a new AUG start codon (position –3) that

replaces the less efficient GUG start codon,

presumably derive their benefits through increases

in expression because their kinetics are unchanged.

Unexpectedly, however, beneficial amino acid

replacements in the coenzyme binding pocket

eliminate H bonds to the 2¶-phosphate of NADP

to cause striking reductions in NADP performance

(Table 1). Although some mutants have improved

NAD performance, others remain unchanged and

several show reduced NAD performance. Isolated

amino acid replacements outside the coenzyme

binding pocket, which might have been expected

to increase k
cat
NADP or to break the correlation in

affinities between NADP and NADPH (K
m
NADP

and K
i
NADPH), have no detectable functional ef-

fects (table S2, those associated with beneficial 5¶-

leader mutations in Table 1). No doubt they,

along with 126 silent substitutions (table S1),

hitchhiked through the genetic screen with the

beneficial mutations.

Our results suggest that increases in expression

are beneficial, whereas increases in NADP per-

formance are not. This seeming paradox is resolved

if there are no mutations capable of breaking the

upper limit to k
cat
NADP, the correlation in affinities

for NADP and NADPH, or the trade-off in co-

enzyme performance. With these constraints, and

with reduced expression in the genetic screen, the

phenotype-fitness map near LeuBERKYVYR^
remains flat with respect to increases in NADP

performance (Fig. 2A). By contrast, severe losses

of NADP performance are predicted to be benefi-

cial as correlated reductions in the affinities for

NADPHfreeup IMDHforusewith abundantNAD.

As predicted, all beneficial LeuBERKYVYR^
mutants have reduced affinities for both NADP

andNADPH (Table 1). Unaffected by constraints,

increases in expression are unconditionally ben-

eficial (18). These results support the hypothesis

that NADP-specific IMDHs function poorly in

vivo because of strong inhibition by abundant

NADPH. That reductions in NADP performance

and increases in expression are both beneficial are

the predicted consequences of a phenotype-fitness

map constrained by an upper limit to k
cat
NADP, a

correlation in affinities for NADP and NADPH,

and a trade-off in coenzyme performance.

Breaking any one constraint would allow

NADP-specific IMDHs to evolve. Yet no mutant

increases k
cat
NADP, nomutant uncouples the affinities

for NADP and NADPH, and nomutant breaks the

trade-off in coenzyme performance. These con-

clusions are not the result of a selective screen that

is too stringent. Of 35 colonies, representing 26

distinct mutants, that appeared after the 48-hour

limit, 17 had no nucleotide substitutions in the 5¶

leader sequence or amino acid replacements in

LeuBERKYVYR^ (table S3). Amino acid replace-
ments in the other mutants neither improved en-

zyme performance nor decreased NADPH

inhibition (table S4). That no additional benefi-

cial mutations were recovered with relaxed cri-

teria demonstrates that the selective screen was

not overly stringent.

Nor are the results a consequence of inadequate

sampling of protein sequence space. Natural

adaptive evolution fixes advantageous mutations

sequentially (22–24). Indeed, experimental evo-

lution demonstrates that advantageous double

mutants in the evolved b-galactosidase of E.

coli are not evolutionarily accessible and per-

force must be accumulated as sequential ad-

vantageous mutations (25). Hence, screening

Table 1. Kinetic effects of amino acid replacements in LeuB[RKYVYR] isolated at 48 hours growth.
Standard errors are G13% of estimates. Single-letter abbreviations for amino acid residues: A, Ala;
C, Cys; D, Asp; E, Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile; K, Lys; L, Leu; M, Met; N, Asn; P, Pro; Q, Gln; R,
Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; W, Trp; Y, Tyr.

Enzyme

NADP NAD

Performance
(A)

Performance
(B)

Preference
(A/B)

Ki
NADPH

(mM)
Km
(mM)

kcat
(s–1)

kcat/Km
(mM–1 s–1)

Km
(mM)

kcat
(s–1)

kcat/Km
(mM–1 s–1)

Site
DDIAGR (wild type) 8400 4.10 0.4900 101 6.90 68.3200 0.007 254.30
RKYVYR 183 6.20 33.8800 4108 0.83 0.2000 169.400 9.90

Beneficial replacements
K235N 3919 5.95 1.5200 6356 0.50 0.0800 19.000 129.00
K235N,–3(M),A60V 1744 5.06 2.9000 5395 0.44 0.0800 35.700 56.00
K235R 554 6.39 11.5000 3292 0.36 0.1100 106.100 26.00
K235R,E63V 658 6.75 10.3000 3748 0.46 0.1200 84.100 28.00
K289E* 3449 2.71 0.7900 4897 1.98 0.4000 2.000 133.50
K289E*,D317E 3554 3.62 1.0200 5580 2.09 0.3700 2.800 112.00
K289E*,D87Y,S182F 2551 2.54 1.0000 5750 3.65 0.6300 1.600 105.20
K289E*,F102L 3891 3.66 0.9400 4823 1.10 0.2300 4.100 131.90
K289M 2216 4.13 1.8600 4034 0.48 0.1200 15.500 78.60
K289M,F170L 1945 2.50 1.2900 2947 0.48 0.1600 8.100 87.20
K289N* 1141 6.32 5.5400 4997 1.14 0.2300 24.300 44.00
K289N*,R187H 1146 5.83 5.0900 3069 0.79 0.2600 19.600 44.70
K289N*,H367Q 1248 5.27 4.2200 4555 1.05 0.2300 18.300 57.80
K289T 1596 6.18 3.8700 4056 0.78 0.1900 20.400 71.60
K289T,Q157H 1696 5.66 3.3400 5038 0.93 0.1800 18.600 72.60
Y290C 988 5.21 5.2700 3792 1.02 0.2700 19.600 49.00
Y290C,R152C 910 3.15 3.4600 3844 0.90 0.2300 14.800 43.00
Y290D 10213 3.13 0.3100 9040 0.82 0.0900 3.400 344.00
Y290F* 1658 5.59 3.3700 3110 0.65 0.2100 16.000 59.70
Y290F,P97S,D314E 1097 4.64 4.2300 4158 0.71 0.1700 24.800 57.40
Y290N,N52T 2381 3.44 1.4400 10660 0.26 0.0200 59.500 90.00

Replacements with beneficial 5¶-leader mutations
RKYVYR 183 6.20 33.8800 4108 0.83 0.2000 169.400 9.90
–3(M)†,E66D 208 2.97 14.2800 5002 0.30 0.0600 238.000 11.90
–3(M)†,E66D,E331D 267 7.99 29.9000 3403 0.34 0.1000 296.900 14.00
E82D 221 5.44 24.6200 4735 0.35 0.0700 351.700 14.10
K100R,A229T,L248M 137 5.58 40.3700 4079 0.45 0.1100 370.300 11.50
G156R,K289R,Y311H 292 5.40 18.4900 4464 0.54 0.1200 144.800 17.40
E173D 219 6.39 29.1800 5304 0.89 0.1700 171.600 6.60
Y337N,G131 171 5.71 33.3900 3367 0.24 0.0700 468.500 8.00
Y337H,P85S,E181K 318 5.21 16.3800 2409 0.22 0.0900 183.600 12.80

*Switch from NADP to NAD requires two base substitutions in one codon. This is a possible transitional amino acid produced by
a single base substitution (11). †The –3(M) designates a G to A substitution at base –3 that creates a new start codon.
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all single substitutions is a sufficient sampling of

protein sequence space for robust evolutionary

conclusions. We estimate that only 0.04 advan-

tageous amino acid replacements are missing

from themutant leuB[RKYVYR] library (18). We

conclude that mutations capable of breaking the

limit, the correlation, or the trade-off are unlikely

to ever be fixed in populations because they are

exceedingly rare (they may not exist), because

they are minimally advantageous, or both.

The two remaining ways to evolve an NADP-

specific IMDH are to reduce intracellular NADPH

pool and, as our results show, to increase expres-

sion. Reducing intracellular NADPH relieves the

inhibition but, as experiments deleting sources of

NADPH show (13), the disruption to the rest of

metabolism costs far more than the benefit to be

gained. The phenotype-fitness map (Fig. 1C)

imposes a law of diminishing returns such that

LeuBERKYVYR^ must be expressed above wild-

type levels by a factor of 100 to overcome the

inhibition by NADPH (18). Diverting resources

away from other metabolic needs toward compen-

satory protein synthesis would impose a protein

burden (26–29) sufficient to prevent the evolu-

tion of NADP-specific IMDHs.

The production of unnatural phenotypes, by

artificial selection or molecular engineering, is not

sufficient to conclude that evolutionary constraints

are absent entirely. Rather, potential constraints

underlying a conserved phenotype can be identified

from the relationships among genotype, phenotype,

and fitness that define an adaptive landscape.

Experimental evolution can then be used to test

their existence. Using this approach, we have

shown how certain structure-function relationships

in IMDHhave constrained its coenzymephenotype

since the last common ancestor.
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An Essential Role for LEDGF/p75
in HIV Integration
Manuel Llano, Dyana T. Saenz, Anne Meehan, Phonphimon Wongthida, Mary Peretz,
William H. Walker, Wulin Teo, Eric M. Poeschla*

Chromosomal integration enables human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) to establish a permanent
reservoir that can be therapeutically suppressed but not eradicated. Participation of cellular
proteins in this obligate replication step is poorly understood. We used intensified RNA interference
and dominant-negative protein approaches to show that the cellular transcriptional coactivator lens
epithelium–derived growth factor (LEDGF)/p75 (p75) is an essential HIV integration cofactor. The
mechanism requires both linkages of a molecular tether that p75 forms between integrase and
chromatin. Fractionally minute levels of endogenous p75 are sufficient to enable integration,
showing that cellular factors that engage HIV after entry may elude identification in less intensive
knockdowns. Perturbing the p75-integrase interaction may have therapeutic potential.

I
ntegration enables human immunodeficiency

virus type 1 (HIV-1) to establish a perma-

nent genetic reservoir that can initiate new

virion production, evade immune surveillance,

and replicate through mitosis. Integrated pro-

viruses that persist in long-lived T cells ensure

rapid HIV recrudescence if antiviral drugs are

withdrawn. Integration is catalyzed by the viral

integrase (IN). When expressed as a free protein in

cells rather than within its normal context as an

intravirion cleavage product of the HIV Gag-Pol

precursor, IN becomes tethered to chromatin by

cellular lens epithelium–derived growth factor/p75

(p75) (1–3), which is a transcriptional coactivator

(4). Accordingly, both proteins display tight colo-

calization with chromatin throughout the cell

cycle; short hairpin RNA (shRNA)–mediated

knockdown of p75 untethers IN, redistributing it

from an entirely nuclear to an entirely cyto-

plasmic location (3). Molecular tethering results

from specific linkages formed by p75_s discrete

functional modules: the N-terminal Pro-Trp-Trp-

Pro (PWWP) and A/T-hook elements bind to

chromatin (5), and a C-terminal integrase-binding

domain (IBD) binds to IN (6, 7). p75 also protects

the HIV-1 IN protein from rapid degradation in

the 26S proteasome (8). In the bona fide viral

context, drastic knockdown of p75 changed the

genomic pattern of HIV-1 integration by reducing

the viral bias for active genes, which suggests that

p75 influences integration targeting (9). However,

changes in overall levels of HIV integration and

replication have been either absent or modest, and

single-cycle infection analyses in cell lines have

consistently detected no effect, which has led to

questions about the overall importance of p75 in

the viral life cycle (3, 7, 9–12).

Previously, we observed that a nuclear lo-

calization signal–mutant p75 protein became con-

stitutively chromatin-trapped in stable cell lines

(7). In the present work, we hypothesized the

existence in previous severely RNA interfer-

ence (RNAi)–depleted HIV-susceptible cells of

a very small yet virologically potent chromatin-

associated p75 residuum. We reasoned that a

fractionally minute residual pool with a spatially

favorable location (colocalized with chromatin)

could explain the inability to demonstrate substan-

tial, reproducible impairments in integration or

viral replication in cells lacking detectable p75.

Such a reservoir would be inadequate to affect

observable properties of ectopically expressed IN

but might be sufficient to engage the vastly less

abundant incoming viral preintegration complex.

To test this hypothesis, we performed sub-

cellular fractionation and interrogated chromatin,

using a deoxyribonuclease (DNase) I– and salt-

based extraction protocol (13). These methods
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The Effects of Evolution are Local: Evidence from Experimental Evolution in Drosophila1

M. R. ROSE,2 H. B. PASSANANTI, A. K. CHIPPINDALE,3 J. P. PHELAN,4 M. MATOS,5 H. TEOTÓNIO,6 AND

L. D. MUELLER

Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California, Irvine, California 92697-2525

SYNOPSIS. One of the enduring temptations of evolutionary theory is the extrapolation from short-term to
long-term, from a few species to all species. Unfortunately, the study of experimental evolution reveals that
extrapolation from local to general patterns of evolution is not usually successful. The present article sup-
ports this conclusion using evidence from the experimental evolution of life-history in Drosophila. The fol-
lowing factors demonstrably undermine evolutionary correlations between functional characters: inbreeding,
genotype-by-environment interaction, novel foci of selection, long-term selection, and alternative genetic
backgrounds. The virtual certainty that at least one of these factors will arise during evolution shreds the
prospects for global theories of the effects of adaptation. The effects of evolution apparently don’t generalize,
even though evolution is a global process.

INTRODUCTION

Few goals are more fervently espoused by scientists
than the creation of a general scientific theory that is
predictive over a wide range of circumstances. Many
of us would point to the power and elegance of Dar-
win’s theory of evolution by natural selection and
claim that we have just such a theory. Is this a fair
claim? It might be, if we could make content-laden
predictions concerning the long-term outcome of evo-
lution. But can we?

A number of evolutionary theories have been ad-
vanced which seem to claim, implicitly or explicitly,
to predict long-term and general features of evolution.
For example, several researchers have put forward the-
ories of phenotypic evolution that offer a complete
predictive package, providing one knows the genetic
and phenotypic variances, covariances, and higher or-
der moments between characters (e.g., Lande, 1979,
1980; Lande and Arnold, 1983; Turelli and Barton,
1990; see also Barton and Turelli, 1987, 1991; Kirk-
patrick et al., 2002). One thing evolutionary biology
does not lack is an abundance of theories.

But do these theories really hold up? An advantage
for evolutionary theorists is that few people ever apply
strong inference (cf., Platt, 1964) to evolution as a pro-
cess (but see Lenski et al., 1991, for an important ex-
ample), leaving few of the predictions or assumptions
of most evolutionary theories at much risk of experi-
mental refutation. It is difficult to study evolution. A

1 From the Symposium Selection Experiments as a Tool in Evo-
lutionary and Comparative Physiology: Insights into Complex Traits
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society for Integrative and
Comparative Biology, 5–9 January 2004, at New Orleans, Louisiana.

2 E.mail: mrrose@uci.edu
3 Dept. of Biology, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario K7L

3N6, Canada.
4 Present address: Dept. of Organismal Biology, Ecology, and

Evolution, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90095-
1606.

5 Present address: Centro de Biologia Ambiental/Dep. Biologia
Animal, Fac. Ciências Univ. Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal.

6 Present address: Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência, 2780–156
Oeiras, Portugal.

large amount of time is required in most cases, and
many samples have to be taken, creating problems of
physical scale in the housing of experimental organ-
isms. Thus there are only a few cases where critical
tests of evolutionary theories have actually been per-
formed, and several of these tests have used experi-
mental evolution. The microbial work of Lenski (e.g.,
Lenski et al., 1991; Lenski and Travisano, 1994; Coo-
per et al., 2001) and others (e.g., Rainey and Travi-
sano, 1998; Burch and Chao, 1999; Dahlberg and
Chao, 2003) has strong tests of evolutionary theory
(see reviews in Bell, 1997; Travisano and Rainey,
2000).

We have an outbreeding experimental evolution sys-
tem, laboratory-evolved Drosophila populations (vid.
Rose et al., 2004). In the first ten years that they were
studied, we developed a simple consensus model for
the effects of adaptation in these fruit flies. The inter-
esting point for the present purpose is that this model
was to be annihilated by the next decade’s worth of
work. From this destruction, we learned a great deal
about the robustness of evolutionary findings, as we
will now adumbrate. We are sure that few of our col-
leagues will mind if we only set ourselves up to be
demolished, thereby sparing them the injury or insult.

DROSOPHILA LIFE-HISTORY: THE STANDARD MODEL

The study of Drosophila life-history in the labora-
tory goes back to the 1920s (e.g., Pearl and Parker,
1922), if not earlier (Loeb and Northrop, 1917). Much
of this work used mutant or inbred stocks, creating
problems that we will discuss shortly. Reasonable fruit
fly work on life-history is not much older than the
1960s (e.g., Wattiaux, 1968). A major feature of the
modern era of fruit fly life-history research is the use
of large quantitative genetics experiments (e.g., Rose
and Charlesworth, 1981; Hutchinson and Rose, 1991;
Hutchinson et al., 1991; Hughes and Charlesworth,
1994) and replicated experimental evolution (e.g.,
Rose, 1984a; Luckinbill et al., 1984; Service et al.,
1988; Partridge and Fowler, 1992; Mueller et al.,
1993). Sometimes, the findings from these two types
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TABLE 1. The Irvine Drosophila experimental evolution system.

● started from a SINGLE endemic fruit fly population, IV, in 1975;
large sample

● Reasonable Ne’s-about 1,000 plus
● Adapted to lab for about five years first
● All selection with five populations
● All selection regimes paired with controls
● Long sustained selection regimes

Some of the Laboratory Evolution Regimes:
● B-selected for day 14 fertility in vials
● O-selected for day 70 fertility in cages
● D-selected to survive extreme desiccation
● C-selected to survive moderate starvation
● SO-selected to survive extreme starvation
● CO-selected for day 28 fertility in cages
● SB-selected to survive extreme starvation
● CB-selected for day 28 fertility in cages
● ACO-selected for early (day 7–9) fertility
● ACB-selected for early (day 7–9) fertility
● RSO-relaxed selection, like CO’s
● NDO-new D stocks
● NDCO-new C stocks

TABLE 2. The matrix of evolutionary genetic correlations that make up part of the Standard Model.

Longevity Fecundity Starv. resist. Desic. resist. Development Viability

Longevity - neg pos pos neg pos
Fecundity neg - neg x pos neg
Starvation resistance pos neg - pos pos x
Desiccation resistance pos x pos - x x
Development neg pos pos x - pos
Viability pos neg x x pos -

(x - no correlation inferred; - same character).

of experiments reinforce each other, as in cases of neg-
ative genetic correlations and antagonistic indirect re-
sponses to selection. However, most of our knowledge
of the functional interrelations between Drosophila
life-history characters has come from studies of ex-
perimental evolution (cf. Rose et al., 2004); see Table
1 for a brief summary.

From the mid-seventies to 1990, the overall pattern
in the results from Drosophila work on life-history
was fairly clear. In outbred fruit flies, early fecundity
generally traded-off with longevity. Longer-lived flies
had reduced early fecundity, and vice versa. Longer-
lived flies had increased later fecundity. Longer-lived
flies were more robust under several stressors: star-
vation, desiccation, and ambient ethanol. Starvation re-
sistance appeared to trade-off with fitness, while des-
iccation resistance did not. A number of additional
subtleties could be added to this model, but it contains
the highlights. (See Table 2 for a rough summary of
the initially inferred patterns.) Several labs contributed
to these basic findings, and quite a few more individual
investigators, using flies of different origins. (Rose et
al. [2004] supply an introduction to this research.) It
would have been reasonable to conclude that some
fundamental truths had been discovered about Dro-
sophila life-history, and perhaps life-history in gen-
eral.

Below we will destroy this standard model, mostly

using the data that we collected in the period after
1990. Since we are undermining our own pet hypoth-
eses, rather than anyone else’s, we can afford to be
brutally matter-of-fact.

Inbreeding

The ideal finding in science is one that applies re-
gardless of initial conditions. Many of the theories of
physics apply with absolute generality, such as the ve-
locity-dependent transformations of special relativity.
Some theories in biology have this property. Darwin-
ian evolution implies that extinct species will never
reappear unaltered millions of years later. It would be
nice if, for example, such an important idea as a neg-
ative genetic correlation between early reproduction
and later survival was always true (cf. Williams, 1957).
Such a conclusion is especially attractive when a result
of this kind has been obtained repeatedly (Rose and
Charlesworth, 1980; Rose, 1984a; Luckinbill et al.,
1984) and there are explicit mathematical studies that
predict the occurrence of such negative correlations at
evolutionary equilibrium (e.g., Rose, 1982).

But it was not to be. One of the anomalies facing
this result is that a common observation in studies of
fruit fly life-history has been generally positive cor-
relations among life-history characters, especially pos-
itive genetic correlations (e.g., Giesel et al., 1982).
Perhaps there is no general trade-off pattern?

In a sense, this conclusion was correct. When Rose
(1984b) derived inbred flies from the stock that had
shown a trade-off (e.g., Rose, 1984a), the genetic cor-
relations became generally positive. Rose interpreted
this result as a reflection of inbreeding depression, with
some inbred lines more inbred than others and so gen-
erally having reduced life-history characters. As inbred
lines vary in their degree of inbreeding, and thus in
the depression of their life-history characters, life-his-
tory characters will positively co-vary. This effect ap-
parently swamps the negative genetic correlation be-
tween early reproduction and longevity. Such trade-
offs are not robust under inbreeding. Rather, they are
‘‘local’’ to outbred populations.

This was the first demonstration of the lack of uni-
versality of the ‘‘standard model’’ for Drosophila life-
history evolution. However, at the time it was felt that
barring cases of inbred flies was a reasonable qualifi-
cation to the standard model. This lack of robustness
was not treated as a source of concern. Worse was to
follow.
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Genotype-by-environment interaction

Flies that have been recently sampled from nature
are not near evolutionary equilibrium with respect to
the laboratory (vid. Matos et al., 2000). They undergo
a process of rapid adaptation to the laboratory during
which several life-history characters improve. Since
fly populations inevitably vary in the degree to which
they initially are adapted to the laboratory, they will
vary up and down for many of their life-history char-
acters in laboratory assays, again producing positive
genetic correlations between life-history characters.
This was shown in laboratory-adapted fruit flies by
giving them a novel environment, and comparing ge-
netic correlations in their normal lab environment ver-
sus the novel environment (Service and Rose, 1985).
As expected, under novel environmental conditions the
genetic correlation between fecundity and starvation
resistance shifted toward positive values.

This illustrated the dependence of genetic correla-
tions on the environment to which organisms are ex-
posed, in addition to the dependence of these corre-
lations on the degree of inbreeding. Change the envi-
ronment and the genetic correlation changes. If the en-
vironment is novel, there is a tendency to express
positive genetic correlations. This result is probably
not as robust as the inbreeding result—some novel en-
vironments might preserve negative genetic correla-
tions by chance. Still, there is a circumscription of the
standard model.

Further evolution of stocks selected for postponed
aging led to a reduction in the trade-off between lon-
gevity and early fecundity (Hutchinson and Rose,
1991; Chippindale et al., 1993; Leroi et al., 1994a).
Eventually, the longer-lived stocks even exhibited in-
creased early fecundity, compared to the ancestral type
of stock. This posed an obvious problem for our un-
derstanding of trade-offs in life-history. No inbreeding
or novel environment appeared to be involved. But
extensive testing for genotype-by-environment inter-
action revealed that the early fecundity of long-lived
stocks was nonetheless reduced specifically under the
environmental conditions used to culture the ancestral
fruit fly stock: crowding, bad food, and a short oppor-
tunity for egg laying (Leroi et al., 1994a). Under ap-
propriate environmental conditions, the original trade-
offs would reappear (Leroi et al., 1994a, b).

Novel and long-term selection

Up to this point, it was still possible to regard these
difficulties for the standard Drosophila life-history
model as experimental artifacts (cf. Rose, 1991, Ch.
3–4). But greater difficulties were to come.

One of the areas that the standard model was ex-
tended to was the evolution of development. We found
an apparent trade-off between rate of development and
viability (Chippindale et al., 1994). This was a natural
elaboration of the standard model in that it suggests a
trade-off between rapidly developing an adult and the
survival of the larva. Chippindale et al. (1997) suc-

cessfully selected for accelerated development in the
Drosophila stocks that had been used to develop the
standard model. The rapidly developing flies had re-
duced viability, too. Borash et al. (2000) also found
that these faster developing flies were more vulnerable
to noxious environments. In these respects, the larval
evolutionary patterns seemed to fit the kind of trade-
off pattern built into our standard model of Drosophila
life-history evolution.

It was only when more detailed analyses of growth
rate were performed that problems appeared. When
Chippindale and collaborators analyzed growth rate
using measurements of dry body mass instead of tho-
rax length, this trade-off disappeared (Chippindale et
al., 2004). The correlation between growth rate and
viability went from negative to positive, as a function
of the specific trait that was measured, say mass versus
thorax length. In other words, the evidence for a trade-
off was dependent on how the traits were character-
ized.

The populations that were originally used to develop
the standard model underwent continued selection.
The total number of generations of selection came to
exceed 100 for most of these stocks, as opposed to 20
or 30 generations, the number of generations of selec-
tion that characterized the stocks when they were first
studied. At that earlier point in the evolution of our
populations, we had a positive genetic correlation be-
tween stress resistance and longevity. (See Table 2.)
After more than 100 generations of experimental evo-
lution, we re-analyzed the relationship between stress
resistance and longevity (Phelan et al., 2003), finding
that the positive correlation between stress resistance
and longevity disappeared at high levels of stress re-
sistance. There was even evidence for a negative re-
lationship between high levels of starvation resistance
and longevity. Because this correlation breakdown
arose in a miscellany of stocks, we proceeded to select
specifically for very high levels of stress resistance to
determine its effects on longevity (Archer et al., 2003),
without confounding selection. Again, the positive cor-
relation built into the standard model broke down.

The pattern of the selection results was fairly sim-
ple. So long as selection didn’t push functional char-
acters too far, our standard ideas about viability, de-
velopment, fecundity, longevity, and stress resistance
held up fairly well. But if we pushed selection hard,
producing substantial enhancements in these function-
al characters, the standard model collapsed. In other
words, our standard model was only a local finding.

Genetic background

There are some findings that do seem to be highly
robust. For example, the effect of delayed reproduction
on the laboratory evolution of Drosophila appears
quite reliable: longevity increases (Wattiaux, 1968;
Rose and Charlesworth, 1980; Rose, 1984a; Luckinbill
et al., 1984; Partridge and Fowler, 1992). Passananti
(2000) performed such a late-reproduction study using
hybrids of four inbred rosy D. melanogaster stocks:
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TABLE 3. The evolutionary effects of postponed reproduction in
rosy stocks, generation 22.

Bry Ory

Male longevity* (days) 46.52 6 1.22 54.76 6 1.14
Female longevity* (days) 36.98 6 0.59 47.63 6 1.49
Early fecundity 31.80 6 3.51 17.64 6 2.17
Male starvation resistance (hours) 24.87 6 2.28 22.08 6 1.29
Female starvation resistance (hours) 33.68 6 3.78 28.11 6 1.22

(* Indicates P , 0.05 in paired t-tests for treatment differences
with 5 replicates; results are given as means 6 standard errors).

Canton-S, Oregon-R, Swedish-C, and Lausanne. These
stocks and their controls were created using indepen-
dent crosses. Once the starting stocks were created,
five populations were subjected to selection for early
reproduction, the B ry, while the other five were sub-
ject to selection for late reproduction, the O ry. Selec-
tion proceeded for 22 O generations, and many more
B generations, before samples were taken for assay.
Two generations of standardized rearing were used be-
fore data were collected. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 3. (Note that all statistical comparisons are between
treatments, so that the number of replicate lines [not
individuals] limits the degrees of freedom, which in
turn makes the inference of statistical significance
quite conservative.)

As in earlier studies, average longevity significantly
increased in the O ry stocks. This is in keeping with
the findings of Rose (1984a), a study that employed
fewer generations. The chief interest of the results of
Table 3, however, is that the indirect responses of star-
vation resistance and early fecundity are not in keeping
with the standard model. There is no statistically sig-
nificant decrease in fecundity or increase in starvation
resistance at generation 22. While the linear regression
of average fecundity in O ry stocks does significantly
trend downward when multiple generations of data are
used (P , 0.05; data not shown here; Passananti,
2000), the starvation resistance results are not even in
the right direction. Here, as in the findings of Phelan
et al. (2003) and Archer et al. (2003), the qualitative
correlation between starvation resistance and longevity
is undermined. Using a different genetic background
breaks the positive correlation between starvation re-
sistance and longevity.

CONCLUSION: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

The standard Drosophila model for life-history evo-
lution arose first in the 1970s. It is now more than 30
years old. Much of its history is outlined in Rose et
al. (2004). But our recent research is inimical to the
standard model. As a set of precepts about life-history
evolution in a particular system, the standard model
should be abandoned.

What is the general import of this conclusion? There
is the question of whether or not other evolutionary
systems will have the same features. In general, we do
not know the answer to this question. There aren’t
many studies of experimental evolution. Of these stud-

ies, very few compare with our Drosophila work in
terms of the number of generations, replicates, or dis-
tinct selection regimes utilized. The Luckinbill labo-
ratory has performed somewhat similar research (e.g.,
Luckinbill et al., 1984). Interestingly, one of their
studies demonstrated the existence of a genotype-by-
environment interaction involving rearing density
(Clare and Luckinbill, 1985), a finding that was later
corroborated in our system (Service et al., 1988).

An experimental evolution system that has been
even more replicated is the Escherichia coli model
system established by Lenski and his colleagues, be-
ginning with Lenski et al. (1991). This system has
been studied for thousands of generations, and some
additional lines have been created that focus on par-
ticular characters, such as adaptation to temperature
(e.g., Bennett et al., 1992). Like the original standard
model for Drosophila life-history evolution, it would
be fair to say that Lenski and colleagues have created
a standard model for E. coli. But how global is it?
Will it too breakdown as they learn more?

Consider the possibility that the destruction of the
Drosophila model will prove generally true, if not for
all organisms perhaps, then at least for metazoa. That
is, what if none of the patterns that we adduce for the
effects of evolution on animals hold up when we learn
more? Natural selection may be a process that rapa-
ciously exploits new advantageous alleles and allele
combinations to increase fitness, often in ways that
undermine antecedent limits on adaptation. If so, then
it is only appropriate to expect that simple evolution-
ary just-so stories will not be sustained when enough
is learned about the range of pertinent evolutionary
dynamics. What can we do about this prospect?

We could track the accomplishments of evolution
the way market analysts track the stock market, always
searching for the latest pattern. Ever more complex
models could explain observed patterns with increas-
ing precision, without gaining predictive power. There
might be an alternative, however: focusing only on the
dynamical machinery of evolution independently of
the outcome of evolution. With this approach, the
workings of the process would be studied, eschewing
any prospect of generally characterizing the effects of
the evolutionary process. This leads to a focus on test-
able predictions concerning the evolutionary mecha-
nisms involved: 1) We might test whether standing ge-
netic variation plays a predominant role in the re-
sponse to selection (cf. Teotónio and Rose, 2000); 2)
Similarly, we could determine if new mutations were
involved in the response to selection (e.g., Mackay,
1985), and if their effect is dependent on population
structure (e.g., Estes and Lynch, 2003); 3) The relative
role of additive and non-additive gene interactions can
be tested for their role in inbreeding depression (e.g.,
Vassilieva et al., 2000); 4) Hypotheses about how ge-
netic drift and selection change the patterns of genetic
variance and covariance can be addressed (e.g., Whit-
lock et al., 2002); 5) Specific forms of natural selec-
tion, such as density and frequency-dependent selec-
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tion, can be examined for their prevalence (e.g., Muell-
er et al., 1993; Reznick et al., 1996); 6) The relation-
ship between evolutionary rate and initial
differentiation is sometimes strong, linear, and nega-
tive in slope (e.g., Teotónio and Rose, 2000), perhaps
because of the greater magnitude of selection differ-
entials when there is more differentiation—a testable
finding that may not depend on local features of evo-
lution. But we should always be prepared to discover,
and document, that our expectations are not met, even
for hypotheses about basic mechanisms of evolution.

Some might conclude that we have shown that ex-
perimental evolution is of little value for evolutionary
research. On the contrary, we propose that experimen-
tal evolution is one of the most powerful techniques
in evolutionary biology, powerful enough to reveal the
unreliability of most conclusions that have been ad-
duced concerning evolution.
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This inevitably leads to widespread hap-
loinsufficiency at several gene loci, only
a fraction of which provide the nascent
tumor cell with some degree of selective
advantage. Do tumor suppressor genes
exist for which haploinsuff iciency is
more strongly selected for than complete
inactivation? Only accurate and quantita-
tive genome-wide expression profiling by
microarray or proteomic analysis will en-
able such gene-dosage defects to be iden-
tified. Analyzing targeted hypomorphic

alleles in experimental animals should fa-
cilitate the identif ication of modifier
genes, their tissue-specific dosage thresh-
olds, and their interaction with more pen-
etrant tumor suppressor genes and envi-
ronmental mutagens. 
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ells and microorganisms have an im-
pressive capacity for adjusting their
intracellular machinery in response to

changes in their environment, food avail-
ability, and developmental state. Add to this
an amazing ability to correct internal er-
rors—battling the effects of such mistakes
as mutations or misfolded proteins—and we
arrive at a major issue of contemporary cell
biology: our need to comprehend the stag-
gering complexity, versatility, and ro-
bustness of living systems. Although
molecular biology offers many spec-
tacular successes, it is clear that the
detailed inventory of genes, pro-
teins, and metabolites is not suf-
ficient to understand the cell’s
complexity (1). As demon-
strated by two papers in
this issue—Lee et al. (2)
on page 799 and Milo
et al. (3) on page
824—viewing the
cell as a network of
genes and proteins
offers a viable
strategy for ad-
dressing the
complexity of
living systems.

According to the
basic dogma of molec-
ular biology, DNA is the ultimate deposito-
ry of biological complexity. Indeed, it is
generally accepted that information stor-
age, information processing, and the exe-
cution of various cellular programs reside
in distinct levels of organization: the cell’s
genome, transcriptome, proteome, and

metabolome. However, the distinctness of
these organizational levels has recently
come under fire. For example, although
long-term information is stored almost ex-
clusively in the genome, the proteome is
crucial for short-term information storage
(4, 5) and transcription factor–controlled
information retrieval is strongly influenced
by the state of the metabolome. This inte-
gration of different organizational levels
increasingly forces us to view cellular
functions as distributed among groups of
heterogeneous components that all interact

within large networks (6, 7). There is clear
evidence for the existence of such cellular
networks: For example, the proteome orga-
nizes itself into a protein interaction net-
work and metabolites are interconverted
through an intricate metabolic web (7). The
finding that the structures of these net-
works are governed by the same principles
comes as a surprise, however, offering a
new perspective on cellular organization. 

A simple complexity pyramid com-
posed of the various molecular compo-
nents of the cell—genes, RNAs, proteins,
and metabolites—summarizes this new
paradigm (see the figure). These elemen-
tary building blocks organize themselves
into small recurrent patterns, called path-

ways in metabolism and motifs in ge-
netic-regulatory networks. In turn,

motifs and pathways are seamlessly
integrated to form functional mod-
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From the particular to the univer-

sal. The bottom of the pyramid

shows the traditional representa-

tion of the cell’s functional or-

ganization: genome, tran-

scriptome, proteome, and

metabolome (level 1).

There is remarkable in-

tegration of the vari-

ous layers both at

the regulatory and

the structural

level. Insights

into the logic

of cellular organization can

be achieved when we view

the cell as a complex network in which the

components are connected by functional links.

At the lowest level, these components form ge-

netic-regulatory motifs or metabolic pathways

(level 2), which in turn are the building blocks

of functional modules (level 3). These modules

are nested, generating a scale-free hierarchical

architecture (level 4). Although the individual

components are unique to a given organism,

the topologic properties of cellular networks

share surprising similarities with those of natu-

ral and social networks. This suggests that uni-

versal organizing principles apply to all net-

works, from the cell to the World Wide Web.
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ules—groups of nodes (for example, pro-
teins and metabolites) that are responsible
for discrete cellular functions (6). These
modules are nested in a hierarchical fash-
ion and define the cell’s large-scale func-
tional organization (8).

The papers by Lee et al. (2) and Milo et
al. (3) offer key support for the cellular or-
ganization suggested by the complexity
pyramid (see the figure). Using 106 tagged
transcription factors of the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Lee et al. have
systematically identif ied the genes to
whose promoter regions these transcription
factors (regulators) bind. After establishing
transcription factor binding at various con-
fidence levels, they uncovered from 4000
to 35,000 genetic-regulatory interactions,
generating the most complete map of the
yeast regulatory network to date. The map
allows the authors to identify six frequent-
ly appearing motifs, ranging from multi-
input motifs (in which a group of regula-
tors binds to the same set of promoters) to
regulatory chains (alternating regulator-
promoter sequences generating a clear
temporal succession of information trans-
fer). A similar set of regulatory motifs was
recently uncovered in the bacterium Es-
cherichia coli by Alon and co-workers (9).
In their new study, Milo, Alon and col-
leagues provide evidence that motifs are
not unique to cellular regulation but
emerge in a wide range of networks, such
as food webs, neural networks, computer
circuits, and even the World Wide Web (3).
They identified small subgraphs that ap-
pear more frequently in a real network than
in its randomized version. This enabled
them to distinguish coincidental motifs

from recurring significant patterns of inter-
connections. 

An important attribute of the complexi-
ty pyramid is the gradual transition from
the particular (at the bottom level) to the
universal (at the apex). Indeed, the precise
repertoire of components—genes, metabo-
lites, proteins—is unique to each organ-
ism. For example, 43 organisms for which
relatively complete metabolic information
is available share only ~4% of their
metabolites (7). Key metabolic pathways
are frequently shared, however, and—as
demonstrated in this issue (2, 3) and else-
where (9)—so are some of the motifs. An
even higher degree of universality is ex-
pected at the module level; although quan-
titative evidence is lacking, it is generally
believed that key properties of functional
modules are shared across most species.
The hierarchical relationship among mod-
ules, in turn, appears to be quite universal,
shared by all examined metabolic (8) and
protein interaction networks. Finally, the
scale-free nature (7) of the network’s
large-scale organization is known to char-
acterize all intracellular relationships doc-
umented in metabolic, protein interaction,
genetic, and protein domain networks. The
Milo et al. study now raises the possibility
that the complexity pyramid might not be
specific only to cells. Indeed, scale-free
connectivity with embedded hierarchical
modularity has been documented for a
wide range of nonbiological networks.
Motifs are now known to be abundant in
networks as different as ecosystems and
the World Wide Web. 

These results highlight some of the
challenges systems biology will face in the

coming years. Lately, we have come to ap-
preciate the power of maps—reliable de-
positories of molecular interactions. Yet ex-
isting maps are woefully incomplete; key
links between different organizational lev-
els are missing. For example, we lack the
systematic tools to map out lipid-protein or
metabolite–transcription factor interactions
in vivo. The topological relationships
among pathways, motifs, modules, and the
full network will also have to be studied in
much more detail. Most important, maps
must be complemented with detailed mea-
surements of cellular dynamics, recording
the timing of processes that take place
along the links. This topic is increasingly
studied within isolated motifs and modules
(10) but has received relatively scant atten-
tion at the whole-network level. Despite all
of these recent challenges, an initial frame-
work offering a rough roadmap appears to
have been established. As we seek further
insights, we increasingly understand that
our quest to capture the system-level laws
governing cell biology in fact represents a
search for the deeper patterns common to
complex systems and networks in general.
Therefore, cell biologists, engineers, physi-
cists, mathematicians, and neuroscientists
will need to equally contribute to this fan-
tastic voyage.
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A
rchaeological records are affected
by a variety of natural and cultural
processes at a variety of spatial and

temporal scales (1). A given cultural phe-
nomenon may appear across a broad range
of environments, or may be limited to a
narrow range of environments and time
periods. Paleoecological studies can help
to discriminate between these cases. But
most reconstructions of early human
ecosystems are based on the excavation
and interpretation of individual archaeo-
logical sites. Paleoecological studies of

long-term climatic change are also often
limited in scope (2).

Integrative studies of multiple sites,
multiple records, and larger areas over
long time periods can dramatically change
the interpretation (3–7). On page 821of
this issue, Núñez et al. (8) demonstrate the
power of such a comprehensive approach.
They closely integrate paleoecological and
archaeological analysis to study the long-
term interaction between hunter-gatherers
and changing environments  over the last
15,000 years in the Atacama desert of
northern Chile.

The authors examine why initial human
occupation occurred about 2000 years lat-
er in this hyperarid region than in more

humid forested regions in south central
Chile (9), and several centuries later than
in less arid areas in the central and south-
ern Andes. They also ask why a long “Si-
lencio Arqueologico” (a cultural hiatus in
the archaeological record) took place be-
tween 9500 and 4500 calendar years be-
fore the present (cal yr B.P.).

The possible reasons for these varia-
tions in human presence considered by
Núñez et al. include migration lags, inhos-
pitable late Pleistocene environments, bi-
ased survey and visibility, and rapid and
long-term abandonment of the region. The
study illustrates the importance of integrat-
ing local environmental and archaeological
information in studying regional human
ecosystems and in comparing the findings
with other regions at a larger scale.

The authors assume that high-altitude
ancient lakes (paleolakes), mid-altitude
grasslands (puna), and low-altitude wet-
lands best indicate changes in habitat ex-
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